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FOREWORD

We are pleased to introduce this booklet, which is intended as
an introduction to the World Bank Group in general and the Bank's
environmental and social policies and activities in particular.

Over the past 20 years, the World Bank's coverage of
environmental and social issues has evolved considerably. Between
1987 and 1992, building on earlier preliminary work, Bank
environmental and social work was characterized by a major focus on
reducing potential harmful impacts of Bank-financed projects through
the systematic application of environmental assessments (EAs) and
codification of other environmental and social policies. From 1992 to
1995 the Bank environmental and social work expanded with
targeted investments in the environment. At a total investment nearly
$11 billion in 65 countries, these projects have made substantial
progress in assisting the Bank's client countries address
environmental and social concerns. Present Bank efforts are aimed at
mainstreaming environmental concerns across the Bank's entire
portfolio.

Caring about the environment in Sub-Saharan Africa is not a
luxury but a prime necessity because progress in African economies
will depend heavily on natural resources. This is of particular
importance in respect to the Bank's main goal of alleviating poverty
because environmental degradation primarily affects the poor in both
rural and urban areas. Reversing the downward spiral of
environmental degradation must be a central element of any strategy
to reduce poverty in Sub-Saharan Africa. Such a strategy requires
every effort to maintain natural capital and to use it sustainably by
promoting sound environmental management.

The World Bank and its international partners cannot solve
Ugandan environmental problems alone. Nor will the government.
Ugandan people-individuals, households, communities, and the
private sector-will be the critical actors. However, the World Bank
and its partners can and must provide the necessary support.
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This booklet is intended to make readily available the lessons
learned from the Bank's environmental and social experience. The
overall goal is to help in-country project managers use EA and Social
Assessment effectively to aid project design and implementation, and
contribute to the environmental and social sustainability of the
economic development in the Republic of Uganda.

We are particularly grateful to the government of Denmark,
which has contributed to financing the Seminar on Environmental
Assessment Procedures between the World Bank and the Republic of
Uganda that has led to the preparation of this booklet.

We hope you find the booklet useful.

Andrew D. Steer James W. Adams
Director Country Director

Environment Department Africa Region



Rio Declaration on Environment and Development

Principle 4

In order to achieve sustainable development. environmental protection shall constitute an
integral part of the development process and cannot be considered in isolation from it.

Principle 10

Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned citizens, at
the relevant level. At the national level, each individual shall have appropriate access to
information concerning the environment that is held by public authorities, including information on
hazardous materials and activities in their communities. and the opportunity to participate in
decision-making processes. States shall facilitate and encourage public awareness and
participation by making information widely available. Effective access to judicial and
administrative proceedings, including redress and remedy, shall be provided.

Principle 15

In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied
by States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious irreversible damage,
lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures
to prevent environmental degradation.

Principle 17

Environmental impact assessment, as a national instrument, shall be undertaken for
prQposed activities that are likely to have significant adverse impact on the environment and are
subject to a decision of a competent national authority.

1
Adopted by UNCED at Rio de Janeiro, June 13, 1992



What is the World Bank?

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD). frequently called
the "World Bank," was conceived in July 1944 at the United Nations Monetary and Financial
Conference in Bretton Woods. New Hampshire. U.S.A. The World Bank opened for business on
June 25, 1946.

The principle on which the Bank was founded was that many countries would be short of
foreign exchange for reconstruction and development, but would not be sufficiently creditworthy
to meet all their needs by borrowing commercially. As an official multilateral institution whose
share capital was owned by countries in proportion to their economic size, the Bank would be able
to intermediate by borrowing on world markets and lending more cheaply than commercial banks.
It would also be able to exercise sound judgment about which projects to help finance.

The current goal of the World Bank is to promote sustainable development in developing
countries. The Bank provides loans to developing countries to help reduce poverty and to finance
investments that contribute to economic growth. Investments include roads, power plants, schools,
and irrigation networks, as well as activities like agricultural extension services. training for
teachers, and nutrition-improvement programs for children and pregnant women. Some loans
finance changes in the structure of countries' economies to make them more stable, efficient, and
market-oriented. The World Bank also provides "technical assistance," or expert advice, to help
governments make specific sectors of their economies more efficient and relevant to national
development goals.

The World Bank operates under the authority of a Board of Governors. Each of the
Bank's 180 member countries is represented by one governor, who is usually a ministerial-level
government official. The Board of Governors delegates its authority to a smaller group of
representatives, the Board of Executive Directors, based at the Bank headquarters in Washington,
D.C. The Board of Executive Directors decides policies affecting World Bank operations and
approves all loans. Loan decisions are based on economic, social and environmental, rather than
political, criteria.

The World Bank Group consists of the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD or Bank), the International Development Association (IDA), the International
Finance Corporation (IFC), the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), and the
International Center for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). They are inter-governmental
organizations. The headquarters of the World Bank Group Organizations are in Washington, D.C.
IBRD, IDA, IFC, MIGA and ICSID combined employ an active headquarters-based workforce
(including regular and fixed-term staff, long-term consultants and temps) of about 9,300 people
from more than 120 countries.

Mr. James D. Wolfensohn, the World Bank's ninth President, took office on June 1,
1995. The President is Chairman of the Board of the Executive Directors and Chief Executive
Officer of IBRD, IFC, MIGA and IDA and Chairman of the Administrative Council of ICSID. As
Chief Executive Officer, the President is responsible for the overall management of the
institutions; representing the institutions to the world at large; formulating policies and programs
for approval by the Executive Directors; and more generally, for carrying out the purposes of the
institutions in accordance with their Articles of Agreement and the wishes of the shareholders.

-I-



IBRD2 The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development had 181 member
countries as of June 1, 1996. Some of the money the IBRD lends comes from contributions from
member countries, but the majority comes from bonds issued in world financial markets.
Generally, countries with annual average per capita incomes above $1.395 (but less than $5,055)
are eligible for IBRD loans. When a country's average per capita income exceeds $5,055 the
process of "graduating" from IBRD is triggered. Loans generally have a 5-year grace period and
must be repaid during periods ranging from 15 to 20 years. The interest rate on World Bank loans
to developing countries changes every six months.

IDA The International Development Association, established in 1960, had 159
member countries as of June 1, 1996. Although legally separate from the World Bank, this affiliate
is administered through Bank's staff and facilities. IDA provides no-interest loans to the world's
poorest countries, defined as having annual per capita incomes of less than $1,395. Most IDA
loans are, in fact, provided to countries with annual per capita incomes of $865 (in 1994 dollars) or
less. IDA loans, or credits, have a 10-year grace period and must be repaid in 35 to 40 years
(according to the borrowing country's creditworthiness). The money that IDA lends comes from
contributions from wealthier nations, an occasional contribution from the profits made by the
IBRD, and repayments of IDA credits.

IFC3 The International Finance Corporation, established in 1956, had 169 member
countries as of June 1, 1996. IFC promotes economic growth in developing countries by lending
directly to the private sector. Unlike the IBRD, it lends without governmental guarantees. The IFC
may also take equity positions in companies to which it lends, play the role of catalyst to other
investors from the private sector, and work to develop capital markets in developing countries. IFC
funds are composed of shares purchased by member governments; IFC's own borrowing,
particularly from the IBRD; and retained earnings.

MIGA4 The Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency, established in 1988, had 131
member countries as of February 1, 1996. This World Bank affiliate promotes private investment
in developing countries. It provides guarantees on investments to protect investors from
noncommercial risks such as war or nationalization. It also provides advisory services to
governments to help them find ways to attract private investment in their countries.

ICSID The International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes was established
in 1966 by the Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals
of Other States (the Convention). As of April 8, 1996 139 countries have signed the Convention,
and of those 126 have ratified to become member countries. ICSID seeks to encourage greater
flows of international investment by providing facilities for the voluntary conciliation and
arbitration of investment disputes between ICSID member countries and nationals of other member
countries. ICSID itself does not engage in conciliation or arbitration. The Centre assists in the
initiation and conduct of conciliation and arbitration proceedings, performing a variety of
administrative functions in this respect.

2 See: Fig 1 Organizational chart of the World Bank and Fig. 2 Organizational Chart of the World Bank Africa Region.
3 See: Fig. 3 Organizational Chart of the IFC
4See: Fig 4 Organizational Chart of the MIGA
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How Does the World Bank Differ from the International
Monetary Fund?

Although they were conceived at the same time, the World Bank and International
Monetary Fund (IMF) are separate institutions with separate goals. Before a country can apply for
membership in the World Bank, it must first be a member of the IMF.

The main goal of the World Bank is to promote long-term economic growth that reduces
poverty in developing countries. The IMF's purpose is to oversee the international monetary
system and to help member countries overcome short-term financial problems.

While the World Bank lends only to developing countries. the IMF can lend to any
member country that lacks foreign currency to cover short-term financial obligations to creditors in
other countries.

World Bank Strategy for Sustainable Development

The intrinsic relationship between the environment and development, though somewhat
controversial in the past, now seems to be universally accepted. This is certainly the case in the
World Bank at present, following a series of developments.

The Brandt Commission noted in its report that the United Nations Conference on the
Human Environment, held in Stockholm in 1972 (Stockholm Conference), was an important
milestone in environmental awareness. Building on the conclusions of this conference, the
Commission indicated that the protection of the environment could no longer be seen as an
obstacle to development but rather needed to be considered as an essential part of it.

More specifically, after stating that environmental impact assessments should be
undertaken whenever investment or other development activities may have adverse environmental
consequences, the Commission urged multilateral development banks to be ready to assist in
carrying out EAs to ensure that an ecological perspective would be incorporated into development
planning.

The relationship between development and environment has been further sharpened by
the work of the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) also known as the
Brundtland Commission, which followed the same line of thinking, but gave prominence to the
notion of "sustainable development".

The Bank's concern with the environment predated the work of these commissions.
However, the broad realization that development projects have an impact on the environment was
clearly articulated by the President of the Bank for the first time in a major speech before the
United Nations Economic and Social Council in 1970. In that speech, Mr. Robert McNamara, the
Bank's fifth President, stated the Bank's concern with environmental issues and the manner in
which it planned to address them, in what may now seem to be only a modest beginning:

SSee: Independent Commission on International Development Issues, North-South: A Program for Survival 114 (1980)
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The problem facing development finance institutions. including the World Bank, is
whether and how we can help the developing countries to avoid or mitigate some
of the damage economic development can do to the environment, without at the
same time slowing the pace of economic progress. It is clear that the costs
resulting from adverse environmental change can be tremendous. It is equally
clear that, in many cases, a small investment in prevention would be worth many
times over what would have to be expended later to repair the damage.

In the Bank, ... even more important. we want to work towards concepts that will
enable us and other development financing agencies to consider environmental
factors of development projects in some kind of cost-benefit framework.6

Twenty years ago, a popular view held that because the earth's carrying capacity was
finite, rates of economic growth should be deliberately curtailed. Environmentally sound
development allowed no other course. The goals of economic development and environmental
protection were thought to be mutually exclusive: economic development was believed to be
unavoidably destructive to the environment. and environmental protection was considered a luxury
and a constraint to development. Today, this view has largely given way to a better understanding
of the interdependence of development and the environment.

It is now four years since almost all countries of the world endorsed the concept of
environmentally sustainable development at the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro. The World Bank has sought to be an active partner
in implementing the "Rio imperatives". The Bank's active portfolio of loans whose primary
objective is to strengthen environmental management now stands at $11 billion in 65 countries.

The accords agreed at UNCED reflect the belief that degradation of the environment and
depletion of its valuable natural resources not only impede economic development but also
threaten human survival. At the Rio conference, also called the Earth Summit, the world
community reached an unprecedented consensus on the need to fully integrate environmental
concerns into the mainstream of economic decision-makina. This is essential if the economic,
demographic, and political forces that underlie environmental degradation are to be redirected at
both the local and global levels.

With its unique mandate and diverse capacity in technical assistance, project finance,
policy dialogue and research, the World Bank is well placed to adopt, and follow through on the
holistic approach championed in Agenda 21, the Earth Summit's call for sustainable development.

As the World Bank is seeking to assist our member countries in making development
more sustainable, we are undergoing our own "greening". We like to think we are now in the
"third generation" of reform.

* The first phase - the "post-Brundtland" reforms - took place in the 1987-92 period.
It was characterized by a major (and much-needed) focus on reducing potential harm
from Bank-financed projects. It involved putting in place Environment Assessment
requirements for the projects we support.

'See: Robert S. McNamara, Address to the UN Economic and Social Council. November 13, 1970
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* The second phase - the "post-Rio boom" - was characterized by a huge expansion of
demand for assistance from our clients. This has required that we equip ourselves for
the task. Our technical environmental staff has increased in numbers from a handful
a decade ago to about 300 today. We now also run around 100 environmental
training courses for staff each year, and have embarked upon a major program to
draw upon outside expertise.

* The third phase - mainstreaming, as we call it - is now underway. It is characterized
by a move "upstream" from project-specific concerns, to an integration of the
environment into sector and national strategies. Mainstreaming includes re-
examining our assistance strategies in agriculture, energy, infrastructure and even our
macroeconomic support through the lens of sustainability. incorporating
environmental, social and economic considerations. Important shifts are already
underway as a result of this approach; but a great deal remains to be done, especially
as we look to the agenda for the next 25 years.

But even as we seek to mainstream issues of sustainability in all we do, we need to
acknowledge frankly that the transition is not complete. We have much to learn, and we need to be
disciplined and vigilant in ensuring that stated policies and intentions are actually applied on the
ground.

The Earth Summit and the Bank's "1992 World Development Report on Development
and the Environment" provided the impetus and intellectual foundation for the Bank's current four-
point strategy for sustainable development.

The World Bank's environmental activities - which involve policy dialogue, lending,
technical assistance, research, and aid coordination - have four objectives:

* Assisting member countries in setting priorities, building institutions, and
implementing programs for sound environmental stewardship;

* Ensuring that potential adverse environmental impacts from Bank-financed projects
are addressed;

* Assisting member countries in building on the synergies among poverty reduction,
economic efficiency, and environmental protection; and

* Addressing global environmental challenges through participation in the Global
Environment Facility (GEF).

First: Assisting Countries in Environmental Stewardship

The Bank is actively assisting member countries to strengthen their environmental
institutions, policies and investments. In the first three years after Rio, the World Bank committed
$5.6 billion in new loans and credits, explicitly for environmental concerns, and $1.1 billion for 21
projects was added in fiscal 1995 (see Fig 5, and Fig. 5A for Environmental projects in the Africa
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Region). This is apart from the Bank-implemented projects financed by the Global Environment
Facility (GEF).

The majority of projects in the currently active portfolio of $11 billion in 65 countries are
new, and $8 billion is scheduled to be disbursed over the next few years. Ensuring that these
projects continue to perform well and that the lessons from their innovative approaches are learned
and disseminated will be a major challenge. An increasing number of such investments are being
designed in the context of implementing National Environmental Action Plans (NEAPs). These are
country-led plans, but they often have technical and financial support provided by bilateral and
multilateral agencies. The challenge of the coming years is to turn NEAPs into action, and the
World Bank stands ready to play a strong financial and advisory role and will use its role of
coordinator of aid groups to help in mobilizing funding.

Fig. 5 The World Bank:Active Environmental
Portfolio (as of 6/30/95)
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Of course, individual lending operations still continue to be important vehicles for the
Bank to help countries address environmental problems. The environment sector, hence, must
assume a central place in the Bank's country dialogue on policies, public expenditures, and
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institutions. This will be essential for ensuring the country focus of the Bank's environmental work.
and for building country commitment to implement sustainable development strategies.
Preparation of NEAPs is an important step in building such commitment. but adequate follow-
through is also essential to ensure that the priorities identified and the approaches and policies
developed are successfully financed and implemented.

Fig. 5A Environmental Projects - Africa Region
(Number of Projects, accumulated)
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NEAPs and equivalent planning processes are important vehicles for assisting borrowers
to set environmental priorities and to map out ways of achieving them. They also facilitate better
project selection and design, since NEAPs allow the Bank and other lending institutions and
donors to focus support and investments on agreed priority areas.

Clearly emphasis must be put on careful project identification, covering the initial
development of project ideas in the context of many competing options. This calls for establishing
clear environmental objectives at the outset, by asking: "How much will it cost to achieve various
levels of improvement in the exposure to pollution that populations and ecosystems face?" The
solutions need to be chosen from among a range of alternatives, including a reliance on economic
and/or environmental policy measures, institutional arrangements, or investments in varying levels
of technology.

Second: Assessing and Mitigating Adverse Impacts of Bank-Financed Projects

In addition to providing direct support to environmental projects, the Bank continues to
strive to make all of its lending environmentally and socially benign. The past years after the Earth
Summit have been crucial for the Bank in further strengthening its capacity for environmental and
social assessment. The Bank has recently reviewed its experience with EAs. and there is very
encouraging evidence that they are increasingly influential in shaping the design and redesign of
projects. But there is still a long way to go, and the Bank is heavily active in building capacity for
environmental assessment and analysis at the country level.

Environmental concerns became an explicit part of Bank activities in 1970, when the
position of environmental adviser was established. Bank environmental policies and assessment
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procedures evolved slowly during the following fifteen years, and rapidly during the past decade,
reflecting changes in thinking taking place in the international development community. The first
internal instruction to Bank staff on the environment which dealt with the social issues associated
with involuntary resettlement, Operational Manual Statement (OMS) 2.33, was released in
February 1980. This was followed by a statement on tribal peoples in Bank operations issued in
February 1982 (OMS 2.34).

The first operational statement on environmental aspects of the Bank's work (OMS 2.36)
was issued in May 1984. OMS 2.36 outlined what were seen then as the Bank's "still evolving"
policies and procedures "applicable to Bank projects, technical assistance and other work that may
have an impact on the environment." The policies and principles of OMS 2.36 are still of
significant relevance to current and future Bank environment-related policy and work for two
reasons. First, while OMS 2.36 may soon be superseded and issued in the form of a new
operational policy statement, it continues to operate to provide guidance on policies and
procedures. Second, it has served as the building block for, and has influenced, the subsequent
Operational Directives regarding environmental assessment.

OMS 2.36 points out that the Bank's approach was not to adopt environmental
"standards," but rather "guidelines". This approach is tailored to local circumstances and respects
the "vast differences among (the Bank's) developing member countries".

The OMS summarizes eight principles behind the Bank's guidelines with respect to the
environment. These principles are as follows:

a) The Bank will endeavor to ensure that each project affecting renewable natural resources
does not exceed the regenerative capacities of the environment;

b) the Bank will not finance projects that cause severe or irreversible environmental
deterioration, including species extinctions, without mitigatory measures acceptable to
the Bank;

c) the Bank will not finance projects that unduly compromise the public's health and safety;

d) the Bank will not finance projects that displace people or seriously disadvantage certain
vulnerable groups without undertaking mitigatory measures acceptable to the Bank;

e) the Bank will not finance projects that contravene any international environmental
agreement to which the member country concerned is a party;

f) the Bank will not finance projects that could significantly harm the environment of a
neighboring country without the consent of that country. The Bank is willing to assist
neighboring members to find appropriate solution in cases where such harm could result;

g) the Bank will not finance projects which would significantly modify natural areas
designated by international conventions as World Heritage sites or Biosphere Reserves,
or designated by national legislation as national parks, wildlife refuges, or other
protected areas; and

-8-



h) the Bank will endeavor to ensure that projects with unavoidable adverse consequences
for the environment are sited in areas where the environmental damage is minimized,
even at somewhat greater initial costs.

On the basis of these principles. OMS 2.36 sets forth guidelines applicable to Bank
staffing and practice for environmental projects. and for projects with environmental components.
It also identifies how "environmental considerations'' are integrated into the Bank's project cycle,
from the project planning stage (including country economic and sector work), throughout
preparation, and continuing through project supervision and project completion reporting. With
this OMS, the Bank became the first multilateral development agency to screen projects for their
environmental consequences and to adopt environmental guidelines for the evaluation of future
lending operations. Moreover, by the mid-1980s, the Bank was financing projects containing
specific environmental components.

Since 1984, and particularly since 1989, Bank policies in relation to the environment have
become more comprehensive, expanding to include agricultural pest management (1985),
management of wildlands (1986), protection of cultural property (1986), collaboration with NGOs
(1988), and environmental policy for dam and reservoir projects (1989). In addition. in 1987 the
Bank implemented a series of structural changes that strengthened environmental policies,
procedures, and staff resources. This process culminated in 1989 with the introduction of
Operational Directive (OD) 4.00, Annex A: Environmental Assessment (revised in 1991 into OD
4.01: Environmental Assessment). This directive requires that all Bank investment projects be
screened for their potential environmental effects.

All of these instruments have since been, or are in the process of being, updated and
strengthened. More recent directives include ones on indigenous people (1991), water resources
management (1993), forestry (1993), and natural habitats (1995). In 1993, all existing ODs began
to be revised and incorporated into a new system of operational policies and Bank procedures.
The new system comprises three categories of directives: Operational Policies (OP), Bank
Procedures (BP) and Good Practice (GP).

OD 4.01 provides guidance to staff on the Bank's policies and procedures for conducting
EA of proposed projects. It seeks to ensure that development options are environmentally sound
and sustainable, and that environmental consequences are recognized early in the project cycle and
taken into account in project design and implementation. This directive also provides guidance on
consultation with and disclosure of information to affected groups and local NGOs.

Since the OD 4.01 revision, considerable progress has been made and there will continue
to be refinements in the implementation of EA, as Bank staff and borrowing countries gain
experience. In the Bank's view, several measures have contributed to this progress:

1) the start-up of an accelerated program of EA training for Bank staff and borrowers:

2) detailed EA tracking system to keep a handle on the whole portfolio of EAs in the
Bank;

3) an increase in human and financial resources to expedite the EA process; and

9



4) the publication and regular updating of improved technical guidelines: the three-
volume Environmental Assessment Sourcebook and EA Sourcebook Updates.

The Environmental Assessment Sourcebook and a number of Environmental Assessment
Sourcebook Updates are important reference publications that provide comprehensive EA
guidance on all major sectors. The first volume, dealing with policies, procedures and cross-
sectoral issues, was first published by the Bank in July 1991. Specific guidance is provided on
social issues, economic analysis, strengthening local environmental management capabilities and
institutions, financial intermediary loans. and, most importantly, community involvement and the
role of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Two other volumes, issued later in 1991, address
critical sectoral issues, including agriculture, transportation. urban infrastructure and industry.

The Bank's current EA policy (OD 4.01) requires Bank staff to classify projects into three
EA categories, depending on type, location. sensitivity, and scale of the proposed project, as well
as the nature and magnitude of its potential impacts. A project is assigned to category A if it is
likely to have significant adverse impacts that may be sensitive, irreversible, and diverse; or if it is
likely to be comprehensive, sector-wide, or precedent-setting. Category A projects require a full
EA to be prepared by the borrower, with technical assistance from the Bank as required. Examples
of projects requiring full EA include dams and reservoirs, industrial estates, large-scale irrigation
and flood control, land clearance and resettlement.

Projects are assigned to category B when their impacts are not likely to be as sensitive,
numerous or as diverse as category A impacts. Although a full EA is not required for a category B
project, environmental analysis is required. Examples include small-scale agro-industry,
aquaculture and mariculture, rural electrification, tourism, watershed management, and rural water
supply and sanitation projects. No EA or environmental analysis is required for category C
projects-such as family planning, education, health and nutrition - because they are unlikely to
have adverse impacts.

While progress has been rapid, there is no room for complacency. The Bank cannot yet
claim that all EAs are satisfactory because that will take time.

Between 1989 and 1995, more than 1,000 World Bank projects were screened for their
potential environmental impacts: about 600 of these projects have been screened since UNCED,
and 228 were screened in fiscal 1995 alone. Among the investment projects approved by the
Bank's Board of Directors in fiscal 1995, 23 projects (10 percent) were classified as category A,
which require a full environmental assessment; 81 projects (36 percent) were classified as category
B, which require some environmental analysis, and the remaining 124 (54 percent) were classified
as category C, which require no EA. In fiscal 1995, category A projects were generally
concentrated in the agricultural, energy and power, transport, urban, and water sanitation sectors,
reflecting a fairly consistent sectoral distribution over the past three years.

To improve the effectiveness of EAs, the Bank has undertaken two reviews of EAs and is
integrating the lessons that emerge into its continuing EA practice. The second review was able to
assess the EA process in a more systematic and detailed fashion. It found improvements in the
institutional and operational strength of EAs and in the effort to link EA recommendations with
project preparation and implementation. The review concluded that the EA process is now firmly
rooted in the Bank's normal business activity. An EA's effectiveness in improving the
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environmental performance of a project largely depends on two factors: its quality in technical
terms and the degree to which it influences a project's conceptualization. design, and
implementation.

The second EA review found that as they learn from experience. the Bank and borrower
countries are improving the quality of EAs. This has been especially true in the past three years.
Direct and site-specific impacts are being identified and evaluated better in EAs for Bank-financed
projects within a broad range of sectors and geographical locations. EAs more consistently identify
and discuss fully the most relevant issues and impacts, providina a good basis for developing
sound mitigation plans and monitoring measures.

Cumulative impacts have proven more difficult to address, because they have indirect or
induced impacts. Most EAs focus on the direct impacts of a specific investment rather than on
these second - or third - order effects. Reasons for this may include insufficient guidance and
training on how to carry out such analysis, lack of attention to these aspects in preparing EA terms
of reference, and legitimate questions about the value of such analysis. considering the extra costs
involved and relative uncertainty about the validity of findings. Financial limitations in developing
countries may also play a role. Clearly. however, it is important to be aware of these factors and,
to the extent possible, to ensure that cumulative, indirect, and induced impacts receive the attention
they deserve.

Another important issue in environmental assessment is the need to integrate economic
and environmental analysis better. To date, few EAs have attempted to quantify environmental
impacts in economic cost-benefit terms.

Beyond simply avoiding and mitigating environmental harm, an EA can enhance project
design by considering alternative investments from an environmental perspective. To meet Bank
standards, EAs must compare systematically a project's proposed design, site, technology, and
operational alternatives for their potential environmental impacts. EAs should also compare capital
and recurrent costs of each option, their suitability under local conditions, and their institutional,
training, and monitoring requirements. Ideally, EAs should quantify each alternative's
environmental costs and benefits to the extent possible and attach economic values where feasible.

Considering sectoral investment alternatives adequately from an environmental
perspective is far more difficult than simply avoiding or minimizing the negative impacts of a
proposal. It is complicated by the fact that borrowers rarely require such an analysis of alternatives
in their own EAs. An in-depth analysis of alternatives, including economic analysis of
environmental costs and benefits, also requires specialized skills on the part of EA consultants, and
many countries and local consultants do not yet have this capacity.

Finally, timing may be a serious constraint when project preparation is not synchronized
with the borrowers' planning process. In practice, many EA are carried out at a stage when the
major design and location decisions have already been made, and the main available alternatives
are either to go ahead with the project, perhaps with limited technological or operational changes,
or to abandon it completely. Although these "downstream" planning issues are important, because
they may alter the nature and significance of environmental impacts, EAs should ideally also
influence the "upstream" planning process. To address this need, the Bank is encouraging the use



of sectoral and regional EAs to introduce environmental concerns before major decisions are
made.

The quality of EA mitigation. monitoring, and management plans has improved in the
past few years. These plans specify the measures and activities to be undertaken, explain how they
will be implemented, indicate their timing and duration, and identify costs, sources of funding, and
entities responsible for their implementation.

Many of the problems with these issues have not yet been fully resolved, however, and the
Bank is making an effort during appraisal and negotiations to finalize adequate plans and, in
particular, to resolve the issue of time in some projects. Further progress is likely with stronger
borrower EA requirements, improved borrower capacity to carry out EAs, and more targeted
follow-up by the Bank and other donors once draft EA reports have been submitted for review.

In some instances, the Bank's requirements have in themselves led to institutional
capacity building in preparing EAs and in preparing mitigation, monitoring, and management
plans.

Public consultation plays a key role in identifying and assessing environmental impacts,
comparing alternatives, designing appropriate mitigation measures, and building local ownership
and participation into the development process. More borrowers are including substantive public
consultation as part of the EA and are gaining experience in designing meaningful consultation
processes. In many projects, consultations are becoming more open and interactive, using public
meetings or new approaches such as interactive television or radio. Consultations include not only
local NGOs or representatives of directly affected people but also the whole population in a
project area. The quality of EA work has improved significantly as a result.

In some projects, however, borrowers have found it easier to consult with local NGOs
than with affected communities, in particular with women and the poor. Some EAs, moreover, still
do not sufficiently document the consultation process and its results. Public consultation also
remains a challenge in countries whose governments have no similar requirements or cultural
traditions in this regard or whose local project and EA consultant teams posses insufficient social
science expertise.

To consolidate public consultation in EA, the second EA review suggested the following
measures:

* Implementing agencies in borrowing countries should be strengthened to the point
where they have sufficient institutional resources to plan and carry out consultations
with stakeholders. This requires a staff of qualified professionals in social and
communication sciences and a basic office infrastructure.

* Sufficient funds need to be allocated to finance the consultation process. The
implementing agency, not the stakeholders, should pay for the necessary equipment,
transport, and per diems. Financing institutions like the Bank may be able to help a
borrower country identify sources of funding, if needed.
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* The borrower agency or EA team should quickly analyze the project's social context
to answer the following questions: Who are the relevant stakeholders? What are the
customary institutional forms of decision-making in the country? What are the
customary forms of communication preceding decision-making?

* Borrowers should be encouraged to identify the appropriate areas and participants in
consultation. Not all groups need to be consulted on all details of a project, such as
purely technical decisions that do not require public input. However, on decisions
that intimately affect local living conditions. the interested communities should take
direct part in the decision-making process or make the decisions themselves.

Project agencies should work systematically to ensure that stakeholders are consulted at
the main stages of project preparation, particularly the scoping stage, before EA terms of reference
are finalized. The conclusions emerging from these consultations should be fed back to the
participants for verification.

The second EA review found that, to improve the environmental performance of projects.
EAs need to influence overall project preparation and implementation. Even high-quality EAs
sometimes lack this dimension and thus have little or no impact on the project. The environmental
assessment must be fully integrated with the overall project cycle during project preparation,
during negotiation of binding implementation agreements. and during project implementation
itself.

In the final analysis. project implementation tests EA effectiveness in two ways. It
reveals the extent to which the EA identified and accurately assessed a project's actual
environmental impacts. It also reveals the effectiveness of plans and measures intended to avoid or
mitigate adverse impacts and to manage and monitor environmental quality. In the process, it
demonstrates the performance and capabilities of the institutions responsible for implementing EA-
related activities.

The second review of EA found that the general performance of Bank - financed category
A projects under implementation is above the Bank-wide average for investment projects; this is
encouraging because it suggests that projects subject to full EAs perform better than those not
subject to them, even if a direct causal link has yet to be established.

As Bank experience with environmental assessment evolves. important areas of work
continue to emerge that require innovative approaches. Among these are Bank work with sectoral
and regional EAs, EAs of private sector development projects, and financial intermediary lending.

Just as environmental assessments identify important environmental issues, social
assessments (SAs) analyze the social factors that affect development. Like EAs, SAs improve the
design and delivery of Bank-assisted projects and analytical work. They also provide a framework
for analyzing social factors and for defining the social content of Bank projects and economic and
sector work. Social assessment is carried out to order to (a) identify key stakeholders and establish
an appropriate framework for their participation in project selection, design and implementation;
(b) ensure that project objectives and incentives for change are acceptable to the range of people
intended to benefit and that gender and other social differences are reflected in project design; (c)
assess the social impact of investment projects and where adverse impacts are identified, determine
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how they can be overcome or at least substantially mitigated; and (d) develop capacity at the
appropriate level to enable participation. resolve conflict, permit service delivery. and carry out
mitigation measures, as required.

Incorporating SA into the Bank's project cycle requires increasing the involvement of
stakeholders. In some cases, this can be done dunng project preparation, but in more and more
situations structured learning and SA participation are being built into the project itself.

Some of the good practice lessons7 from the Bank's recent experience with social
assessment are the following:

* SAs must be selective and strategic and focus on issues of operational relevance. Given
the range of social factors that potentially affect a project's success. SAs must be tailored
to specific problems and situations.

* Good SA involves consulting with stakeholders and affected groups and collecting other
forms of data. Often projects are improved when issues are jointly assessed and agreed. or
when beneficiaries are given responsibility for identifying problems and solutions. Where
local participation in project design and implementation is expected. participatory
collection and analysis of data can build trust and mutual understanding early in the
project cycle.

* SA design is influenced by the degree of stakeholder involvement required and the
complexity of the issues addressed. Where social factors are complex and social impacts
or risks are significant, formal studies generally need to be carried out as part of project
preparation. Where initial uncertainty is considerable because of lack of awareness,
commitment, capacity, SAs contribute to the design of projects that are flexible and
responsive to change.

* Task managers need technical and financial support for SAs. Social issues are invariably
complex, and task managers need appropriate financial and technical support so that the
participatory process and social analysis do not become a source of frustration and delay.

Third: Building on the Positive Synergies between Development and the
Environment

The Bank's post-Rio agenda is to build upon the positive win-win links between
development and the environment. The Bank is therefore actively expanding programs that are
directed towards poverty reduction and economic efficiency and that are also beneficial for the

7 The Bank's Social Policy and Resettlement division prepares the Social Assessment Guidelines that support existing
Bank policies on Resettlement, Indigenous Peoples, Cultural Property, and Gender by promoting an integrated
framework for incorporating participation and social analysis into the design and delivery of Bank-assisted
operations and analytical work. The guidelines briefly describe relevant issues - stakehoider involvement, levels of
participation, common poverty, participation and project success - and discuss steps in the social assessment
process and the range of available methodological tools. Further guidance on specific methods (Beneficiary
Assessment) and best practice examples of social assessment are available from the Bank's Environment
Department.
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environment. Some examples are: the Bank's lending to population activities rose to $1.2 billion
(for 14 projects) and for education to $8 billion (for 11 projects) in the four years since the Earth
Summit, and its support for energy efficiency and for water supply and sanitation has also been
increased.

The "Pollution Prevention and Abatement Handbook" has been prepared by the Bank's
Environment Department to provide guidance to World Bank and IFC staff and consultants who
are involved in pollution-related projects. The Handbook will progressively replace the 1988
World Bank Environmental Guidelines. It is to be used in the context of the Bank's environmental
policies set out in OD 4.01, related documents and a new system of operational policies and Bank
procedures.

The Handbook promotes sustainable development by focusing attention on the benefits-
environmental and economic-of pollution prevention. including clear production and good
management techniques. The application of the guidelines set out in the Handbook can minimize
the use of resources as well as reduce the quantity of wastes requiring treatment and disposal.

The guidelines represent good pollution management practices which can be achieved and
maintained with the levels of skills and resources in the Bank's borrowing countries. The Bank is
committed to strengthening management and technical skills and to supporting the development of
the necessary institutions. In the absence of relevant national regulations, the guidelines can
provide a basis for negotiating site-specific agreements between regulators and industry in those
countries.

Part I of the Handbook is under preparation. It will provide a guide to the key policy
issues related to pollution management.

Part II provides practical guidance on a wide range of sector-specific topics as well as
summaries of good practices in establishing site specific requirements, based on the experience in
World Bank projects and lessons from the policies and practices of other agencies and
organizations in this field.

Part II presents detailed requirements to be taken into account in the preparation of World
Bank industrial projects. It provides a point of reference for good operational targets and
acceptable emission levels to protect human health and the environment. It has three subsections:

* An overview of the characteristics of the principal pollutants.

* A brief description of the most common prevention and control technologies for a
number of important pollutants.

* Sector specific guidelines that provide a more detailed discussion of cleaner
production and pollution abatement for selected industry sectors.

Preparation of the Handbook is an on-going process. Consultations will continue to be
held with industry organizations, regulatory agencies and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).
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The Bank also recognizes that poor people are often politically marginalized and
excluded from the decision-making and policy implementation processes. Local community
participation and consultation can change this by establishing the legitimacy of development
efforts and policies at the outset. building powerful constituencies for environmental stewardship.
and greatly improving the prospects for successful implementation. The key to effective change is
empowering the poor to break the vicious cycle of poverty, population growth and environmental
degradation. In this regard, participation by local communities and NGOs in project planning and
implementation can give a voice to the marginalized poor whose lives are affected by the
development process.

Fourth: Addressing Global Environmental Challenges

The Bank strategy is concerned with global environmental challenges. The Bank
partnership in the Global Environment Facility (GEF) is central to its efforts in this area.

Established in 1991 as a three-year pilot program, the GEF was created to address global
environmental issues in four focal areas, namely: climate change. ozone depletion. loss of
biodiversity, and international waters. Activities concerning land degradation as they relate to the
four focal areas are also eligible for funding. The GEF is jointly implemented by the United
Nations Development Program (UNDP), the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), and
the World Bank.

The GEF is a financial mechanism that provides grant and concessional funding to
developing countries for projects and programs that protect the global environment in the above-
mentioned focal areas. A major objective of the GEF is to "leverage" global benefits from regular
bank projects that might not otherwise take these global concerns into account. The GEF covers
the difference (or increment) between the costs of a project undertaken with global environmental
objectives in mind, and the costs of an alternative project that the country would have implemented
in the absence of global environmental concerns. This facility is designed to transfer resources in
such a way as to enable governments to address global environmental concerns that otherwise
would be neglected and to assist countries in complying with the provisions of international
conventions or protocols that target global environmental problems.

In March 1994, negotiations were concluded to restructure the Facility and replenish its
Core Fund with over $2 billion in grant resources to be committed over a three-year period. Thirty
countries, nine from the developing world, have pledged over $2 billion. The contributions of
industrialized countries are based on the burden-sharing formula agreed for the pledged additional
voluntary contributions, while others will provide co-financing to the Facility.

The GEF has an Assembly, a Council, and a Secretariat. The Council is the main
governing body of the GEF. It is composed of representatives of 32 constituencies: 16 from the
developing world, 14 from industrialized zones, and 2 from countries with economies in transition.
The Council is responsible for developing, adopting, and evaluating the operational policies and
programs for GEF activities.

The Assembly consists of representatives of all participating countries. This body, which
meets every three years, is responsible for reviewing the general policies of the Facility. Its Chair
is elected from among the participants, and all decisions are reached by consensus.
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The Secretariat services and reports to the governing Council and the Assembly. It is
headed by the Chief Executive Officer of the Facility, who is appointed by the Council on the joint
recommendation of the Implementing Agencies.. The Secretariat is functionally independent but
supported administratively by the World Bank.

Countries can obtain GEF funds if they are eligible to borrow from the World Bank
(IBRD and/or IDA) or receive technical assistance from UNDP through its country Indicative
Planning Figure (IPF). The goal is universal membership. As of June 1996, there were 156
participating countries. Any member state of the United Nations may become a GEF Participant
by depositing with the GEF Secretariat a Notification of Participation. This form is annexed to the
instrument establishing the GEF.

Pursuing poverty alleviation and environmentally sustainable development successfully at
the national level depends on preserving the regional and global commons. such as internationally
shared water resources. Although actions need to be taken locally, and should be part of national
development strategies and programs, problems that traverse national borders often need to be
addressed cooperatively with other nations. This is particularly true in the case of transboundary
water resources (see the box); efforts to preserve quality of water and ecosystems related to such
resources require regional solutions to address global concern for sustainable use of water
resources.

The challenge for the Bank is to work with governments to ensure that regional and global
objectives are integrated into national environment and development policies. The Bank seeks to
do this, on the one hand, through its own regular lending programs. On the other hand, the Bank is
the implementing agency of an important global financing mechanism: the GEF.

The four fold agenda of the Bank is a big agenda. As the President of the World Bank
Group, Mr. James D. Wolfensohn stated:

At the World Bank we regard the promotion of environmentally

sustainable development as one of our fundamental objectives.8

Mr. Wolfensohn further elaborated on this issue in his address to the Board of Governors,
October 10, 1995:

We must heed the warnings of the Rio Earth Summit and act to protect
the world for our children ... without environmental protection.
development can be neither lasting nor equitable. My commitment to the
task is unequivocal.

'See: Foreword by James D. Wolfensohn, President, The World Bank, to: Financing Change. The Financial Community,
Eco-Efficiency, and Sustainable Development. Stephen Schmidheinv, Federico J.L. Zorraguin with the World
Business Council for Sustainable Development. The MIT Press, London, England, 1996.
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Toward Environmentally Sustainable Development in

Sub-Saharan Africa-A World Bank Agenda

Environmental Issues and Challenges. More than any other part of the world,
Sub-Saharan Africa relies on its environmental resource base, from both an
economic and a social perspective. Its environment, however, is at risk for a
number of interdependent reasons.

Heavy reliance on natural capital. Most economies in Sub-Saharan Africa depend
heavily on their natural capital. About two-thirds of the population lives in rural areas and derives
its main income from agriculture. African countries consistently identify land degradation,
deforestation, lack of access to safe water, and loss of biodiversity compounded by climatic
variability as their major environmental concerns.

Extreme poverty along with very fast population growth. Poverty is both a cause and a
result of environmental degradation. Of the thirty poorest countries of the world, twenty-one are in
Africa. The entire region had an average income level of about $520 per capita in 1993 and a
negative (-0.8 percent) per capita income growth rate from 1980 to 1993. The extreme poverty is
exacerbated by a demographic explosion unprecedented in human history, with a current annual
average growth rate of about 3 percent.

Urbanization and migration. Sub-Saharan Africa is the fastest urbanizing region in the
world. Thirty years ago only one city had more than a million inhabitants; by 1990, eighteen cities
had attained that size. Although cities provide many economic opportunities, they also confront a
range of environmental problems: the inadequacy of physical infrastructure and services, the health
consequences of crowding and increased exposure to concentrated wastes, unsustainable
consumption of resources, and increasing settlement on ecologically sensitive areas. Much of the
continent's urban population already lives in coastal cities, and African coasts are attracting
increasing numbers of people. As a result, coastal zones are often affected by a wide range of
interdependent environmental issues relating to agriculture, forestry, and fisheries and water
management at the interface between marine and freshwater ecosystems, as well as infrastructure,
urban, and industrial development.

Sub-Saharan Africa contains about 35 million transnational migrants, including some 4
million refugees. These population movements, which are likely to grow, put tremendous strain on
traditional social fabrics and concentrate the environmental pressure in certain hot spots.

Evolution to market economies unsupported by environmental policies and regulations.
Most countries in Sub-Saharan Africa are evolving toward a market economy with an increasingly
selective role for the public sector. In parallel, many countries are pursuing economic adjustment
to redress macroeconomic distortions. This evolution will promote economic growth and holds
great potential for improving environmental management, provided that appropriate environmental
policies and regulations, including the use of market-based instruments, are in place and
enforced-which is not yet the case for most countries in Africa.

9
This has been derived, with the permission of the authors, from: "Toward Environmentally Sustainable Development in

Sub-Saharan Africa. A World Bank Agenda." World Bank, Washington, D.C., 199. Messrs. Francois Falloux,
Jan Bojo and Robert Clement-Jones prepared the original report that is the basis for this booL
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Political transition in an extremelv fragmented continent. Most of sub-Saharan Africa is
in political transition. The change to more open societies has a positive impact on the environment
because, in countries progressing toward political pluralism. decisionmaking becomes
decentralized and people are empowered in managing their natural resources. Conversely,
countries suffering from political breakdown and civil stnfe suffer high environmental costs.

The extreme political fragmentation of the continent and the lack of effective mechanisms
for regional cooperation hamper environmental management. The current division into forty-eight
countries makes it difficult to address subregional issues, such as the management of watershed for
the major river basins, the conservation of marine and coastal ecosystems. and the protection of
primary rain forest. It also limits the capacity of each government to deal with its own country's
environmental concerns.

All these constraints are interdependent and make sustainable development difficult to
achieve. Poverty and high population growth often induce land degradation and deforestation.
which lead to growing food insecurity and loss of biodiversity. The severity of these mutually
reinforcing constraints is compounded by low investment in human capital, which often forces
individuals to continue to rely on their own unskilled labor and on short-term exploitation of
natural resources as the only ways to survive.

In the next three decades, population growth, migration. and settlement will dramatically
change the face of Sub-Saharan Africa. By 2025 the population of Sub-Saharan Africa will total
more than a billion people and be growing, with resulting increases in food requirements and
environmental pressures. Urbanization will persist; by 2025 the urban population is expected to
reach about 700 million, more than half of Sub-Saharan Africa' s population.

It is under these circumstances that African countries must make their transition to
Environmentally Sustainable Development (ESD). Specifically. they will face six major
environmental challenges: achieving food secunty; facilitating a demographic transition to a more
stable population level; influencing migration toward a better distribution of the population:
making urbanization sustainable; managing energy, water, and other natural resources in an
integrated and sustainable fashion; and speeding development of modem education. information.
and communication systems.

Lessons from World Bank Experience. A review of the World Bank's
experience in integrating environmental concerns into its assistance to African
countries has produced ten main lessons.

* Local environmental planning through National Environmental Action Plans (NEAPs),
or equivalent, raises environmental awareness, introduces new environmental policies,
and builds institutional capacity.

* Parallel environmental planning in the World Bank through country environmental
strategy papers is instrumental in defining the World Bank's environmertal work in many
Sub-Saharan African countries.
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* Promoting ESD requires greater consistency between the World Bank's
recommendations on macroeconomic policy and those on environmental management.

* Addressing environmental issues requires cross-sectoral and transboundary approaches
and operations, as well as more attention to subregional ecosystems rather than to
individual sectors.

* Integrating environmental considerations in investment lending is essential for all sectors
since investment lending represents the major part of the World Bank's portfolio.

* Because adjustment lending corrects price and policy distortions, it is a powerful
instrument for improving environmental management. provided that environmental
policies are incorporated and measures are adopted to avoid potential negative
environmental impacts.

* The World Bank's environmental investment lending, although representing only about
10 percent of the portfolio. requires special attention because it is targeted to institutional
development and capacity building, the foundations of environmental management.

* Environmental assessment is an essential tool in project design but needs to be used
more systematically and effectively: it should be better integrated in the economic
analysis of projects, apply to entire sectors, and incorporate geographic information.

* The Global Environment Facility (GEF) is a key instrument to leverage support for
global environmental issues and pioneer new approaches to adopt win-win solutions at
the national and subregional levels.

* Although the World Bank has significantly increased its environmental capacity, it still
needs to invest more in environmental training to fully integrate environmental concerns
in its development assistance.

A Proposed Agenda for the World Bank. The World Bank's agenda aims at
better assisting African countries in their transition to ESD. which is a critical
ingredient for reducing poverty-the World Bank's overarching goal in Sub-
Saharan Africa. The agenda focuses on the poorest segments of society, who are
currently both victims and key agents of environmental degradation. It also
focuses on gender issues, since in Africa women play a greater role in
environmental management than in any other region of the world.

While reflecting the World Bank's continued environmental commitment during
the past decade, the agenda aims to integrate the environment further into the
development process. The agenda is anchored in the above lessons and good
practices experienced in World Bank operations.

It has been conceived within the guiding principles of the World Bank's Africa
Region: to incorporate the views of Africans and assess their priority demands,
to select actions with the highest potential for success, to improve cost-
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effectiveness, to monitor results for quick feedback. and to develop partnerships.
The agenda identifies three overall objectives.

Achieve food security and improve riral income while conserving ecosystems through
intensified but sustainable agriculture built on two types of improvements: soil fertility
management through the use of increased organic and inorganic fertilizer and erosion control
techniques and integrated pest management. Improving the security of access to land and other
natural resources will require special attention.

Increase emphasis on urban environmental management to meet the demands of a
rapidly growing urban population for safe water, sanitation. waste management services, and air
pollution abatement.

Develop human capital both by emphasizing primary education-particularly for girls
and with greater attention to environmental knowledge and its practical application-and by
strengthening public and private capacity for environmental management. These measures will also
facilitate the essential demographic transition to lower population growth rates, combined with im-
proved health and family planning services. Meeting these broad objectives will require actions on
several fronts.

* Help countries develop their capacity for environmental management through
institutional reforms to foster stakeholder participation and decentralization of
decisionmaking, policy measures that balance regulatory mechanisms and legal reform
with market-based instruments, investments in priority areas, and donor coordination.

* Combat inconsistent sectoral approaches by addressing cross-cutting issues in a
coordinated manner, such as the integrated management of coastal zones, water
resources, energy, and rural infrastructure.

* Enhance information and communication through improved collection of data, more
systematic use of environmental and geographic information systems and electronic
networkmg, and improved communication through the media.

* Focus on areas under greater environmental pressure. such as certain coastal zones,
tropical forests, major urban areas, critical watersheds, and biologically diverse
ecosystems.

* Address global environmental challenges by supporting the international conventions on
desertification, climate change, and biodiversity, as well as efforts to reduce pollution of
international waters. This would be achieved through the strategic use of the GEF to

leverage conventional lending.

A Plan of Action. To implement this agenda, the World Bank has already started
the following plan of actions:

Help African countries pursue environmental planning as a participatory process at the
national and local levels. The World Bank will provide support to update the first generation of
National Environmental Action Plans (NEAPs) and to translate their NEAPs into local
environmental action plans.
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Promote national environmental support programs to implement NEAPs. Several
countries have prepared their programs, which are now being implemented with financial support
from the donor community.

Develop the environmental content of investment lending. The necessary creation of
national environmental agencies needs to be complemented with the development of environmental
capacity at the sector level. The World Bank's initiative to base its support on integrated sector
programs provides such capacity.

Create a regional network to better coordinate donors assistance in addressing soil
fertility problems more effectively. This network should monitor soil fertility through land quality
indicators, identify critical areas. mobilize financial sources, promote awareness of land
degradation, promote programs to enhance soil fertility, and support research.

Incorporate environmental concerns in adjusntlent lending more systematically and
forcefully. Special effort will be made both to carry out environmental assessment of adjustment
operations and implement mitigation plans.

En/lance the capacity to prepare and manage cross-cutting operations to complement the
sectoral approach. Several new types of environmental programs have started to deal with issues
such as integrated coastal zone management and transboundary environmental problems.

Strengthen environmental training public information and communication. Capacity
building will be essential to firmly establish new cross-sectoral environmental agencies as well as
environmental units in the sectoral ministries. Training will be equally important for the private
sector and nongovernmental organizations (NGOS). Public information and communication on
environmental matters will be supported.

Develop financial instruments to effectively finance ESD. More specifically, the
Institutional Development Fund should be adjusted and expanded to help establish transboundary
mechanisms to deal with subregional ecosystems. The fund should also be open to supporting
NGOS directly as financial intermediaries to reach local communities without necessarily
involving governments.

To implement the above plan of action, the World Bank will further integrate the
environment in its internal instruments and procedures and enhance its environmental capacity. In
particular, the Bank will

* Integrate the environment in country assistance strategies. Similar efforts are planned for
public expenditure reviews, poverty assessments and country economic memoranda.

* Use environmental assessments to design a larger number of projects, sectoral programs,
and adjustment operations so as to select the best alternative in terms of sustainable
development.

* Invest in environmental training, particularly for staff not involved in environmental
work.
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* Improve internal environmental staffing. organization. and networking. All relevant units
will be equipped with adequate environmental staff, which will constitute departmental
and regional environmental networks and be linked to clients' and partners' networks.

* Develop environmental information systems and expand them systematicallv to the
overall environmental portfolio as well as to sector lending with environmental
components.

* Enhance environmental partnerships and networks both within the World Bank Group
and with a broad range of external institutions, particularly those in Africa.

* Monitor the implementation of the plan of action and issue periodic assessments of
progress.

While dealing with the overall region. the plan will focus on the environmental priorities
of each of the six subregions.

Sudano Sahelian Belt. Within the new context of implementing the United Nations
Convention on Desertification (the Desertification Convention). the World Bank will support
national programs addressing drought preparedness, integrated water resource management. and
sustainable fuelwood supply, with special attention to sanitation and waste management.

H umid West Africa. Focus on implementing integrated coastal zone management
(particularly from Cote dlvoire to Nigeria), conserving the remaining primary rain forest, and
protecting the high watersheds of major river systems (particularly in Guinea and Sierra Leone).
Because about a third of the population in the subregion lives in coastal zones, special attention is
required to improve urban and industrial environmental management.

Congo Basin. Focus mainly on conserving the second largest contiguous primary tropical
rain forest in the world by monitoring its evolution and planning its sustainable use. The World
Bank is preparing a project for enivironmental monitoring in the basin to be financed by the GEF.
Attention will also be paid to coastal zones, particulary in areas with intense urban development.

East Africa. Focus on reversing land degradation through erosion control, agroforestry,
and intensive sustainable agriculture while helping preserve the region's unique biodiversity.
Major cities will also need suppoort to improve urban environmental managment, particularly in
the coastal areas.

Southern Africa. Focus on pollution control and improved urban living conditions, which
are essential in this highly urbanized region. In the countryside, efforts should balance the
conservation of biodiversity and more sustainable agriculture. These measures will help achieve
food security and land reform, soil conservation and rehabilitation, adjustment to drought and
climatic variability, and integrated water resource management. Support to integrated coastal zone
management will also be required, in particular in Mozambique.

The Islands of the Indian Ocean. Focus on reversing land degradation while intensifying
efforts to protect the unique biodiversity in Madagascar. Control of pollution from urban and
industrial development will be a priority on the small islands to make such development
compatible with booming tourism.
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World Bank Organizational Responsibilities for
Environmental Activities

The World Bank's formal structure for carrying out environment-related activities
consists of a central Environment Department. Regional Environment Divisions (REDs), and a

growing number of environmental units within country departments. Following the Africa
Region's recent reorganization, the Region is now served by an Environment Group that both
manages the environmental projects and programs and monitors the Region's environmental
performance. The Bank's Legal Department has its own Environmental and International Law
Unit (LEGEN), and the Economic Development Institute (EDI) emphasizes environment as a
major cross-sectoral theme in its training activities for borrowing countries. In addition, senior
specialists with environmental expertise are increasingly being integrated into operational units.

The Environment Department is located in the Vice-Presidency for Environmentally
Sustainable Development (ESD), along with two other departments, the Agriculture and Natural
Resources Department (AGR) and the Transportation. Water and Urban Development Department
(TWU). The mandate of ESD is to help develop an effective response to three environmental
challenges: (1) the challenge of food production. requiring a major new effort to enhance rural
development and agricultural productivity; (2) the challenge of urbanization, requiring special
efforts in urban management, mobilizing more affordable housing and utility services, and
controlling pollution to create a healthy urban environment; and (3) the challenge of natural
resource and ecosystem management. including biodiversity protection and wetlands management.
ESD is a policy-oriented, interdisciplinary group that is responsible for planning, formulating, and
coordinating the Bank's overall environmental policies and approaches. It recommends
environmental and social policies, initiatives, guidelines, and standards to Bank management.

The Environment Department has four divisions: the Land, Water, and Natural Habitats
Division (ENVLW); the Pollution and Environmental Economics Division; a new Social Policy
and Resettlement Division; and the Global Environment Coordination Division (the coordinating
unit for a!l GEF investment projects managed by the Bank, as well as projects implemented with
resources from the Multilateral Fund for Implementation of the Montreal Protocol).

The Environment Department works closely with regional operations and technical
departments, particularly with the REDs, as well as with the Legal Department in the
implementation of Bank policy. It provides policy interpretation and strategic guidance, assists in
the preparation and analysis of country and sector environmental strategies and action plans, and
identifies best practices and practical means of project implementation. The department also works
with the regional Technical Departments to ensure that the social and environmental assessment
process is effective,ly integrated into the Bank's decision-making and to support the development of
effective environmental institutions in borrowing countries.

The Environment Department strives to integrate environmental concerns into the Bank's
activities through cross-sectoral and cross-regional policies, to ensure that policy and operational
directives and guidelines will be applied consistently across different geographic regions. It also
helps in transferring experience gained from one region to another, initiates the development of

" See: Fig. 6 Formal Environmental Structure of the World Bank.
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standards and guidelines, and monitors and prepares an annual review on the EA process
throughout the Bank.

The Environment Group in the Africa Region works closely with the Country Directors
and the Country Teams. They have a review and clearance responsibility for environmental
assessments and support the preparation of environmental action plans. They also provide
specialized project support when such support is required by the country teams.

Collaboration between the Environment Department and the External Affairs Department
is growing and will continue. Areas for cooperation include following up on UNCED, monitoring
environmental concerns of Bank policy interest in major international forums, and strengthening
communications with the international community generally, NGOs, and the public at large.

The Legal Department. through LEGEN. provides advice on the legal and institutional
framework for environment and natural resource management both in sector work and in specific
operations. It also provides advice on all legal issues arising under the GEF and other
environment-related programs.

The Operations Evaluation Department (OED) plays an important role in the
environmental agenda of the Bank. Although the OED does not have an environmental division as
such, selected projects are evaluated for their environmental impacts in various sectors within the
OED, and the department has undertaken several specific environmental case studies. The
Economic Development Institute (EDI) and the International Finance Corporation (IFC) each have
an environmental program and responsibilities. IFC provides oversight of environmental and social
issues for MIGA.

World Bank Project Cycle

Economic development is a complex process, and progress can be reflected in a number
of indicators: GDP, health, literacy, consumption levels, and so on. Correspondingly, there is no
single definition of the project concept, and no single archetype for a development project.
Nevertheless, projects have certain elements that define them: a set of actions to be accomplished,
a managerial system to be activated, and a set of goals to be achieved. Over the years, therefore, a
project has come to mean a set of interrelated events designed to achieve, within a specific
period and a given budget, defined objectives for: (I) increasing, rehabilitating, maintaining better
or using fully the productive capacities of economic or social infrastructure; (2) strengthening local
institutions concerned with preparing, implementing, or operating such projects through technical
assistance and training; or (3) providing services related to such expenditures (such as for design,
engineering, supervision of construction, or other assistance in implementation).

The World Bank has played a key role in developing and applying the project concept.
The Articles of Agreement adopted at the Bretton Woods conference in 1944, on which the work

"For the purpose of this publication, we can offer the following definition of a project: "a discrete package of
investments, policy measures, and institutional and other actions designed to achieve a specific development
objective (or set of objectives) within a designated period." This definition is form : Baum, W.C. and S.M. Tolbert
(1985), Investing in Development: lessons of World Bank experience , World Bank/Oxford Universitv Press, New
York.
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of the World Bank rests. stipulate that "loans made or guaranteed by the World Bank shall, except
in special circumstances. be for the purpose of specific projects of reconstruction and
development."

The World Bank's project cycle concept recognizes several distinct stages in project
preparation and implementation, and several different viewpoints from which the outcomes of
projects may be judged. The Bank's procedures form an integrated approach to deciding what to
do, how to do it, where resources will come from, how to deliver and manage the products of the
project. and how to integrate lessons learned into preparing and designing future projects. The
Bank's procedures provide a way to analyze the effects of a project from all points of view: those
involved in the project, the economy at large, the institutions that will implement the project, the
natural and social environment for the project. The Bank's procedures are concerned that the
project design is economically and technically sound. considering not only the engineering or
strictly technical aspects of design, but also the management and financing systems, institutional
capacity for implementation and the overall sustainability of the project's outcomes. 1

Borrowing countries have full responsibility for the design, preparation, and
implementation of individual projects, but the World Bank is deeply involved in each of these
stages. Once a project has been identified as having a high priority and being able to contribute
significantly to the economic development of the country, it undergoes intensive preparation and
analysis by the borrower and the Bank to ensure that it is of sound design, is well organized, and
measures up to standards of economy and efficiency. This process of project identification,
preparation, appraisal, negotiation and loan approval. implementation and supervision, completion
and evaluation, is referred to as the project cycle.'3

Experience has shown that for an investment to be successful. the project must be owned
by the borrower and built in partnership with the Bank. How the task managers, both on the
borrower's and the Bank's side, manage this complex task, develop participatory approaches and
integrate the different interests involved in project development will to a great extent determine, the
positive outcome of the project.

The full integration of environmental concerns in the regular operation of a proponent
agency requires an understanding of both likely substantive technical issues and project processing
procedures for integrating these issues. The process that has evolved to achieve this integration is
known as EA (or project and environmental impact assessment preparation, and their subsequent
environmental review) and the underlying principle is that the earlier an EA is undertaken for a
proposed project and findings are integrated into project design, the better the overall project
result, including the environmental result.14 Therefore, EA is to be synchronized with the project
cycle, from identification through to implementation and evaluation.

The following discussion describes the place of environment in the traditional project
cycle. New streamlined procedures are being put in place in the Africa Region and may be

'2 There are four steps that GEF projects go through that are different from Bank projects. First, the concept is reviewed
for GEF eligibility. Second, an independent technical review is conducted. Third. the project must be reviewed by
the GEF Operations Committee and the GEF Council for entry into the GEF work program. Fourth, the project is
reviewed a second time by the GEF Council, culminating in GEF CEO endorsement.

'3 See: Fig. 7 World Bank Project Cycle; see also Fig. 7A, 7B and 7C.
14See: Fig. 8 EA at the World Bank.
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followed elsewhere in the Bank. Environmental concerns will be fully addressed by these new
procedures, which are based on Bank policies and on the country assistance strategies whose goal
is environmentally sustainable development.

Identification

The first phase of the project cycle - identification - usually is based on background
information developed through country economic and sector work. Although only governments
can propose projects for financial assistance, identification can come from several sources.
including Bank identification missions. the work of other United Nations agencies, or even private
sponsors in some cases. However. for the project to be formally identified as a priority investment
and included in the Bank's multi-year lending program or "pipeline" of projects, it must have the
provisional support of both the borrowing country and the Bank to ensure that its objectives are
shared by both. A sound project idea should address a key development need, meet the Bank's
basic development and investment criteria, and be "owned" by the borrower and stakeholders.

The Bank's task manager (TM) acts within a project cycle as a technical facilitator.
explaining the Bank's procedures and processing requirements and outlining how the Bank and
other donors can provide assistance. The TM is responsible for the quality of the project at
identification and for maintenance of quality throughout the process.

This identification stage may last several weeks or months. It ends when the Initial
Executive Project Summary (IEPS) is completed and has been reviewed within the Bank. During
identification, all projects also are environmentally "screened" by Bank staff - that is, they are
assigned to an EA category which should be approved by REDs. In screening, the Bank's TM and
the Borrower review the project to determine the nature and extent of the environmental and social
issues potentially involved and, thereby, the scope of further EA that is needed. Summarv
information of these initial findings is made available to the public through the Monthly
Operational Summary (MOS), which contains information on all proposed Bank-financed projects.
and, for projects requiring a full EA, an annex of environmental data sheets. The Project
Information Document (PID), which sets out basic information on the project's objectives.
rationale, design, and environmental and social aspects. is made available to the public through the
Bank's Public Information Center.

Preparation

Preparation begins when the Bank and borrower agree on project objectives. The process
of preparing a project entails developing an idea into a detailed proposal that considers all aspects
of the project - technical, economic, financial, social, environmental and institutional. The goal is
to come up with the best method to achieve the project's objectives, by comparing alternatives on
the basis of their relative costs and benefits.

Responsibility for project preparation, which can last for 6-18 months, rests primarily
with the borrower. The Bank has an obvious interest and tries to ensure that the work is done
properly.
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The Bank's TM plays a pivotal role by helping the borrower prepare terms of reference
(TOR), identify consultants, arrange funding for technical studies. EAs and so on. To a large
extent, the quality of intervention and the attitude of the TM determine the outcome of quality at
entry. The TM must conduct at least one mission to review the borrower's preparation progress
and to provide technical or institutional assistance. This will avoid any last-minute modifications
that might be needed to meet the Bank's basic requirements, including environmental and social.

The borrower is expected to complete the EA for Category A projects during the
preparation stage. The EA examines possible environmental problems and follows the schedule
established in the interagency meeting. When preparation is complete, the borrowing country
government sends the project documents and EA report to the Bank. The EA report for a category
A project (and a category B project that requires a separate report) must be formally submitted to
the Bank prior to departure of the appraisal mission.

The TM informs the borrower of the need to have the EA Report submitted to the Bank in
English, French or Spanish. The requirement for an Executive Summarv, to be prepared in
English, should be specifically called to the borrower's attention. The TM also (i) agrees with the
borrower on EA procedures: EA schedule: EA Report Outline; and the scope of the EA; (ii)
obtains borrower's permission for releasing EA Report to EDs; (iii) assists the Borrower in
drafting TORs for the EA (ensuring that the TORs provide for adequate interagency coordination
and consultation with affected people and local NGOs) and with EA financing; and (iv) advises
that once the EA Report is made public locally and officially received by the Bank, it will also be
made available at the PIC.

When a project is classified as category A, a full-scale EA is undertaken, resulting in an
EA report. Category B projects are subject to a more limited EA, the nature and scope of which is
determined on a case-by-case basis. The main components of a full EA report are the following:

Executive Summary: The Executive Summary should consist of a concise
discussion of significant findings of the EA and recommended actions in the project.

Policy, Legal and Administrative Framework: Discussion of the policy, legal
and administrative framework within which the EA is prepared. The environmental
requirements of any cofinanciers should be explained.

Project Description: In this section, staff should provide concise descriptions of
the project's geographic, ecological, social and temporal context, including any off-site
investments that may be required by the project. such as dedicated pipelines. access roads,
power plants, water supply, housing and raw material and product storage materials.

Baseline Data: For EA purposes, baseline data includes an assessment of the
study area's dimensions and a description of relevant physical, biological, and
socioeconomic conditions, including any changes anticipated before the project begins,
and current and proposed development activities within the project area, even if not
directly connected to the project.

Impact Assessment: This section includes identification and assessment of the
positive and negative impacts likely to result from the proposed project. Mitigation
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measures, and any residual negative impacts that cannot be mitigated. should be
identified. Opportunities for environmental enhancement should be explored. The extent
and quality of the available data . key data gaps. and uncertainties associated with
predictions should be identified/estimated. Topics that do not require further attention
should be specified.

Analysis of Alternatives: A key purpose of EA work is to assess investment
alternatives from an environmental perspective. This is the more proactive side of EA-
enhancing the design of a project through consideration of alternatives, as opposed to the
more defensive task of reducing adverse impacts of a given design. The Bank's EA OD
calls for the systematic comparison of the proposed investment design, site. technology,
and operational alternatives in terms of their potential environmental impacts. capital and
recurrent costs. suitability under local conditions. and institutional, training and
monitoring requirements. For each alternative, the environmental costs and benefits
should be quantified to the extent possible. economic values should be attached where
feasible, and the basis for the selected alternative should be stated.

Environmental Management Plan (EMP): An EMP consists of the set of
measures to be taken during implementation and operation to eliminate. offset. or reduce
adverse environmental impacts to acceptable levels. The plan identifies feasible and cost-
effective measures and estimates their potential environmental impacts. capital and
recurrent costs, institutional strengthening and development. and training and monitoring
requirements. The plan should provide details on proposed work programs and schedules
to help ensure that the proposed environmental actions are in phase with construction and
other project activities throughout implementation. The plan should consider
compensatory measures if mitigation measures are not feasible or cost-effective.
Environmental monitoring specifies the type of monitoring, who will do it, how much it
will cost. and what other inputs, such as training, are necessary.

Appraisal

After project preparation has been completed by the borrower, the Bank reviews the
proposals and undertakes a project appraisal. There is a comprehensive review of the technical,
economic, financial, environmental and institutional aspects of the proposal. It is conducted by
Bank staff, sometimes supplemented by outside consultants. Bank staff also reviews the EA
findings and prepare a draft Staff Appraisal Report (SAR) and a Final Executive Project Summary
(FEPS) that discusses how the borrower will address social, environmental and other issues.
Appraisal can take 2-3 months.

When Bank staff go to the borrowing country to appraise the project they: (i) review
procedural and substantive elements of the EA with the borrower; (ii) assess the adequacy of the
institutional responsibilities for environmental management in light of the SA findings; (iii) ensure
that the environmental management plan (EMP) is adequately budgeted; (iv) determine whether
the EA's recommendations are properly addressed in project design and economic analysis: and
(v) review the borrower's Project Implementation Plan (PIP) to ensure that it incorporates the EA's
findings and recommendations, including the EMP. The Bank team decides whether and how to
fund the project and then revises a draft SAR to reflect findings of the appraisal mission, which
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also includes evaluation of the EA report and its findings, and the understanding reached during
the appraisal mission. The SAR also discusses significant environmental and social impacts, and
normally contains an environmental annex when the issues are significant. Bank management must
approve the SAR before loan negotiations may begin.

Cofinancing may be provided by bilateral aid agencies. regional development banks,
export credit institutions, or commercial banks. These and other details of the project are outlined
in an appraisal report.

Negotiations and Board Approval

After the appraisal mission returns and the appraisal report is issued and reviewed. formal
loan negotiations begin between the Bank and the borrower. Both sides must agree on the
conditions necessary to ensure the project's success, including detailed schedules for
implementation.

It is increasingly important to transfer EA findings and recommendations into appropriate
language for environment-related conditions, covenants and implementation schedules in the legal
agreements. For this particular purpose, several effective options are available:

(i) Conditions for loan negotiations, Board approval or effectiveness. This
approach limits flexibility and thus implies certain risks. However, it may be the best way
of ensuring appropriate progress up to the point of effectiveness, and of creating a sense
of momentum that carries over into project implementation.

(ii) Conditions for disbursement. While Bank's leverage is reduced as projects
proceed with their implementation, conditioning disbursement on the achievement of
certain key environmental milestones still carries considerable weight. When subprojects
that may be environmentally sensitive are only identified or respective project-specific
EAs finalized after project approval, as is frequently the case in sector loans or
programmatic operations, it is necessary to condition disbursement on the completion and
review of EA reports.

(iii) Dated covenants. They are used rather frequently and usually relate to
borrower's management decisions. As a result of these covenants. the Bank supervision
could effectively address problems and delays in the areas in which implementation
performance improved. Covenants have the advantage of bringing key issues to the full
attention of both Bank supervision staff and the implementing agencies on the borrower
side;

(iv) Reference to the EMP and other EA-related measures as described in the
SAR. In this case, the legal agreement simply states that these measures will be
implemented as described in these documents. As the SAR lacks legal status, the
effectiveness of this approach depends on the quality and clarity of these measures
described in the SAR and the commitment of the borrower to implement the project along
those lines.
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(v) Inclusion of environmental objectives and particutlar activities derived from
the EA as part of the Description of the Project under Schedutle 2 in the legal agreemenJt.
This approach is useful insofar as it underscores that the environmental aspects are
considered an integral part of the project. on an equal footin2 with other components. It
is also a most useful place for providing a detailed timetable to carry out the required
activities as well as the EMP. Again, borrower's commitment and timely Bank
supervision should also ideally be reinforced by covenants and conditions in the main
sections of the legal agreement.

(vi) General statement. This is common approach that provides a standard.
general statement to the effect that the borrower commits itself to follow applicable
national environmental regulations and/or international standards and practices acceptable
to the Bank. This is often used in combination with one or more other options. To the
extent that borrower implementation and enforcement are in place. this may be sufficient.
However, such a statement alone may lack the clarity of an EMP and may make
supervision and performance evaluation more difficult.

It has emerged from the Bank experience that a key condition for effective environmental
implementation is the extent to which there are clear and specific environmental deliverables and
performance indicators in the EMP and PIP, including adequate budgeting and specificity about
financing of environmental measures, and associated environmental clauses in loan agreement and
contract documents. When this is not the case, there is frequently less commitment on the part of
the Borrower and its implementing agencies; it is more difficult to supervise projects in terms of
their environmental aspects; the supervision is less effective in terms of influencing the subsequent
course of implementation; and there is generally less environmental information in supervision
reports. Lack of specific environmental clauses also makes it more difficult for implementing
agencies and contractors to know what is expected of them.

The agreements, including procurement arrangements. are formalized in loan documents,
which are submitted to the Bank's Executive Directors for approval. After approval, the loan
agreement is signed by the Bank and the borrower and thus becomes a legal obligation of both
parties.

The Bank and the borrower agree on remaining environmental issues and actions to
ensure that the project is environmentally sound. Environmental conditions are incorporated in
loan documents where necessary. The Bank ensures that the bidding documents and contracts
incorporate appropriate measures to protect the environment. Consistent with economy and
efficiency in the execution of the project, the contractor must prevent, minimize or mitigate
environmental damage during all project implementation activities.

Implementation and Supervision

After the loan is approved. funds are made available to implement the project and
purchase the items, works, and expertise needed. Implementation of the project, including
procurement of goods and services, is the responsibility of the borrower. The World Bank is not a
party to any contract, but it does require that procurement follow agreed procedures as reflected in
the legal documents.
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The purpose of the Bank's supervision of the implementation of the projects it finances is
to help ensure effective project execution by identifying and dealing with problems and issues as or
before they arise. As a lending and development institution. the Bank must. on one hand, monitor
progress in implementation and compliance with loan conditions. ensuring that loan proceeds are
used only for the purpose of the project. and on the other hand, must also help the borrower obtain
the greatest benefits from its loans, in particular by identifying and assisting in the resolution of
operational and managerial problems. Should borrowers fail to respect their obligations. the Bank
may stop loan disbursements, cancel the loan, or request early repayment.

Strong Bank supervision of EA-derived aspects is essential throughout the project cycle
because the institutional framework as well as the project itself can change over time, and because
Bank expertise and leverage may help resolve critical bottlenecks. The Bank should be more
flexible in the frequency and timing of supervision in accordance with the relative seriousness of
the problems observed during implementation as well as it should make every effort to maintain
contacts with local implementation offices between supervision missions. The Bank may also
require periodic progress reports from the borrower that discuss compliance with environmental
mitigation measures.

Evaluation

Once the project is completed and the loan is fully disbursed. the Bank undertakes an
independent evaluation. It compares actual results with what had been expected when the project
was begun. Valuable lessons are learned over time from the successes and failures

At the close of each project, that is, after the last loan disbursement, the Implementation
Completion Report (ICR) must be submitted to OED. The ICR discusses. in part, environmental
and social impacts, and evaluates programs according to how they prevented or mitigated these
impacts. The purpose of the ICR is not to "fix" particular problems, but rather to draw lessons for
improving future projects.

There have been serious arguments for extensive post-project environmental impact
monitoring for a long time. Two major propositions in support of post-project and post-EA audit
are typically articulated: one concerns enhancing forecasting capabilities; the other is focused on
improving project outcomes.

The second argument supporting post-project and post-EA monitoring concerns
opportunities to ameliorate adverse environmental impacts and evaluate the effectiveness of the
EMP, including mitigation measures. The EA recommendations and impact prediction is such that
unanticipated impacts occur rather often. Monitoring provides an opportunity to identify adverse
environmental impacts and intervene with adequate mitigation measures if impacts are
unacceptable.

Although post-project and post-EA monitoring to mitigate adverse environmental impacts
lies beyond the scope of the project and loan agreement and they are not commonly undertaken,
there are a lot of good arguments to demonstrate the benefits of such monitoring.
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In contrast with supervision. which is understood in the Bank to apply during the project
execution period. ex post evaluation looks more broadly at the probable impact of a completed
project in relation to original expectations.

To ensure its independence and objectivity, this ex post audit is carried out by the
Operations Evaluation Department (OED), which is functionally separate from the operating staff
of the Bank and which reports directly to the Executive Directors. To assess the performance of
completed operations, OED looks at their technical, financial. economic. social and environmental
aspects and provides ratings of overall performance and sustainability. The results and
recommendations are meant to be fed back into design and implementation of policies and
operations. OED has developed a program of impact evaluations that take a second look at a
project five to ten years after the completion of loan disbursements.

What is Successful Project Implementation?

Finally. it is important to describe exactly what a "successful project" is. In its simplest
terms. project success can be thought of as incorporating the following four basic facets:

(i) Comes in on schedule - time criterion

(ii) Comes in on budget - monetary criterion

(iii) Achieves basically all the goals originally set for it - effectiveness and sustainability
criterion

(iv) Is accepted and used by the clients for whom the project is intended - client
satisfaction criterion.

The Inspection Panel

An independent Inspection Panel was established by the Executive Directors in
September 1993 to help ensure that the Bank's operations adhere to the institution's operational
policies and procedures. Bank-supported projects are designed to conform to the institution's
policies and procedures. However, any group of individuals who may be directly and adversely
affected by a Bank-supported project or projects can now use the Panel to investigate complaints
that the Bank has failed to abide by its policies and procedures.

Detailed guidance for filing requests is provided in the Panel's Operating Procedures.
These are available from the Panel's office in Washington, D.C.. the Bank's Bookstore; the Public
Information Center in Washington, D.C.; the Bank's offices in London, Paris, and Tokyo, and field
offices. They are also available over the Internet (IPANEL@WORLDBANK.ORG).
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World Bank Public Information Center15

Effective January 3. 1994, publicly available information about the Bank's activities is
available at the Bank's Public Information Center (PIC). A wide variety of documents are
available at the PIC, many are also available free through the Internet. The Center is located at
1776 G St., NW, Washington, DC 20433; Tel: (202) 458-5454; Fax: (202) 522-1500, E-mail:
pic@worldbank.org. Hours of operation are Monday to Friday, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Documents available from the PIC include Staff Appraisal Reports, Country Economic
Reports, Environmental Assessments and Project Information Documents (PIDs). The PIDs, two-
to three-page detailed project summaries produced during project preparation, are a useful
supplement to the World Bank Monthly Project Summary. Most documents are available on the
Internet at the following address: "Mosaic" or "gopher" at http://www.worldbank.org// or
gopher.worldbank.org.

Public Information Center reading rooms, with documents and workstations, are also
located in World Bank offices in Paris, London and Tokyo. Please note the PIC only
accommodates requests for specific documents, not blanket requests for information.

The World Bank publications my be ordered by calling the Office of the Publisher at
(202) 473-1155, or by faxing an order to (202) 676-0581. Computer users with access to the
Internet can link up to the Bank's Index of Publications by using "Mosaic" or "gopher" at
http://www.worldbank.org// or gopher.worldbank.org.

Conclusion

The detailed account provided in this booklet demonstrates the pervasive involvement of
the World Bank in environment issues; the Bank has become in fact the leading international
organization concerned with these issues in developing countries. This is a particularly interesting
phenomenon. Not only is environment not mentioned in the Bank's Articles of Agreement, other
international programs were established exclusively to deal with the environment.

Two reasons account for the Bank's deep involvement and for the increasing prominence
of environment issues in its work. First, the Bank, like many others concerned with the processes
of economic growth and development, has come to realize from hard experience the possible
detrimental effects of proceeding with economic development without paying adequate attention to
the effects on the environment. It has also become fully aware of the mutually reinforcing
relationship between poverty and environmental degradation. "Sustainable development", as it has
widely come to be called, cannot be really achieved at the expense of the environment. Second,
many governments and intergovernmental and nongovernmental agencies concerned with the
environment have also come to realize the formidable role the Bank can play in the environment
field. Not only is it the premier development finance institution that can be counted upon to help
mobilize the needed financial resources; it also plays an acknowledged role as an intellectual
leader that often sets the world agenda on development issues. Furthermore, the Bank assumes an
important research and advisory function with respect to developing countries. The Bank has thus

1S Additional information on the PIC is provided in Fig. 9 and Fig. 9A.
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become for good reasons a focal point for concerted demands and frustrations of many of those
concerned with the environment.

The Bank's involvement with environment issuCs goes far beyond its activities as a
provider of financial assistance which accepts a social responsibility in ensuring that its assistance
enhances or at least does not undermine the quality of life in its borrowing countries. In addition
to what may be termed "environment conditionality" in its project loans, the Bank now provides
assistance to countries in the preparation of environmental action plans and strategies.
Furthermore, it plays an important role in institution building in the environment field by helping
countries to introduce appropriate legal and regulatory frameworks and to build up institutions
capable of applying and monitoring the application of such regulations. This is particularly
evidenced by the Bank's free-standing environment loans and some of its adjustment loans.

The Bank's country-specific actions are complemented by international endeavors
addressing global environmental concerns through international legal action (treaties and
organizations) and through the concessional funding of activities of global interest which
individual countries may find of low priority from a narrow national perspective. The restructured
Global Environment Facility, administered by the Bank in cooperation with UNDP and UNEP.
provides a general framework within which funding of global and regional activities under present
and future international conventions may be channeled to developing countries.

The Bank's role in the protection and improvement of the environment and the changes it
has introduced in its internal organization to allow it to play this role effectively may not be
adequately known or appreciated. Nor could the effects of this role be measured in a particular
country or region in the short term. This booklet is meant to contribute to a better understanding
of this role. It should not, however, hide the fact that the Bank. like others, is still a beginner in
this field and inevitably makes mistakes in the learning process. Its critics should also realize that
the Bank was established to undertake activities which by their very nature introduce changes to
the natural state of affairs. It has gone a long way to reconcile this developmental objective with
conservation and preservation concerns that are now seen as vital for the sustainability of the
developmental projects it finances.

The Bank cannot be expected, however, to act only as a conservationist agency at the
expense of the economic development objective it has been established to pursue. Nor should it do
so. The inherent and circular relationship between poverty and environment degradation points to
the fact that the absence of economic development, rather than its presence, may greatly contribute
to environmental damage. What is required in the global interest is that a judicious and workable
balance be struck between the requirements of development and of a safe environment. Neither of
these essential goals needs to be achieved at the expense of the other. On the contrary, the
compatibility of the two goals requires that both should be fully reflected in the work of the Bank
and the future efforts of its members.

In today's world, the World Bank is in fact playing the role of a monitor for the protection
of the environment with respect to the projects it finances in its borrowing member countries.
Increasingly, it also supports broader efforts to save the environment in these countries and to
address the effects of their actions on the global environment. Regrettably, no other international
organization plays a similar role for the countries that do not borrow from the Bank, and to which
most of the damage to the world environment has been attributed.
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List of World Bank Environment- and Social-Related
Policies and Procedures Statements

An Operational Directive (OD) is a statement of Bank policy covering Bank operations,
areas in which the Bank is active, and issues that relate to the effects of Bank lending. Since 1993,
the Bank has been working to convert ODs and other statements into a new system of Operational
Policies (OPs), and Bank Procedures (BPs). The main objectives that guide the Bank's
environmental work are described below.

Statements on Environment and Social Issues

OD 4.01 Environmental Assessment (EA)
(to be issued as OP/BP/GP 4.01)

This directive outlines Bank policy and procedures for the
environmental assessment and environmental analysis of Bank
lending and operations. Environmental consequences should be
recognized early in the project cycle and taken into account in
project selection, siting, planning, and design.

OP/BP/GP Environmental Action Plans (EAP)
4.02

This statement outlines Bank policy and procedure for
preparation of Environmental Action Plans (EAPs) by
borrowing governments. This includes support to foster
preparation and implementation of an appropriate EAP in each
country, reflect the findings and strategies of the country's plan
in Bank work, and provide technical assistance as requested.
The EAP aims to identify key environmental problems, set
priorities, lead to natural environmental policy, and guide
investment programs. It should be reflected in Bank operational
work.

GP 4.03, Agricultural Pest Management
Parts I - IV

The Bank's policy is to promote effective and environmentally
sound pest management practices, and advocates the use of
integrated pest management techniques in Bank-supported
agricultural development projects. Any Bank loan that provides
substantial funding for pesticide procurement or increase of the
use of pesticides in the project must include specific measures to
promote environmentally sound pest management, as well as
safety in pesticide handling and use.
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OP/BP/GP Natural Habitats
4.04

Bank policy is to support projects that protect and enhance
wildlands. and projects that may affect wildlands so long as
appropriate conservation measures are incorporated. including
measures to avoid conversion wildlands of special concern.

OP 4.07 Water Resources Management

This policy promotes economically viable, environmentally
sustainable. and socially equitable management of water
resources. It includes the provision of potable water, sanitation
facilities. flood control. and water for productive activities.
Among priority areas for Bank assistance and involvement are
the development of a comprehensive framework for designing
water resources investments. policies. and institutions; adoption
of appropriate pricing and incentive policies for water resources;
decentralization of water service delivery; restoration and
preservation of aquatic ecosystems against overexploitation of
water service delivery; avoidance of water quality problems
associated with irrigation investments; and establishment of
standard legal and regulatory frameworks to enforce policies. In
cases where the borrower has made inadequate progress in
priority areas of water resources management, Bank lending is
limited to operations that do not draw additionally on water
resources.

OP 4.09 Pest Management

This policy supports safe, effective. and environmentally sound
pest management. It promotes the use of biological and
environmental control methods. In Bank-financed projects, pest
management is carried out by the borrower in the context of the
project's environmental assessment.

OD 4.20 Indigenous Peoples

This directive provides guidance to ensure that indigenous
people benefit from development projects. and to avoid ro
mitigate adverse effects of Bank-financed development projects
on indigenous peoples.
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OD 4.30 Involuntary Resettlement
(to be issued as OP/BP/GP 4.12)

This directive describes Bank policy and procedures on
involuntary resettlement, as well as the conditions that borrowers
are expected to meet in operations involving involuntary
resettlement. Where large-scale population displacement is
unavoidable, a resettlement plan, timetable, and budget are
required. The policy aims to ensure that the population displaced
by a project is provided with the means to improve, or at least
restore, former living standards, earning capacity, and
productivity levels.

OP/GP 4.36 Forestry

This policy statement provides guidance to Bank staff involved
in forestry projects, detailing that the Bank will not finance
commercial logging operations or acquisition of equipment for
use in primary moist tropical forests; and in forests of high
ecological value, the Bank will finance only preservation and
light, nonextractive use of forest resources. Objectives are to
provide for a sustainable stream of direct or indirect benefits to
alleviate poverty and to enhance community income and
environmental protection.

The Bank expects governments to have adequate provisions in
place for conserving protected areas and critical watersheds. as
well as for establishing environmental guidelines and monitoring
procedures.

OD 9.01 Procedures for Investment Operations under the Global
Environment Facility
(to be issued as OP/BP/GP 4.05)

This directive describes the steps additional to standard Bank
investment lending procedures-including environmental
assessment-required to process Global Environment Facility
(GEF) operations.
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OD 4.00, Environmental Policy for Dam and Reservoir Projects
Annexes
B-B4 This annex sets out policy for dam and reservoir projects and

codifies best practices. including preparation of preliminary
environmental reconnaissance to identify potential
environmental effects and ascertain the extent of needed
environmental studies and actions. Policy requires creation of an
independent. expert. environmental panel for large dams and
other projects with major environmental implications. Adverse
environmental impacts should be avoided. minimized. or
compensated for wherever possible during project design (e.g.
by modification of dam location or height). and by measures
implemented as part of the project.

Operational Management of Cultural Property in Bank-Financed
Policy Note Projects
No.11.03 (to be issued as OP/BP/GP4.11)

Bank policy is to assist in the preservation of cultural property
where part of a Bank-financed operation, and to avoid its
elimination. The Bank normally declines to finance projects that
will significantly damage nonreplicable cultural property, and
assists only those projects that are sited or designed so as to
prevent such damage.

OP/BP Investment Operations Financed by the Multilateral Fund of
10.21 the Montreal Protocol

This policy describes the identification process, the eligible
activities, and the steps required to receive grants from the
Multilateral Fund for the Implementation of the Montreal
Protocol. The processing of operations and procedures for
appraisal under the Ozone Projects Trust Fund of Montreal
Protocol follow the Bank's general procedures.
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Statements that are Supportive of Environment

OP/BP/GP 8.41 Institutional Development Fund (IDF)

This directive describes the purpose and use of the IDF as a
small grant facility for financing technical assistance for
institutional development work in policy reform, country
management of technical assistance, and areas of special
operational emphasis, particularly poverty reduction. public
sector management. private sector development. and
environmental management.

OD 14.70 Involving Nongovernmental Organizations (NGOs) in
Bank-Supported Activities.
(to be issued as GP 14.70)

This directive sets out a framework for involving NGOs in
Bank-supported activities, and provides staff with guidance
on working with NGOs, including those organized to
address environmental and social issues

Statements with Environmental References

OD 2.00 Country Economic and Sector Work (CESW)

CESW analyzes the macroeconomic and sector
development problems of borrower countries. As the long-
term quality and sustainability of development depends on
other factors in addition to economic ones, country
economic work may also focus on questions of the
environmental effects of alternative policy options.
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BP/GP 2.11 Country Assistance Strategies

The country assistance strategy (CAS) is the central vehicle
for review by the Bank's Executive Directors of the Bank
Group's assistance strategy for IDA and IBRD borrowers.
It is a concise. analytic. and issue-oriented statement that
provides information on the historical perspective and
recent economic and portfolio performance: the country's
external environment in terms of external trade. investment.
and financial policies: and the Bank Group's country
assistance strategy. The CAS presents the main objectives
of the Bank's program of assistance for the country,
including efforts to reduce poverty and sustain the
environment.

OD 2.20 Policy Framework Papers
(to be issued as OP/BP 2.20)

Policy Framework Papers (PFPs) are vehicles for
governments to reach agreements with the Bank and
International Monetary Fund on the broad outline of
medium-term programs to overcome balance of payments
problems and foster growth. PFPs should maintain an
adequate balance in the coverage of macroeconomic,
sectoral, social. environmental and institutional aspects. In
diagnoses of the current situation, any long-term constraints
on development. including the environment, should be
covered briefly.

OD 4.15 Poverty Reduction
(to be issued as OP/BP/GP 4.15)

Sustainable poverty reduction is the Bank's overarchin,
objective. Maintaining the environment is critical if gains
in poverty reduction are to be sustained and if future
increases in poverty are to be avoided. In sector work,
particular attention is paid to the impact of sector policies
on the links between environmental issues and poverty.
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OP/BP/GP 7.50 Projects on International Waterways

The Bank recognizes that projects involving the use of
international waterways for development purposes may
affect relations between the Bank and its borrowers and also
between states, whether members of the Bank or not. The
international aspects of Bank-supported projects on
international waterways are dealt with at the earliest
possible opportunity and, where appropriate. other riparians
are notified of the proposed project and its project details.
Any proposed project's potential to harm the interest of
other riparians through deprivation of water, pollution. or
otherwise is determined and affected riparians are notified.
The Bank attaches great importance to riparians making
appropriate agreements or arrangements for the use and
protection of the waterway; where differences exist. prior to
financing, the Bank urges states to negotiate to reach
appropriate agreements or arrangements.

OP/BP/GP 8.40 Technical Assistance

Technical assistance (TA) for policy and project preparation
includes support for environmental action plans. project
preparation. and environmental assessment. Institutional
development TA addresses the need to strengthen capacity
for environmental analysis and enforcement.

OD 8.60 Adjustment Lending Policy
(to be issued as OP/BP/GP 8.60 under the title
Adjustment Lending)

Analysis of adjustment programs considers implications for
the environment. Bank staff review the environmental
policies and practices in the country. The design of
programs takes into account the findings and
recommendations of such reviews.
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OP/BP 10.00 Investment Lending: Identification to Board
Presentation

During project identification. Bank staff decide on the
environmental category assigned to a project. the type and
timing of any environmental assessment. and the
environmental and natural resource management issues to
be examined. The Project Identification Document (PID)
and Staff Appraisal Report (SAR) address or track these
same points. The Memorandum and Recommendation of
the President discusses the project's environmental impact.
the main findings of the environmental assessment.
consultation with affected groups. and feedback to these
groups in the findings of the assessment.

OP/BP 10.04 Economic Evaluation of Investment Operations

The economic evaluation of Bank-financed projects takes
into account any domestic and cross-border externalities. A
project's global externalities - normally identified in the
Bank's sector work or in the environmental assessment
process - are considered in the economic analyses when (a)
payments related to the project are made under an
international agreement. or (b) projects or project
components are financed by the Global Environment
Facility.

OD 13.05 Project Supervision
(to be issued as OP/BP 13.05)

For each project, a supervision plan is prepared and
discussed with the borrower during project appraisal. The
plan covers the entire supervision period and includes
aspects of the project, such as the environment, that require
special Bank attention during supervision. In addition, in
the project implementation summary, the project is rated in
terms of both implementation of any environmental
component included and any unforeseen environmental
deterioration resulting or threatening to result from
implementation of the project.
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OP/BP/GP Implementation Completion Reporting
13.55

This policy requires an implementation completion report
(ICR) for each lending operation in the Bank finances. The
ICR assesses the degree of achievement of the project's
major objectives (including environmental objectives),
prospects for the project's sustainability, Bank and
borrower performance. project outcome, and the plan for
the project's future operation. Special attention is given to
evaluation of environmental and other objectives, in order
to improve project performance in these areas and build a
store of information for expanded evaluation. For projects
requiring an environmental assessment, the ICR evaluates
specific concerns raised in the environmental assessment
process, including environmental impacts anticipated in the
environmental assessment report, the effectiveness of the
mitigation measures taken, and institutional development
and training regarding the environment.

BP 17.50 Disclosure of Operational Information

This statement describes the Bank's policies and procedures
with respect to the disclosure of project information
documents, Staff Appraisal Reports, gray cover economic
and sector work reports, sectoral policy papers. and
environment-related documents. Copies of environmental
assessments (EAs) required for Category A projects must be
made available in the borrowing country at some public
place accessible to affected groups and local NGOs and
must be submitted to the Bank; once they are locally
released and officially received by the Bank, country
departments send a copy to the Public Information Center.
Copies of environmental action plans are also sent to the
Public Information Center once the Bank has officially
received the plan and obtained the government's consent.
This policy applies also to documents prepared for projects
financed or cofinanced from trust funds, including the
Global Environmental Trust and the Ozone Trust Fund.
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Contact Staff for the Republic of Uganda
in the World Bank Africa Region

UGANDA
Country Team (AFC04)

Country Director:
Mr. James W. Adas ........ 36691 .. . . J 10-157

Economists:
Mr. David E. Yuravlivker ..... 36070 .... J 10-129
Ms. Rirva S. Reinikka ........ 33328 ..... J 10-137

Country Program Assistant:
Mrs. Maureen C. Parde ....... 34047 . ... J 10-290

Counsel:
Mr. Aberra Zerabruk ........ 81757 .... MC 5-423

Disbursement Officer:
Mr. Palitha M. Wijesinghe ..... 81810 .. . . MC 3-435

Disbursement Analysts:
Ms. Carole S. Nelson ........ 82657 .. . . D 3-029
Mr. Timothy James Venn ...... 84119 . .. . D 3-031

Loan Accounting Officer:
Ms. Violeta 1. Vehemente ..... 81809 .... MC 3-365

World Bank Field Office (AFMUG)
Pouch Departure Day from HQ: Thursday

Mr. Brian H. Falconer * ...... Resident Representative
(25641) 232-232 .................. Direct Line
(25641) 242-139, 230-094, 232-533, 236-825 Office Phones
Mr. Gaiv M. Tata * ..... .... Senior Operations Officer
Mr. Iradj A. Alikhani * ................ Economist
World Bank ................ .. Street Address
Rwenzori House
1 Lumumba Avenue and 4 Nakasero Road
Kampala, Uganda
World Bank .................. Mailing Address

P.O. Box 4463
Kampala, Uganda
INTBAFRAD .................. Cable Address
61388 .......... Telex Number
(256-41) 230-092 ............... Facsimile Number
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ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

AGR Agriculture and Natural Resources
Department

ARPP Annual Report on Portfolio
Performance

ASTEN Asia Technical Environment Division
AFTE1 Africa Technical Environmentally

Sustainable Development Division
BP Bank Procedures
BTO Back-to-Office Report
CAM Country Assistance Management
CEM Country Economic Memorandum
CESW Country economic and sector work
CIR Country Implementation Review
CPPR Country Portfolio Performance

Review
CSP Country Strategy Paper
DECVP Development Economics and Chief

Economist Vice Presidency
EA (EIA) Environmental Assessment

(Environmental Impact Assessment)
EAP Environmental Action Plan
ECAVP Vice Presidency for Europe and

Central Asia
ECIII Country Department III
EC3AI Agriculture, Industry and Finance

Division
ECIV Country Department IV
EC3IV Infrastructure, Energy and

Environment Operations Division
EDI Economic Development Institute (of

the World Bank)
EMP Environmental Management Plan
EMTEN Europe, Middle East and North Africa

Environment Division
ENVLW Land, Water, and Natural Habitats

Division
EPS Executive Project Summary
ERL Economic Recovery Loan
ERL Emergency Reconstruction Loan
ESDVP Vice Presidency for Environmentally

Sustainable Development
ESW Economic and sector work
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FEPS Final Executive Project Summary
FPDVP Vice Presidency for Finance and

Private Sector Development
GEF Global Environment Facility
GP Good Practices
HROVP Vice Presidency for Human Resources

Development and Operations Policy
IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
IDA International Development

Association
IEPS Initial Executive Project Summary
IFC International Finance Corporation
IFIs International Financial Institutions
IM Initiating Memorandum
IMF International Monetary Fund
IPM Integrated Pest Management
ITPAL Industrial and Trade Policy

Adjustment Loan
LATEN Latin America and the Caribbean

Region Environment Division
LEGEN Legal Department Environmental and

International Law Unit
M & E Monitoring and evaluation
MIGA Multilateral Investment Guarantee

Agency
MOP Memorandum and Recommendation

of the President
MOS Monthly Operational Summary
NEAP National Environmental Action Plan
NGO Nongovernmental organization
OD Operational Directive
ODA Official Development Assistance
OECD Organization for Economic

Cooperation and Development
OED Operations Evaluation Department
OMS Operational Manual Statement
OP Operational Policies
OPN Operations Policy Note
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OPR Operations Policy Department

PCR Project Completion Report

PFP Policy Framework Paper

PIC Public Information Center

PID Project Information Document

PIP Project Implementation Plan

PIR Project Implementation Review

PMU Project Management Unit

PPF Project Preparation Facility

PPR Project Performance Report

RED Regional Environment Division

SA Social assessment
SAL Structural adjustment lendin-

SAL Structural Adjustment Loan

SAR Staff appraisal Report

SECAL Sector adjustment Loan

SPPF Special Project Preparation Facility

TA Technical assistance

TAL Technical assistance loan

TM Task manager
TOR Terms of reference
TWU Transportation, Water and Urban

Development Department

UNCED United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development
("Earth Summit")

UNDP United Nations Development Program

UNEP United Nations Environment Program

WCED World Commission on Environment
and Development (the Brundtland
Commission)
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Fig. 4

ORGANIZATION CHART: MULTILATERAL INVESTMENT GUARANTEE AGENCY
November 1996
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Fig. 6 Formal Environmental Structure of the World Bank*
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2ig. 7C
Environmental Assessment and the World Bank Project Cycle
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FIG. 9A
Documents Available through the PIC

I o = standard charge of $15.00 no charge

IBRD/IDA Economic and Sector Reports include macroeconomic analysis of a country's economy, analyses of major

Documents economic sectors, and other reports on specified issues such as poverty assessment, private sector
investiien, aund public expeid(lilures. (Abstructs are availjble oni the tier,-iet.)

*3 EtvironmentalAnalysis are required for projects that will have an impact on the environment that may not

be significant or irreversible. The report may be presenied as an annex lo the Project Informialion Document

lor the project or miay be issued as a separate report and lisled along wilh the linviaoiuiien:ti;l Asscsshrncnlt

Environmental Assessments (EAs) are detailed studies reqjuired for projects likely to have significanit

impact on the environment. Such studies ure available before the final appraisal of the viability of a project.

(Absi)acts are ravailaiible (oi t(ie linterniet.)

* Environmental Data Sheets (EDS) give summary information on the expected areas of environmental

impact of a proposed project and announce the studies that are to be done to address the issues raised.

IED)Ss are piepaicd for evea y project aniid are updalted qiailterly. (Full tek ts are availtble o tilItl Inilliet.)

Loan and Credit Agreements are the legal documents thal are signed by the government and the Bank

followinig Board approval of each IBRD loan or IDA credit. The documenllts are miade publicly available at

Ihe iniiic tle loani or credit is declared reaidy lor disbuiscment.

Q National Environmental Action Plans (NEA Ps) of borrowing governments describe the major
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concrete aclions to deal with the problems. (Abstracts ale availjble on tile Internet.)

0 Operational Policies (OPs) and Baank Procedures (BPs) establish the parameters for the conduct of Bank

operations. They include the core set of Bank policies and procedures for ensuring quality and consistellcy

across the regional and central vice presidencies. (The table of onitents is av'ailable on ilie niternet as well

as thie texts oJthlie OPs aund BPs.)

0 Project Informaton Documents (PIDs) give a brief summary of an evolving project and area subject to

updating and expansion as project preparation proceeds. (Full texts are available on the Internet.)



k' G.9A
Documents Available through the PIC (continued)

0 Sector Policy Papers present reviews of major issues relevant to a specific economic sector and give the
broad guidelines on the Bank's policy for assistance to that sector. (Abstracts are available oni the Internet.)

* Staff Appraisal Reports (SARs) contain a description of a project and the plan for its implementation,
including procurement procedures. Certain types of projects (structural adjustment operations, technical
assistance loans, emergency loans) do not have an SAR. In these cases a Techntrical Annex (TA) may be
publicly available. (Abstracts are available on the Inte rnet.)

Operations Lessons & Practices are short publications that provide recommendations and "best practice" guidelines for

Evaluation development practitioners, drawn from the Bank's development experience. (Full teAts are available on the

Departnient ltiet.)
Docunients D OED Pricis are short publications offering ready access to key findings and recommendations from OED's

evaluation program. (Full texts are available on the Internet.) The Operations Evaluation Department
(OED) is an independent evaluation unit of the Bank. It rales the development impact and perforimianice of
all the Bank's completed lending operations. Results and recommendations are fed back into the design and
implementation of polices and lending operations. OED also evaluates the Bank's policies and processes.
In this calegory, docuinieits issued on or after November 8, 1994 are publicly available.

Reviews and Studies track and analyze trends in the Bank's portfolio and draw conclusions and
recommendations of policy and practice, based on the Bank's experience. "Country Assistance Reviews"
assess the suitability of the Bank's assistance strategy in particular countries and the effectiveness of the
instruments chosen. "Sector Reviews" feed into the Bank's reviews of its sector lending policies. "Impact
Evalualions" assess the economilic worth of completed projects and the long-term effects on people alln the
environient. (Texts of executive summaries are available onj the Internet.)

IFC * Environmental Review Summaries present key findings of studies carried out for projects that may result
Documents in specific environmental impacts and require adherence to certain predelermined standards. (Full texts are

aivailable on1 tIhe Ilnterniet.)

* Environmental Assessments are studies required for projects that may result in diverse and significant
environmental impacts. (Titles are available on the Internet.)

* Summaries of Project Information (SPls) provide a brief factural summary of the main elements of the
evolving project. (Full texts are available on the Internet.)
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Manual Transmittal Memorandum

April 28, 1989

Operational Directive 4.00, Annex B:
Environmental Policy for Dam and Reservoir Projects

1. This annex sets out the Bank's environmental policy for dam and reservoir projects. It codifies
"best practice" prevailing Bank-wide in four areas:

(a) in all cases, carrving out a preliminary environmental reconnaissance to ensure tC.at potential envii-oni-
mental effects are identified and to ascertain the extent of environmiiienital studies anid actions
required (para. 8);

(b) bidding docutents and contracts to include environmental clauses (para. 12;;

(c) for large dams and other projects with significant environmental implications, creation of an
environmental unit withini the project agency (para. 17); and

(d) normallv, for large dams and other projects with major environmental implications, an independent,
expert, envzronmental panel (parallel to the approach required for dam safetv) to be estalblislhed
(para. 18).

2. Questions on this directive sh )uld be referred to the Chief, Envirolnmenital Operations and
Strategy, Enxironment Department.

3. Additional copies are available on a self-service basis in H 4234

Attachment

Thus directive was prepared for the gutdance of staff of the World Bank and u not necessanly a complete treaztment of the sujeacts covered.
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Environmental Policy for Dam and Reservoir Projects

Introduction Costs and Benefits

1. Dain and( reservoir projects improve water 4. Adverse environliliell[al illlpacts shouldd be
stupply for irrigation and households, provide power, avoided, minimized, or comlipensaLted for wherever
Control floods, and reduce fcsil fuel depletion and the possible during project design (e.g., b1 niodilication of
environmental effects of fossil fuel burning. How- dam location or heighit), and by 1i.7isilUea s iliuple-
ever, as with 111any other projects, particularly in mented as part of the project, bearing in m11ilnd tlle
te tropics, the miC niav be adverse as well as benefi- need to balance environitmenral, econioiimic, social,
(ial environmental tiiipacts (see Annex B1). With and other concerns. OppoltunitiCs tO 1IIcIease

cari-efui pilainigiiii, uiich adverse effects can be iiini- benefits should be soLigilt In the (ICdIgnl of the prO-

iiized or mitigatc 1, and the beneficial effects ject, such as bv using reserxoirs for svaicrf)wl,
cnhanced. This annex sets oiu the Banik's environ- tourisin, and fisher-ies. Cost-beilefit aiial'.ses
iiienital policies for daaii and reservoir projects.1 should explicitlv incIude cstimates frCr all necessarv
The Banik will norimially finanice projects oniv in mitigatorv measures, as well as fo- qualntifibleI el-
comiiplianice with tihis aniniex. vironiiiental losses anid enihian:ceimienits dtuie to tile

project. 2 Special attentioni Is nlecessalrV ifthie pro-
Policies posed project depends on another fmttum e project to

attain its full econiomiiic potenltial.
2. Go\eriniiiients needl to have environimentallv
.anid econoinicallh souLid imacr-oeconoimic and sector Design Alternatives
policies on1 Miatrels which af'fect danii and reservoir
projects. In mIic context of individual investment 5. Design of investrmeit programis lr siuppkling
projects, the Bank shiouild review these policies and water or energy shiould conisi(ler cleniiaid(l imianage-
,scek to imiprove tleini where necessary. ment as well as suppk optionis (e.g., conservation of

water and energy, efficienicv mmiipro%einmelits. sNsteiii
Basic Planning Principles integration, cogeneration, anid f'uel iubstittituoni).

Envimonniental analkss is !,se:ntial iin decis,ions oil die
At ela of'Influence need for a project, its mxpe (e.g , theritnal versus

hydro), size, location, anld area ot iniflue:nce.
3. DIamii and r servoir projects often affect a Where viable alternatives exist, care-etil daiii siLting
%ery large area (sec Annex B2), whichi should be is critical to minimii ize the inundation of lokrest or
deter-m iiincdi at ani earls stage with the advice of envi- otlier wildland areas, and the disloczation of people.
roniilential -,pccialists. The creation/piotectioni of coninpemisamorv toreSt or

1. The Bank's general guidelines on environmental policy are in OMS 2.36. Enznronmnental .Ispects of Bo/(k illork (to be reLssue as
OD 1.00. Environmental Polzcies). Issues relevant to many dam and reservoir projects include involuntarv resettleiiieEt o0 people
(O.NIS 2.33. Social Issues .issoczated with Involunta7y Resettlement zn Bank-Financed Projects, to be reisbuci2 as OD 4 3(0. Il:ollatary
Reseitleiwent), tribal people (OMS 2.34, Tnbal People zn Bank-Financed Projects, to be reissuecl as OD 4.40. h71ibls P'o/h/e).
widcUands (OPN 11.02. Midlands Their Protection and Management in Economic Development. to be reissued as OD 4.00.

Li nex D). cultural property ( OPN 11.03, MVanagement of Cultural Property tn Bank-Financed Projects, to be reissuec as 0) D4.50,
Culinol(rl P?ope7ts), iiternauonal ripariani rights (OMS 2.32, Projects on International ;Vateruavs. to be replaced by 00) 7 50) .-nd
duil s.-fetv t(O\lS 3 80. Sofetv ofDams. to be reissued as OD 7.70). Guidance on sedimentation andl indCucedl selbilucht can be
obtuned tromii AGR and ENV

2 See para. 27 ot O\iS 2.2 1, Economzc .-nalysts of Projects, (to be reissued as OD 10.40, Econoatc Cnl,nrtzi.

1-,,, diectz'ei. nzos pipo red ju the guidance of staff of the WVorld Bank and is not necessarily a complete trealt nent of the subjects covered
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othler wildland areas should be promoted. The feasi- the host population among whom thev are
bilitv of preparing the reservoir area prior to inunda- relocated.
tion should be determined. Removal of vegetation
will improve the water qualitv of the reservoir and Project Cycle
reduce growing conditions for aquatic weeds, whlile
removal of tiniber and otler obstacles will improve Environmental Reconnaissance
the possibility for net fishing and enhance water circu-
lation, important for oxvgen distribution. 8. During identification, an environimienital

reconnaissance (draft terms of reference (TORI in
River Basm Plannutug Annex B3), bv independent, recognized experts or

firms--selected bv the borrower and approved by the
6. Benefits from dam and reservoir projects Bank-is essential to
increase when thev beco me regional development
projecis which integrate, for instance, power genera- (a) ensuire tlat potential environmental effects
tion, irrigation, and municipal water suppiv, with are identified,
catchment area management and rural development.
Designingwater projects in the context of overall river (b) ascertain che scope of furtlher environ-
basin and regional development plans normallv menetal studies and actions needed,
reduces the potential for unanticipated cumulative
adverse environmental effects and intersectoral (c) assess the abilitv of the borrower to unlder-
problems. The need for catchnient area nmanage- take themn, and
iient and Improved land use (e.g., discouraging
,ettlement in flood-prone areas) should also be (d) advise on the need for an environlmiienital
systemiiatically considered. panel (para. 18).

En,ztronmnental Effects of Ivolinntar- Resettlement Information collected would be clocumenite(d and
provided to the Bank and governmienit agencies

7. The lands inundated by a dam typicallv concerned, to ensure tliat environmental factors
arc more productive than neighboring uplands, are fullv considered in project design, including
and are therefore more denselv populated by determination of the final dani site and lheiglht, anld
peopie and li\ estock. Displacement of the lowland should comprise part of the baseline data against
population to the uplands often endangers the which subsequenlt changes can be measured. The
environment, as miiore people and livestock liave to Project Prepa;-ation Facilitv (PPF) kONIS 2.15,
bu1-vive on a reduced resource base. Demand for Project Preparation FaczlitN, to be reissued as
arable land, fuel, fodder, potable water, building OD 8.00), may finance suclh reconnaissance.
materials, and other resources inav increase dra-
iiaticallv, and the carrying capacitv of the uplands Environimeital .4,Le)s,ttent
may be (quicklv exceeded unlless development
assistance increases the productivity of the remnain- 9. During preparation, the Bank should
ing resource base. The Bank's resettlement policv review the draft TOR for the environmiiienital
(OMIS 2.33, to be reissued as OD 4.30, Involuntaty assessment3 part of the feasibility study, the short
Resettlement) emphasizes maintenance/restoration list of consultants, and their techinical proposals.
of the social and economic production systems and The environmental assessment should be consis-
income levels of both the displaced population and tent with countryv legislation on procedures and

3. A dlirecuve on Environmental .Assessment is to be issued as OD 4.00. Annex A.

This directive was prepared for the guidance of staff of the iVorld Bank and is not necessarilv a complete treatment of the subjects covered
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requirements. Broad intersectoral cooperation borrower during supervision, and anv necessarv
should be ensured--such as witlh agricultural, fish- corrective actions identified and agreed upon.
cries, forestry, healtlh, wildlife, tourism, municipal,
ancl industrial agencies--both at policv and field Completzon and Post-Audit
levels. Biotic, cadastral, social, ancd cultural prop-
ertv surveys should be stal-ted earlv. 14. Completion reports should review envi-

ronmental problems and progress. In adldition, as
.Apprazsal some environmental effects become apparent onlv

after a decade or more of operation, the Bank
10. The appraisal mission should include envi- should encourage the borrower to contr-act an
roninental specialists to assess the environmental independent environmental post-audit a (lecadle or
analysis, the design of mleasures to miniimize or so after impoundment.
mitigate adverse environmental impacts, and the
capacity of the borrower's staff to implement Ixmtitutional Aspects
tlhem. The environmental panel, where required
(para. 18), shouild be convened ItLiring project Environmental Capacity of NVatzonal and Secioral
appraisal, and future activitLies of the panel Institutions
reviewed. The Staff Appraisal Report should
describe the environmental issues and their resolu- 15. Mlajor dam and reservoir projects should
tion, as well as the institutional arrangements. be used to help build environmental capacity (ana-

lytical, regulatorv, and enforceinenit) in institti-
Sector Investment Loanzs tions at tlle national and sectoral levels thlotuglh

training, consultancy, and policv dialogue, and to
11. Sector investment operations (as distin- foster coverage of dams and reservoirs bv environ-
guished from specific investment projects) in sectors mental legislation.
that include fiuajor dam and reservoir projects should
proceed onlv when the environmental capabilities of Interagency Coordination
the sector are adlequate, or provisions to establish
aclequate environniiiental protective measures have 16. Environmental beniefits can be maximinmzed
been agreed uponi during appraisal. and costs reducedi by improved intersectoral planning.

Potential environmental implications are often better
Bidding Docu ihsents anticipated by involving dte agencies responsible for

environment, he-..th, tourism, social afFairs, mnLiiiicipal
12. T'he Bank shouild ensure that bidding docu- and industrial water supply, agriculture, livestock,
ienrs and contracts incorporate appropriate meas- fisheries, and navigation--plus state and provincial
Lires to protect the envii-onienit. (.Ainex B4 outlines autlorities. Environ1mental agencies shotuld be con-
the clauses to be included.) sulted in project planning and preparation to ensnr-e

that relevant line ministries and other clecision-
Superozsion makers are made aware of potential environ-

mental impacts and recommiinenided initigatory
13. The environmental moniitoring system, dam measures.
construction contractors performance, adequacv of
the environmental measures, institutional arrange- In-House Envzronmental Unit
ments, training and performance of the in-house
environment unit (para. 17), and reports of the 17. Each project involviig large damns4 or hav-
environmental panel should be reviewed with the ing significant environmental implications

4 As definied in para. 4(i) of OMS 380 S0afet of Dayrs, to be reissued as OD 7.70.

Thus directive was prepared for the guidance of staff of dhe World Bank and us not necessanly a comtiplete treateUent of the subject. cove7ed.
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requiresan in-house environmental unit with ade- (c) environmental plans, procedures, budgets,
quate budget and professional staffing strong in and progress throughout the life of the
expertise relevant to the project (usually physical project; and
andi biological science and sociology). It should
normally be established within the implementing (d) the in-house environmental uinit's staff,

innistry/agency (suchi as that for irrigation or training, functions, and relations with the
energy) or in a riiver basin authiority, be located or ministry of environment.
well-represented at the project site, and work in
con.junction with existing central agencies. Depending on circumstances, panel reviews would
Srrengthening of any existing agency-wide unit normally be held once or twice a vear cdurinig
mav be better than creating a new one. The unit preparation and implementation, or wlieni the in-
lhoiuild he established as earlv as possible to help house environmental unit requests. The advisory

cilsure that preproject baseline data are collected panel should continue to function after completion
andi environmental problems anticipated at an of the project for a few years (as agreed with the
earlv stage. It shotuld exist during project implem- Bank), and could be convened on an ad hoc basis
enration plub an adlditionial period to be agreed thereafter.
with the Bank. The uniit shotuld ensuLre that moni-
toring and evaluation anticipate environmental Consultation with Nongovemnmental Organizations
problems, and that mitigatorv ineasures are imple- (NVGOs) and Affected Groutps
iiented. Early and extensive training of Ullit staff
is a priority. 19. Communitv organizationis, research cen-

ters, environmental advocates, and other NGOs
Envi ron mewtal Painel can often provide valuable perspecti%es on

improving both project design and iinplenienta-
18. For projects involx ing large damis, or lav- tion (see ONfS 5.30, Collaboration wai/ .Vongovern-

ing major environmental implications, the bor- mental Organzzations, to be issued as OD 14.70). To
rower shotld< normially engage an advisory panel tap these perspectives, the Bank encourages
of in(lepenclent, internationallv recognized, envi- consultations by project autliorities (includinig
ronmentil specialists, the composition of whichi consultants preparing the project) wvith appropri-
should he determiined by the environmental ate NGOs, pafticularlv local NGOs. Various
reconnaissance (para. 8). However, in certain meclianisms for consultationi mav be appropriate,
cases, the reconinaissance studv may advise, based including sponsored public hearinlgs or national
onitlhesignificanceoftlheenvironmentalissuesand ..iorkshops. Bank staff, too, should consuilt with
the borrower's (including consultants') capacitv to .iGOs as appropriate, bearing in miniic the capacity
deal with theln, that the panel is not needed. The of NGOs to offer important perspectives on plOj-
c(o,,s of the panel could be financed fi-om the loan/ ect design, and the need to protect the confideniti-
cr-edit. IL, TOR, and the short lists of individual alitv of information shared between the Bank and
experts from which the panel is to be selected, the borrower (see ANIS 1. 10, Directive on) DisclosZure
should be acceptable to the Bank. The panel of Informatzon). In addition, the Bank encourages
should advise the borrower periodically on envi- consultation between project executinlg agencies
ioninental abpects of the project, including: and the population affected bv the project, as part

of the project design process (ONMS 2.12, Project
(a) analhsis of the findings of the environ- Generation and Design, to be reissued as OD 10.00,

mental reconnaissance: and ONIS 2.20, Project Appraisal, to be reissuedi as
OD 10.10). This includes tribal people

(b) the TOR and findings of the environmental (OINIS 2.34, to be reissued as OD 4.40, Tr1bal
assessment. People) and those who have to be resettled iinde-

Flo. -irectic was prepared for the guidance of staff of the IVorld Bank and is not necessanlY a complete trcatnient of dhe subjects cot'e?ed
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the project (OMS 2.33, to be reissued as OD 4.30, Report should describe and assess the coiisuilra-
Involunta7y Resettlemenzt). The Staff Appraisal tions whichi took place.

This directave waa prepared for the guidance of Itaff of the IVorld Bank and is not necessanly a complete t,eatmient of the abjets co:e.,d
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Typical Environmental Effects of Dams and Reservoirs'

1. Land Losses Large tracts of agricultural lands, forests, or otlher wildlands
may be inundated. Careful siting can minimize sucli losses
(e.g., by selecting reservoirs witli high Kwh-generated/lha land
area inundated). The value of lost timber ancd otier riesour ces,
and foregone use of inundated land should be estimated in tie
economic analysis.

2. Health Some water-related diseases (e.g., schistosomiasis, malaria,
onchocerciasis and Japanese B encephalitis) may increase
unless precautions or mitigatory meastures are iiiplemiented.
Vector control, environmental modificationus, and education of
residents mav need to be incorporated into the project (see
OPN I 1.01, Guidelines for the Selectiont and Use of PestIcides in
Bank-Financed Projects and their Procurement WFhen Financed b yw the
Bank, to be reissued as OD 4.00, Alinex C, Selection anzd Use of
Pesticides).

3. Plant and .Animal Life Biotic surveys normallv are essential, plant and aninial extinc-
tion can be prevented or minimiiizedi by careful project siting.
Loss of wildlife mav be mitigated- by includ(inlg elsewhere in the
countrv a wildlands management area equivalent to the
inunldated tract (OPN 11.02, Izddlands Their 'rnwecton nit
Management in Economzc Development, to be reissLletl as OD 4.00,
Annex D). Animal rescue, i-epleniislihmenit, and( relocation can
be useful. Canal and other crossin, facilities are often
essential.

4. Fish and OtherAcluatic Life Fislh migrations (if any) wvill be inpaired e\en vith passage
facilities. Fish propagation in the resrcrxoir can mitigate losses
and produce more fish proteini thaln before the prioject. Spawn-
ing areas, aquaculture, improved fishing uieclto(ds, and nmarket-
ing may need special attention . A reduced s,upply of nutrients
downstream and to estuai-ies can imipair fisherlr productivitV.
Initerbasin transfers mav thl-eateni a(quatic species bv introdimc-
ing new predators or competitors. A socioeconoimmic nr\i Xvev can
determine the importance of fish to the society.

5. Water Weeds Proliferation of floating weeds (e.g., water hlacintlh [Eichlior-
nial and water lettuce [Pistial) can impair water qtualitv and
increase disease vectors and watel loss (thlroughi evapo-tralnspi-
ration). Clogging impairs navigation, recreationi, fisheries, and
irrigation. The potential to use weeds for compost, hiogas, or
fodder should be investigated.

1. Issues relaung to resettlement. tnbal people, cultural property and dam safety are not discussed here as they are covered in
other ODs (see footnote I to Annex B).

This directive tras prepared for the guidance of st5ff of the Wi'orld Bank and ts not necessarsty a complete Ireeaiiecnt of the .ub)ects covewd
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6. Water Quality Suitability of water quality for drinking, irrigation, fisheries, or
other uses--both within reservoirs and downstream--should be
addressed. Issues include saline intrusions, water retention
time (i.e., flow/volume), loss of flushing, increased nutr-ienits in
reservoir, pollution (e.g., agricultural leachates, pathogens,
industrial effluents), raising or contamination of water table,
and salinization.

7. Anaerobic Decomposition Inundated vegetation on the bottom of reservoirs decomposes,
consuming large amounts of oxygen. If thermal stratification
occurs, mixing ofsurface and bottom water is impeded, and the
bottom water may become anaerobic. Anaerobic decomposi-
tion oforganic material produces noxious gases toxic to aqluatic
life and larmful to machinery. Ifdischai-ged bv the dam, down-
stream fish could be killed. Mfultiple-level outlets in the dam.
can avoid the discharge of anaerobic water. Inexpensive mod-
els are available to predict thermiial st-atificationi.

8. Erosion Erosion upstream in the catchment area leads to sedimenitation
or land slips wlhich can inpair storage; catchlmient area mani-
agement should be encouraged where appropriate. Incr-eased
erosivity of the riverbed and structures below the dlani-- incltud-
ing deltaic and coastal changes--should be considered durinig
preparation.

9. Downstream Hydrology Changes in downstream hydrology can imipair ecosxstems
dependent on seasonal flooding, including areas that may be
important for fisheries (e.g., flood plains, lagoons, marslhes,
mangroves) or for traditional flood-recessioni agriculture.
Sometimes management of downstream water releases can
minimizesuch damage by partiallv replicating natural flooding
regimes.

10. Intact Rivers Hvdroelectric and other developments shotuld preferably be
concentrated on the same ri%ers if hydrological risks and other-
circumstances permit, in order to preserve elsewhere a repre-
sentative sample of rivers in the natural state. This shoulld be
considered part of the trade-offs.

11. Mvlultiple Use Multiple use should be addressed thloughg tourism, irrigation,
fisheries, bird and other biotic sanctuaries, and recreation.
Water flow regulation can convert seasonal rivers into peren-
nial waterways, reduce flooding, and imiprove drinking and
irrigation. Communal access slhould be perpetuated.

Thus directtve wa.s prepared for the gutdance of staff of the World Bank and u not necessardy a complete Ireatment of /the subjects covered.
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The Area of Influence of Dam and Reservoir Projects

The area of influence of dam and reser- arising from the project (e.g., logging or
voir projects incltides the following: shifting agriculture along access roads);

(a) the watersheds contributing to the reservoir (c) off-site areas required for resettlement or
(or project area), and the area below the compensatory tracts,
dam down to the estuary, coastal zone, and
offshore; (d) the airshed, such as where airborne pollu-

tion (smoke, dust) may enter or leave the
(b) all ancillarv aspects of the project such as area of influenice, and

power transmission corridors, pipelines,
canals, tuninels, relocationi and access roads, (e) migratory routes of humans, wildlife, or
borrow and disposal areas, and construction fish--particularly where they relate to ptiblic
camps, as well as unplanned developments health, economics, or environmiental

conservation.

This di7ectzre was prepa7ed for the guidance of staff of the Vorld Bank and es not necessarly a complete treatment of the subjects covered.
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Sample Terms of Reference: Environmental Reconnaissance
of Dam and Reservoir Projects

1. The objective of an environmental recon- plans for protectiing or salvaging those
naissance of a dam and reservoir project is to declared valuable.
determine in a preliminarv way the possible
impact on the environment. The study should (i) Thepossibleeffectonthe multiple-use capa-
include, as a minimum, the following aspects: bilides of the area, particularly wilth regard to

any future resource-use options which might be
(a) The nature and extent of plant and animal foreclosed bv virtue of the project's presenice or

life within the area of influence, and the operaion.
impact on it of the construction, presence,
or operation of the project. Special atten- (j) The multiple-use possibilities afforded by
tion shotuld be given to plants and animals the project, suchi as the establislhmiienit of
that are ecologically uinique, endangered, or commercial or sport fisher-ies, tOULrist facili-
economically or aesthetically desirable. ties, and recreation.

(b) The scenic and aesthetic qualities of the (k) The elevation above reservoir levels of any
area, including tourism values that mav be special features in the area to be inundated,

created, enhanced, or injured. such as cultural propertv, in order to explore
the possibility of safeguarding these by ad-

(c) The effects on the agricultural and forestrv justing such levels.
potential of riparian lands.

2 If the project is one of several that are
(d) The pocential for the influx of aquatic vege- planned or alreadv exist on the river svysrein, a genier-al

tation, its effects on the impoundment, and assessment of the combined impact is imilporLanlt.
the purposes of the project; other biophvsi-
cal changes (permanent or transient, but a Institutions responsible for environmiiemital
recurring) to be expected in the impound- aspects should be evaluated, and recommendations
ment area and downstream. made for any necessarv s-eingthiening.

(e) The risks ard effects on the pattern and dis- 4. The need foran environmental panel and the
tribution of diseases, disease-bearing vec- specific expertise required shotld be examined.
tors and nuisaihce organisms.

5. Upon completion ofithe reconnaissance, a
(f The potential for fisherv and squatter settle- full repoit of the findings shouild be prepared, inclld-

inent, and other unplanned land-use activities ing the nature, scope, costs, and timinig ofany acldi-
in the catchment area (especially those whichi ional studies required (e.g., studies extendinlg beyond
might cause erosion and polhltion); and plans the original time estimate, suchi as two or more sea-
for the protection and management of the sons of species monitoring). The natLre, diimensionis,
catchment area. and timing of any serious problems sihould be highi-

lighted, along with recommendationis, with priori-
(g) The likely environmental impact of any ties identified, as to how they can be prevented or

resettlement due to the project. mitigated. Likewise, opportunities for environ-
mental or human ecological enhancement slhould

(h) The presenice of any artifacts or sites of be stressed, with recommendations for achieving
archaeologic or historic significance, and the their implementation.

ThLs directive Wvas prepared for the guidance of staff of the IVorld Bank and is not necessarily a comzplete ueatmnent of ike suIbects covet ed.
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Sample Clauses for Inclusion in the Bidding Documents related
to the Construction of Dam and Reservoir Projects

I (Consistent withl econiomiv and efficiency in logical design to provilde somle substitute
tihe executioni of the project, thie contractor must area for lost natural habitats.
prevent, minlimize, or mitigate environmental
dlamage during all constriuction activities. In par- (d) Tne contractor's operations sloukl( be ,o per-
ticular, thle constriction specifications shotild formed as to prevent accidental spillage of
include the following conditions: contaminants, clebr is, or odiel poLlurtiins. espe-

ciallv into streams or un(eirgiounid water
(a) The natural landscape sihouil(d be preser\ed to sources. Sucih pollutanits includie untreated

the extent possible by conducting operations in sewage and sanitary waste, tailings, petro-
a mianiner- that will prevent unnecessary leumii products, chemicals, biocides, minieral
destruction or scarr-ing of the natural salts, and therimial poillitioni. Vastewtaters,
suiTrouid(lings. ExLept whiere required for including those fromii aggregate processinig
permiianielnt works, (Ilarries, borrow pits, and concrete batching, uILIst not enter
staging and proccssinig areas, dumiips and streams without usinig settling ponds. gravel
camps, all trees, saplings, and shirubberv filters, or othier processes, so as nlot to impair
shiouldf be protectedl froml uninecessar-y darn- water qualitv or liha-mn aquatic life.
age bv contractor operations. After
unavoidal)le damage, reseedinig, replanting, (e) Thie comm-actor- shiould mninuze air poll ii non
or restoration are required promiiptlv to pre- emlissiois. Dust fromii thie handling oL tralIs-
vent furthier- daniage (e.g , erosion), and to portinig of aggregates, cemienit, poziolana,
restore quasi-original con(litions wher-e etc., shiould be iniimimiiize(d by sprinkling or
appropriate. other mietlhodls. Materials, bru.hll, or trees

shiould oniv be burned whien the ow%ner per-
(b) Thie contractor's facilities, luch as warehouses, nuits, under fa%oiable weather con1dition1s.

labor camips, and .torage areas, shiould be
planned in ad,xance to decide what the area (f) The contractor should ensure priopel disposal
will look like upon completion of con- of waste niaterials and rubbish. Disrposal of
striuction. These facilities bihould be located waste by burial sihould not contaminiate
,o as to preserve thie natural envi-onimenit gToundwater supplies.
(suclh as trees anid other vegetation) to the
maxiiinitii extent possible. After project In major projects in seisitixe areas, specific
construction, caimps and build(ings should plans are nee(le(d to control erlosionl and sedimiCeiI-
either senve as permanent residences and tation, prevent spills, etc.
form futtire coiniiiunities, if such tise can be
foreseen, or be torn down and the area 3. The bolTower's mighit to inspect comimpliance
restored to its quasi-original condition in througiout conistructioi sioulci be specilie( ill tile
order to avoid deterior-ationi into shanity- contract.
townb.

4. The Bank's policy on involunita- i-esettle-
(c) Tempor-ary buildinggs, quarries, borrow menit (OMIS 2.33, to be reissued ab OD 4.30, [Itvol-

areas, and borrow pits should be located, untar9 Resettlement) encoUrages both thic borrower
whiere possible, in areas to be flooded by thie and concractor to give preferenice, consistent w-ith
reservoir. Otherwise, borrow pits siould be other requiremients, to training and employing
landscaped and planted according to an eco- persons affected by the project or displaced by the

construction work.

Tin-s diective uas prepared for the guidance of staff of the World Bank and is not necessanly a comiplele treatment of thie subjects coaered.
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Operational Directive 4.01: Environmental Assessment

1. Attached for insertion in the new Operational Manual is OD 4.01. It incorporates the guidelines
contained in OD 4.00, Annex A, dated October 31, 1989. Please retain that annex in the cmal (see
para. 4 below). This directive also incorporates the OPNSV instructions on the disclosure of information,
contained in the following memoranda, which may now be discarded.

OPNSV Memorandum Environmental Assessments: Instructions to Staff on the Handing of the
Borrower's Consultations with Affected Groups and Relevant Local NGOs,
April 10, 1990

OPNSV Memorandum Environmental Assessments: Instructions to Staff on the Release of Environ-
mental Assessments to Executive Directors, November 21, 1990

2. This directive provides guidance to staff on the Bank's policies and procedures for conducting
envirownental assessments (EAs) of proposed projects. Substantive changes from OD 4.00, Annex A, are
as follows:

(a) Global Environment Facility (GEF) projects, or GEF components of Bank projects, are
subject to this directive (footnote 1).

(b) The number of EA categories is reduced from four to three by dropping the D category. All
projects are classified as A, B, or C depending on the nature and extent of environmental
analysis needed (paras. 4 and 17; Annex E).

(c) The borrower should normally engage advisory panels for highly risky and contentious
projects with potentially serious and multidimensional enviromnental concerns (para. 13).

(d) An outline of an environmental mitigation or management plan is in Annex C. Annex F
provides a revised enviromnental data sheet for projects in the IBRD/IDA lending program.
The data sheet for category A projects is included in a quarterly annex to the Monthly
Operational Summary of Bank and IDA Proposed Projecrs (MOS).

3. The following procedures have been incorporated from the OPNSV memoranda referred to in
para. 1:

(a) In order for meaningful consultations to take place between the borrower and affected groups
and local nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), the borrower should make available, at
some public place to the groups consulted, the EA report and summaries of (i) the project
description and objectives, (ii) the potentially adverse effects of the proposed project, and
(iii) the conclusions of the EA report (para. 21).

This direcove was preparedfor the guidance of staff of the Worid Bank- and is not necessanly a complete treatment of the subjecu covered
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(b) The Bank requests the borrower's advance permission to release the EA report to the
executive directors (EDs) because the report is the borrower's property. On receipt of a copy
of the EA repon from the borrower, an English-language summary is nade available to the
EDs, and a copy of the repon is deposited in the project file (para. 22).

4. The directive shall apply to all projects for which IEPSs are issued after October 1, 1991. Projects
for which IEPSs have been issued before that date are subject to OD 4.00, Annex A, issued on October 31,
1989; for these projects, the new provisions should be applied where appropriate and feasible.

5. Questions on this directive should be referred to the Director, Environment Departnent.

6. Additional copies are available on a self-serve basis in H 4234.

Attachment

This directive was preparedfor the guidance of staffof the Worid BarJn and is not necessanly a complete treatment of the subjects coi-cred.
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Operational Directive 4.01: Environmental Assessment
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Environmental Assessment

Introduction improving projects environmentally, by pre-
venting, minimizing, mitigating, or compensating

1. This directive outlines Bank policy and proce- for adverse impacts. These steps help avoid
dures for the environmental assessment (EA) of costly remedial measures after the facL By
Bank lending operations, and related types of calling attention to environmental issues early,
environmental analysis.' EA is a flexible proce- EAs (a) allow project designers, implementing
dure, which should vary in breadth, depth, and agencies, and borrower and Bank staff to address
type of analysis depending on the project. It may environmental issues in a timely and cost-effective
be performed at one point in time or in discrete fashion; (b) reduce the need for project condition-
stages. EA is carried out during project prepa- ality because appropriate steps can be taken in
ration, before appraisal, and is closely linked to advance or incorporated into project design, or
the feasibility study. For the purpose of ffiis alternatives to the proposed project can be consid-
directive, EA covers project-specific and other ered; and (c) help avoid costs and delays in imple-
environmental impacts in the area of influence of mentaion due to unanticipated environmental
a project.2 EAs use the findings of country envi- problems. EAs also provide a formal mechanism
ronmental studies and action plans that cover for interagency coordinatiori on environmental
nationwide issues, the overall policy framework, issues and for addressing the concerns of affected
national legislation, and institutional capabilities in groups and local nongovernmental organizations
the country. (NGOs). In addition, the EA process plays an

important role in building environmental manage-
ment capability in the country.

Purpose and Nature of EA
3. Like economic, financial, institutional, and

2. The purpose of EA is to improve decision engineering analyses, EA is part of project prepa-
making and to ensure that the project options ration and is, therefore, the borrower's responsi-
under consideration are environmentally sound bility. Close integration of EA with these aspects
and sustainable. 3 All environmental consequences of project preparation ensures that (a) environ-
should be recognized early in the project cycle mental considerations are given adequate weight
and taken into account in project selection, siting, in project selection, siting, and design decisions;
planning, and design. EAs identify ways of and (b) EAs do not delay project processing.

1. Unless the context otherwise requires, 'EA' means the environmental assessment process required by this directive. 'Bank'
includes IDA; 'loans' include credits: 'operauons' and 'investments' include sector loans, rehabilitation loans. loans through
financial intermnediaries, and the investment components of hybrid loans. Global Environment Facility (GEF) projects, or GEF
components of Bank projects, are subject to the provisions of this directive. IFC follows its own environmental review

procedure. In addition, IFC ensures that its projects comply with all relevant Bank environmentu] policies and guidelines.
adapted to its special needs. Bearing in mind its special circumstances, MIGA will ensure, to the extent possible, that the

objectives of this directive are met in its operations.
2. The World Bank,.Envirornmenzal Assessment Sourcebook. Technical Paper No. 139 (Washington. D.C., 1991) (EASourceboook)

provides guidance on the subjects covered in this directive. The EA Sourcebook should bc used for guidance throughout the
EA process. For the Bank's definition of 'area of influence of a projet.' see para. 3 and Annex B2 of OD 4.00, Annex B.
Enzronrnnental Policyfor Dam and Reservoir Projects (to be reissued as OD 4.05). For a checklist of potential issucs for an
EA and related Bank policies, see Annex A.

3. Guidance on sustainabiliqy is provided in OMS 2.36, Environmental Aspects of Bank Work (to be reissued as OD 4.00,

Environmental Policies).

This direcrve waS prepared for rhe guidance of staff of rhe World Bank and is not necessarily a complete rrcarmear of the subjects covered.
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Types of Environmental Analysis action among effluents or competition for natural
resources). Regional EAs compare alternative

Project-Specific EAs development scenarios and recommend
environmentally sustainable development and land

4. Project-specific EAs or other analyses are use patterns and policies. Impacts may sometimes
used to examine specific investment projects (e.g., extend across national boundaries. However,
dams, factories, irrigation systems). The detail regional EAs with an institutional focus might
and sophistication of an analysis should be com- follow administrative boundaries. Regional EAs
mensurate with the expected impacts. Project- are particularly useful when they precede the first
specific EAs should normally cover (a) existing in a series of projects or development inter-
environmental baseline conditions; (b) potential ventions in an undeveloped region, where a region
enviromnental impacts, direct and indirect, is slated for major developments, where cumu-
including opportunities for environmental lative impacts are anticipated, or in regional
enhancement; (c) systematic environmental com- planning or agro-ecological zoning.
parison of alternative investments, sites,
technologies, and designs; (d) preventive, 6. Sectoral EAs are used for the design of sector
mitigatory, and compensatory measures, generally investmnent programs. They are particularly suit-
in the form of an environmental mitigation or able for reviewing (a) sector investment alter-
management plan; (e) environmental management natives; (b) the effect of sector policy changes;
and training; and (f) environmnental monitoring. (c) institutional capacities and requirements for
To the extent possible, the following items are environmental review, implementation, and moni-
quantified: capital and recurrent costs, environ- toring at the sectoral level; and (d) the cumulative
mental staffing, training, monitoring require- impacts of many relatively small, similar invest-
ments, and the benefits of proposed alternatives ments that do not merit individual project-specific
and mitigation measures. Annex A sets out a EAs. Sectoral EAs should also have the objective
checklist of potential issues for an EA, and of strengthening the enviromnental management
Annex B provides the outline of a project-specific capability of the sectoral or other relevant
EA report. Annex C describes the set of agencies. Sectoral EAs may overlap with
measures that should be included in an environ- regional EAs.
mental mitigation or environmental management
plan. Annex D outlines the Bank's internal 7. Though in some cases regional or sectoral
procedures, Annex E provides illustrative lists of EAs cover some of the requirements of project-
projects classified in categories A through C, and - specific EAs, the latter are still needed for major
Annex F sets out the format for an environmental investments. Nevertheless, the regional or
data sheet for projects in the IBRD/IDA lending sectoral EAs will have identified relevant issues,
program. The data sheet for each category A collected much of the data, and, in general,
project is included in a quarterly annex to the greatly reduced the work needed in subsequent
Monthly Operaional Sumnmary of Bank and LDA project-specific EAs.
Proposed Projeas (MOS).

Alternatives to EAs
Regional and Secroral EAs

8. Many specific investment projects do not
5. Regional EAs may be used where a number need a full EA. Typically, these projects are
of similar but significant development activities smaller, are not in environmentally sensitive
with potentially cumulative impacts are planned areas, and present issues that are narrow in scope,
for a reasonably localized area. In such cases, well-defined, and well-understood. Alternative
regional EAs are generally more efficient than a approaches may, therefore, be more effective in
series of project-specific EAs. They may identify integrating environmental concerns into the
issues that the latter might overlook (e.g., inter- borrower's planning process, and in focusing on

7his directve was preparedfor *he guidance of staff of Lhe World Bank and as not necessanly a compliee ireatment of the subjects co ered.
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the environmental work needed. Such alternative (e) monitor environrental conditions during
approaches' include, for example, project implementation.5 The aim should be to

help establish satisfactory environmental review
(a) specific environmental design criteria systems in the appropriate agencies, rather than to

and pollution standards, acceptable to focus only on those investments against which the
the Bank, for small-scale industrial Bank happens to disburse.
plants;

(b) specific environmental design criteria Emergency Recovery Projecs
and construction supervision programs
for small-scale rural works projects; and 10. Because emergency recovery projects need to

be processed rapidly, and seek mainly to restore
(c) specific environmental siting criteria, existing facilides, they would not normally

construction standards, and inspection require a full EA. However, the extent to which
procedures for housing projects. an emergency was precipitated or exacerbated by

inappropriate environmental practices should be
Sector and Financial Intermediary Lending deterrnined. Based on this finding, corrective

measures should be built into either the
9. For sector investtnent loans and loans through emergency project or a future lending operation.6

financial intermediaries, for which subproject
details are not known at the time of project Global Issues
appraisal, the borrower may not be able to -

prepare an EA as part of project preparation. 11. A number of agencies-inside and outside the
Further, such projects usually consist of many United Nations (UN) system-carry out scientific
small investments, which seldom require full EAs. investigations on global environmental issues
In such cases, the project implementing institu- (ozone depletion, global warming, sea level rise,
tions need to screen proposed subprojects and ocean dumping, pollution of international waters,
carry out appropriate environmental analyses transport of hazardous wastes, biodiversity, etc.).
consistent with this directive, prior to subloan While it keeps abreast of the findings of these
approval. To ensure that this can be done, the agencies, the Bank is developing its own guide-
Bank should appraise and strengthen, where lines in these areas. The Bank also draws upon
necessary, the implementing agency's prevailing views in its own environmental,
environmental capabilities to (a) screen economic, sectoral, and investment policies and
subprojects along the lines of this directive (see programs, with a view to minimizing possible
para. 17 and Annex E), (b) obtain the necessary adverse impacts on global environmental quality.
expertise for EA preparation, (c) review EA The Bank encourages such issues to be considered
reports, (d) implement mitigation plans, and in EAs where relevant and feasible.'

4. In some cases, adherence to other existing direcEives is an acceptable alternative to an EA (e.g., OPN 11.01, Guidelines for
rhe Selecton and Use ofPestzcides in Bankr-Financed Projecus and their Procurement When Financed by the Bank, to be reissued
as OD 4.03, Agricutuaral Pest Managemem).

5. The appraisal mission develops cicar arrangements with the borrower for carrying out these functions during project
implementation, indicating the sources of required expertisc and the proper division of responsibilities among the ultimate
borrower, the financial intermediary or sector agency, and the agencies responsibic for environmental management and
regulation. These arrangements ensure that subprojects that do not comply with accepted environmental standards are not
financed under the project. In cases where subprojects are known prior to appraisal. they are subject to the normal procedures
described in this directive. The EA Sourcebook provides further guidance on appraising the environmentaJ aspects of sector
and financial intermediary lending.

6. See OD S.50, Emergency Recovery Assisrance.
7. Guidance will be prepared on global environmental issues by the Environment Department (ENV) in cooperation with the

Regional environment divisions (REDs).

7his direcnve was prepared for the guidance of staff of the World Bankr and is not necessanly a complete treamenr of the subjects covered.
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Institutional Aspects the EA, (b) key issues and methods for preparing
the EA, (c) recommendations and findings of the

Strengthening Environmental Capabilities EA, (d) implementation of the EA's recommenda-
ations, and (e) development of environmental

12. The ultdmate success of EA depends upon the management capacity in the implementing
capability and understanding of environmental agency.10

matters of the government agencies concerned.
Therefore, as part of the EA process, it is neces- EA Procedures
sary to identify relevant environmental agencies
and their capability for carrying out required EA 14. Since project and country conditions, national
activities. Projects with potentially major impacts legislation, and institutional experience vary
normally require the strengthening of several among borrowers, both the borrower and the
environmental functions (e.g., enviromnental Bank must exercise judgment in using the EA pro-
monitoring, inspection, management of mitigatory cess to design and implement projects that are
measures, EA scientific and technical review, and both environmentally and economically sound,
cross-sectoral coordination). In addition, policy and that are consistent with the environmental
strengthening is often needed through the develop- laws, policies, and procedures of the borrower.
ment of legal or regulatory measures (including The Environment Departnent (ENV), the Legal
incentives) that ensure adequate environmental Department, and the Regional environment
performance standards. These functions may be divisions (REDs) maintain information on these
located in one or more units and at one or more requirements.
administrative levels, depending on the country
and project.' Early focus on institutional involve- EA Preparation
ment in the EA process (a) helps ensure that the
executing agency's and central policy entity's 15. Though EA preparation is the responsibility
knowledge and perspectives are taken into of the borrower, the Bank's task manager (TM)
account, (b) provides on-the-job training for staff, assists and monitors the EA process, with support
and (c) provides continuity for implementing the from the RED." The borrower and the Bank
EA's recommendations. In addition, to help should agree as early as possible after issuance of
develop EA capability in the country, the Bank the Initial Executive Project Summary (IEPS) on
encourages the use of local expertise and pro- the terms of reference (TORs) for the EA, and on
motes EA training for local staff and consultants.9 the EA procedures, schedule, and outline. This is

because (a) EA preparation should form part of
Environmental Advisory Panels the overall feasibility study or preparation work

for the project, so that the EA's findings can be
13. For major, highly risky, or contentious pro- directly integrated into project design; (b) some
jects with serious and multi-dimensional environ- EAs require substantial time for preparation (see
mental concerns, the borrower should normally Annex D, paras. 6-7); and (c) completion of the
engage an advisory panel of independent, interna- EA report is a prerequisite for the departure of
tionally recognized, environmental specialists to the appraisal mission. Major steps in the EA
advise on (a) the terms of reference (TORs) for process are outlined in Annex D. The steps

8. The first level of environmentml involvement is on-site; a second, at the level of the implemcnting or executing agency, such
as a Department of Agriculture, or Health; and a third at a central policy level, such as an environmentau agency or other central
policy-making body that oversees and coordinates intersectoral aspects.

9. Guidance on institutional strengthening is in the EA Sourcebook.
10. For more demtil on the selection and functions of the panel, see pars. IS of OD 4.00, Annex B, Environnenral Policvfor Dam

and Reservoir Projects (to be reissued as OD 4.05).
11 See OD 9.00, Processing of Invesmwne Lending. for the context of loan processing into which decisions on the environment

category and the EA fit.

This direcnve weas prepared for rhe guidance of staff of the tYorld Bank and is nor necessarily a compleite reconent of the subjeczs covered.
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include (a) screening (see para. 17 and Annex E), Interagency Coordinxiion
(b) taking decisions based on the IEPS,
(c) notifying the Board through the MOS, 18. Because environmnental issues generally
(d) preparing TORs for the EA, (e) preparing the involve national, provincial, and local governtnent
EA, (f) reviewing the EA and incorporating agencies and cover a broad range of respon-
environmental measures into the project, sibilities (wildlife, health, water and land use,
(g) supervising the project, and (i) evaluating the tourism, etc.), coordination among government
project ex post. agencies is crucial. Coordination is best achieved

through interagency meetings convened by the
16. Borrowers may request Bank assistance for proponent agency at key points, i.e., once the
financing EAs through a Project Preparation decision has been reached to carry out a full EA,
Facility12 (PPF) advance, from the Technical and once the draft EA report has been completed.
Assistance Grant Program for the Environment, The meetings provide an opportunity to identify
or from trust funds. When the EA is prepared by the issues, types of analysis required, sources of
specialists separately from the overall feasibility relevant expertise, responsibilities and schedule
study for the project, the specialists should liaise for the EA, niiigatory measures to be considered,
closely with the project preparation or feasibility and other recorrunendations.
teams. For projects with potentially major
adverse environmental impacts, such as large LImolvement of Affected Groups and
dams or projects involving large-scale reset- Nongovernmental Organizations
dement, the borrower should retain independent
EA experts not affiliated with the project. 19. The Bank expects the borrower to take the

views of affected groups and local NGOs"' fully
into account in project design and implementation,

Environmental Screening and in particular in the preparation of EAs. This
process is important in order to understand both

17. The TM should screen projects/components the nature and extent of any social or environ-
at identification to determine the nature and extent mental impact and the acceptability of proposed
of the enviromnental work required. As a result mitigatory measures, particularly to affected
of the screening, the TM, with the concurrence of groups. Consultations do not reduce the decision
the RED, assigns the project to one of the authority of the borrower, but are a valuable way
following categories,'3 in accordance with to improve decision maling, to obtain feedback
Annex E: on the EA process and draft report, and to

increase community cooperation in implementing
the recommendadons of the EA.

Category A: A full EA is required.
Category B: Although a full EA is not 20. Such consultations should occur at least at the

required, environmental anal- following two stages of the EA process:
ysis is required. (a) shortly after the EA category has been

Category C: No EA or environmental anal- assigned, and (b) once a draft EA has been
ysis is required. prepared.15 In projects with mnajor social

12. See OD 8.00, Project Preparanon Facility.
13. See footnote 11.
14. For the Bank's overall approach to NGOs, see OD 14.10, Involving Nongovernmental Organtzartons in Bank-Supported

Acdties.
15. Further consultations are encouraged at other appropriate points during EA preparation. after EA finalization, and throughout

project implementation. Updates and information feedback between meetings are best when they arc systematic and routine.
One approach that has been effectively used by many countries is to follow the first intcragency meeting with an initial
consultation session with affected groups and local NGOs.

This directive was preparedfor the guidance of staf of the WorI Bank- and is nos necessarilv a complete ireatment of the sUbjects covered.
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components, which require consultations pursuant 22. Bank policy is to request the borrower's
to other Bank Operational Directives,"6 the advance permission to release the EA report to the
consultations on social issues and on EA may executive directors (EDs) because the report is the
be linked. borrower's property. When the need for an EA

and the TORs for the EA are discussed with the
Disclosure of Infornation borrower, the TM should seek the borrower's

permission, in principle, for the release of the
21. In order for meaningful consultations to take report to the EDs. Once the Bank has received a
place between the borrower and affected groups copy of the EA report from the borrower with the
and local NGOs, it is necessary that the borrower necessary permission for release, the country
provide relevant information prior to department (CD) should transmit the borrower's
consultations. The information should be English-language summary of the EA to the
provided in a timely manner and in a form that is Secretary's Department for distribution to the
meaningful for, and accessible to, the groups EDs. Further, because an important purpose of
being consulted. Such information normally the EA process is informed decision makdng, the
includes (a) for the initial consultation, a sumnary TM should deposit a copy of the EA report
of the project description and objectives, and (without Bank endorsement) in the project file. If
potential adverse effects of the proposed project; the borrower indicates at any time that it is not in
and (b) once the EA report has been prepared, a a position to release such a report to the EDs, the
summary of its conclusions in a form and Bank should not proceed with further work on the
language meaningful to the groups being project, unless the Senior Vice President,
consulted. Any consultation should pay particular Operations (OPNSV), decides -otherwise on the
attention to those issues most likely to affect the recommendation of the Regional vice president
people being consulted. In addition, the borrower concerned, and for objective reasons unrelated to
should make the EA report available at some the environmental soundness of the project.
public place accessible to affected groups and
local NGOs for their review and comment.

16. For example, OD 4.30, Involuntary Resenien,.en, and OD 4.20, Indigenous Peopies.

This directive was preparedfor the guidance of staff of the Worid Bank and Is not necessaniy a complete treaermns of the ssibjecLs covered.
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Checklist of Potential Issues for an EA

Where applicable, EAs should address the archaeological sites, historic monu-
following issues, which are subject to the Bank ments, and historic settlements.
policies and guidelines identified here:

(e) Dams and Reservoirs. OD 4.00,
(a) Agrochemicals. The Bank promotes the Annex B, Environmental Policy for

use of integrated pest management Dam and Reservoir Projects (to be
(IPM) and the careful selection, appli- reissued as OD 4.05), provides specific
cation, and disposal of pesticides (see guidance for addressing environmental
OPN 11.01, Guidelinesfor the Selection issues in the planning, implementation,
and Use of Pesticides in Bank-Financed and operation of dam and reservoir
Projects and Their Procurement When projects.
Financed by the Bank, to be reissued as
OD 4.03, Agricultural Pest Manage- (f) Hazardous and Toxic Materiats. Guide-
ment). Due to their impacts on surface lines are available from ENV on the
and groundwater quality, the use of - safe manufacture, use, transport,
ferdlizers must also be carefully storage, and disposal of hazaidous and
assessed. toxic materials.

(b) Biological Diversity. The Bank (g) Indigenous Peoples. OD 4.20, In-
promotes conservation of endangered digenous Peoples (formerly OMS 2.34,
plant and animal species, critical Tribal People in Bank-Financed
habitats, and protected areas (see Projects), provides specific guidance for
para. 9b of OMS 2.36, Environmental addressing the rights of indigenous
Aspects of Bank Work, to be reissued as peoples, including traditional land and
OD 4.00, Environmental Policies, and water rights.
OPN 11.02, Wildlands: Their Protec-
tion and Management in Economic De- (h) Induced Development and Other Socio-
velopment, to be reissued as OD 4.04, cultural Aspects. Secondary growth of
Wildlands). settlements and infrastructure, often

referred to as "induced development" or
(c) Coastal and Marine Resources Manage- 'boomtown" effects, can have major

ment. Guidelines are available from the indirect enviromnental impacts, which
Environment Department (ENV) on the relatively weak local governments may
planning and management of coastal have difficulty addressing.
marine resources, including coral reefs,
mangroves, and wetlands. (i) Industrial Hazards. All energy and

industry projects should include a
(d) Cultural Properties. OPN 11.03, Man- formal plan to prevent and manage

agement of Cultural Properry in Bank- industrial hazards (see Technica, Ltd.,
Financed Projects (to be reissued as and World Bank, Techniques of
OD 4.25, Cultural Properry), confirms Assessing Industrial Hazrds: A
the Bank's cormmtniment to protect Manual, Technical Paper No. 55,

Washington, D.C., 1988).
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G) Intemational Treaties and Agreements Safety Guidelines, Washington, D.C.,
on the Environment and Natural 1988).
Resources. The EA should review the
status and application of such current (p) Ports and Harbors. Guidelines are
and pending treaties and agreements, available from the Infrastructure and
including their notification require- Urban Development Departsnent on
ments. The Legal Department, which addressing common environmental
matains a list of international treaties, concerns associated with port and
could obtain the information required on harbor development (see World Bank,
applicable laws in individual countries. Environmental Considerations for Port

and Harbor Developments, Technical
(k) International Waterways. OD 7.50, Paper No. 126, Washington, D.C.,

Projects on InLernational Waterways, 1990).
provides guidance. This OD exempts
from notification requirements any (q) Tropical Forests. The Bank's "Forest
rehabilitation projects that will not Policy" paper of July 1991 should be
affect the quality or quantity of water followed. OPN 11.02, Wildlands:
flows. Their Protection and Management in

Economic Developmenr (to be reissued
(1) Involuntary Resettlement. OD 4.30, as OD 4.04, Wildlands), also addresses

Involuntary Resettlement, renders issues relating to tropical forests.
guisdance.

(r) Watersheds. Bank policy promotes the
(m) Land Sertlement. Due to the complex protection and management of water-

physical, biological, socioeconomic, and sheds as an element of lending oper-
cultural impacts, land settlement should ations for dams, reservoirs, and
generally be carefully reviewed (see irrigation systems (see pam. 6 of
OD 4.31, Land Senlement, to be OD 4.00, Annex B, Environmental
issued). Policy for Dam and Reservoir Projects,

to be reissued as OD 4.05).
(n) Natural Hazards. The EA should

review whether the project may be (s) Werlands. The Bank promotes conser-
affected by natural hazards (e.g., earth- vation and management of wetlands
quakes, floods, volcanic activity) and (e.g., estuaries, lakes, mnangroves,
should propose specific measures to marshes, and swamps). This subject is
address these concerns when appropriate covered by OPN 11.02 (see (t) below).
(see OD 8.50, Emergency Recovery
Assistance). (t) WiLdlands. The Bank is committed to

protect wildlands and provides for
(o) Occupational Health and Safety. All compensatory measures when lending

industry and energy projects, and proj- results in adverse impacts (see
ects in other sectors where relevant, OPN 11.02, Wildlands: Their Prorec-
should include formal plans to promote tion and Managemenr in Economic
occupational health and safety (see Development, to be reissued as
World Bank, Occupational Health and OD 4.04, Wildlands).

Zhis directve was preparedfor the guidance of staff of ihe World Bank and is not necessaniv a complete ireatment of rhe subjecus covered.
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Outline of a Project-Specific EA Report

1. A full EA report should be concise and (e) Environmental Impacts. Identification
should focus on the significant environmental and assessment of the positive and
issues. The report's level of detail and sophis- negative impacts likely to result from
tication should be commensurate with the potential the proposed project. M.itigation
impacts. The target audience should be project measures, and any residual negative
designers, implementing agencies, and borrower impacts that cannot be nitigated, should
and Bank staff. The report submitted to the Bank be identified. Opportunities for
should be prepared in English, French, or environmental enhancement should be
Spanish. explored. The extent and quality of

available data, key data gaps, and
2. The EA report should include the following uncertainties associated with predictions
items: should be identified/estimated. Topics

that do not require further attention
(a) Executive Summary. Concise discus- should be specified.

sion, in Fnglish, of significant findings
and recommended actions. (f) Analysis of Alternatives: Systematic

comparison of the proposed investment
(b) Policy, Legal, and Adminzstrarive design, site, technology, and operational

Frameworkc Discussion of the policy, alternatives in termns of their potential
legal, and administrative framework environmental impacts; capital and
within which the EA is prepared. The recurrent costs; suitability under local
environmental requirements of any conditions; and institutional, training,
cofinanciers should be explained. and monitoring requirements. For each

of the alternatives, the environmental
(c) Project descrzption. Concise descrip- costs and benefits should be quantified

tion of the project's geographic, eco- to the extent possible, and econornic
logical, social, and temporal context, values should be attached where
including any off-site investments that feasible. The basis for the selection of
may be required by the project (e.g., the alternative proposed for the project
dedicated pipelines, access roads, power design must be stated.
plants, water supply, housing, and raw
material and product storage facilities). (g) Mitigation Plan. Identification of

feasible and cost-effective measures that
(d) Baseline Data. Assessment of the may reduce potentially significant

dimensions of the study area and adverse environmental impacts to
description of relevant physical, bio- acceptable levels, and estimation of the
logical, and socioeconomnic conditions, potential environmental impacts; capital
including any changes anticipated before and recurrent costs; and institudonal,
the project commences. Current and training, and monitoring requirements
proposed development activities within of those measures. The plan (some-
the project area (but not directly times known as "action plan," or "envi-
connected to the project) should also be ronmental mitigation or management
taken into account.

7this direcave was prepared for the guidance of staffof the World Bank and is not necessarnv a complcte trearmenr of the subjects covered.
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plan," outlined in Annex C) should and what other inputs (e.g., training)
provide details on proposed work are necessary.
programs and schedules. Such details
help ensure that the proposed environ- (j) Appendices
mental actions are in phase with engi-
neering and other project activities (i) List of EA Preparers-individuals
throughout implementation. The plan and organizations.
should consider compensatory measures
if mitigation measures are not feasible (ii) References-written materials used
or cost-effective. in study preparation. This list is

especially important given the
(h) Environmental Management and large amount of- unpublished

Training. Assessment of the existence, documentation often used.
role, and capability of environmental
units on-site, or at the agency and (iii) Record of Interagency/Foruml
ministry level. Based on these findings, Consultation Meetings-including
recommendations should be nade con- lists of both invitees and attend-
cerning the establishment and/or expan- ees. The record of consultations
sion of such units, and the training of for obtaining the informed views
staff, to the point that EA recornmen- of the affected people and local
dations can be implemented. NGOs should be included. The

record- should specify any means
Ci) Environmental Monitoring Plan. Spec- other than consultations that were

ification of the type of monitoring, who used to obtain the views of
would do it, how much it would cost, affected groups and local NGOs.

This direcnve was preparedfor the guidance of staff of the World Bankr and ts not necessanly a complete Ireament of the subjecis covered.
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Environmental Mitigation or Envirommental Management Plan

1. A project's mitigation or environmental (d) implementation schedule for measures
management plan consists of the set of measures that must be carried out as part of the
to be taken during implementation and operation project, showing phasing and coordin-
to eliminate, offset, or reduce adverse environ- ation with overall project implemen-
mental impacts to acceptable levels. Also tation plans;
included in the plan are the actions needed to
implement them. Mitigation plans are essential (e) monitoring and reporting procedures to
elements of category A projects (see Annex E). (i) ensure early detection of conditions
Mitigation plans alone suffice for rnany category that necessitae particular mitigation
B projects. During the preparation of a mitigation measures, and (ii) provide information
plan, project sponsors and their EA design team on the progress and results of miti-
(a) identify the set of responses to potentially gation; and
adverse impacts, (b) determine requirements for
ensuring that those responses are made effectively (f) integration into the total project cost
and in a timely manner, and (c) describe the - tables of the cost estimates and sources
means for meeting those requirements. of funds for both the 'initial investment

and the recurring expenses for imple-
2. A mitigation or management plan should menting the mitigation plan.
include the following items:

3. To strengthen environmental management
capability in the agencies responsible for

(a) identification and summary of all the implementation, most mitigation plans cover one
significant adverse environmental or more of the additional topics identified below:
impacts that are anticipated;

(a) technical assistance programs,
(b) description and technical details for (b) staff development,

each mitigation measure, including the (c) procurement of equipment and supplies,
type of impact to which it relates and and
the conditions under which it is required (d) organizational changes.
(e.g., continuously or in the event of
contingencies), together with designs, 4. The borrower's decision to proceed with a
equipment descriptions, and operating project, and the Bank's decision to support it, will
procedures, as appropriate; be in part predicated on the expectation that the

mitigation plan will be executed effectively.
(c) institutional arrangements-the assign- Consequently, it is important to integrate the plan

ment of the various responsibilities for into the project's overall planning, design, budget,
carrying out the mitigatory measures and implementation. Such integration should be
(e.g., responsibilities which involve achieved by establishing the mitigation plan as a
operation, supervision, enforcement, component of the project. This precaution
monitoring of implementation, remedial ensures that the plan will receive funding and
action, financing, reporting, and supervision along with the other invest-
staff training); ment components.

Ihis dzrecnve was prepared for zhe guidance of staff of the World Bank and zs not necessanly a comple tr reamnr of the subjects covered.
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5. Specific links should exist for (a) funding, the mitigatory measures. The third link is
(b) management and training (strengthening local necessary to provide a critical path for implemen-
capabilities), and (c) monitoring. The purpose of tation and to enable the sponsors and the Bank to
the first link is to ensure that the proposed actions evaluate the success of mitigation as a part of
are adequately financed. The second link helps project supervision and as a means for improving
embed in the overall management plan the future projects. These linkages may be part of the
training, technical assistance, staffing, and other conditionality in Loan Agreements or in the
institutional strengthening needed to implement Minutes of Negotiations.
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EA Procedures: Internal

Insirl Executive Project Summary (IEPS) 4. To help ensure a full EA report, the borrower
should be (a) provided with the 'Outline of a

1. After consulting with the Regional environ- Project-Specific EA Report" (see Annex B) at the
ment division (RED), the task manager (TM) time the TORs for the EA are reviewed by the
indicates in the Initial Executive Project Summary Bank and (b) informed of the need to have the
(EEPS) (a) the key environmental issues, (b) the report submitted to the Bank written in English,
project category (see Annex E) and the type of French, or Spanish. The requirement in Annex B
environmental work needed, and (c) a preliminary for an executive summary, to be prepared in
EA schedule. In exceptional cases, if it is English, should specifically be called to the
anticipated that an EA cannot be available prior to borrower's attention.
appraisal, the IEPS should propose special
procedures to address the situation. The IEPS EA Preparation
meeting should confirm the type, timing, and
issues of environmental analysis. 5. The EA should form part of the overall feasi-

bility study or project preparation, so that the
Monthty Operadonal Summary EA's findings are directly integrated into project

design. When the EA is prepared separately by
2. The TM ensures that the Monthly Operational specialists, the specialists should liaise closely
Summary of Bank and IDA Proposed Projects with the project preparation or feasibility teams.
(MOS), which is used to alert the executive For projects with potentially major adverse envi-
directors to forthcoming projects, contains the EA ronmental impacts, such as large dams or projects
category assigned to a project. He also prepares involving large-scale resettlement, the borrower
and updates as needed an environmental data sheet should retain independent EA experts not affil-
for all projects in the IBRD/IDA lending program iated with the project. Borrowers may request
(see Annex F). For category A projects, the Bank assistance for financing EAs through a
environmental data sheet will be included in a Project Preparation Facility (PPF) advance, from
quarterly annex to the MOS. the Technical Assistance Grant Program for the

Environment, or from trust funds.
Preparation of Terms of Reference for the EA

6. An EA for a major project typically takes
3. Following the IEPS meeting, the Bank 6-18 months to prepare and review. The EA
discusses with the borrower the scope of the EA, report should be received by the Bank prior to the
and assists the borrower, as necessary, in departure of the appraisal mission, and a summary
preparing the terms of reference (TORs) for the should be circulated with the Final Executive
EA. Normally, a field visit for this purpose is Project Summary (FEPS)/white cover Staff
conducted by Bank environmental staff or Appraisal Report (SAR) to minimize the risk of
environrnental consultants. The Bank should project changes and delays at a later stage.
ensure that the TORs provide for adequate
interagency coordination and consultation with 7. For some projects, a full year of baseline data
affected groups and local nongovernmental organ- is essential to capture seasonal effects of certain
izations (NGOs). For category A projects, it is environmental phenomena, such as rainy and dry
advisable for Bank staff to attend scoping and EA seasons or species migrations. In contrast, other
review meetings. effects (e.g., hydroclimatic variation) may require

This directive was prepared for the guidance of staff of the World Bank and is not necessanly a complete treantent of the subjeczs covered.
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multiyear data. To avoid delay in critical project Distibunion to Execttive Directors
decisions in these cases, short-term monitoring
should be used to provide conservative estimates 10. When an EA report is received from a
of environmental impacts. In such instances, such borrower, the country department should ensure
short-term data can be a surrogate for annual data that the English-language summary is sent to the
while longer-term data are being collected. Since Adviser and Board Operations, Secretary's
special care in designing the baseline monitoring Department, for distribution to the executive
program is warranted, the borrower should be directors, and that the full EA report is placed in
encouraged to discuss the matter with the Bank. the project file. The EA summary's transmittal

memorandum, for signature by the country
EA Review and Project Appraisal department director, should state that the EA

summary, and the full report filed,
8. For category A projects, the borrower sub-
mits the EA report to the Bank prior to the depar- (a) have been prepared by the borrower and
ture of the Bank's appraisal mission. This report have not been evaluated or endorsed by
follows (to the extent relevant) the outline for the Bank; and
project-specific EA reports provided in Annex B
and includes a separate English summary. The (b) are subject to review and possible
TM, with the advice of the RED, assesses the change during the appraisal process.
EA, talcing into account the TORs agreed upon
with the borrower. In addition, in view of the II. The TM should also ensure that the next
need for the borrower to take the views of quarterly issue of the -MOS, Annex B, contains an
affected groups and local NGOs into account, the entry indicating the date on which the EA report
TM ascertains the nature of the consultations was received. The receipt of the EA report
undertaken with such groups and assesses the should also be noted on the environmental data
extent to which their views have been considered. sheet (see Annex F).

9. The FEPS summarizes the EA's status and Board Documems
describes how major enviromnental issues have
been resolved or are to be addressed, noting any 12. The findings of the EA process and the
proposed conditionality. Prior to the FEPS procedures used in its preparation are summarized
meeting, the RED reviews and comments on the in the text of the SAR and in the Memorandum
EA and on the EA annex in the white cover SAR. and Recommendation of the President. A SAR
If the RED is not satisfied with the EA, it may annex summarizes the EA of category A projects
reco=mend to the country department that (a) the more fully. The summary covers, iner alia,
appraisal mission be postponed, (b) the mission be environmental baseline conditions; the alternatives
considered a preappraisal mission, or (c) certain considered; preventive, mitigatory, and compen-
issues be reexamined during the appraisal mission. satory actions; the capability of environmnental
The appraisal mission reviews both the procedural units and measures to strengthen them; environ-
and substantive elements of the EA with the bor- mental monitoring arrangements; revisions to the
rower, resolves any issues, assesses the adequacy EA required as a result of the appraisal; and the
of the institutions responsible for environmental borrower's consulations with affected groups and
management in light of the EA's findings, ensures NGOs. These factors provide the basis for the
that the mitigation plan is adequately budgeted, RED's formal environmental clearance, prior to
and determines if the EA's recommendations are the authorization of negotiations by the Regional
properly addressed in project design and vice president. The EA annex should also indi-
economic analysis. cate if a revised EA report has been prepared and
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included in the project file. Measures critical to Role of the Environment Deparment
sound project implementation may require specific
loan conditionality. 15. Responsibility for all projects, including their

EAs, is vested in the Regions. The role of the
Supervision Enviromment Departrnent (ENV) in the EA pro-

cess is to support the Operations complex
13. EA recommnendations provide the basis for throughout. This EA support focuses on training,
supervising the enviromnental aspects of the dissemination of best practices, reviews, guide-
project during implementation. Compliance with lines, and other operational support as requested.
environmental commitnents, the status of miti- To enable it to fulfill this role, ENV should be
gatory measures, and the findings of monitoring kept systematically informed of key decisions at
programs are part of borrower reporting require- relevant stages of the EA process, such as
ments and project supervision. When major screening, public participation, EA schedules, and
issues arise, special supervision missions with EA reviews. The REDs share with ENV copies
adequate environmental expertise are progranmned of BA reports that are submitted. by borrowers to
and budgeted in advance, where possible. the Bank prior to appraisal. ENV should be con-

sulted as needed in special cases. ENV is
Er Post Eval=ion available, when deemed necessary, to discuss or

assist with all aspects of the EA process at any
14. The project completion report' submitted to stage. ENV will share with the other Regions the
the Operations Evaluation Departnent evaluates EAs, related materials, precedents, and experience
(a) environmental impacts, noting whether they originating in one Region. .. ENV will conduct
were anticipated in the EA report; (b) the post hoc EA reviews selectively with the REDs in
effectiveness of the mitigatory measures taken; order to ascertain best practice and the
and (c) institutional development and training. development of policies in this area.

1. See the OPNSV memorandum Guidelinesfor Prepanng Project Complenon Reports (PCRs), June 7, 1989, and OMS 3.58.
General Guidelinesfor Prepanrg Projec Compleion Reports, which are to be combincd and rcissued as OD 13.55, Project
Compiction Reports.
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Environmental Screening

Determination of EA Category several components, those components with the
most serious environmental issues should receive

1. The purpose of screening is to decide the the principal focus. Projects are categorized
nature and extent of the EA or environmental according to the component with the potentially
analysis to be carried out. The classification of most serious adverse impact. Dual categories
each proposed project depends on the type, loca- (e.g., A/C) should not be used. For insunce, a
tion, sensitivity, and scale of the proposed relatively benign project with a single category A
project, as well as the nature and magnitude of its component is a category A project. The results of
potential impacts.' At identification and prior to the screening should be reported in the Monthty
the issuance of the Initial Executive Project Operational Summary of Bank and IDA Proposed
Summary (IEPS), projects should be screened for Projects (MOS) and indicated on the environ-
environmental issues and assigned to one of three mental data sheet (see Annex F).
categories: A, B, or C.2 The selection of the
category should be based upon the expected Revision of EA Categories
environmental impacts. Best professional judg-
ment is essential throughout this procedure. 3. The EA category assigned to the project as

part of the screening is based on the best judg-
Category A: A full EA is required. ment and information available at that early stage.
Category B: Although a full EA is not If the project is modified or new information

required, environmental anal- becomes available to justify reclassification, the
ysis is required. TM should reclassify a proposed project. The

Category C: No EA or environmental anal- reclassification should be done with the concur-
ysis is required. rence of the RED. The new classification that

appears in the MOS should be followed by '(R)"
2. The EA category should be assigned by the to indicate a revision. The reasons for any
task manager (TM), with the concurrence of the reclassification should be recorded on the
Regional environment division (RED). An EA environmental data sheet (see Annex F).
normally deals with the whole project, but it
focuses most time and attention on the compo- llurstrative Lists
nents with the .potentially greatest negative
ixnpacts and their links with the rest of the 4. Bank and international experience shows that
project. Any project may contain environmentally projects in certain sectors or of certain types are
benign components; however, in projects with normally best classified as illustrated below.

I. *Locaion- refers to proxumicy to or encroachment on environmentally fragile areas. such as mangroves, wetlands, and rain
forests. *Scale- needs to be judged by the task manager (TM) in the country context; if large, the project is likely to be a
category A project. 'Sensitivity' refers to issues such as impacts that are ifreversible, affect vulnerable ethnic minorities, or
involve involuntary resettlement.

2. Projects classified in category D before this directive was issued should be reclassifted, where practicable, by the TM with the
concurrence of the Regional environmental division. An environment project formerly classified as category D may fall into
any of the three categories.
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These examples are only illustrative; they are by numerous, major, or diverse as category A
no means exhaustive. 3 impacts; remedial measures can be more easily

designed. Preparation of a mitigation plan (see
Category A ProjecniComponenrs Annex C) suffices for many category B projects.

Few category B projects would have a separate
5. A full EA is required if a project is likely to environmental report; most may be discussed in a
have significant adverse impacts that may be separate chapter of the project preparation or
sensitive, irreversible, and diverse. The impacts feasibility study.
are likely to be comprehensive, broad, sector-
wide, or precedent-setting. Impacts generally (a) Agro-industries (small-scale);
result from a major component of the project and (b) Electrical transmission;
affect the area as a whole or an entire sector. (c) Aquaculture and mariculture;

(d) Irrigation and drainage (small-scale);
(a) Dams and reservoirs; (e) Renewable energy;
(b) Forestry production projects; (f) Rural electrification;
(c) Industrial plants (large-scale) and (g) Tourism;

industrial estates; (h) Rural water supply and sanitaion;
(d) Irrigation, drainage, and flood control (i) Watershed projects (management or

(large-scale); rehabilitation); and
(e) Land clearance and leveling; (j) Rehabilitation, maintenance, and
(f) Mineral development (including oil and upgrading projects (small-scale).

gas);
(g) Port and harbor development; Category C ProjeacsIComponents
(h) Reclamation and new land development;
Cl) Resettlement and all projects with 7. An EA or environmental analysis is normally

potentially major impacts on people; not required in this category because the project
() River basin development; is unlikely to have adverse impacts. Professional
(Ic) Thermal and hydropower development; judgment finds the project to have negligible,

and insignificant, or minimal environmental impacts.
(I) Manufacture, transpormation, and use of

pesticides or other hazardous and/or (a) Education,
toxic materials. (b) Family planning,

(c) Health,
Category B ProjeczslComponents (d) Nutrition,

(e) Institutional development,
6. The project may have adverse environmental (f) Technical assistance, and
impacts that are less significant than category A (g) Most human resource
impacts. Few if any of these impacts are irre- projects.
versible. The impacts are not as sensitive,

3. For example, highway and rural road projects and major urban water or sanitation projects, while normally category A. are not
listed below because there are exceptions; hence they are not clear examples.
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Environmental Data Sheet for Projects
in the IBRD/IDA Lending Program

Country:
Project Name: Project ID No.: Total Project Cost:
Apprisal Date:
Board Datc:
Manging Division:
Lending Instruments: Secor:
Date (est.) for receipt of EA by Bank: EA Category: A/B/C (circle one); date assigned:

Major Project Componenrs (prmmza dmaa -o -p -eel)

Major Environmental Issues: (decnbas majorvimmial usnw idei6ued or uipcod m pro)=*

Other Environmental Issues: (dwcib etrinrmlsi ixn of klr se assoaed with pV

Proposed Actions: (decie pnpFsd o m esVz nvfcU a ucl dscribcd abovc)

Jssstificauon/Razonaic for Envronmental Category: trsm roas for cavrueawte catory seketed and explan of ay
ch tes fsem ."is. claaiot )

Status of Category A Environmental Assessment: (ple EA el-up dt. EA frut dr, and cunt 8s)

Remark$: (gi4s sgas of any other eavzoamwa suidics, Lou local groups and loca NOOs consulted. tes whetber botovwer has givcm
pemsion to rckas EA, etc.)

Signed by:
Operauons Division Chief

Signed by:
Regional Environment Division Chief

Th's direceve was preparedfor the guidance of staffof the World Bani- and is not necessanly a complete treatment of Lhe subjects covered.
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Enviroiimental Action Plans

1. The Bank' encourages and supports the national development plans. The Bank works with
efforts of borrowing governments to prepare and each government to ensure that information from
implement an appropriate Environmental Action the EAP (a) is integrated into Bank planning and
Plan (EAP)2 and to revise it periodically as neces- country assistance documents, and (b) informs the
sary. Although the Bank may provide advice, development of program- and project-level details
responsibility for preparing and implementing the in a continuing process of environmental planning.
EAP rests with the government, and the EAP is
the country's plan. Participation

2. An EAP describes a country's major 4. The Bank encourages the goverrunent to
environmental concerns, identifies the principal secure support for the EAP and to help ensure its
causes of problems. and formulates policies and effective implementation by (a) using multi-
actions to deal with the problems. 3 In addition, disciplinary teams from appropriate agencies
when environmental infonnation is lacking, the within the government to assist with preparation,
EAP identifies priority environmental information and (b) taking into account the views of interested
needs and indicates how essential data and related parties (including local nongovernmental organiza-
information systems will be developed. The EAP tions [NGOs] 4 ), obtained through means that
provides the preparation work for integrating induce broad public participation.
environmental considerations into a country's
overall economic and social development strategy. Disclosure
The EAP is a living document that is expected to
contribute to the continuing process by which the 5. While the EAP is being prepared, the Bank
government develops a comprehensive national encourages the goverrnent to make drafts avail-
envirornmental policy and programs to implement able to groups that will be affected by its imple-
the policy. This process is expected to form an mentation and to other interested groups,
integral part of overall national development including NGOs. When the EAP is completed,
policv and decision making. the Bank encourages the government to issue it to

aid agencies and the public. When the Bank has
3. The Bank draws on the EAP for environ- officially received an EAP and has obtained the
mental information and analysis to plan its assis- government's consent, it makes the EAP available
tance with appropriate attention to environmental to interested parties through the Public
considerations. The Bank encourages each Information Center.5

government to integrate its EAP into sectoral and

1. 'Bank" includes IDA.
2. The term 'EAP" may refer to a specific document formally designated as an EAP. or to a plan set forth in such

comparable documents as a report of a task force. a conservation strategy, or an overall development strategy that treats
environmental issues National reports on the environment submitted by member countries for the United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) (Rio de Janeiro, June 1992) are in principle similar to EAPs.
If in scope and content a country's UNCED report is consistent with the requirements for an EAP. including those on
broad public participation (see para. 4), the Bank may accept that report as an EAP.

3. For a description and contents of an EAP, see GP 4.02.
4. See OD 14.70, Involving Nongovernmental Organizations in Bank-Supported Activities.
5 See BP 17.50. Disclosure of Operational Infornmanon, and The World Bank Policy on Disclosure of Information

(Washington. D.C.: World Bank. March 1994).

Note: OP, BP, and GP 4.02 together replace OD 4.02, Environmental Acion Plans. Questions should be addressed to
the Director, Environment Department.

These poolcies'were prepared for the guidance of World Bank staff Then are not necessarlty a complete treatment of the subjects covered.
Additional copies of this document arr available on a self-serve basis in the Insntuzional Information Services Center (IISC). E 3200
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Environmental Action Plans

1. The Bank's' role in preparing and imple- actions. Bank staff encourage and support the
menting an Environmental Action Plan (EAP) is government's efforts to periodically update the
primarily to provide advice and help arrange EAP in light of new information and changing
technical assistance, if requested to do so by the priorities. If the government so requests, Bank
government. The degree of Bank involvement staff assist in identifying financial resources and
depends on the capacity of the government to expertise to update the EAP.
design and manage the process. Within the Bank,
the responsibility for assisting in and monitoring Integration into Country Development
the preparation of an EAP rests primarily with the Planning and Bank Work
concemed country department (CD), supported by
the Regional environment division (RED). Addi- 5. As part of regular country assistance
tional support may be requested from other Bank management, Bank staff identify potential gaps in
units with particular expertise, such as the sectoral country capability for EAP preparation, monitor-
vice presidencies and the Environment and Legal ing, and updating. The CD estimates when the
Departments. entire EAP, or portions of it, will need to be

monitored, reviewed, and updated for inclusion in
Bank Review the Bank's Country Assistance Strategy. The

appropriate COD and SODs ensure that the
2. Bank staff review the draft EAP,2 keeping Bank's country economic and sector work,
in mind its usefulness in scope and content as a Country Economic Memoranda, Country
policy and investment planning document, and Assistance Strategy documents, and Policy
provide comments to the government. Bank staff Framework Papers integrate and properly reflect
also determine whether the EAP is supported and the findings of the EAP and identify areas in
endorsed by the government agencies that need to which environmental questions remain. Bank staff
approve it formally. may also need to integrate EAP information into

the Staff Appraisal Report and Memorandum and
3. The country operations division (COD), Recommendation of the President/President's
the relevant sector operations divisions (SODs), Report for investment and adjustment lending
and the RED review the completed EAP and operations.
provide to the government commnents on technical
issues and the main environmental concerns. 6. The RED reviews the appropriate Bank

documents to ensure that environmental actions
EAP Monitoring identified and recommended in the EAP have been

adequately taken into account.
4. Bank staff periodically monitor and evalu-
ate progress in implementing the EAP's action 7. Bank staff promote coordination among the
program, discuss their findings with the efforts of the various aid agencies participating in
government, and identify and promote corrective the EAP process.

1. Bank' includes IDA.
2. Bank staff review the documen,t whether it is a single document or a compilation of several reports or working papers.

Note: OP, BP, and GP 4.02 together replace OD 4.02, Environmental Action Plans. Questions should be addressed to
the Director, Environment Department.

Thcse procedures were prepared for the guidance of World Bank staff. They are nor necessariy a complet ereatment of the subjects covered
Additonal copies of thu document are available on a self-serve basis in the Institutional Information Services Center (IISC). E 3200
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Status Reports and Release of the EAP and IDA Operations. When the govermment
permits, the CD makes copies of the EAP

8. The CD informs the executive directors of available to the executive directors on request.
the status of EAP preparation and implementation Once the Bank has officially received the EAP and
through a section in the Country Brief and, for has obtained the government's consent, the CD
active IDA-eligible borrowers, through the IDA sends a copy of the EAP to the Public Information
Annual Report to the Board. The CD reports the Center, through which interested parties may
Bank's receipt of an EAP in the next issue of the obtain it.
Bank's Report to the Executive Direaors on Bank

These procedures were prepared for the guidance of World Bank staff. They are not necessarlJy a conmlcte treatment of the subjects covered.
Additional copies of this documen are available on a self-serve basis in the Institutional Infomation Services Center (ISC). E 3200.
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Environmental Action Plans

1. An Enviromnental Action Plan (EAP) of and commitment to the central role of the
describes a country's major environmnental con- government, no Bank document should be
cerns, sets out the principal causes of problems, entitled "Environmental Action Plan" in a
and formulates policies and concrete actions to context that implies that the Bank's document
deal with the problems. The EAP describes and is the country's EAP. Any Bank document
establishes priorities among several areas of supporting environmental planning should
environmental concern: (a) environmental issues; explicitly state that it is a contribution-made
(b) plans for specific environrnent-related legal, jointly with other agencies, to the extent
policy, and institutional change; and (c) types of possible-to the preparation, adoption, and imple-
environmentally sustaining investment to be mentation of the country's EAP.
undertaken. It also describes the financial and
technical assistance the country needs to address Funding and Aid Coordination
priority environmental problems. Each country's
EAP is as detailed and action-oriented as feasible 4. The Bank recognizes that for the govern-
and is updated and revised as conditions change. ment to prepare and periodically review and

update an EAP, funds additional to the amounts
2. Each country designs the content and nornally budgeted may often be required. Staff
format of its EAP. The reports vary according to should be mindful that mobilizing funds requires
the country's size, range of environmental prob- considerable lead time, a problem that is com-
lems, and economic complexity, and the govern- pounded in the Bank and in borrower countries by
ment's capability to respond to environmental a lack of human and financial resources to cover
issues. The reports also vary according to the the broad range of specialties frequently required
actual process of preparing an EAP. Smaller for EAP preparation, review, and updating.
countries may find it feasible to prepare a compre- Furthermore, coordination of the aid agencies
hensive and fornal EAP covering all sectors, participating in the process may itself require
while larger countries may find it useful to focus additional staff time and travel. Information on
separately on several high-priority sectors. external funding for country work is available

from the Official Cofinancing and Trust Funds
3. The Bank's' contribution to formal envi- Group, Cofinancing and Financial Advisory
ronrmental plannimg varies. To encourage awareness Services.2

1. "Bank" includes IDA. and "loans" includes credits.
2. See also the Consultant Trust Fund Handbook (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1991), and OD 14.40, Trust Funds and

Reimbursable Programs.

Note: OP, BP, and GP 4.02 together replace OD 4.02, Environmental Action Plans. Questions should be addressed to
the Director, Environment Department.

This statement was preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staff. It is not necessarily a complete treatment of the subjects covered. Additional
copies of this document are available on a self-serve basis in the Institutional Information Services Center (IISC), E 3200.
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Description and Contents of investment projects to address priority problems;
an Environmental Action Plan (d) an information system for monitoring the state

of the environment; (e) the management of natural
Definition and Objectives resources, particularly endangered species and

habitats; (f) the reversal of environmental de-
5. An Environmental Action Plan (EAP) ana- gradation; and (g) protection of the public from
lyzes a country's environmental issues in a com- environmental pollution and hazards.
prehensive, multisectoral framework. It sets forth
a long-term strategy for maintaining the country's Preparation and Release
natural environment, the health and safety of its
population, and its cultural heritage as economic 7 It is important that the country's EAP be

development occurs. In proposing practical 7 by a ltidsithat te comPrbe
measures to forestall or remedy environmental prepared by a multidisciplinary team comprising
probrems, thforesanaly onsiemedyersvcrosssetoal specialists in a wide range of areas: agriculture,

problems, theanalysisconsierscrosssectora forestry, marine and coastal zone management,
links that affect renewable and nonrenewable public health, sanitary and envirounental engi-
resources and human activity. Although the term nebig sology and anthroplg,uan
EAP often refers to a specific document formally neering, sociology and anthropology, urban
designated as such, many other approaches (e.g., ecnomics, fane, andother fieldeired for
the findings and recommnendations of task forces economics, finance, and other fields required for
sethepto fidings andh recommendationsaofotaskefos analyzing environmental problems and proposing
set up to deal with important national or regional rmde.Peaaino h A lotksit
problems) can achieve the same objective of remedes. Preparation of the EAP also takes mto
setting forth a long-term national environmental account the views of interested parties obtained
policy and investment strategy based on compre- through adequate consultative mechanisms

hensive environmental analysis. The documenta- (including public discussion of early EAP drafts)
tion of an initial EAP contributes to the larger and that ensure broad public input. The team that
long-tern process of environmental planning that prepares the EAP identifies procedures required to

will require reformulation over time through obtain formal clearance and release from the

wevild rEqu ore reformltionhver dtime through relevant government agencies. The govermnentrevised EAPs or other documentation.
then officially provides the EAP to the Bank, aid

6. The EAP examines the quality of the agencies, local governments, and other
environment; biodiversity; and the use of natural appropriate audiences (e.g., nongovernmental
resources, including air, land, water, forest, organizations [NGOsJ).

minerals, and wildlife. It assesses how the eco-
nomic and institutional issues associated with the Contents

management of these resources are affecting
development and human health and well-being. 8. Depending on each country's approach,

On the basis of this analysis, the EAP report sets EAPs may vary widely in their coverage. An
forth priorities and related policy recommenda- extensive treatment of probable topics appears in
tions in the following areas: (a) government and the Environmental Assessment Sourcebook.3 The
public awareness of environmental issues; (b) a Sourcebook discusses general and sector-specific

national strategy for environmental protection; situations and analyzes recurring difficult issues
(c) specific legislative actions, programs, and that may require special attention.

3. Environmental Assessment Sourcebook, Technical Paper No. 139 (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1991).

This statement was preparedforthe guidance ofWorld Bankstaff. f isnot necessarily a complete treatmentof thesubjects covered. Additional
copies of this document are available on a self-serve basis in the Institutional Information Services Center (IISC), E 3200.
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A comprehensive EAP normally covers a broad historical, cultural, religious, or
range of topics similar to those listed below. The aesthetic value; identification of
weight accorded to each item covered depends on natural resources of particular
local circumstances. importance for biological, ecolog-

ical, medical, or touristic value.
(a) A summary of the country's overall

environmental situation relative to its (iv) Socioeconomic factors: The
development strategy. The EAP iden- location and occupation of in-
tifies the policies and legislation that digenous peoples; identification
provide the current framework for of high-risk groups, key groups
addressing environmental issues. of resource users, and patterns of

social organization at the grass
(b) An analysis of major cross-sectoral roots; resettlement; land tenure

issues (e.g., demography, public systems; traditional farming and
health and safety, cultural and natural grazing practices; and access to
heritage) and socioeconomic factors and use of forests, water, wild-
important to the environment and life, lands, basic infrastructure,
resource use. Basic information re- and so forth.
quired for the cross-sectoral analysis
includes the following: (c) An analysis of the legal and institu-

tional framework. The discussion of
(i) Demography: Information on the legal and institutional factors for deal-

rate of growth and composition ing with the priority problems listed in
of population; percentage of para. 4(b) addresses key strengths and
population dependent on weaknesses in such areas as (i) the
agriculture, forestry, and other government's regulatory and adminis-
resource-related industries; and trative framework, (ii) the govern-
the growth, migration patterns, ment's commitment to environmental
and characteristics of urban and conservation, (iii) the government's
rural populations. enforcement capability, (iv) the train-

ing and experience of civil servants,
(ii) Public health and safety: Data on (v) the availability of technical special-

the threats of pollution; deficien- ists and of education and training
cies of basic infrastructure and of opportunities within the country,
standards and regulatory mea- (vi) the competence and range of
sures; risks of occupation of activities of national NGOs, and
hazard-prone land and of extreme (vii) the level of environmental
events (e.g., floods, storms, awareness by private business
earthquakes); transport, storage, (including foreign investors) and the
use, and disposal of hazardous general public.
materials; widespread industrial
hazards; and road safety. (d) Analysis of major development activity,

and trends in economic growth, resource
(iii) Cultural and natural heritage: use, and conservation. This analysis

Data on environmental or human- covers major sectors-agriculture, for-
induced risks to the preservation estry, industry, transportation, energy,
of specific major sites, structures, housing, infrastructure, education, health
and remains of archeological, and social services, mining, parks, and

This statement was prepared for the guidance of World Bank staff. It is not necessarily a complete treatment of the subjects covered. Additional
copies of this document are available on a se?f-serve basis in the Institutional Information Services center (IISC), E 3200.
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tourism-with special reference to the disseminated. The data encompass a
environment in all cases. The analysis wide variety of information from
also identifies specific constraints on many fields: legal and fiscal cadastral
future economic growth, for example systems; environmental indicators
(i) shortages of arable land and water; (e.g., population density and health
(ii) limitations in numbers of skilled status, pollution levels, or land-use
personnel; (iii) reductions in human patterns); geographic indicators
capital caused by environment-related (including topographic detail and
disease; (iv) restrictions on land and resource-related data, such as soil
water use caused by pollution; fertility, distribution of wetlands and
(v) degradation and depletion of rangelands, and rainfall patterns); and
coastal zones, forests, soils, energy, the location of key areas (e.g., urban,
and other natural resources; and industrial, environmentally fragile, or
(vi) the effects of urbanization and hazardous areas). The data, which
population growth. have a wide range of applications-

from food security and preparedness
(e) Analysis of key environmental and for responding to natural disasters to

natural resource issues that threaten erosion control and the monitoring of
public health, social welfare, biologi- endangered species-are essential to
cal diversity, and sustainable develop- efficient natural resource management.
ment. For each issue, such causal The data are generated by a broad
factors as the following are analyzed: spectrum of techniques, ranging from
(i) population pressure; (ii) improper door-to-door surveys to satellite
farming or waste disposal methods; imagery. The availability of data,
(iii) forced and voluntary resettlement; difficulty of access and compilation,
(iv) improper management of land, frequency of updating, and cost of
water, and other resources; (v) price compilation and maintenance are all
distortions or other market failures; important concerns for the EAP.
(vi) technical insufficiencies; (vii) in-
adequate information, education, and (g) Strategy and recommendations for
training; and (viii) failure to have or specific actions (macroeconomic,
enforce pollution control measures. sectoral, project investment) for deal-
The relative importance of each issue ing with each of the issues identified.
is determined in terms of its impact on Specific recommendations may be
sustainable development, based on required for legislation and other
quantitative analysis wherever pos- regulatory measures on management of
sible. The groups facing the highest land and other natural resources;
risk from, or most affected by, pollu- economic policies that affect incentives
tion and resource degradation are for the private sector; pollution control
identified. policies and administration; population

and migration policies; pertinent ur-
(f) Identification of environmental infor- ban, rural, regional, or city-specific

mation needs. The EAP indicates the strategies; and sectoral investment
basic information required for the analy- priorities.
sis of cross-sectoral problems and solu-
tions and recommends specific types of (h) Recommendation of an overall
data to be systematically gathered, strategy. This statement indicates how
maintained, updated, analyzed, and environmental policy and investment

This statement was preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staffI It is not necessarily a complete rrearment of the subjects covered Additional
copies of this document are available on a self-serve basis in the Institutional Information Services Center (IISC), E 3200.
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strategies will affect the priority issues timetable, and financial arrangements
defined in the rest of the EAP and in for carrying out recommended actions,
the country's overall development with detail for each action propor-
plans. The strategy recommendations tionate to its priority; for medium- to
are closely integrated with the speci- long-term actions, detailed planning is
fic recommendations for environ- a part of the periodic EAP updating
mental protection and improvement. process. The EAP also identifies a
They also complement the recom- number of programs and projects for
mendations for resource management Bank and other donor financing that
that the government believes will put will support these actions.
the country on a path of sustainable
development. (j) Summary of LAP preparation. The

summary describes how the EAP was
(i) A work plan and implementation budget. prepared, explains its parameters, and

The EAP indicates the specific steps, lists contributions and participants.

This statement was preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staff. It is not necessarily a complet treatment of the subjects covered. Additional
copies of this document are available on a self-serve basis in the Institutional Information Services center (IISC), E 3200.
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Agricultural Pest Management

I. Issues in Pesticide Use

1. Because pesticides are handled by large numn- 4. The World Health Organization (WHO) peri-
bers of people with different levels of skill, stored odically revises and reissues The WHO Recom-
for varying lengths of time, and purposely mended Classification of Pesticides by Hazard and
released into the environment, and because they Guidelines to Classification. The 1992-93 edition
have potential to create substantial environmental lists active ingredients of pesticides (plus syn-
and health problems, they are a significant issue onyms), classified as follows:
for society. Misused pesticides can cause severe
illness or death. contamination of soil and water, (a) Class L4, Exrremely Hazardous (oral
harm to livestock and wildlife, and reduction or LD50=5 mg/kg or below for solids,
elimination of pests' natural enemies in the field. 20 mg/kg or below for liquids; dermal
Furthermore, use of the wrong pesticides, or the LD5O= 10 mg/kg or below for solids, 40
wrong dosage, can lead to potentially dangerous mg/kg or below for liquids);
residues in foods. Given the rapidly changing
nature of practice and legislation in this field, it (b) Class lB.- Highly Hazardous (oral
is strongly recommended that expen advice be LD50=5-50 for solids. 20-200 for
sought if any uncertainty exists. liquids; dermal LD50= 10-100 for solids,

40-400 for liquids);
Toxicity

(c) Class 11, Moderately Hazardous (oral
Acute Mammalian Toxicity LD50=50-500 for solids, 200-2,000 for

liquids; dennal LD50= 100-1000 for
2. Many chemical pesticides are toxic to humans solids, 400-4.000 for liquids);
and animals when absorbed by ingestion, through
the skin. or by inhalation. Some are corrosive, (d) Class 111, Slightdv Hazardous (oral LD50
explosive. or irritating to the skin; others contain over 500 for solids, over 2.000 for
hazardous inen ingredients or contaminants. liquids; dermal LD50 over 1,000 for

solids, over 4.000 for liquids); and
3. Acute toxicity of pesticides is measured in
terms of LD50 (a statistical estimate of the dose, (e) Class rv, Unlikely to Present Acute
in milligrams of the material per kilogram of body Hazard in Nornal Use.
weight. that will kill 50 percent of a group of test
animals). Both oral and dermal LD50s are used, 5. The appearance of a given pesticide in WHO
since many pesticides are absorbed almost as read- Class IA or IB should trigger closer evaluation.
ily through the skin as by ingestion. (Toxicity However, the WHO classification is for technical
through inhalation is also sometimes a hazard, but products (i.e., active ingredients, or a.i.), whereas
the measurement and evaluation of this property most pesticides reach the user as formulated prod-
are more complex.) ucts, in which the active ingredient is diluted with

These guidelines were preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staff. They ar" not necessarily a conplere treatment of the subjects covered.
Additional copies of this docuwnme are avatiable on a self-sene basis in the Instatiinal hnformanon Services Center (1SC). in E 3200.
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carriers, emulsifiers, and so forth. It is the animals is well known; however, herbicide drift is
classification of the formulated product that is the of equal concem because it can damage or destroy
relevant factor. If the acute toxicity of a given susceptible crops or natural vegetation in non-
formulation has not been reported, it can be esti- target areas. In addition, pesticides vary in rela-
mated using the following formula: tion to their imnpact on beneficial insects, spiders,

and other organisms; and pesticides with a
LDSO of formulated product = broader range of toxicity are more likely to lead

to pest resurgence and the development of second-
(LD50 of a.i.) x 100 ary pest species. The potential hazards are great-

% of a.i. in formulated product est where pesticide use is likely to impinge upon
important nontarget species (e.g., where irrigation

Chronic Health Effects drainage enters important water bodies, or in
areas adjacent to nature reserves).

6. For some products, routine occupational
exposure causes adverse chronic health effects, or Hazards Related to Pesticide Use
these products may accumulate in body fats fol-
lowing incidental exposure to pesticides in air, 9. In addition to the toxic characteristics of the
water, soil, and food. Chronic and incidental materials themselves, the hazards associated with
exposures raise the possibility of carcinogenic, pesticide use depend on how the pesticides are
teratogenic, mutagenic, and reproductive effects. applied. Proper application involves selecting the

right application methods (based on the cropping
Envronmental Persistence system, target pests, the enviromnental setting,

and prospective users) and using well-designed
7. Some products (mainly organochlorine pesti- equipment in good working order. The most
cides such as DDT) have long-term effects on common application methods are spraying with
wildlife and aquatic organisms because of their liquid formulations and dusting with powders.
persistence, mobility, solubility in lipids, or Commnon spray equipment is either carried by
concentration in food chains. Experiments and hand or backpack or mounted on a tractor or air-
field experience have shown that even very low craft. Various low-volume and ultra-low-volume
levels of exposure to such products can have (LV and ULV) methods have been developed that
serious toxic effects on fish and birds. Through greatly reduce the total amount of spray liquid
erosion and runoff from soil applications, drift applied per hectare. Other pesticide delivery
from spray and dust fonnulations, and volatil- systers include seed dressings. baits, granules or
ization. such products find their way into rivers, liquid drenches applied to the soil, vaporization
lakes, marshes, and other habitats for wildlife and (outdoor fogging or indoor fumigation), and-con-
aquatic organisms. trolled-release formulations.

Toxicity to Nontarget Organisms 10. Liquid pesticides are commonly sold as con-
centrates to be diluted before or while loading the

8. Toxicity to nontarget organisms is an product into the sprayer. Mixing and loading are
important concen, particularly where important usually the most hazardous steps in pesticide
economic or biological resources (e.g., commer- handling. Furthermore, inaccurate dilution can
cial or subsistence fisheries, honeybees, endan- reduce pesticide effectiveness or can increase
gered species, natural forests, or orchards) may be residues and accelerate the development of pesti-
at risk. The possible impact of insecticides on cide resistance. To minimize the risk of handling

Thest gudelins were preparedfor the guidance of WorLd Bank staff. hey are nor necessary a compltr treamewzt of the subjecs tcowred.
Additina copies of ghis document are auaiable on a self-serve basis a the Insmonal Itnformnion Sermces Center (uSC). tn E 3200.
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particularly hazardous pesticides, it may be advis- produce a wide range of droplet sizes and are
able to purchase products at working strength relatively inefficient. LV and ULV methods have
(requiring no dilution) and use closed loading gained popularity because they reduce labor costs
systems or integrated container/nozzle systems, by eliminating the need to carry large volumes of
which completely bypass the loading step. water, and they allow large areas to be sprayed

rapidly. However, LV and ULV methods are
11. Fumigation of stored products, using toxic more sensitive to errors in dosage calibration, and
materials at high vapor pressures, is hazardous they often use more concentrated pesticides, which
because of the difficulty of handling and con- can increase hazards to the operator (although the
taining toxic gases and the danger of toxic elimination of the mixing step is a benefit).
residues on food. Fumigation has become com- i
mon even at the farm level because of the avail- 14. Spraying or dusting from aircraft is con-
ability of aluminum phosphide and magnesium venient for covering large areas quickly, but the
phosphide tablets, which are relatively easy to blanket coverage and extensive spray drift can
use-exposure to moSsture in the air triggers lead to environmental contamination, impact on
release of toxic hydrogen phosphide gas. To nontarget organismns, and human exposure. A fur-
carry out the procedure safely, however, requires ther source of hazard is the fact that aerial appli-
special equipment and training, an air-tight storage cation is often carried out by contractors who are
container, and a post-treatment period during paid by the volume sprayed, a practice that can
which people have to be protected from exposure provide an incentive for carelessness and haste.
to the vapors. Therefore, this option can present For these reasons, aerial spraying is used only
a serious hazard if users are untrained and poorly when absolutely necessary.
equipped.

15. One of the most common causes of pesticide
12. Low-concentration granular. seed dressing, intoxication is poorly functioning or leaking
and bait formulations generally present the lowest equipment. Farmers often continue to use old
level of hazard to the users and thus are panic- equipment because they cannot afford to replace
ularly appropriate for small-scale farmers unfamil- it. Also. spare parns and knowledgeable techni-
iar with pesticide use. They also cause minimal cians are often hard to find.
environmental contamination and, for the most
part, minimal adverse effects on nontarget organ- 16. Many pesticides are readily absorbed through
isms. However. they may be harmful to domestic the skin and can be used safely only if the oper-
animals and wildlife, particularly granivorous ator wears protective clothing. However. using
birds, and to humans who may eat the treated protective clothing improperly can be more haz-
material. ardous than using none at all. For example,

clothing that is not washed and becomes saturated
13. In spray applications, the size of spray drop- with pesticides through repeated use, or rubber
lets produced is critical. Droplets that are too gloves or boots that are contaminated on the
small drift away, and those that are too large run inside, can greatly increase pesticide absorption
off the plant onto the ground. In either case, through the skin. Proper hygiene-regular
waste and environmental contamination result. washing of both the skin and protective clothing
Conventional hydraulic backpack sprayers, though (separately from household laundry)-is a critical
widely available and easy to use and maintain, element of safe pesticide handling.

These gwadelines were preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staff. They are not necessanly a complete trearment of the subjecas covered.
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Registration residue requirements. These guidelines, which
are usually based on consumer pressure, may be

17. Many countries have legislation regulating the more restrictive than the national legislation.
importation, production, and sale of pesticides and
the ways in which they can be used. Under such 19. In 1985, the Food and Agriculture Organi-
legislation, individual pesticides (usually specific zation (FAO) adopted an "International Code of
commercial products) may be refused registration, Conduct on the Distribution and Use of Pesti-
banned (have existing registration withdrawn), or cides'. (updated in 1991), which represents a
restricted to use by certified or licensed operators global consensus on minimum acceptable stan-
or with safety equipment. Individual pesticides dards. In 1989, an amendment on "Prior
are normally registered for specified uses (specific Informed Consent" (PIC) was adopted. The
crops, soil treatment, protection of structures, amendment specifies that certain hazardous pesti-
etc.) and specified practices (such as application cides may not be exported unless the government
methods, dosage levels, and preharvest intervals). of the importing country agrees to the import after
Pesticides that may be used only for limited pur- receiving from the exporting country full infor-
poses or under exceptional circumstances are mation concerning the regulatory status of that
sometimes called "severely restricted," although pesticide in the country of export. A similar PIC
there is no clear consensus about the meaning of resolution (relating to toxic chemicals in general)
this term. Governments also set limits (called was adopted by the Governing Council of the
tolerances-usually expressed as parts per million United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
or milligrams per kilogram) on the levels of pesti- in May 1989. Both resolutions are intended to
cide residues permitted on, or in, agricultural apply to pesticides (or chemicals) that have been
commodities (domestic or imported) after harvest "banned or severely restricted" for environmental
or processing. Registered use practices are estab- or health reasons in five or more countries. The
lished in part on the basis of the residue levels. list of products to which the PIC will apply is cur-

rently being developed, and issues such as the pre-
18. Restricting the use of a given pesticide to cise definition of these terms and whether certain
specified crops is important, because different other .hazardous. but less regulated. pesticides
crops absorb and metabolize pesticides differently should be included in the PIC scheme have not
and have different residue levels. Furthermore, been resolved. When the internationally accepted
residue tolerances vary depending on the way PIC list has been developed. it will be used as an
crops are used or processed. The tolerances set indicator that there is significant concern over the
by prospective importing couMries are an impor- hazards presented by the materials included in it.
tnt concern in the case of export crops. Where The PIC concept ought to be incorporated or
no tolerance has been set for a given pesticide/ reflected in the domestic law of the importing
commodity combination, it is generally assumed countries.
to be zero. Wnormation on tolerances set by
different countries is available from the countries' Nonchemical Pest Control Methods
agricultural or trade agencies, various published
compendia, and pesticide manufacturers. The 20. Several kinds of pest control pose little or no
Bank's Sectoral Library has a representative hazard to humans and nontarget plants and ani-
listing on microfiche (AIDPEST DATABASE). mnals. Biological control agents include arthropod
Private industries that purchase and process predators and parasites; microbial pathogens such
agricultural commodities may have their own as Bacillus thuringiensis (B.t.); and venebrates-
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for example, sheep and goats in orchards and (CO2). This environment can be created passively
ducks in paddies to control weeds, and frogs or through hermetic sealing (the inert atmnosphere
birds to control insects. Pheromones may be used develops in a few days) or actively by pumping in
to attract and trap insects or to confuse them and CO2. It can be created in a warehouse or, on a
interrupt their reproductive cycles. An effective smaller scale, in air-tight plastic silos and cubes,
way to reduce populations of insects of which the which are available commercially. Heat and radi-
females mate only once is to release large num- ation treatments are also effective methods for
bers of sterile males: few of the females will large-scale operations, but they are not practical at
produce offspring. the farm level. On a more basic level, an extract

from the leaves or seeds of the neem tree
21. One effective instrument for controlling insect (Azadirachra indica), which has long been used in
damage in stored products is an inert atmosphere India to protect stored grains, is a low-cost, low-
that is low in oxygen and high in carbon dioxide toxicity option for on-farm storage.

These guidelines were preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staff. hqey are not necessarity a comp/ere treatmre of the subjects covered.
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II. Principles of Integrated Pest Management

1. Integrated Pest Management (IPM) has been measures. Use of thresholds and
defined as "the farmer's best mix of control tac- scouting minimizes the frequency of
tics," taking into account yields, profits, and pesticide application.
safety. ' 1PM is based on these fundamental
principles: (c) Selecting and applying pesticides (when

they have to be used) in a way that mini-
(a) Relying as much as possible on non- mizes adverse effects on beneficial organ-

chemical measures to keep pest popu- isms, humans, and the environment.
lations low. The focus is on plant
breeding and on cultural practices aimed 2. IPM does not necessarily involvesophisticated
at keeping the crop healthy and resistant infornation gathering and decision making. The
or tolerant to attack. These practices IPM approach can be introduced at any level of
also aim at making the field and the crop agricultural development. For example, improve-
inhospitable to the pest species and hos- ment of basic crop management practices. such as
pitable to their natural enemies. Non- planting times and crop spacing, can often be
indigenous pathogens, predators, or effective in reducing pest attack.3 IPM is a
parasites may also be introduced, pro- dynamic process. A useful beginning can be
vided appropriate environmental made with relatively limited specialized infor-
screening is carried out in advance. mation or management input. Later. additional

infornation, technologies. and mechanisms can be
(b) Managing pests, rather than trying to developed to enhance the effectiveness of the

eradicate them. Ideally, control action is system.
taken only when field monitoring
(scouting) shows that a pest population Pest Management Plan
has reached a level that is likely to cause
significant economic damage.2 This level 3. The essence of the IPM approach is a pest
(often called the economic threshold management plan that anticipates the de% clpnlent
level, or ETL) is determined through of pest populations and provide% aiJro'it'I0inL prac-
crop-loss assessment research that takes tices and control mea,sure. It, reduce thcir dtensmtv
into account a variety of factors, and impact. An IPM plii aini, Im.r efficienc% and
including the value of the crop. the long-term sustainahbiln h! iii rdli mn ton the
amount of damage it can tolerate at each mnanipulation of ecological factors and (bi keeping
growth stage without significant effect on expenditures on pest control measures in line with
yield, and the cost of crop protection the benefits such measures produce in terns of

I See P. E. Kenrore, K. L. Heong. and C. A. J. Putter, 'Political, Social and Perceptual Aspects of Integrated Pest Manage-
ment Prograins' in B. S. Lee. W. H. Loke, and K. L. Heong (eds.), Proceedings of the Seminar on Inegrated Pest Manage-
ment in Malaysia (Kuala Lsumpur. Malaysia: Malaysian Plant Proteaion Society. 1984). pp. 47-66.

2. In some cases, the decision to initiate control action mnay be based on other factors, such as weather conditions favorable to
the explosive growth of a perennially damaging pest or disease.

3. For a review of relatively basic approaches to IPM. see A. Kiss and F. Meernans, Integrated Pest Management and African
Agriculture. World Bank Technical Paper No. 142 (Washington, D.C.: World Bank. 1991).
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increased profit (related to crop yield, quality, and (g) provisions to ensure availability of
value). The plan is based on an understanding of materials and equipment to implement
the interactions among the elements of the local recommended pest management
agro-ecosystem-in particular, the relative impacts measures;
of different pests on crop yields and the effects of
different beneficial organisms and the abiotic envi- (h) provisions to continue development and
ronnent on pest populations. Such information implementation of IPM measures beyond
leads to the development of ETLs and other deci- the end of the project; and
sion criteria for control actions. An IPM plan
addresses practical as well as technical elements. (i) the required elements of a pesticide
It must be technically and financially feasible from management plan (if pesticide use is
the farmer's viewpoint, and it must take into included in the pest management
account the total farming system rather than only program).
the crops targeted for pest control.!

5. It may be most effective and practical to
4. Specifically, the pest management plan develop the pest management plan in two phases:
addresses the following: (a) an initial reconnaissance to identify the main

pest problems and the ecological, agricultural,
(a) the context of the crops and farmiing economic, and institutional context and to define

system and significant pest problems that broad paramneters; and (b) the development of spe-
are likely; cific operational plans to address the pest prob-

lems identified. The first phase is carried out as
(b) the proposed approach for managing each part of project preparation and is evaluated at

of the key pests, emphasizing nonchem- appraisal. The second phase requires considerably
ical methods; more time; it may best be carried out as a compo-

nent of the project itself.
(c) measures (e.g.. applied research) for

developing IPM alternatives for control 6. The comprehensive pest management plan.
of pests. where such measures are not which is based on on-site evaluations of local
currently available; conditions. is developed by crop protection

specialists with experience in IPM. In many
(d) measures (e.g.. pest scouting systems) to cases, external consultants are needed to assist

ensure that pesticides are used only when local experts in this process.
they are necessary and cost-effective;

Research
(e) proposed institutional strengthening (e.g.,

establishment of diagnostic services staff 7. Implementation of the IPM approach is often
and farmer training); constrained by a lack of information or a shortage

of tested alternative pest control methods. Crop
(f) institutional, economic, and policy mea- protection research has often focused more on

sures to facilitate and encourage adoption testing the efficacy of pesticides than on finding
of IPM methods; alternatives. Therefore, supporting IPM-related

4. Many crops and weeds serve as altemative hosts for pest species. as well as refuges for naumrl enemies. Funhamore, the
presence of livestock in the fanning system may influence the appropraeness of pest management esurcs.

These guideLines were preparedfor the guidance of World aBM staff. They are no, necessarily a completer rearmen of he subjecs covered.
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research to develop appropriate technologies is a relative importance of highly visible pests
fundamental first step in improving pest manage- or may no longer be effective because of
ment practices in the field. A pest management changed conditions).
research program should include the following:

8. Research carried out with the participation of
(a) basic studies of the agro-ecosystem, the intended beneficiaries is more likely to yield

including identification, biology, and life technologies that are (a) practical under local field
cycles of crops, pests, and beneficial and socioeconomic conditions, and (b) adopted by
organisms, and interactions among them; the intended users. Integrating farmers in plan-

ning, implementation, and testing is, therefore,
(b) development and improvement of pest- essential. The agricultural extension service may

resistant crop varieties; provide a useful link between farmers and
researchers for these field trials.

(c) development of cultural practices aimed
at reducing the populations or impact of
pests (e.g., crop rotations, intercropping, 9. Pest control research must generally be
timing of planting and irrigation, crop carried out on a large scale to avoid the effects of
hygiene, land preparation, crop establish- pesticide drift or movement of pests from nearby
ment, plant spacing); fields. To gain the cooperation of farmers who

have come to rely on chemical control. it may be
(d) development of biological control necessary to provide financial guarantees against

methods. such as the release of indi- yield losses due to pests (although steps must then
genous or introduced natural enemies and be taken to ensure that crop husbandry is not
the use of microbial pesticides. phero- neglected, or yields underreponed. to exploit this
mones, and repellents; guarantee).

(e) determination of the actual impacts of 10. Research on pesticides is pan of IPM
different pests at various population research: however. it must not only investivate the
levels on crop yield and quality (leading short-term effectiveness of different pr.Ju,ts in
to the development of ETLs) and asso- reducing pest populatin'n hut .zlk. include
ciated pest scouting methods that should (a) impacts of pesticide% on nuturil enunzes and
be practical for individual farners or other nontarget organam%. (hi iltc pert%stence of
scouting teams: pesticides in the en% irtfnunit ani i an the cr.p. and

(c) pesticide exposure and toxic eftects tacute and
(f) identification of pesticides and techniques chronic) on people, wildlife, and ground and sur-

of pesticide use that have minimal impact face water.
on beneficial organismns, human health,
and the environment; and 11. Project support for IPM research can include

(a) technical assistance to help develop and eval-
(g) investigation of traditional pest manage- uate pest management plans or research programs

mem practices of local farmers, because in specific areas, (b) training fellowships for
such practices often have a sound biolo- researchers and technicians, (c) improvement of
gical basis (although they are sometimes research facilities, (d) grants for specific research
based on misperceptions about the projects, and (e) institutional strengthening.

These guidezines were preparedfor the gudance of World Bank staff. They are not necessarly a complete trreatmnt of the subjects covered.
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Training and Exension 15. In many cases, farmers' primary sources of
information and advice on pest management and

12. IPM does not lend itself to the 'technology pesticide use are pesticide distributors and sales
package" approach to extension, that is, the devel- staff who, while often quite knowledgeable, repre-
opment of highly specific inputs and instructions sent a special interest. In the worst case, farmers
to be applied by farmers with little need for indi- may purchase pesticides from commercial rniddle-
vidual decision making. IPM is not an input or a men who have little or no real knowledge of the
technology per se; rather, it is an approach and a technical aspects of safety or use. In addition,
set of skills that must be applied to the situation at farmers who have limited experience with pesti-
hand. Thus the task of both researchers and cides often do not distinguish among them
extension workers is not to dispense instructions (believing that any product is good for any pest in
but rather to motivate and educate farmers to any crop) or fail to recognize the importance of
adopt IPM. Motivation comes from understanding using the correct application method and dose.
the importance of careful pesticide use, both from Extension workers should be prepared to advise
the immediate financial standpoint of maintaining farmers on the proper handling and use of pesti-
a positive benefit-cost ratio and from the broader cides (including maintenance and calibration of
standpoint of ecological sustainability, health, and spraying equipment) and on the hazards of pesti-
environmental protection. Education means cide misuse to crops and to the health of people
gaining the skills necessary to monitor the inter- and livestock (from direct exposure during use
actions among crops, pests, and natural enemies and from contamination of drinking water and
and to select and implement the control measures crops). However, to avoid conflicts of interest,
developed by researchers. extension services should not receive income from

selling pesticides.
13. The IPM approach should be the central focus
of education and training in crop protection at all 16. Training at all levels should therefore include
levels, including agricultural schools and colleges, a thorough understanding of pesticides: effects
the training of extension workers, and the mes- and limitations. associated health and environ-
sages relayed to farmers. Because this approach mental hazards. and requirements for safe and
is rarely covered adequately in general agricultural effective use and handling. Regular refresher
curricula, special workshops. shon courses, and workshops, short courses, and field days are
training materials should be developed and pro- important to maintain the awareness and skill
vided by IPM specialists familiar with local levels of extension workers and farmers and to
condicions. keep them in step with new technology. In addi-

tion to conventional extension channels. infor-
14. Identification and scouting of pests are mation about the hazards of pesticides should be
especially critical to successful IPM and usually dissemninated through a variety of methods and
require specific training for crop protection agents media-for example, radio, television, cinema,
and farmers. The role of natural enemnies in con- illustrated pamphlets, comic books-to circumvent
trolling pest populations must be emphasized. illiteracy.
Training in identification of beneficial species is
important because farmers often do not recognize 17. Appropriately tailored training, information,
them and, as a result, are not willing to reduce or and educational materials relating to 1PM and
modify pesticide use to preserve beneficial pesticides should also be given to the following
species. groups:
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(a) shopkeepers, vendors, and farmer groups (b) Separation of decision making and finan-
or cooperatives involved in the sale or cial responsibility. For example, if pest
distribution of pesticides, to ensure that control is directed or implemented by a
they (i) understand the toxic nature of the govermnent agency or an agricultural
pesticides they are dispensing (ideally, company on behalf of the farmers, who
pesticide retailers should be licensed, are charged for the service, the pest
with appropriate training as a prerequi- control service may regard its task as
site), and (ii) can advise their customers reducing or eradicating pest populations
about the toxicity of pesticides and about with little concern for the cost. Mean-
proper hygiene practices and safe dis- while the farmers, who would be
posal of pesticide residues, containers, concerned about cost, may lack the infor-
and material used during application; rnation or means to influence the process.

(b) doctors, community health clinics, and (c) Legislation, regulations, or credit condi-
women's groups (particularly education tions that require prophylactic pesticide
about the symptoms and treatment of pes- treatments or eradication of specific
ticide poisoning); pests.

(c) staff of credit institutions, so that they 19. It may be useful to carry out sectoral studies
understand the economic advantages of to assess existing costs and returns from pest con-
IPM and do not set inappropriate require- trol (including the cost of any subsidies) to
ments for pesticide use as a prerequisite encourage the adoption of policies that suppon
for lending to farmers; and IPM. An initial phase of fieldwork is often

required for collecting the necessary data.
(d) schoolchildren in rural areas.

20. Driven largely by public health, environ-
Policy, Legal, and Institurional Framework mental, and economic concerns, most countries

have (or are developing) some form of legislation
18. While research, extension, education, and for control of pesticide impon and use.
input supply channels can provide the tools neces- Removing cenain pesticides from the market
sary for rational and cost-effective pest manage- because of their effects on human health and the
ment. farmers must also have an incentive to environment may stimulate the development and
apply such measures. A few countries have offi- adoption of IPM alternatives. The promulgation
cially adopted IPM as national policy and have put of appropriate legislation is not a panacea for
in place regulatory and economic measures to sup- dealing with a country's concerns, however, and
port it. More commonly, however, existing poli- may often take a long time; in addition, some
cies and incentive structures are deleterious to current legislation has proved to be too cumber-
IPM. The following are examples: some to implement, necessitating law reform. To

be effective, specific legislation on pesticides must
(a) Subsidies (artificially low pesticide take into account the capabilities for handling and

prices, free or subsidized application) managing pesticides in the country concemed.
provided by governments or donor agen- Legislation on pesticides requires technical knowl-
cies. Often the low prices are incentives edge, consulttion with the various interests, and
for the excessive use of pesticides. resolution of conflicting positions. To encourage
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the introduction of new and less hatnful pesti- infrastructure, safety of pesticide use, and human
cides, legislation should establish a pesticide exposure and environmental contamination. When
registration process that is streamlined and an IPM program is introduced in an area where
accessible and that does not impose heavy costs. pesticide use has been high, a reduction in pesti-
The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) cide application within a few years is generally a
and the international pesticide industry trade good indicator of successful implementation.
association (GIFAPI5) provide technical assistance
and organize meetings and seminars to help 23. A systemn of pest population monitoring
governments develop or refine pesticide legislation should be established at the outset of the program,
that is consistent across regions and countries. either using scouting tears or training farmers to

scout their own fields. The link between scouting
21. Even where appropriate pesticide registration reports and the decision to take control measures
schemes and legislation exist, countries often need should be clear, as should the mechanisms for
support for strengthening the institutions respon- evaluating the economic costs and benefits of pest
sible for evaluating registration applications, control operations.
developing and enforcing regulations, controlling
pesticide quality, monitoring environmental expo- 24. Information on pest management practices and
sure, identifying and treating pesticide poisonings their impacts should be gathered regularlv and
(particularly in rural clinics) or diagnosing pest used to improve research. extension. and training
problems, and improving pesticide application programs. This work may require the develop-
technology. External support may provide ment or strengthening of technical or institutional
training and technical assistance, establish or capacity. A number of international. and often
rehabilitate laboratories or other facilities, and national, nongovernmental organizations have a
help structure an effective multisectoral body for strong interest in pest management and pesticide
reviewing and registering pesticides. issues and can serve as valuable collaborators for

collecting field information on the availability and
Monitoring. Evaluation, and Superision use of different pesticides and for monitoring

farmers' adoption of IPM recommendations
22. Monitoring and evaluating progress on the
development and implementation of IPM programs Specific Applications
is difficult because (a) the scientific base mnay take
a long time to develop, and (b) farmers may not 25. Within the hasi: prrnziplr% of IPMI.
immediately adopt the technology offered. There- approaches may varn depending tin the crops or
fore. progress must often be measured not so pests involved. For example. while routine.
much in specific results as in the process. For preventive application of pesticides is rarely
example. the appropriate types of research should appropriate for controlling insect pests, it may be
be ongoing, with adequate staffing and support; an important element in controlling some diseases
training programs should have the proper orienta- and weeds. Similarly, appropriate biological con-
tion; and an effective program should exist for trol agents may be selected from a wide variety of
testing research reconmmendations at the field level organisms. The level of control necessary may
and disseminating promnising results to farmers. vary considerably, particularly for fruit and
It is also important to track developments in poli- vegetable crops, for which cosmetic damage may
cies (e.g., the removal of pesticide subsidies), significantly decrease the market value.

5. Groupement Imemnational des Associations Nationales de Fabri-nts de Produits Agrochimiques.
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26. Forest Pest Management. In plantations and (d) prudent pesticide selection: that is,
forests, pests are not usually controlled artificially choosing pesticides (when they have to
except when outbreaks threaten significant eco- be used to control outbreaks) and appli-
nomic damage. Thus, use of ETLs is standard cation methods that present minimum risk
practice. In some cases, pest population moni- to the environment or human health. Of
toring systems that use attractant pheromones or particular interest are insect growth regu-
other methods are effective for spotting incipient lators and microbial agents (e.g., Bacillus
outbreaks. thuringiensis, or B.t.) that are now

widely used as alternatives to conven-
27. Other IPM practices that should be applied in tional chemical pesticides.
forest pest management are

28. Stored Product Pest Control. Stored product
(a) .genetic resistance: that is, using pest- pests (including molds) cause considerable losses

resistant cultivars, where available, and in the quality and quantity of agricultural products
avoiding large monocultures of a single worldwide. In developing countries, the problem
species or genetic variety that is inher- is often exacerbated by climate and lack of appro-
ently susceptible to epidemics; priate storage facilities at both national and on-

. farm levels. In an IPM approach. the first line of
(b) cultural control: that is, the removal of action is to prevent buildup of pest populations by

diseased and dead trees that serve as careful preparation of products (e.g.. thorough
breeding sites for pests; drying) before storing and by use of good storage

facilities. When pest control is necessary, several
(c) biological control as the first line of approaches are available: conventional chemical

defense (biological control is particularly products, including careful treatment with diluted
effective in more stable ecosystems. such pesticides and fumigation with toxic materials. or
as forests); and treatments such as neem or inert atmosphere.

These guidelunes were preparedfor the guidance of Wori dBank staff. They art no necessaniy a completer rearment of the subjeas covered.
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m. Guidelines for the Selection and Use of Pesticides

1. Use of pesticides may be one componem of is operatiolly imprctical. Instead, it is advis-
an agriculurl pest management stregy. able to develop for each situation an approved list
Responsible treatment of pesticides requires of pesticides, mutually agreed by the Bank and the
contin g auention durng project preparaion, borrower and consistent with these guideines.
appraisal, and supevision to ensure safe and
appropriate pesticide use and handling. 5. The decision on whether to approve financing

for a given pesticide takes into accoun both the
2. This section outlie the basic principles of type and degree of hazard (under local conditions)
pesticide selection, handling, use, and monitoring and the availability of alternatives. For example.
to inimie environmental and health hazards. It carbon terachloride, most products inin
also outlines the treatment of pesticides in arsenic, and products containg methyl or phenyl
envirom ntal assessment. However, these guide- mercury, lead, thallium, or cadmium are not
lines give only the general framework and basic financed under any circumstances. These sub-
principles to be followed; specialized Imowledge stances have largely been replaced by safer substi-
is always required to select appropriate pesticides tames. However, certain other pesticides with
and to idenify requirements for safeguarding untdesirable toxic or environmental properties
human health and the enviromnent under specific (e.g., most organochlorine products and seed
conditions. Staff should call upon the Regional dressings containing methoxy mercury) are still
enviroMnent division (RED), the Agriculture widely used and may be hard to replace in a given
Department (AGR). and the EnvironentmDepart- case. As a general rule, they should not be
ment (ENV) for advice and assistance. Staff finaneed; however, they may be considered for a
should also use pest management specialists to limited time when there is a clear plan for
assist in appraisal and supervision as needed. replacing them with suitable alternatives in accor-

dance with national legislation. The large numnber
Pesticide Selection of pesticide products on the market makes it

impossible to provide specific guidance on indi-
Genera! Prindples vidual products here. For information and advice

on pesticide selection for specific projects, staff
3. Pesticides vary greatly in their degree of dan- should contact the RED or ENV.
ger to humans and the environment, and control
of pesticide use and handling in the field can be 6. The main criteria for judging the rypes of pes-
difficult. Therefore, the critical first step is ticides that should bc restncted or disallowed
selection of appropriate pesticides. Pesticides for under Bank loans are
which special precautions are necessary should not
be used if the requirmnents are unlikely to be met. (a) toxicity: acute lMmmian toxicity,

chronic health effecs, environmental
4. Many factors must be considered in pesticide pe ce, and toxicity to ontarget
selection: toxicity, persistence, user experience, organism (Part I describes the problems
local regulatory capabilities, type of formunlation, associated with each of these reas); and
proposed use, and available alternatives. Furher-
more, new information continually becomes avail- (b) registration status in the borrowing coun-
able, and it may be necessary to reassess the try ind in countries with the technical
hazrds of particular products. Thus the develop- capability to evaluate the long-term health
met of any geral list of disapproved pesticides and environmnal impacts of pesdcides.
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Tazidy fonnulatiom. Some pesticides (e.g.. 2,4,S-T,
malaon, carbaryl) ae also likely to contan

7. Acwe Manvnalian Taddy. As a general hazardous contaminsats if not properly manu-
indicator, formulated products tat fall into WHO fSctured. This problem should be addressed
Clss IA and IB and the more toxic rae of tbrough p rocremet specifications and quality
Class (described in Part !) should be avoided control.
(a) if they are likely to be usedby, or are acces-
sible to, small-scale frmers or others who may 10. Ozronic Healh Effects. Many of the products
lack the taning, equipme, and acilities to th are known to case chronic health effects are
hanle and store them properly; and (b) iD coun- no longer rgstered for use m any conmtry in the
tries whe there re no s ons on their Orgaization for Economic Cooperan and
distibution or use. In Bank projects they are Developmest (OECD); othes are sil registered
generally accepted only for use by large-cale in only a few countries, or only for restricted
operations in which they will be handled and used uses. While rqeisration in one or more OECD
by tained crews muner diect supavision and countries is not, by itself, a criteron for a
stored surely to prev diversion to privae use. product's acceptability in Bank projects, lack of
I-depth project apprisal and supervision are such regisuation is a good indicator that further

required to ensure that urining, facilities, and inquiry is needed to determine whether a problem
supvision re adequate. Handlers should be exiss. However, information in dtis area is
regularly monitored (blood andlor urine.sts) for always growing, and some widely used pesticides
signs of overexposur to pesticides. If the local currently under investigation may be found to
capability for makig iable assessments of have unacceptable chronic health effects.
human exposure is inadequate, provision should
be made in the project to strenghen it or to col- i1. EnWronmental Peristence and Taxciy to
lect and send samples outside for analysis. Nonmarget Organirms. Some products are inap-

propiate for general agricultural use because of
8. For general use, the concentation of the their long-term impacs on wildlife and aquatic
active ingredient should be low enough to put the organisms. The most familiar example is DDT,
fonnulated product at least into WHO Class n. which should not be used in agriculure, although
However, while the WHO classification is a good it may be permitted for nonbroadcast application
initial indicator, some pesticide products prsent in disease vector control (see OPN 11.01 (b),
a greater hazard than might be supposed from Gadlina for Use, Selecnon, and Specificanons
their rankdng. For example, materials that are of Pestdes in Public Health Programs). Othe
conrosive, explosive, or iritating to the stin products may be toxic to nonrarget organisms such
require special handling precutions. In some as endangered species, fish, honeybees, beneficial
cases, such materials should be regarded as insects, susceptible crops, or natural vegetation.
Extremely Hazardous, even if they are not in
Class IA or IB. Regisation Sus

9. Hazardous "inert" ingredients (solvents, 12. If a pesticide regulatory authority and a reg-
emulsifiers, stabilizers, etc.) prest another, less istration scheme exist, products must be regitered
well documented problem. The U.S. Environ- before they actually cnter a country (see Pan 1,
mental Protection Agency's Office of Pesticide pas. 17-19). Pesticides that are registered in the
Programs has lists of inert ingredients according country of proposed use are eligible for procu:t-
to their acceptability for use in pesticide ment under Bank fiancing. However, mDtimn
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registation should not be a mandatory criterion needed at all stages, from niamufacture, packaging
for a product to be eligible for inclusion in a bid and labeing, transportaion, and storage to acual
for procurement, and regisration should remain use and final disposal of unused pesticides and
open to all intendin bidders. Products must nor- coitrninated comainersm. The key elements are
mally pass tests demonstating their suitability for the use of suitable pging materials, physical
the specific use envisaged before they are regi- isoation of pesticides from consumable products
stered. Completion of these tests kes tinm and from children nd animals, appropriate and
(typically one or two cropping seasons). It is well-maintained application equipment, disposal
therefore important that, to allow for necessary methods and facilities that prevent leakage into the
testing, the need for specific active ingredients be environment, and, above all, provision of ade-
assessed as early as possible duing project quate information tO people who are propely
preparation. educated to use it.

13. Problems may arise if active ingredients or 15. The FAO publication Internadonal Code of
formulations are required for specific purposes for Conduct on the Distribwion and Use of Psicdes
which no products have been registered in the (Rome, 1991) provides international'y accepted
country. Such siuations must be trated on a genera stadards on labding, pakaging, storage
case-by-ase basis. Generally, for such cases, and disposal, and pesticide management.
pesticides should be considered only if their use
for the intended (or similar) purpose has been Packaging and Labeling
reviewed by the FAO/WHO Joint Meeting on Pes-
ticide Residues (JMPR) and an acceptable daily 16. Specifications for pesticide procurement
intake and maximum residue levels have been should give packaging requirements. The FAO's
subsequently recommended to the Codex Com- Guidelines for the Packaging and Storage qf
mittee on Pesticide Residues. However, tany Peicides (Rome, 1985) provides standards for
products have not yet undergone JMPR evaluation packaging types and materials for different types
because they do not meet the criteria: wide use in of pesticide formulations. Key elemens include
sufficient volume, toxicological concern, and using only (a) new or soundly reconditioned pack-
potential for significant residues in food crops ages with designs and materials that can withstand
iniporant in world trade. Such products may be anticipated levels of handling (repeated loading
considered acceptable if they are registered for and unoading) and climatic conditions (humidity,
similar use in a country where conditions are temperamre, etc.), and (b) linings and closures
similar and where there are adequate facilities to - that resist corrosion and do not react with the
evaluate their effectiveness, toxicity, and long- contents. The FAO guidelines on packaging and
tern effects. In all such cases procuremn storage should be used as minimurn standards;
should not be initiated without spedfic prior additional specifications may be required for
approval frotm the RED. certain types of pesticides or local conditions

(e.g., light-colored drums to reduce deterioration
Pesticide Handling and Use due to heat from the sun). Domestic laws that set

more stringent standards than the FAO guidelines
14. In addition to the toxic characteristcs of the must be adhered to.
nuterials themselves, the hazards associated with
pesticide use depend on how the pesticides are 17. Procurement documents must also specify
handiled. Precautions to minimize environmental labeling that follows the principles provided m
contmination and excess human exposure are Gsudelines on Good Labelng Pracice for
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Pscddes (Rme: FAO, 1985). These guideines noal use, but adequate care should be taken
indicate the types of information that shold be an when large quanties are being repacaged. The
a bI (e.g., idestification and concentrations of FAO guidi on labeling ant packging still
all active ingrediets; manufacturer, batch number apply in this case.
and dafe of epiaion; descriion of intended
use, application methods, and dosage rtes; othe lhwnspoaton, Storage, and Disposal of Pesd-
directions for use; hazrds; and safety precautions, ddes and Pestcide Containfrs
including intertionally and locally recognized
warig symbols). The lbel should be witten in 19. Packig and labeling ar reldtively easy to
the local luage. Use of pictograms to assist regulate (except for infonnally repackaged pro-
illiterate users can be helpful, but it is impossible ducts) compred with trnusportation, stoage, use,
to idenfy universally uderstandable pictogrns; and dsposal, which are generally dispersed acti-
pictograrns mst be developed locally, with exten- vities involvng lrge numbers of people all the
sive field tesing. The FAO guidelines On labeing way down to the end users. Guidelines for good
also address the physical dcaacristes of labels prctice are available. but implementation and
to ensure tha thy suy attached to the packge enforcement depend on local conditions and insti-
and remain readable after extended handlin and otional capabilities. The important first step is to
storage. - bhave legislaion that specifies r

responsibilities, and noncompliance penalties for
18. While pesticides may be appropriately pack.: pesticide distributors, retailers, and users
aged and labeled when they enter the country, (incuding employers of agricultral laborers).
intermediaries in developing countries often This step must be accompanied by a reguatory
purchase the products in bulk and then repachge and enforcement mechanism which may include
them. Often the repackaged pesticides go into licensing or certification procedures for pestcide
inadequate containers with little or no labeling. trading and spot inspections at all levels of p--
To discouage this dangerous practice, pesticides cide handling. Relevant FAO guidelines include
intended for use by small-scale farmes should be G=tdlinesfor te Pakaging and Sorage of Poni-
procured and distributed in single-dose packages ddes (Rome. 1985) and Guidelines for the Dis-
or snall container whenever possible. Repack- posw of Waste Pesticide and Pesticide Containers
aging of active ingredients or products that fall on the Farm (Rome, 1985).
into WHO Clas IA, IB. or 11 should be pemitted
only in properly licensed and inspected facilities 20. Many countries have problems with stocis of.
that meet acceptable safety standards. Prefrably obsolete pestcides, which are often very hazard-
these products are handled under the control of ous materials stored under conditions that present
the bulk supplier, wbo is fully responsible for the a serious public haard. Requess for technical
suitability of the new package, including lab and and financial assistance to dispose of these stocks
use instructions, the quality of the repackaed are becoming more and more coon. Appro-
product, and the afety of the repackgn priate disposal depends on the type and condidon
process. Repackaging of WHO Class m or IV of the mal on hand. options include
products may be cared out by coopaives or (a) reformulation and use, (b) repackag ,
farmer groups if they are given traing and (c) movement tO a less harous site, (b) burial
appropriae repackaging equpme and materials in an appropriately designed and monitored land-
and are approved by the authorities. Cls IV fill, (e) breadown using microorganisms (biom-
products are unlikely to present an acute bazard in mediati), (f) return to the counry of origm for
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disposal or desruction (usually through high- (c) procedures and facilities at pesticide stor-
tperatUr incri on), or (g) destruction on age sites, and at points of individual use,
she. for disposal of excess pesticides and

empty or damaged containers; and
21. Any progrm for the disposal of pesticide
stocks must begin with an on-ste assessment by (d) safeguards and exposue1 moitorig for
qulified professionals who can identify the toxic workers involved in formulation, repack-
materials present, evaluate the level of hazard and aging, and disposal of pesticides.
urgency, and propose alternative plans to reduce
or elimin the problem. The Zno actionw option 23. Where subsial quantities of highly toxic
must be carfully evaluated along with proposed pesticide materials are stored, their presence may
action altentives, since in some cases a proposed require a omajor hazard assessment. The
solution that presents some environmenl risks Enviment Department should be consulted for
may stfll be preferable to the existing situation. details on this procedure.
Tecnical asistanice for such assesm s is avail-
able from specialist organizations, such as the
World Environment Center in New York (which Psticide Appliation
drws upon experts from the public and private
sectos); the pesticide industry ( turers of 24. Effective and safe pest management requires
the produczs in qustion, or GIFAP, the inter- that pesticides be applied properly. This process
national pesticide industry trade association); involves selecting the right application methods
nation envirormental agencies such as the U.S. (based on the cropping system, target pests, the
Envirnm l Protection Agency; and private enviromnental setting, and prospective users) and
consultants and fnns. using well-designed equipment in good working

order.
22. Key points for reducing hazards in the
pesticide handling chain include 25. Aerial Application. Pesticides to be applied

aerially should be selected with the knowledge that
(a) transpormation and storage of pesticides surrounding areas are likely to receive drift.

separate from (i) food/feedstuffs; Spraying operations should be closely supervised
(ii) items, such as clothing, that come tO esure good performance nd miniriz
into close contact with people; (iii) sub- hazards. For example, spraying should be done
stnces that are flammable, explosive, onlywben weatherconditionsaresuitable. Local
chemically reactive, or otherwise likely populations should be notified ahead of time to
to increase the risk of accidents;' stay out of the fields during spraying and for an

appropriate period thereafter. Flagm should not
(b) adequate pesticide storage areas that are be used in the fields to guide the planes because

locked, sheltered, ventiluated, supervised, they are vulnerable wo excessive pesticide
and free of spills or Ilking conainers; exposure.
are not subject O flooding; and are
equipped with. drinage outfalls with 26. Gnwwdar Formulaons. Low-concenation
evaporation ponds to eliminate contami- granular formlations generally present the lowest
nation of water supplies; level of hazard to the users but may be harmful to

1. This uorr y kw* om fenil.
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domestic animls, wildlife, and human if they anr working in vety hot climates to wear extensive
accidentally ingested. Exposure can be minimized protecion for any length of time. Pesticide
by includig brigtly colored dyes in the forru- selection should take this fact into aount.
ltions a using closed baing staions (e.g., for
rodenticides). Trsiin and Public Educaion

27. pray Appicatdons. Low-volume (LV) and 30. Education is th key to improved pesicide use
ulta-low-vohme (ULV) methods of spray appli- and safety. It is a highly desirable cmponet Of
cation can be very efficie, but they ar sensitive any program tha ncra the accessibility or use
to error in dosage calibratin and can be hazrd- of pesicides, particularly if redvely highhazd
ous to inexperienced opats bese they use pestcides are being justified on the basis that they
concentratd l pesdtcides. Tbus, when LV and will be used only by skilled operators rather than
ULV metbods are introduced, traing programs being generally available to rmes. Trainin
must be provided to ensure that the methods are programs rmust cover safety aspects thorougly.

used safely and effectively. Electrostatic ULV including the danger of pesticide absorption
sprayes can reduce the problems of spray drift thugh the skin nd luns, short- and long-term
and runoff, and those that use integrted coainer effcts of initoxicaon, and rds of envirn-
or nozzie syms also reduce problems of cali- mental contm inaion. Demonstrating the ele-
bration aNd user exposure; however, few pestiacde ments of sfe pesticide handling is not sufficient.
products are available for such sprayers, and they The dangers of misuse must be presented in a
give poor coverage i dense crops. forceful and pesonal fashion to make an impres-

sion and have a laing impact on individual
28. Equpment. AnY procurement or distri on behavior. Taining should also include the impor-
of pesticide equimen should include a good sup- tance of optimizing pesticide use thrmgh
ply of spare parts, and retailers should receive integrated pest managemenu (see Par II). Many
training to provide equipment maintenance and organiatons worldwide, including umiversity
repair services. Tenders for procurement of pesti- groups and w ngvret organintions
cide equipment should set high quality standards (NGOs), bave developed good, comprehensive
(recommended specfications and evahaions of trainig progams and materials adapted to local
commercially available equipment may be languages and illiteme populations, in panialar
obtained from speciized independent tesearch in reiltion to public health programs. As an after-
facilities). .. . sales service, the supplier should provide training.

particularly in the use of pesticides or equipment
29. Protective C oring. Many pesticides ae with special handling requiremens. lTis require-
readily absorbed through the skin and can be used mn may be included in the render specifications.
safely only if operators wear protective clothing.
Requirementsfor protective clothng are ordinly 31. In addition to tainig for acul uses and
indicated on the pesticide labe. Depeuding on the opaators, it is helpful to provide (a) short corses
level of harr, protective clothing may range for extesionss and pesticide rtales, (b) tlm
from long-sleeved shins, long pants, and enclosed media or other public education campaigns on pee-
shoes to rubber gloves and goggles or flly ticide safety, (c) specl progrms of instuctio
enclosed gas masks. Although several companies for women and shoolchildren On pesticide safety
are producing lines of lightweight protective in the home, (d) trainingfor dcnicians and heat
clothng, it is unralistic to expect operators tehicia in diagosing and trtg pescide
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poisonings, and (e) semin or tecmical assis- exists for collecting and analyzing samples system-
'tance for goveramen officals in pestcide legis- aically and reliably. Samples collected in the
laon or regulation. field mSt be treated properly to retain their inte-

grity (e.g., some saples must be kept frozen or
Montoring and Evaluafonl out of the sunligt). Sample analysis can be

simple or complex, depeding on the physical and
32. Monitorig and evaluating pesticide impacts chemical nature of the smple and of the pesti-
on humn health and the envirommn is difficult cides involved and whether the sample is sus-
but important, pa larly if (a) pesticides with pected to contain only a few or many different
long v mea persiste or signifi cantacute ypes of residues. Tbe labomory equipmnt
or rmnic health risks ar involved, or (b) envi- needed for analysis of some tpes of pesticides is
ronmentl resources of special comne (e.g.. cxpe;sive, sophisticated, and difficult to operate
mportant aquifers or fish nurseries) are believed and maintain. In many cases, sending samples to

to be threaned wh contamination. It is impor- commercial latories for analysis is more effi-
tant to begin by estblising baseine data for cient and accu:ate than maintining the full range
comparison. If this is not possible, an altemative of analytical capabilities locally. For products for
is to identify a comparble site or group as similar which analysis kits are available commercially, the
as possible in all other resects to the exposed enzyme-linked irmuno-sorbent assay- (ELIS
area or popubtion. Monitoring activiues may method is an accurate, low-cost, and easily imple-
inclute mted method for screening large numbers of

samples.
(a) monitring the occupational exposure of

field workers r those involved in formu-
lation or packaging; 34. A monitoring program must also be clearly

libced to operational decision making. This link
(b) sampling for specific pesticide residues in should include

groundwater under, or in surface water
downstream from, irrigation schemes;

(a) clearly specified reporing responsi-
(c) sampling and determination of pesticide bilities;

residues on food or feed crops or m
livestock; (b) established standards against which the

data generated will be evaluated;
(d) asessing public exposure to pesticides

through residues in foods or water; and (c) a plan for corrective action to be taken if
the monitonng results indicate a problem;

(e) assessing the impact on such noarget and
organisms as beneficial insects, fish and
other aquatic life, wildlife, and crop and (d) a specified budget and source of funds to
noncrop plants (though herbicide drift). mnee the recurr t costs of conducting

field sampling, _mintainin anaytical
33. Design of a moitorinag and evaluation pro- equipment, purchasing consumable sup-
gra,n nms ensure that the neesary capability plies, and maintaining naff skdlls.
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nviraninezatal Asssneawt (b) the project will not introduce pesticide
use into an arm for the first time or

35. OD 4.01. E inromna! Assasmau, idei- gratly increase the level of use;
fies the use of pesticides as one of the potential
issus to be addressed in an environmental
assessmet (EA). Even if no Bank finacing for (c) no specific pesticide-related envron-
pesticides is involved, lending for agricultural mental or health concerns were identified
developmt might stimulaepesticide use. Agi- at the Initial Executive Project Summay
cultural development programs may also be used stage; and
to impro existing praccs of pesticide use. As
the EA direive describes, the inital srng of (d) products that are particularly hazardous
an agricultual projea at the idendfication stage wil not be financed.
determines whether an examination of pest
mnagement aspects is needed. Where substantial
quantities of highly toxic pestcide mateials are 38. For pesticide screening, an authorized list of
stored, their presence may reqmre a 'major pesticide products approved for financing is devel-
haard assessment." oped, along with a description of mechanisms to

ensure that only these products will be procured
36. An EA looms at the potel envirormtal using Bank funds. To develop this list, it is
impacts of a project and proposes measures (a necessary to identify the proposed cnd 'users of the
mitigation plan) to avoid, reduce, or compensae pesticides, the crops and target pests involved. and
for negative consequences. Environmena the application methods proposed. Products way
imnpats associated with agriculmral pest manage- be rejected for financing on the basis of environ-
ment generally relate to the use of pesticides. mental or health hazards that are unacceptable.
Thus, an EA evaluates (a) the conditions of pesti- given the likely conditions of use. Then the Bank
cide use and regulation with respect to protection makes every effort to help identify suitable alter-
of human health and the environment, and (b) the native control methods or pesticides. The positive
proposed practices of pest management. Depend- list should be open to modification by agreement
ing on the types of issues identified, the EA between the Bank and the borrower so as to take
provides a mitigation plan, which ordiarily falls into account new information or requir=ments that
ino one of three broad categories: pesticide may emerge during the life of the loan
screening, a pesticide management plan, or a pest
management plan.

39. The borrower should also give assurances that
Percide Screening the gidelines for pesucide paclagmg and label-

ing, transport, and disposal, outlined above, wiU
37. Pesticide screening represents the minimum be folowed. Additional Bank atention to such
type of nitigation plan and is appropnate when aspects as oppornities to promote rPM alter-

natives or tO improve pesicide handling condi-
(a) the finncing proposed for pesucide tions should be encumraged, but the invesnt of

pr en (directly or though a credit significant stff time or resources to examnin these
schme) reprse only a minor project issues thoroughy may not be justfiable for a
component; small component with limited impact.
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P=Icde Mmagmawu Pia provsion of procivc clothing and

appliaion equi_n);
40. More dtailed ation to pest magm
prctcs and peside handlin is neded for (f) potemial end usrs' kowledge of and

PrjCC in which competence in sale handling of pesti-
cides, and proposed rainig to iPove

(a) the pesticide fnncing proposed pre- shem as nded;
sew a large componen;

(g) med2nims for m onri and repordtg

(b) the prcumxn of relatively hazardou and healh impacts of pa-
pesticides isprpowpd; or ticid ue (including designation of

rsponsible auhii rA managem
(c) there ar spfic evnm el or health syms to use da gesated); and

concen (e.g., proximity of the project
arma to protected areas or importan (b) mecbanisms for developing and pro-
aquatic resoucs). moStig the use of nonchrnial altr-

natives and an 1PM approach.
41. In such cases, the EA proposes a pesticide
managemem plan that addresses 42. The plan should explain how these aspects

ar, or will be made, consistent with Bank policy
(a) who would use the pesticides (e.g., as described in OD 4.03, Agricunurl Pat Man-

requre_2ens are different for projects ageme. In some cases the borrowing county
involving smallholders and those may have adequate legislation and effecive regu
involving supervised plantation lation of imporation, distibution, and use of
opeaons); pesicides (detrmined by an evaluation by the

Bank's RED and Legal Deamnt): In other
(b) proposed pesticides to be procured (or cases, it may be r yecess to include project com

cMertcaly availble in the area, in the pOtents for taining, extension, provision of
case of projects providing crdit for equipment or facilities, and so forth. to conec
purchasing agriculawal inputs);.h m Particularly in the case of argt-

scale financing of pesicides (i.e.. financing that
(c) mechanism for limiting access to hazard- represents a significant porion of the counny's

ous pesticides to authorized uscs, when pesticide imports), measures for srengthening
the use of such products is proposed; pesticide legislation and regulation at the national

level an also considered.
(d) proposed application methods;

(e) provisions for appropriat uaport, stor-
age, handling, and disposal (including
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IV. Selected Publications and Reference Sources

Bank Materials

Asia Technial Department. Agrochemical Usage in Asia Region. Prepared by GJ. Jackson, June 1992.

A looseleaf set of notes prepared to give Bank staff a ready source of information about
pesticides and their use in the Asia region. It is particularly intended to help staff identify
potential problems on which they might seek further advice.

Latin America Technical Department. Agrochemical Usage in Latin America. Prepared by G.J. Jackson
(forthcoming).

Kiss, A., and F. Meerman. Integrated Pest Management and African Agriculture, World Bank Technical
Paper No. 142. Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1991.

Asia Technical Departnent. Agricultural Technology and Enwronmental Safety: Integrated Pest
Management and Pesticide Regulation in Developing Asia. Prepared by U.-C. Wiebers
(forthcoming).

Other Publications

Association de coordination technique agricole. index Phytosanitaire: Produits Insecaicides, Fongicides,
Herbicides. ACTA: Paris, updated periodically.

Davies, J.D., and V.H. Freed. An Agrochefnical Approach to Pesticide Management: Some Health and
EnWronmental Considerations. Miami: Department of Epidemiology. University of Miami
School of Medicine, 1981.

Food and Agriculture Organization. Guidelines for the Disposal of Waste Pesticide and Pesticide
Containers on the Farn. Rome: FAO, 1985.

Food and Agriculture Organization. Guidelinesfor the Packaging and Storage of Pesticides. Rome:
FAO. 1985.

Food and Agriculture Organization. Guidelines on the Good Labelling Practicefor Pesticides. Rome:
FAO, 1985.

Food and Agriculture Organization. Internatonal Code of Conduct on the Distribution and Use of
Pesticides. Rome: FAO, 1991.

7hese guidelines were prparedfor Me zuidaee WOfd Bank xff. 7hey arm no necessary a compkre areawu of the ss*jew cow'ed.
Addirional pies of ss docutaw are avavble on a se-Serve basis h the _Ion lonnman Serees Cover (RSC), n E 3M20.
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Kenmore, P.E., K.L. Heong, and C.AJ. Putter. Political, Social and Perceptual Aspects of Integrated
Pest Management Programs in Integrated Pest Management in Malaysia, edited by B.S. Lee,
W.H. Loke, and K.L. Heong. Kuala Lumpur: MAPPS, 1984.

Mayer, F.L., and M.R. Ellersieck. Manual of Acute oxicity: Interpretation and Data Base for 410
Chemicals and 66 Species of Freshwater Animals. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Deparanent of the
Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, 1986.

Meister Publishing Co. Farm Chemicals Handbook. Willoughby, Ohio: Meister, updated amually.

Pimentel, D. Ecological Effects of Pesticides on Non-target Speces. Washington, D.C.: Executive
Office of the President, Office of Science and Technology, 1971.

Smith, G.J. Pestcide Use and Toxicology in Relation to Wildlife: Organophosphorus and Carbamate
Compounds. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Deparmnent of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service,
1987.

Thomson, W.T. Agricultural Chemicals: Book I ansecticdes, Acaracides, and Ovicides); Book 11
(Herbicides); Book IU (Fwumigants, Growth Regulators, Repellents, and Rodenticides); Book IV
(Fungicides). Fresno, CA: Thornson Publications, 1976-77.

World Health Organization. The WHO Reconunended aassificaton of Pesticides by Hazard and
Guidelines to Classificadon. 1992-93. Geneva: Pesticide Development and Safe Use Unit,
World Health Organization, 1992.

Worthing, C.R.. and R.J. Hance. The Pesticide Manual: A World Compendium. 9th ed. Surrey, U.K.:
British Crop Production Council, 1991.

Refereace Sources

U.S. Envirorunental Protection Agency, Office of Pesticides Programs. Phone: (703) 557-7090;
Insecticides Branch: Phone 557-2200.

Every pesticide product registered in the U.S. has an assigned Product Manager at EPA, who
can provide the latest information on the current U.S. regulatory position and the reasons behind
it. Written Fact Sheets and Registration Standards are available for selected mnaterials.

FAO Plant Production and Protection Division
Via delle Terme di Caracalla
00100 Rome, Italy
Phone: (39-6) 57873551

INFOTERRA (UNEP's international environmental infornation system). U.S. contact person:
Ms. Barbara Roth. Phone: (202) 260-8710.

International Registry of Potentially Toxic Substances (IRPTC). U.S. contact person: Ms. Susan Hazen.
Phone: (202) 260-3442.

heses delas were preparedfor rAe egidncc of World Bank swf. Te hare not necessrily a complete reatmenr of the ubje cocered
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Natural Resources Institute
Central Avenue
Chatham Maritime, Kent
ME4 4TB, England
Phone: (44) 634-993393 or 880088

Scientific Unit of the U.K. Overseas Development Administration. Includes a Pest Management
Division and Secdons on Insect Physiology and Behavior; Insect Chemistry; Pest Toxicology;
Pesticide Management; Field Ecology; Biogeography and Radar Entomology; Pathology and
Weed Science; Pest Systems Monitoring. Offers computerized bibliographic database with
information on pesticide toxicity, persistence, and residues; environmental fate of pesticides;
ecological impacts. Also provides publications, training courses, and consultants.

Centre de Cooperatdon Internationale en Recherche Agronomique pour le Dhveloppement (CIRAC)
Service Protection des V6getaux
BP 7309
34083 Montpellier Cedex
France
Phone: (33-67) 615800
Fax: (33-67) 615988

Commonwealth Agricultural Bureau (CAB) International
Famham House
Farnham Royal
Slough SL2 3BN
England
Phone: (44-0218) 2281

Information services include Pesticide Manual of the British Crop Protection Council. Scientific
services include Institutes of Entomology, Mycology, Parasitology. and Biological Control
providing pest identification services, training.

Consortium for International Crop Protection
Dr. Edward H. Glass. Executive Director
Department of Entomology
NYSAES
P.O. Box 462
Geneva, New York 14456
Phone: (315) 787-2337
(Above information effective mid-December 1991.)

Consortium of U.S. universities offering training courses, publications, and consultants in all
areas of pest management. Prime contractor for U.S. Agency for International Development.

These gide4es were prepaed for Me gaue of World Bak sf. They are no necearty a coc 1 Lete rwewra of dhe subjeas cowed
Addtonal conies of dis docuaN are avriabk o a seif-sew bad in thu&wia. bioL altnnion Sermces Cager SO. in E 3200.
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International Plant Protection Center
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331
Phone: (503) 737-3541

Specializes in weed control.

Imernational Pesticide Application Research Centre
Silwood Park
Ascot, Berks, SL5 7P4
England
Phone: (44) 344-294234
Fax: (44) 344-294450

Undertakes research on all aspects of pesticide application and designs, and tests related
equipment. Also organizes annual short courses.

GIFAP: Groupement International des Associations Nationales de Fabricants de Produits Agrochimiques
(International Group of National Associations of Manufacturers of Agrochemical Products).

International trade association whose members are national agrochemical associations of more
than 30 industrialized and developing countries. Useful source for technical information and
publications on pesticide specifications, handling, formulation, disposal, marketing, etc., as well
as liaison with major manufacturers on issues concerning responsible pesticide management.

Numerous commercial consulting firms can provide information on pest managemem options or use and
impacts of specific pesticides. Contact Regional Environment Divisions or ESD Environment
or Agriculture Department for further information.

Pesticide product manufacturers (listed in the Farm Chemicals Handbook) are very useful sources for
information on uses, application rates and methods, formulations available, crop registrations/
tolerances, etc.

Pesticide Action' Network. PAN is a network of intenational NGOs involved with pesticide issues and
is a good source of information on prevailing issues and public concerns regarding health and
environrental impacts of pesticides. Contact PAN Regional Coordinator at any of the Regional
Centers:

Pesticide Education and Action Project (Antoine Sendana)
P.O. Box 610 Enviromnental Liaison Centre International
San Francisco, CA 94101 P.O. Box 72461
Telephone: (415) 771-7327 Nairobi, Kenya

(Abou Thiam) (Sarojini Rengam)
ENDA IOCU Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific
B.P. 3370 P.O. Box 1045
Dakar, Senegal Penang, Malaysia

These Sgiddebs were prparedfor the guidac of Word Bank staff. They aem not necesasiy a COniase :reatmeu of the sabjecus core.
Addial copes of dis doaanew ae aowiabk on a sef-see bais us the Junsaaal hyb_uan Serwnes Cover (lSC). s £ 3200.
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(Pilar de Sevilla/Mercedes Bollanos) (Bert Lokhorst)
Fundacion Nazura PAN-Europe
P.O. Box 253 Damrak 83-1
Quito, Ecuador 1012 LN

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

The gwdeles werepreparedfor thegtdaneeofWorldBank sff. Tey are not nece.wa c cre reatmrw tfthe sa&ec scvred.
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Natural Habitats

I The conservation of natural habitats,' like financing projects designed to integrate into
other measures that protect and enhance the national and regional development the conser-
environment. is essential for long-term sustainable vation of natural habitats and the maintenance of
development. The Bank2 therefore supports the ecological functions. Furthermore, the Bank
protection. maintenance, and rehabilitation of promotes the rehabilitation of degraded natural
natural habitats and their functions in its economic habitats.
and sector work, project financing, and policy
dialogue The Bank supports, and expects 4. The Bank does not support projects that, in
borrowers to apply, a precautionary approach to the Bank's opinion, involve the significant
natural resource management to ensure conversion or degradation 3 of critical natural
opportunities for environmentally sustainable habitats.
development.

5. Wherever feasible, Bank-financed projects
Economic and Sector Work are sited on lands already converted (excluding

any lands that in the Bank's opinion were con-
2. The Bank's economic and sector work verted in anticipation of the project). The Bank
includes identification of (a) natural habitat issues does not support projects involving the significant
and special needs for natural habitat conservation, conversion of natural habitats unless there are no
including the degree of threat to identified natural feasible alternatives for the project and its siting,
habitats (particularly critical natural habitats); and and comprehensive analysis demonstrates that
(b) measures for protecting such areas in the overall benefits from the project substantially
context of the country's development strategy. As outweigh the environmental costs. If the environ-
appropriate, Country Assistance Strategies and mental assessment4 indicates that a project would
projects incorporate findings from such economic significantly convert or degrade natural habitats,
and sector work. the project includes mitigation measures accept-

able to the Bank. Such mitigation measures
Project Design and Implementation include, as appropriate, minimizing habitat loss

(e.g., strategic habitat retention and post-
3. The Bank promotes and supports natural development restoration) and establishing and
habitat conservation and improved land use by maintaining an ecologically similar protected area.

1. See detinitions in Annex A.
2. -'Bank includes IBRD and IDA, and "loans" includes credits, grants, and guarantees. This policy also covers GEF-

funded projects. Adjustment loans are not covered by this policy but are subject to the general policies set out in OP 4.00.
Fnvironmental Aspects of Bank Work (forthcoming).

3. For definitions, see Annex A.
4. See OD 4 01. Environmental Assessment. to be reissued as OP/BP 4.01

Note: OP, BP, and GP 4.04 are a conversion of OPN 11.02, Wildlands, to the OP/BP/GP format. Please discard
OPN 11.02. These statements apply to all projects for which a Project Information Document is first approved by
the country department director on or after October 15, 1995. The policy set out in OP 4.04 applies to any project
financed by the Bank, whether or not the Bank is financing the project component that affects natural habitats.
In case of doubt, any determination of what is acceptable to the Bank under this policy is made by the Regional vice
president in consultation with the Environment, Legal, and Operations Policy departments. Questions should be
addressed to the Director, Environment Department.

These policies were preparedfor use by World Bank staff and are nor necessarily a complete treatment of the subject. Additional copies are
available to Bank staff im the Insntutional Infornation Services Center (Room E3200). and ro the public through the Public Information Center.
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The Bank accepts other forms of mitigation Policy Dialogue
measures only when they are technically justified.

9. The Bank encourages borrowers to incorpo-
6. In deciding whether to support a project rate into their development and environmental
with potential adverse impacts on a natural habi- strategies analyses of any major natural habitat
tat, the Bank takes into account the borrower's issues, including identification of important natural
ability to implement the appropriate conservation habitat sites, the ecological functions they per-
and mitigation measures. If there are potential form, the degree of threat to the sites, priorities
institutional capacity problems, the project in- for conservation, and associated recurrent-funding
cludes components that develop the capacity of and capacity-building needs.
national and local institutions for effective envi-
ronmental planning and management. The mitiga- 10. The Bank expects the borrower to take into
tion measures specified for the project may be account the views, roles, and rights of groups,
used to enhance the practical field capacity of including local nongovernmental organizations and
national and local institutions. local communities.6 affected by Bank-financed

projects involving natural habitats, and to involve
7. In projects with natural habitat components, such people in planning, designing. implementing,
project preparation, appraisal, and supervision monitoring, and evaluating such projects.
arrangements include appropriate environmental Involvement may include identifying appropriate
expertise to ensure adequate design and conservation measures, managing protected areas
implementation of mitigation measures. and other natural habitats, and monitoring and

evaluating specific projects. The Bank encourages
8. This policy applies to subprojects under governments to provide such people with
sectoral loans or loans to financial intermediaries. 5 appropriate information and incentives to protect
Regional Environment Divisions (REDs) oversee natural habitats.
compliance with this requirement.

5. See OD 4.01. Environmental Assessment, to be reissued as OP/BP 4.01.
6. See OD 4.20, Indigenous Peoples, when local communities include indigenous peoples.

These policies were preparedfor use by World Bank staff and are nor necessarily a complete treatment of the subject. Additional copies are
available to Bank staff in the Inshrunonal Information Services Center (Room E 3200), and ro the public through the Public Information Center
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Definitions

1. The following definitions apply in OP, BP, as protected areas (e.g.. reserves that
and GP 4.04: meet the criteria of the World Conser-

vation Union [IUCNI classifications2 ),
(a) Natural habitats' are land and water areas areas initially recognized as protected

where (i) the ecosystems' biological com- by traditional local communities (e.g.,
munities are formed largely by native sacred groves), and sites that maintain
plant and animal species, and (ii) human conditions vital for the viability of
activity has not essentially modified the these protected areas (as determined
area's primary ecological functions. by the environmental assessment

process3 ); or
All natural habitats have important
biological, social, economic, and existence
value. Important natural habitats may (ii) sites identified on supplementary lists
occur in tropical humid, dry, and cloud prepared by the Bank or an autho-
forests; temperate and boreal forests; ritative source determined by the
mediterranean-type shrublands; natural Regional Environment Division. Such
arid and semi-arid lands; mangrove sites may include areas recognized by
swamps, coastal marshes, and other traditional local communities (e.g.,
wetlands; estuaries; seagrass beds; coral sacred groves); areas with known high
reefs: freshwater lakes and rivers; alpine suitability for biodiversity conser-
and subalpine environments, including vation; and sites that are critical for
herbfields, grasslands, and paramos; and rare, vulnerable, migratory, or endan-
tropical and temperate grasslands. gered species.4 Listings are based on

systematic evaluations of such factors
(b) Critical natural habitats are as species richness; the degree of

endemism, rarity, and vulnerability of
(i) existing protected areas and areas componentspecies;representativeness;

officially proposed by governments and integrity of ecosystem processes.

1. It should be noted that much biodiversity is contained outside natural habitats and is therefore not the subject of this policy
(for example as part of agricultural landscapes). This issue will be dealt with in the Natural Habitats and Ecosystem
Management Handbook (forthcoming).

2. As indicated in Guidelinesfor Protected Area Management Categories (Gland. Switzerland. and Cambridge. UK: IUCN.
1994). and the United Naftons List of National Parks and ProtectedAreas (Gland, Switzerland, and Cambridge, UK IUCN.
1994), or by a similar list acceptable to the Bank, published by another competent organization. IUCN categories are as
follows- I-Strict Nature Reserve/Wilderness Area: protected area managed for science or wilderness protection:
II-National Park: protected area managed mainly for ecosystem protection and recreation; III-Natural Monument
protected area managed mainly for conservation of specific natural features; IV-Habitat/Species Management Area
protected area managed mainly for conservation through management intervention; V-Protected Landscape/Seascape.
protected area managed mainly for landscape/seascape conservation and recreation; and VI-Managed Resource Protected
Area: protected area managed mainly for the sustainable use of natural ecosystems.

3. See OP/BP 4.01. Environmental Assessment (forthcoming).
4. Rare, vulnerable, and endangered as defined in the IUCN Red List of Threatened Animals or identified by Regional

Environmental Divisions on the basis of national and regional studies.

These policies were preparedfor use by World Bank staff and are not necessarily a complete treatment of the subject. Additional copies are
available to Bank staff in the Institutional Services Center (Room E 3200), and to the public through the Public Informarion Center
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(c) Significant conversion is the elimination or (e) Appropriate conservation and mitigation
severe diminution of the integrity of a measures remove or reduce adverse
critical or other natural habitat caused by impacts on natural habitats or their func-
a major, long-term change in land or tions, keeping such impacts within socially
water use. Significant conversion may defined limits of acceptable environmental
include, for example, land clearing; change. Specific measures depend on the
replacement of natural vegetation (e.g., by ecological characteristics of the given site.
crops or tree plantations); permanent They may include full site protection
flooding (e.g., by a reservoir); drainage, through project redesign; strategic habitat
dredging, filling, or channelization of retention; restricted conversion or
wetlands; or surface mining. In both modification; reintroduction of species;
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, conver- mitigation measures to minimize the
sion of natural habitats can occur as the ecological damage; postdevelopment
result of severe pollution. Conversion can restoration works; restoration of degraded
result directly from the action of a project habitats; and establishment and
or through an indirect mechanism (e.g., maintenance of an ecologically similar
through induced settlement along a road). protected area of suitable size and

contiguity. Such measures should always
include provision for monitoring and

(d) Degradation is modification of a critical evaluation to provide feedback on
or other natural habitat that substantially conservation outcomes and to provide
reduces the habitat's ability to maintain guidance for developing or refining
viable populations of its native species. appropriate corrective actions.

These polictes were preparedfor use by World Bank staff and are not necessarily a complete treatment of the subject. Additional copies are
available ro Bank staff in the Instirutional Services Center (Room E 3200). and to the public through the Public Information center.
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Natural Habitats

Project Processing Documentation

Project Preparation 5. The TM identifies any natural habitat issues

(including any significant conversion or degrada-
I . Early in the preparation of a project proposed tion that would take place under the project, as
for Bank' financing, the project task manager well as any exceptions proposed under OP 4.04,
(TM) consults with the Regional Environmental para. 5) in the initial Project Information Docu-
Division (RED) and, as necessary, with the ment (PID) and in the early versions of the Envi-
Environment Department (ENV) and the Legal rornental Data Sheet.3 Updated PIDs reflect
Department (LEG) to identify natural habitat changes in the natural habitat issues. The Staff
issues likely to arise in the project. Appraisal Report and the Memorandum and

Recommendation of the President indicate the
2. If, as part of the environmental assessment types and estimated areas (in hectares) of affected
process, environmental screening indicates the natural habitats; the significance of the potential
potential for significant conversion or degradation impacts; the project's consistency with national
of critical or other natural habitats, the project is and regional land use and environmental planning
classified as Category A; projects otherwise initiatives, conservation strategies, and legislation;
involving natural habitats are classified as Cate- the mitigation measures planned; and any
gory A or B, depending on the degree of their exceptions proposed under OP 4.04, para. 5.
ecological impacts.

3. Exceptions pursuant to OP 4.04, para. 5, are 6. The Implementation Completion Report'
made only after consultation with the RED, ENV, assesses the extent to whch the project
and LEG and approval by the Regional vice achieved its environmental objectives, including
aneidLeGan d aproalbyte egonlnatural habitat conservation.president.

4. Natural habitat components of a project are Regional and Sectoral EA Reports
linked as appropriate to the schedule of implemen-
tation for the project. The costs of conservation 7. Bank staff identify relevant natural habitat
of any compensatory natural habitats are included issues for regional and sectoral environmental
in the project's financing. Mechanisms to ensure assessment (EA) reports. Such reports indicate
adequate recurrent cost financing are incorporated the present location of natural habitats in the
into project design. region or sector involved, analyze the ecological

1. "Bank" includes IBRD and IDA; and 'loans" includes credits, grants, and guarantees.
2. See OD 4.01, Environmental Assessmnent, to be reissued as OP/BP 4.01.
3. See OD 4.01, Environmental Assessment, to be reissued as OPtBP 4.01.
4. See OP/BP/GP 13.55, Implementation Comnpletion Reporting.

Note: OP, BP, and GP 4.04 are a conversion of OPN 11.02, Wildlands, to the OP/BPIGP format. Please discard
OPN 11.02. These statements apply to all projects for which a Project Information Document is first approved by
the country department director on or after October 15, 1995. Questions should be addressed to the Director,
Environment Department.

These procedures were preparedfor use by World Bank staff and are not necessarily a complete treatment of the subject. Additional copies are
available in the Institutional Information Services Center (Room E 3200), and to the public through the Public Information Center.
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functions and relative importance of such natural assist with project preparation (including EA) and
habitats, and describe the associated management supervision when requested. ENV guides TMs,
issues. These analyses are used in subsequent country departments, and REDs in implementing
project-specific environmental screening and other OP 4.04 by disseminating best practices and
EA work. providing training, reviews, advice, and opera-

tional support (including supervision).
Role of Bank Staff

8. REDs coordinate the preparation and use of
any supplementary critical natural habitat lists and

These procedures were preparedfor use by World Bank staffand arenot necessanly a complete treatment of the subject. Addiuonal copies are
available in the Institutional Information Services Center (Room E 3200), and to the public through the Public Information Center.
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Natural Habitats

1. For a country to achieve sustainable devel- most practical way to conserve biological diversity
opment, environmental protection must constitute and the ecological processes that define and
an integral part of the development process. maintain it.'
Envirornmental protection requires that all govern-
ments apply, according to their capacities, a 4. Nonetheless, many natural habitats, including
precautionary approach. In particular, where those that are determined to be critical natural
there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, habitats, can never be fully protected in strictly
the lack of full scientific certainty should not be protected areas (e.g., the highest level World
used as a reason for postponing cost-effective Conservation Union [IUCN] category). This is
measures to prevent enviromnental degradation. particularly true of wetlands and marine areas. At

best, such protected areas can contain only a
2. The conversion of natural habitats to more representative samnple. Therefore, to ensure
intensive land and water uses may meet important conservation over the longer term, natural habitats
development objectives. At the same time, natural must also be protected in settled landscapes.
habitats maintained in their natural state often Because land uses meeting other objectives place
contribute significantly to sustainable economic competing demands on natural habitats, Bank-
development, particularly in the longer tern. supported development projects must include
Conversion is rapidly decreasing the extent of measures to minimize deleterious effects on
natural habitats in many of the Bank's member natural habitats while maximizing important
countries. The Bank therefore pursues a judicious benefits to people. This goal requires sound
approach to conserving the world's important planning and capability to manage within the
remaining natural habitats and developing some carrying capacities of the affected natural
natural habitats to more intensive, shorter-term habitats.2

human uses.
Justification

3. There is no one strategy that ensures natural
habitat conservation. Rather there is a continuum 5. Natural habitats have environmental,
of measures that may be applied according to the scientific, social, economic, and cultural3 value
economic, cultural, and biological values of a wherever they occur. They may perform one or
particular area. Where sites are identified as of more functions: for example, conserving bio-
greatest importance-for example, critical natural diversity and providing environmental services or
habitats-well-managed protected areas may be the products.

I. It should be noted, however, that there is also a range of management regimes for protected areas. For example, the World
Conservation Union (IUCN) has set out six categories of 'protected area," which encompass a range of human intervention
(see OP 4.04, Annex A, footnote 2).

2. Much of the methodology and means for managing natural resources will be described in the forthcoming Natural Habitats
and Ecosystem Management Handbook.

3. Another aspect-habitats' role in the life of indigenous peoples-is treated in OD 4.20, Indigenous Peoples.

Note: OP, BP, and GP 4.04 are a conversion of OPN 11.02, WIdlands, to the OP/BP/GP format. Please discard
OPN 11.02. These statements apply to all projects for which a Project Information Document is first approved by
the country department director on or after October 15, 1995. Questions should be addressed to the Director,
Environment Department.

77115 sta,reinent was preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staff. Itis not necessarily a complete treatment of the subjects covered. Additional
copies of tIzis docunenrt are available on a self-serve basis in the Instirutional Information Services Center (IISC), E 3200.
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Biological Diversity legislation in most countries includes some defini-
tions for protected natural habitats-for example,

6. Many organisms face extinction because their national parks, reserves, or other protected areas.
natural habitats are rapidly disappearing. Appro- Some areas may be protected for the environmental
priate natural habitat management can help arrest services associated with the provision of water or
the rate of extinction, protect reservoir popula- energy-for example, water sources or critical
tions, and help replenish surrounding degraded or watersheds. Some natural habitats may contain
abandoned areas. In addition to the scientific, important cultural or archaeological sites with a
aesthetic, and ethical reasons to avoid the extinc- special legal or customary status (e.g., sacred groves).
tion of species, conserving biological diversity is
crucial to development. Species that are now 10. Common designations for protected areas are
underused, undervalued, or even undiscovered indicated in several documents: the Convention
may have major economic benefits and, therefore, Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural
may present valuable development opportunities. and Natural Heritage (Paris, 1972); the Conven-

tion for the Protection of Wetlands of International
Environmental Services and Products Importance Especially as Waterfowl Habitats

(Ramsar, 1971); the UNESCO Biosphere Pro-
7. Many natural habitats provide important gram; and the Regional Seas Programs. The
environmental services such as improving water Convention on Biological Diversity (June 1992)
availability for irrigated agriculture, industry, or also recognizes the importance of sites designated
human consumption; reducing sedimentation of as biodiversity sites and undertakes to provide
reservoirs, harbors, and irrigation works; mini- international support for such sites. Numerous
mizing floods, landslides, coastal erosion, and regional and bilateral conventions (e.g., the
droughts; improving water quality; filtering excess Western Hemisphere Treaty, the African Conven-
nutrients; and providing essential natural habitat tion on the Conservation of Nature and Natural
for economically important aquatic species. Resources, and the ASEAN Agreement on Nature
Although such environmental services are impor- and Natural Resources) also may provide mecha-
tant to humans and thus economically valuable, nisms for recognizing the international or regional
they are often undervalued and overlooked. importance of national sites.
Maintaining such environmental services is almost
always much less expensive than replacing them 11. A detailed listing of protected areas according
with remedial measures after natural habitat to a common classification can be found in the
conversion. Natural habitats' environmental 1993 United Nations List of National Parks and
services should be systematically evaluated; to the Protected Areas (Gland, Switzerland, and
extent feasible, any economic value of such Cambridge, UK: IUCN, 1994). Modifications to
services should be quantified as part of the cost- the IUCN categories are detailed in Guidelinesfor
benefit analysis of projects. Protected Area Management Categories (Gland,

Switzerland, and Cambridge, UK: IUCN, 1994).
8. Natural habitats can also provide important These modifications illustrate the trend toward
environmental products, including fish and other managing protected areas mainly for the sustain-
wildlife, wild foods, forest products, or grazing lands. able use of natural ecosystems (Category VI).

Legal Status of Natural Habitats The Bank's Involvement

9. The legal framework and terminology for Existing Record
natural habitats, or subunits of natural habitats,
may vary by country, depending on local practice, 12. The Bank has financed many projects with sig-
traditional usage, and other factors. National nificant natural habitat management components.

his sratrernent r as preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staff. It is nor necessarnly a compete trearment of the subjects covered. Additional
copies of this document ore available on a self-serve basis in the Institutional Information Services Center (IISC). E 3200.
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Most such components have involved establishing include, for example, an ecologist, a conservation
or strengthening protected areas (including biologist, a protected area planner, a rural socio-
national parks, nature reserves, and wildlife logist, an anthropologist, a lawyer, and a resource
sanctuaries), or managing natural resources economist.
(including forest reserves that are managed
primarily for their watershed or biological values, 15. Within forestry and agricultural projects there
rather than for wood harvest). Other natural are many ways to minimize natural habitat loss,
habitat components of Bank-financed projects have maximize opportunities for wildlife, and
involved management of wildlife and human rehabilitate natural habitats. Such measures
use-for example, antipoaching measures, man- should be incorporated early in the project cycle.
agement of water flows from reservoirs, mainten-
ance of wildlife habitat, and relocation of certain 16. Adequate Financing and Government
species. At times, the location or design of Commitment. Like any project component,
projects has been changed to avoid modification of successful protection of natural habitats depends
natural habitats. on adequate financing, including recurrent cost

financing. By helping to identify counterpart
Lessons Learned financing, or by providing the financing itself, the

Bank can help ensure the availability of the sums
13. 'On the Ground" Management. If man- necessary to establish and initially maintain natural
agement is to be effective, natural habitat manage- habitats. To foster government commitment,
ment objectives have to be translated into specific Bank staff should establish a dialogue with the
measures and activities such as staffing and train- government about the importance of conservation,
ing, boundary demarcation, provision of necessary the benefits of the protected area (watershed
infrastructure and equipment, development of a protection, tourism, etc.), and the need to include
scientifically sound management plan, and estab- people and local NGOs affected by a Bank-
lishment of a policy environment that supports the financed project involving natural habitats in plan-
natural habitat conservation objectives and recog- ning, designing, and implementing both the
nizes the rights and roles of local communities in project and natural conservation systems. The
resource management. In addition, funds for dialogue should include discussions about practical
implementing these measures and building public mechanisms to identify, establish, and manage
support have to be budgeted and sustained. protected areas in partnership with local communi-

ties. The dialogue should also emphasize that
14. AppropriateDesign. Themultipleobjectives other complementary and parallel activities con-
of natural habitat management are best achieved tribute to the protection of natural habitats and
through measures that are carefully designed early success of protected areas, for example, (a) devel-
in the project cycle. For example, a natural opment investments in the vicinity of the protected
habitat cannot conserve biological diversity, area that provide an alternative to further
evolutionary processes, and environmental serv- encroachment by villagers or farmers and their
ices if it is too small. Besides size, the specific livestock; (b) development of innovative legal and
location, shape, and connection to other habitat regulatory frameworks that promote community-
blocks can be important factors in determining the based conservation of natural resources;
viability of a particular natural habitat. For each (c) coherent national and sectoral planning and
natural habitat, appropriate design features are policies that promote natural habitat conservation;
best determined by conservation specialists work- (d) integration of development activities within a
ing in multidisciplinary teams in close cooperation regional focus that recognizes protected-area
with people and local nongovernmental organiza- management as a legitimate and important
tions (NGOs) affected by the Bank-financed proj- resource use and one of the various development
ect involving natural habitats. Such a team might to take place; and (e) improved management of

This statemnen was preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staff. It is not necessarily a complete treatment of the subjects covered. Additional
copies of rlins documenzt are available on a self-serve basis in the Institutional Infortnation Services Center (IISC), E 3200.
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productive areas, such as forests and pastures, not (e) monitoring conservation outcomes and
only for their commodity outputs but also for the taking corrective actions as necessary to
maintenance of biodiversity. meet conservation goals.

Assessing Borrower Commitment and 18. In assessing the borrower's ability to imple-
Implementation Capability ment appropriate conservation measures, the Bank

considers such factors as institutional capacity (in
17. In deciding whether to support a project with areas such as monitoring, enforcement, and
potential adverse impacts on natural habitats, the research) to implement site-specific measures;
Bank takes into account the borrower's com- adequate controls over adjacent areas that may
mitment to natural habitat conservation in the otherwise generate activities in conflict with the
context of sustainable development. This commit- protection of natural habitat; and public support.
ment is reflected in such measures as Projects may include such capacity-building

components as strengthening responsible institu-
(a) adopting and implementing policies and tions; developing policy and regulations; provid-

establishing an appropriate legal and ing training and public education; undertaking
institutional framework to ensure the research; and modifying land use in adjacent areas
conservation and sustainable use of to ensure that these uses are compatible with those
existing natural habitats; of the project site.

(b) adopting a comprehensive and envi- Projects Involving Natural Habitat Issues
ronmentally sound natural habitat
conservation plan4 that (i) contains a 19. The following types of projects often involve
clear definition of critical areas; natural habitat issues:
(ii) establishes protected areas and
sustainable and conservation-oriented (a) agriculture, fisheries, and livestock
management regimes for all natural projects involving land clearing, wetland
resources to maintain biodiversity and elimination,' natural habitat inundation
environmental services; and (iii) sets out for irrigation storage reservoirs, large-
the roles and rights of the government, scale water diversion, watershed
the private sector, and local people protection for irrigation, and displace-
(especially indigenous people); ment of wildlife by fences or domestic

livestock;
(c) undertaking environmental assessment

and designing environmental mitigation (b) forestry projects that meet the conditions
measures for any projects involving for Bank involvement defined in
conversion of natural habitats; OP 4.36, Forestry, but nevertheless may

involve clear-felling or other forms of
(d) developing and strengthening the intensive forest harvesting or conversion

institutional capacity to implement and of natural habitats (e.g., natural grass-
enforce the above commitments; and lands) to establish planted forests;

4. Various documents can be used to meet this requirement (e.g., a Biodiversity Action Plan prepared under the Convention
on Biological Diversity [UNEP, 1992]).

5. Wetlands-ponds, marshes, swamps, flood plain forests, estuaries, and mangroves-can be eliminated inadvertently
(through water diversions upstream) or deliberately (through drainage, diking, or filling).

27nts statement was preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staff. It is not necessarily a complete treatment of the subjects covered. Additional
copies of this document are available on a self-serve basis in the Institutional Information Services Center (IISC), E 3200.
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(c) transportation projects involving con- fossil fuels from which airborne pollution
struction of highways, rural roads, (including acid rain) can destroy forests;
railways, airports, or canals that pene-
trate natural habitats and open them to (e) industry projects;
colonization and immigration; channel-
ization of rivers for fluvial navigation; (f) tourism projects that involve significant
and dredging and filling of coastal infrastructure development, particularly
wetlands for ports projects; in coastal natural habitats (e.g., lagoon

areas important for coral reefs and sea
(d) power projects that (i) involve hydro- grass beds, and sandy beaches important

electric development that inundates for turtle nesting sites), or more intens-
natural habitats, alterations in rivers be- ive use of natural habitats than can be
cause of dams or water diversions, sustained; and
watershed protection for enhanced power
output, and construction of power trans- (g) urban development (e.g., drainage of
mission corridors through undisturbed wetlands with impacts on coastal
natural habitat areas; or (ii) depend on habitats).

Thjis statemeou was preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staff. It is nor necessarily a complete treatment of the subjects covered. Additional
copies of this documnent are available on a self-serve basis in the Instirutional Information Services Center (IISC), E 3200.
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Water Resources Management

1. Bank' involvement in water resources man- (d) Restoring and preserving aquatic eco-
agement entails support for providing potable systems and guarding against overexploita-
water, sanitation facilities, flood control, and water tion of groundwater resources, giving
for productive activities in a manner that is eco- priority to the provision of adequate water
nomically viable, environmentally sustainable, and and sanitation services for the poor.
socially equitable.

(e) Avoiding the waterlogging and salinity
2. The Bank assists borrowers in the following problems associated with irrigation invest-
priority areas: ments by (i) monitoring water tables and

implementing drainage networks where
(a) Developing a comprehensive framework necessary, and (ii) adopting best manage-

for designing water resource investments, ment practices to control water pollution.
policies, and institutions. Within this
framework, when the borrower develops (f) Establishing strong legal and regulatory
and allocates water resources, it considers frameworks to ensure that social concerns
cross-sectoral impacts in a regional setting are met, environmental resources are pro-
(e.g., a river basin). tected, and monopoly pricing is prevented.

The Bank requires legislation or other
(b) Adopting pricing and incentive policies appropriate arrangements to establish

that achieve cost recovery, water conser- effective coordination and allocation pro-
vation, and better allocation of water cedures for interstate water resources.
resources.

These issues are discussed in the project documents.
(c) Decentralizing water service delivery,

involving users in planning and managing
water projects, and encouraging stake- 3. Individual water lending operations are explic-
holders to contribute to policy formula- itly linked to the country's priorities for reform and
tion. The Bank recognizes that a variety investment and to the Bank's program of support.
of organizations-private firms, financially
autonomous entities, and community orga- 4. If inadequate progress by borrowers in these
nizations-may contribute to decentralizing priority areas leads to serious resource misuse and
water delivery functions. Thus it supports hampers the viability of water-related investments,
projects that introduce different forms of Bank lending is limited to operations that provide
decentralized management, focusing on the potable water for poor households or conserve
division of responsibilities among the water and protect its quality without additionally
public and private entities involved. drawing on a country's water resources.

1. -Bank" includes IDA. and "loans' includes crediEs.

Note: This document is based on Water Resources Management: A World Bank Policy Paper (Washington, D.C.: World
Bank, 1993). It complements OD 4.01, Environmental Assessment, OD 4.02, Environmental Action Plans; OD 4.20,
Indigenous Peoples; OD 4.30, Involuntary Resettlement, OD 7.50, Projects on International Waterways, and OD 14.70,
Involving Nongovernmental Organizations in Bank-Supported Activities. It also draws on OMS 2.22, Financial
Performance Covenants for Revenue-Earning Entt'ies, and OMS 3.72, Energy, Water Supply and Sanitation and
Telcommunications. Questions should be addressed to the Director, Agriculture and Natural Resources.

These policies were prepared for the guidance of World Bank staff. They are not necessanly a complete treatment of the subects covered,
Additonal copies of this document are available on a self-serve basis tn the Instznun onal Inforrnanon Services Center (u1SC). in E 3200.
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Pest Management

1. In assisting borrowers to manage pests that investment projects and components aimed specifi-
affect either agriculture or public health. the Bank' cally at supporting the adoption and use of IPM.
supports a strategy that promotes the use of bio-
logical or environmental control rnethods. In 4 In Bank-financed agriculture operations,
Bank-financed projects, pest management is car- pest populations are normally controlled through
ried out by the borrower in the context of the IPM approaches, such as biological control, cul-
project's environmental assessment.2 tural practices, and the development and use of

crop varieties that are resistant or tolerant to the
2. In appraising a project that will involve pest. The Bank may finance the purchase of pest-
pest management. the Bank assesses the capacity icides when their use is justified under an IPM
of the country's regulatory framework and institu- approach.
tions to promote and support safe. effective, and
environmentally sound pest management. As nec- Pest Management in Public Health
essary, the Bank and the borrower incorporate in
Lhe project components to strengthen such 5. In Bank-financed public health projects, the
capacity. Bank supports controlling pests primarily through

environmental methods. Where environrmental methods
Agricultural Pest Management' alone are not effective, the Bank may finance the

use of pesticides for control of disease vectors.
3. The Bank uses various means to assess pest
management in the country and support integrated Criteria for Pesticide Selection and Use
pest management (IPM)4 and safe agricultural
pesticide use: economic and sector work, sectoral 6. The procurement of any pesticide in a Bank-
or project-specific environmental assessments, financed project is contingent on an assessment of
participatory IPM assessments, and adjustment or the nature and degree of associated risks, taking

I "Bank" includes IDA, and "l'oans' includes credits.
2. See OPIBP 4.01, Environmental Assessment (forthcoming) . The screening process takes account of the fact that several

well-established pesticides have already been subjecled to environmental impact analysis and are considered
environmentally safe. When a project involves the use of such pesticides. addttional environmental impact analysis or
mitigation measures may not be necessary.

3 OP 4.09 appties to all Bank lending in the agriculture sector, whether or not the loan finances pesticides. Even if Bank
lending for pesticides is not involved. an agricultural development project may lead to substantially increased pesticide
use and subsequent environmental problems.

4. IPM iefers to a mix of pest control practices that seeks to avoid the excessive use of chemicals. It involves
(a) managing pests (keeping them below economically damaging levels) rather than seeking to eradicate them;
(b) r elying, to the extent possible. on nonchemical measures to keep pest populations low: and (c) selecting and applying
pesticides, when they lhave to he used, in a way that minimizes adverse effects on beneficial organisms. hlumans. and
the environment.

Note: OP 4.09 replaces OD 4.03, Agricultural Pest Management, and OPN I I.01 (b), Guidelinesfor the Use, Selection, and
Specification of Pesticides in Public Health Programs. Guidance for implementing this policy is in the
Environmental Assessment Sourcebook (World Bank: Washington. D.C., 1991). Questions regarding agricultural
pest management msnay be addressed to the Director, Agriculture and Natural Resources Department. Questions
regarding pesticide use in public health projects may be directed to the Director, Human Development
Department.

These policies were preparedfor use by World Bank sraff and are not necessarily a complete treatment of rhe subject Additional copies are
available to Baek siaff ti the Isri,tutonal Information Senrices Center (Room E 3200), and to the public through the Public Information Center
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into account the proposed use and the intended in public health programs must be
users.5 With respect to the classification of demonstrated to be safe for inhabitants
pesticides and their specific formulations, the and domestic animals in the treated
Bank refers to the World Health Organization's areas, as well as for personnel
Recommended Classification of Pesticides by applying them.
Hazard and Guidelines to Classification (Geneva:
WHO, l994-95).6 The following criteria apply to (d) Their use must take into account the
the selection and use of pesticides in Bank- need to prevent the development of
financed projects: resistance in pests.

(a) They must have negligible adverse 7 The Bank requires that any pesticides it
human health effects. finances be manufactured, packaged, labeled,

handled, stored, disposed of, and applied
(b) They must be shown to be effective according to standards acceptable to the Bank.'

against the target species. The Bank does not finance formulated products
that fall in WHO classes IA and IB, or formula-

(c) They must have minimal effect on tions of products in Class 11, if (i) the country
nontarget species and the natural lacks restrictions on their distribution and use; or
environment. The methods, timing, (ii) they are likely to be used by, or be accessible
and frequency of pesticide applica- to, lay personnel, farmers, or others without train-
tion are aimed to minimize damage ing, equipment, and facilities to handle, apply.
to natural enemies. Pesticides used and store these products properly.

5. This assessment is made in the context of the project's environmental assessment and is recorded in the project
documents. The project documents also include (in the text or in an annex) a list of pesticide products authorized for
procurement under the project. or an indication of when and how this list will be developed and agreed on. This
authorized list is included by reference in legal documents relating to the project. with provisions for adding or deleting
materials.

6 Copies of the classification, which is updated annually, are available in the Sectoral Library A Standard Bidding
Document for Procurement of Pesticides is available from OPRPR.

7. The FAO's Guidelines for Pack-aging and Storage of Pesticides (Rome. 1985). Guidelines on Good Labelling Practice
for Pesticides (Rome. 1985), and Guidelines for the Disposal of Waste Pesticide and Pesticide Containers on the Farni
(Rome, 1985) are used as minimum standards.

These policies were preparedfor use by World Bank staff and are not necessarily a complete treatment of the subject Additional copies are
available ro Bank staffi,i the institutional Infornzation Services Center (Room E 3200). and to the public rhrough the Public Informarion Center.
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Indigenous Peoples
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1. PFloe ms OD 430, Invohw=y Rn=nwa in the Am OPraA ManuAL Mr-e pviousguidebues amtj-in m O1S 233, Sod1 lms 4uooad i involwwy Rue,zvU a Bank-
Piawctd jem and OPN 1008 Opauzi Isn ase T,gaw oJnvo&wuy Renva in Bank-
-inanced hvjc= Both amy ow be Amswded. Mom dtaled bftriation is in IimvLunzy Reualonew
zn DewJcpm.u Pwjqe World Bank Tenmiel Paper No. 80 (Wahgtou, D.C. The World Bank, 1988),

aud zm InoJ y Auloznm in 13dck A d hoja= An jIm 0:tmL toLgal 1 (WaslD.C: The World Bank, 1988).

2. Tbe dizecde broad the tuatmnt ofresttkm isut s bg eyod ydmopowr ad rgp*tm projeu
to aD types of _rvmt opaou It czphas= the med for

(a) 3inug lvolntaty wseumt (pan. 3(a));

(b) pavdng people dispacd by a proect whh the mean to improD., or at eas wSon, tbe foic
hig andards eanig capacty, and podutim lvels (par 3(b));

(C) involvi both reaetls nd hos in m act i-v ites ( s. 3(c)-(d) nd 7.10);

(d) a te-b=d smlennt pla (ps 4-5 and 30); and

(e) vlUion and p =sasion pr ps for ld and ot assets y the project (pArt 14-
16).

3. Oetions on this dirive should be wfctod to the Rura Sociology Advis=, Apkaltnt and Pural
DewtopmetDepar=eL

4. Additiona opis an available or a s ve basis inH 4234.
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amm but bw no ion r emzically le and rnguhmg land te= thC eit ISges
Sold be entiled to foI zuest hens c nd of prcjct developz=t Plang shoud also
(dYdaveloig mwhni= t prvz fepi utiMpat- t appato =e 3aded to ac-
en=oschbs and squane inuf g an :nl of qun ad nhnsr ln
nouzadenr m ng to tahe advantag of tcb
beneftt, from pazspulg ma the =p=sgtion A= So Trwq* Empb^z a.nd C-dka
-atran ents, by an caly rrdwS of the

MZM.s and am of the affectedpp_la 18 NorzwaD, Jrl evm powth camnot
-titled to *, aq ftbb=hatm be wind upo zo protect the wclfar of the

pzroji afeced populatim 7hus aeinnaibve
1S. Samc types of kom. sas to as=els tot suurqine tneded for wnopv-
(a) pubic -vi (b) esus ad pp ; tnaa dislaad piople, or whtr the land that
and (c) fishing, pu or fst areas, ca am be made railable Is not X t tD
endly be evahzd or _ zpmnsated fIr in -. s odz aB the displad fa a TMm
25Y Us. Anp t thiufom be de = o _ eseflhe=2 plan shuld, where feasbl ploit
estuablish a t to quivlt ad inmlly l e i amides made posble by the
sopba _finadeumingoppoIunimp m_m inmt I ''zg the dinpls men

Voc_tional iing employment eo=slig
16. Vulaju g at pu nJa P= k Z e trasporaton to jobs, emplymeni to the tom
indjaous ppiopl, the kzMess ad scmlAnd mveun projecc o in ruesuicent activkim
ls, and _ouseold hoaded by bass who, Of induzui, inlive for firms to
thogh dupimd may nr be pmucd throu lm mn athe am&. cnd: aud - - for smll
1LaUoza land c _pnsz lpsadn. _ he SD. b _siam or mesvoi aqusculuc, ad pa-
sezztenz plan =mu ctde lnd Allocat= or km= in puble -ecr employmw should af be

su2gnto prtct t1_vcld of tce
penpir £hbw hOuamau and Soda Sef dwc

19. To ensue the eozic and aoa vul
Lw.d Tauur, Ax aud Trmue . of the meloced cinmirti dmqu-to

should be a*ocnd to prowvde shaucr b
17. Renlmew pas sbol revit the cmm wu01 (ag., was spply. 1 tads), and
Id tlsz asad uansr sys6 indun cam- scl inv (e4, s,aoob bh ca

== poprty ad not-based usaufrt Ws).12 Size de_elpmenx eng ug, ad
sYS goened b bealy zoid la_d rchimcwa1 designshoud be pupaed for
aDoet_ mechnms Ihe obecum as tD am sheze, kfmsume, ad social serviccL Smm
CsMagY ad brmal zghm as eually as ps oummuity or sel-but bouses am often bette
ble m deiszng wmnpuonm rules ad po. acptd ad mioret tailoe w the zewele

dam Tat pn sd addres ih sune d dB than r t hing, p of
by the dler= am systems fud ia proect a bulding she witb suiabl mftastrti, modle
ama jmoluta (a) the enmpenutia elgb&lit of plans bufiding materials, techisica asastan-, and
land-dependent popuagmo (b) the valstio Cnucton alo.ns (for m fomugone

podues applmble to _die -enure types whilescnlars buid th houses) 5 an optio
ad (c) the pvu proedue avaiable for _m ids shoud be fimed. Plannig fr
dispa ou lnd aequisi ans should shcle infru , sad wnim shoud ta
cai prvz.os for _8ducting load sueys im c populatioi powt

OD la kmv, W- ¢ 
D _ m y wt a iJnD_, * ~gf mllyJ, odb_
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Sutsg maty a the prcc qc& the 7h wth sbould be sced by thc &genpc
te- ;I az, of Dank op£asion4 zea=k and to wm =szency ith this dvc, and
legal f should ass Rom polica, apgu,d m*vAmuly by dthBank. For wuni

cm mfins c and the egall frammek with a a of omsb= zequig 2=uzen1,
p;* iL n psndluzx go 2m u to c the poliy, insdmml ad

sdsm6 to cm= that invomnuy Buakmz Is jgel inmrk far Mo=in=I shol fam
avoided or mkimiw that Iaws and regulaton PM of the Bank% onoigmny sad UwT
Wa8g - - - cnpen - wth the p abnm 

suffi a mt to mepla all lot asmun ad tbai shoul be apvprorizd ifiemad tnownia
dtPlod P=sms ate asid to lezr, u, or at and wowa and in w=ny mau P
lean mMmr, ftfai A iving Uw ad bzi&
ifcme eameapdyy, ad tpwdum kwL.

Ph~ ad,28ma
25. 'The aequa of th reel'' pln
Sould be review by upp m aoa1 27 7. Rmgn Vicr Pnm (R) shoud
. and lop! I Raun=m apeo be kep -fm=ed of =ajor znaent .ins,
ca" adW vat she po 90=1 sit and his gmidan soug whm -uy. Te
ad zevi te aitabft. In the oaf azp. Regionavkms Divt (R) the ia'.
scab teloea.ns, ea qpa daon d becdd Pi f Dql mW (LEG), ad waeinint -
in idepmdm= U or aytu==a rvie a1-szs So= Polcy and Reare (PRS)
bouds6 abeud be dnsn1td or inuded as u_azy is

p= revws cm ivIuay resee= lt i
26. BDank haw of _xenbnz a be thkughou tke puj=eydr
prided u ws: (a) As a wmpm of the
main km=t PzQj= g dwascs
ad requiig zuent (b) If aW

a £ f4tdig zewekm=t poen wcb 28 The pOetliy of 1wl=ay =oak==
apdpm.d proound and should be desa as eary as poable ad

in palu dhh the km=== ftwwd a aD wpjes domnuz Mie 1W- tha aum the psWaimen 7he ar should (a) brefy s a the Wa Em
apro~ma ba ke wuny aad Bank wow 224M Summrwy nisa EPIS) te m&
ai~uon = the effaiv rcuolu of mwUlD- zde, mame, nd umg of the umu
met iss (e) AS a aeervaz loan 17 (b) bdao bowof sh Bank's ruslik i
Wherethb e Lk reeuiemz nds of Cad POW, (C) rvww pan bO=5w _ With
subproj= am mot a: sawn &aanee, th silar opmwn; (d) inis pa mpoble
bartw would need to apue to _=e m I=r reunm to Aj= tUi pol, phs-8P piazin - Im*Lukmnd ad ieunam wmt ad lgl aO
==t3, and dmae -'-- tbai damBnk poq mn for nd (e)whappmo-
and - quir as a aditin of the lo= Am Pr, mm tmu 1 ==mm is pvided
etmsa shud be pvided of toss! popxat eady w bow So* as_um= sould i.
to be displeed and oveal reslment , as elude them of p*= ppruio ifaCty (1FP)

el as an evalubo of prposd rtue t S _Dr sou 19 for planing nmubai and
uses. Subprojenu in w kr wceni loan buildig inbioial oapwty.

46.S ODA _*w
17. Sm aD Lm,m 01Id OlD u4 5_ _ a. o L.m h_as
IL Sm C Op 37Ito.Alu_wlb__im _- 0 s1 a Wa w. W _di 0D91,'
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11I Operational Policies lW*2

Foresty

1. Bank' involvement in the forey secor aim (c) he Bank ivlves de privue sector ad
to reduce dbrestaitu, enhance the environnentul local people in fresty and consevatio
Contribution of fDrested arms, promote affor"-anaem or in alterative income-
esion, reduce poverty, and encourage ecpncaig activities. The Bank requires
devlopmenL In pursuit of these objectives, the borrowers to identify and consult the
Bank applies the followng policies: iest groups involved in a particular

forest ara.
(a) The Bank does not finuce commerca

loggn operions or the purdhase of (d) The Bank's lending oeations in the
logi equipment for use m forest sector re condtional on goven-
topical mOist orest ' borom commitment to uidertake sustin-
countries whe loggng is ben done m able management and conservstio-
such forests, the Bank seek the gver- oriented forestry. Such a commitment
meat's cmmitment tD move toward us- (which may be reflected in specific

minable management of tbose forsts, as cnditionalities; see Good Practc 436
described in pra. l(d) below, and tD for examples) requires a client country tD
retain ua much effec forest cover as
possible. Whee the govnme hs
made this commitent the Bank may
fiance improvements In the planning, (i) adopt policies and a legl and
monitorig, and field control of forestry institutional framework to
operadons to maximize the capabiity of (a) ensue conservation ad ens-
responsible a-gcies tu carry out the minable mangement of existg
sustainble management of the resourc forests, and (b) promote aciive

participation of local people and the
(b) The Bank uses a ectorwide approach tD private sacor in the long-term sus-

forestry and conservation work in order tainable man2gement of atural for-
to address policy and t a issues ess (see paras. 19-20 of OD 4.01,
and to mtegrate forestry and fost Eavimnwem Asresmww);

conservation projects with initiae in
other sectors and with iiu adopt a comprehnsive and envi-
objectives. romzally sound forestry cose-

UI8n bwmhai ID.. mad Obaau kkiim auik.
2. De om anm,-m in Am= A

No=e rh ic doemi k bud oaTh. FemD S.a.r A Weeji Bsk NWLc Powan, 7119, wad akongem. Ote feowft
link guddeu OD 4.01, RAiaOnewL A _SW= OD420, Iadm hespI; OD430, 1nvolaay _A;aauw
wd OMS 2.36, Sawdan d Atp,w of Bas WV. SMta aoead abo minl OD 14.70, lwbiat N_gwmW
O,m zt b B M-p d A ;vUer OMN 11*, W1mdr; d OPN UL03, U .pae of Caeral Pvpei
b ak-Fkinc ?'JNM Qedam -y be ard_mW u the DiMau, ApIiUa md mea Dnelp.ml

Them pe&ia s pepmJer " gud- a. -i s mo. - -m * -a. s
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Operational Policies Pge2 Ir2

vation and development plan = (eg., m and community forety)
cleary defines the roles and righ from al other forestry opea ons.
of the govermen, the privae sec- Projects in this limited group may be
tor, and local people (including apprased on the basis of their own
forest dwellers) (see OD 4.20, social, economic, and environmental
b%fdenous peoples); merits. Howeve, they may be pursued

only whe broad dsecto! refom im
Ohii) nlertake social, economic, and hnd, or whe remi forest cave in

niomGnem assessments of fIoet the clie country is so limited ta pre-
being cosidered for commercial se; serving k in its enirety is the wre

course of on.
(iv) set aside adeque comp tory

presvation forsts to protect and (d) In fores areas of high ecological value,
conseve biological diversity and the Bank finances only preservaion and
evromeal sevices and to light, noneractive use of forest
sfeuard the ists of forest rsmources. In areas where reaiing the
dwellers, spefclly their righ of natoral forest cover and the associated
access to and use of designated soil, water, biological diversity, and
forest areas; and carbon sequestaton values is the object,

the Bank may finance contmrlled
(v) establish institutional capacity o sustained-yield forest managementL The

implement and efrce thes Bak finances plantations only on non-
cotumments. forested areas (includig prviously

planted areas) or on heavily degraded
(c) TMc Bank disiguishes investment proj- forstand.

ects that are exchlsively environmentally
protective (e.g., manageme ofprotected 2. The Bank does not finance projec th t
ares or reforestaion of degraded water- contvene applicable international environmenul
sheds) or supportive of small farme agreements.

lhmm pUiagm -- PWsA'o 5~in~ ~ ~ Th- _ _L
- W p i o £ in a bM* iSO Cw ^ hZn
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Operational Policies .2ro

Del initons

1. The following defnirions aply in this basedg ses tha contribute to te gFen-
0U:3= baze effect.

(d) The ter Loa peopk describes do

(a) Prmwy forws defined as relately brd group of people living in or near a
intact form tt h be essentially fores, with some significan levl of

unmodified by humirn actvity for the depenn upon it. The term icludes

previous 60 to SO years. forest dwellers, indigenous forest-
adjan populations, and rece

(b) TwzcnJ moist fore is generally defined kmigrants.
a form m arus that rece less
thn 100 a of rain ia ay month for (e) Smainable manage u of matal for-

two out of three yeas and have an es means controlled tuiization of te

mini man eranzre of 240C or reume to produce wood and nowood
highr. Also inclhded in this caeg , benefis ito ppetiry. with the bac

howver am so=e forests (especaly in objectives of long-term =man of
Afica) whee dTy peiods we lonr but forest tover and appropriat reservation
high cloud v causes rtuced of uaas for biodive5ity protection and
eiVa ouumprratrn oher ocological purposes.

(c) Cwbon sequeranon refers to the pro- () A aatralfrst is an ar in which de

cs whereby forested areasetam a cover has evolved usrurally so as to pro-

revolving but stable store of organis vide signifint ecns c and/or ecolo-

carbon in their biorass. Claring. gia benefits. or one that is AfAczeny

buming, or aoterwise substanlly advanced m mgernrauon and recvery

altering the forest ieases he net from diunbance as to be judS m oac-

relase ino the anosphere of cabo- nasnra coodjuon.

- - _ -,m*m e i C
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Good Practices t9IO

Forestry

Jn n Couy econoc nd Soeor Worc

1. s statement gives guidi' fotr iple- 3. It i essentisl to the seorwide stegy for
mentin the Bak's opeao policy on the forsty devdopment tia county ecomic and
fo r. seco work (CESW) be a hgl devoped u

possble prior to the star of major lending in the
2. Dak I=din in the fo sector ezyzaslu- secr. Atatavely, when reoue constainto
th dewapm of form esore to provide for we sevaer, CESW may be caried out dming th
a * mum of di or i beru early sa of project detfiton and
top alevia Poverty, advane the stof wO prWartin. In SCh caes, special effiors ae
and eme com td envi- required to emetatanayiso f -ector iss X
r_mal proteio ak storew pocy not lot among project design concers. Dank
now recoonl that, In mom caes, pogss staff shoul obtam expii r itio of thc joint
acOShis rage ofobjectives requres aprom polc ref and iinvestent prepadon effS
4rosc to tbe sector, rahe tha a dscre frm govem, ad especially fom tbnd coum.

projct proah. Onoigi cmuts SWd P-rf In coordinaftin aencies ouWtbie tefores~
i f polie, ofte dcvlope pi- seor (e.g., mnqty of fiun . phoning

mul. ted to wivlv ecesive pubic Inervci commisson).
In the sctor. A pg approa reqire a
cons t setw polcy tba builds on faiorable E-wwmi Wor*
imoroecon-mlc poiciea promo linp betw

efore secor pogrm ad Projt design, ad 4. M Dank's coumoy eononic work (espe-
recousth ratozndips aon fost, pople, daily the cuntry economic I -r-un
ad colar The progm qppo6 tefre mm e tpoles eo
require (a) mifi Dak invoMment in the affecttforestsector. Thefor setrpolicies
foe sector to allow a dialogue an s r me advocard during prjct preparion wi w out
nd poy e (b) sn m gI between toi of tios put fonwad In the couy econmic

fo sor proI a prject desn and th muozau, th mnaionE o Action
broader"macroeconm dialogue; 6 (c) involv Pan, and th Gropo (wher

offa wide rn of governza cie and o I oupx at an appropia
itresed paties outd of opvemnt to cem mrcbalm)ad a stuctr or sectr adjusn
brad comem aon ref prioite. iqputf 4

1. rbe gdds ae bud s OF 4.36. DA OP 436 .. G 436 an bau u T Fwat sor. AbWag la* hic
P*w (W_adqm. D.C.: Mm WOd Ban 1991).

2. O i%W 6 M '' jam amik.
.3. Se 0D 1430, Aid C0wd.d Gem .
4. spec_dk cmdimI mln my f whe. y a qxmdI1byofsmgp -mwlu a kb ul . Is mW

ke m y 1 do sapc of fte poI dhi_a xa am-m Iat ede a bas= md do bds.1

3h - -wtpravdfbr a.umm of WmiME lad . The r w NW vUy a-s - wmi ef&. au -m'w

Add cpayufd_ *_.a ,u SadwCC WQ. IAE55.
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Good Practices 2 of6

S. CESW gives specWa attentio to the macro- puejcz despg helps inuegra fores sectoram
ecoomi poles t awe :lly to affec resomce d objecives with wider economic nd environ-
wc ad the envfirvone In this categy we mu concers. The sectoral topics covered

policie sgoverning vary from one country to snoda. The polic-y
arms that my reed to be investigted include the

(a) administered resource prcing, in which folowing:
fte pvenme influces the flow of

resources by using nomrbket nt- (a) Rtaowre Pridng and Metods of Sale.
venio to promote domestic sM Sus reod to th recovey ot
or similr objectv; economic ren nd to revenne coectio

MechanismS can be incenthvasto obsee
(b) revenue different leves of e ad

Suvr and g p irc and pri- scriPtIons-for exmmplt, (a) usmg
vase scr-sv and local muihies; Pea- bonds rdtr tha difienl-

o-enforce penalty clau ; (b)
(c) critera used to identifand apprais resourc asesam rahe thnetrce

public _vesma in agilkm us! vome mneasueme to eourage dfi-
aatruca t dhat affet the _nagement ciacy in opeaions; and (c) ihompor-
of fu nd asting the ice n a

rtuirenaes to f e scified ne
(d0 lnthuibonul budget and fgndin proc.- coosrvAtion and community involvemon

doms, and the Sueral incei for no actvitis. Sec work sbold stm to
seeking in the economr quamify the efta of pric on rat md

on leves of fores t, the dieslbiul
(e) gencral tade and industry.. especil ia of prce changes, md the effect

policies that de_ewine which espoiable of pricg mehms oan public and pri-
mutal resources are to be prv sector risk beaig.

(b) ForestIduwyPoIda. Policies of tae
() energy especily the pote_i for in o to st_imte the d eveopmnt

fudwood sus ion and for impov of induy b1sd on fot r* esowe or
efficiec of eneg ue whre nom- to icre value added in doe forest- e-

sustain blfuidwood gatthrn is a tor dould be msessed. Qwuos, tariffs,
srious problam; and and ovevahued foreig euk.p rats on

foff at product 'n om can artificiall
(s) the ineive frmeork for chm n Ic e privat financial retr on for-

inv.anent resources to the mo effcie es exploiaion, estabisin hievm to
usr of fods, especially te pdvat eploltk fo_res remcn mr e than is eCo-
sector. including smal fm, ca- nomicafly efficient or physically sustsin-
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Projects on International Waterways

Applicability of Policy the Bank as executing agency or in
any other capacity.

1. The Bank 's' operational policy covers the
following types of international waterways: Agreements/Arrangements

(a) any river, canal, lake, or similar body 3. Projects on international waterways may
of water that forms a boundary be- affect relations between the Bank and its borrow-
tween, or any river or body of surface ers2 and between states (whether members of the
water that flows through, two or more Bank or not). The Bank recognizes that the
states, whether Barnk members or not; cooperation and goodwill of riparians is essential

for the efficient utilization and protection of the
(b) any tributary or other body of surface waterway. Therefore, it attaches great importance

water that is a component of any to riparians' making appropriate agreements or
waterway described in (a) above; and arrangements for these purposes for the entire

waterway or any part thereof. The Bank stands
(c) any bay, gulf, strait, or channel boun- ready to assist riparians in achieving this end. In

ded by two or more states or, if with- cases where differences remain unresolved be-
in one state, recogrLized as a necessary tween the state proposing the project (beneficiarv
channel of communication between the state) and the other riparians, prior to financing
open sea and other states-and any the project the Bank normally urges the beneficia-
river flowing into such waters. ry state to offer to negotiate in good faith with the

other riparians to reach appropriate agreements or
2. The policy applies to the following types of arrangements.
projects:

!Notific.ation
(a) hydroelectric, irrigation, flood control,

navigation, drainage, water and sewer- 4. The Bank ensures that the international
age, industrial, and similar projects aspects of a project on an international waterway
that involve the use or potential pollu- are dealt with at the earliest possible opportunity.
tion of inernational waterways as If such a project is proposed, the Bank requires
described in para. I above; and the beneficiary state, if it has not already done so.

fornally to notify the other riparians of the pro-
(b) detailed designand engineering studies posed project and its Project Details (see BP 7.50,

of projects under para. 2(a) above, para. 3). If the prospective borrower indicates to
including those to be carried out by the Bank that it does not wish to give notification.

I 'Bank" includes IDA, and loans' includes credits.
2 'Borrower' refers to the member country in whose territory the prOJeCt Is carried out, whether the country is the

borrower or the guarantor.

Note: OP, BP, and GP 7.50 together replace OD 7.50, Projects on Internadonal Waterways, and OD 7.50.01, Maps for
Projects on Internatonal Waterways. They also draw on the Operational Memoranda Revisions in Operational
Instrucdons, 11126/9l, and Revisions in Operational Insuctions, I/793. Questions may be addressed to the
International Law Adviser, LEGOP.

These poihcis were prepared for the guince of World ankstaff They are not necessariy a complet ereatment of the subjecs covered.
Additional copies of this document are available on a self-serve basis In the Instnfaional Informaraon Services Center aISC). E 3200.
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normally the Bank itself does so. If the borrower scheme; it does not cover works and
also objects to the Bank's doing so, the Bank activities that would exceed the origi-
discontinues processing of the project. The nal scheme, change its nature, or so
executive directors concerned are informed of alter or expand its scope and extent as
these developments and any further steps taken. to make it appear a new or different

scheme. In case of doubt regarding
5. The Bank ascertains whether the riparians the extent to which a project meets the
have entered into agreements or arrangements or criteria of this exception, the exec-
have established any institutional framework for utive directors representing the
the waterway concerned. In the latter case, the riparians concerned are informed and
Bank ascertains the scope of the institution's given at least two months to reply.
activities and functions and the status of its in- Even if projects meet the criteria of
volvement in the proposed project, bearing in this exception, the Bank tries to secure
mind the possible need for notifying the compliance with the requirements of
institution. any agreement or arrangement

between the riparians.
6. Following notification, if the other ripar-
ians raise objections to the proposed project, the (b) Water resource surveys and feasibility
Bank in appropriate cases may appoint one or studies on or involving international
more independent experts to examine the issues in waterways. However, the state pro-
accordance with BP 7.50, paras. 8-12. Should the posing such activities includes in the
Bank decide to proceed with the project despite terms of reference for the activities an
the objections of the other riparians, the Bank examination of any potential riparian
informs them of its decision. issues.

Exceptions to Notification Requirement (c) Any project that relates to a tributary
of an international waterway where

7. The following exceptions are allowed to the tributary runs exclusively in one
the Bank's requirement that the other riparian state and the state is the lowest down-
states be notified of the proposed project: stream riparian, unless there is con-

cern that the project could cause
(a) For any ongoing schemes, projects appreciable harm to other states.

involving additions or alterations that
require rehabilitation, construction, or Presentation of Loans
other changes that in the judgment of to the Executive Directors
the Bank

8. For every project on an international
(i) will not adversely change the waterway, the Staff Appraisal Report (SAR) and

quality or quantity of water Memorandum and Recommendation of the Presi-
flows to the other riparians; and dent (MOP) deal with the inernational aspects of

the project. and state that Bank staff have consid-
(ii) will not be adversely affected by ered these aspects and are satisfied that

the other riparians' possible
water use. (a) the issues involved are covered by an

appropriate agreement or arrangement
This exception applies only to minor between the beneficiary state and the
additions or alterations to the ongoing other riparians; or

These policies were preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staf. They are not necessarily a complete treatment of the subjecs covered.
Additional copies of this document are availabie on a self-serve basis in the Instunional Informanon Services Center (IISC). E 3200.
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(b) the other riparianc have given a posi- indicates the waterway and the location of the
tive response to the beneficiary state project's components. This requirement applies to
or Bank, in the form of consent, no the SAR. the MOP, the Project Information Docu-
objection, suppont to the project, or ment (PID), and any internal memoranda that deal
confirmation that the project will not with the riparian issues associated with the
harm their interests; or project. Maps are provided for projects on

international waterways even when notification to
(c) in all other cases, in the assessment of riparians is not required by the provisions of

Bank staff. the project will not cause OP 7.50. Maps are prepared and cleared in
appreciable harm to the other ripar- accordance with Administrative Manual Statement
ians, and will not be appreciably 7.10, Cartographic Services. and its annexes.
harmed by the other riparians'
possible water use. The MOP also 10. However. the inclusion of maps in the
contains in an annex the salient fea- cited documents, except internal memoranda, is
tures of any objection and, where subject to any general instruction or decision of
applicable, the report and conclusions the Regional vice president, taken in consultation
of the independent experts. with the Senior Vice President and General

Counsel, to omit maps of the beneficiary state in
Maps entirety or in part.

9. Documentation for a project on an inter-
national waterway includes a map that clearly

These pohaces were prepared for the guidance of World Bank staff They are nor necessarily a complete trearment of the subjects covered
Additional copies of this document are available on a self-serve basis in the Instirutnonal Information Services Center (IISC). E 3200
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Projects on International Waterways

1. A potential international water rights issue 3. The notification contains, to the extent
is assessed as early as possible in identification' available, sufficient technical specifications,
and described in all project documents starting information, and other data (Project Details) to
with the Project Information Document (PID). enable the other riparians to determine as accu-
The cover memorandum for the preappraisal rately as possible whether the proposed project has
package including the PID is prepared in collab- potential for causing appreciable harm through
oration with the Legal Departmem (LEG) to water deprivation or pollution or otherwise. Bank
convey all relevant information on international staff should be satisfied that the Project Details
aspects of the project; the memorandum is are adequate for making such a determination. If
addressed to the vice president of the Region adequate Project Details are not available at the
processing the project (RVP) and copied to the time of notification, they are made available to the
Senior Vice President and General Counsel other riparians as soon as possible after the notifi-
(LEGVP). Throughout the project cycle, the cation. If, in exceptional circumstances, the
country department (CD) director, in consultation Region proposes to go ahead with project appraisal
with LEG, keeps the managing director concerned before Project Details are available, the CD
(MD) abreast of international aspects of the director, via a memorandum prepared in consulta-
project and related events, through the RVP. tion with LEG and copied to the LEGVP, notifies

the RVP of all relevant facts on international
Notiffcation aspects and asks approval to proceed. In making

this decision, the RVP seeks the advice of the
2. As early as possible during identification, MD.
the Bank2 advises the state proposing the project
on an international waterway (beneficiary state) 4. The other riparians are allowed a reason-
that, if it has not already done so, it should able period, normally not exceeding six months
fornally notify the other riparians of the proposed from the dispatch of the Project Details, to
project, including the Project Details (see para. 3). respond to the beneficiary state or Bank.
However, if the prospective borrower 3 indicates to
the Bank that it does not wish to give notification, Responses/Objections
normally the Bank itself does so. If the bene-
ficiary state also objects to the Bank's doing so, 5. After giving notice, if the beneficiary state
the Bank discontinues processing of the project. or Bank receives a positive response from the
The executive directors concerned (EDs) are other riparians (in the form of consent, no objec-
informed of these developments and any further tion, support to the project, or confirmation that
steps taken. the project will not harm their interests), or if

1. See BP 10.00. Investment Lending: Identification to Board Presentation, step 1.
2. "Bank' includes IDA. and "loans' includes credits.
3. 'Borrower' refers to the member country in whose territory the project is carried out, whether the country is the

borrower or the guarantor.

Note: OP, BP, and GP 7.50 together replace OD 7.50, Projects on Intenzaionai Waterways, and OD 7.50.01, Maps for
Projects on internattonal Waterways. They also draw on the Operational Memoranda Revisions in Operatonal
Instructions, 11126/91, and Revisions in Operational Instructions, lt7193. Questions may be addressed to the
International Law Adviser, LEGOP.

These procedures were preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staff. They are not necessarily a compiete treatment of the subjects covered.
Additional copies of this document are available on a self-serve basis in the InstinUzonal Information Services Center (uSC). E 3200.
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the other riparians have not responded within the 7. The RVP seeks the advice of the MD and
stipulated time, the CD director, in consultation the LEGVP, and decides whether and how to
with LEG and other departments concerned, proceed. Based on these consultations, the RVP
addresses a memorandum to the RVP. The may ask the Loan Committee to consider the
memorandum reports all relevant facts, including matter. The CD director then acts upon either the
staff assessment of whether the project would Loan Committee's instructions, which are issued
(a) cause appreciable harm to the interests of the by the chairman, or the RVP's instructions, and
other riparians, or (b) be appreciably harmed by reports the outcome in a memorandum prepared in
the other riparians' possible water use. The collaboration with LEG and other departments
memorandum asks approval for further action. In concerned. The memorandum, sent to the RVP
making this decision, the RVP seeks the advice of and copied to the LEGVP, includes reconmmenda-
the MD. tions for processing the project further.

6. If the other riparians object to the proposed Seeing the Opinion of Independent Experts
project, the CD director, in collaboration with
LEG and other departments concerned, sends a 8. If independent expert opinion is needed
memorandum on the objections to the RVP and before further processing of the project (see
copies it to the LEGVP. The memorandum OP 7.50, para. 6), the RVP requests the Vice
addresses President, Environmentally Sustainable Develop-

ment (ESDVP) to initiate the process. The Office
(a) the nature of the riparian issues; of the ESDVP maintains a record of such

requests.
(b) the Bank staffs assessment of the

objections raised, including the reasons 9. The ESDVP, in consultation with the RVP
for them and any available supporting and LEG, selects one or more independent experts
data; from a roster maintained by ESDVP (see

para. 12). The experts selected may not be
(c) the staffs assessment of whether the nationals of any of the riparians of the waterways

proposed project will cause appreciable in question, and also mnay not have any other
harm to the interests of the other ripar- conflicts of interest in the matter. The experts are
ians, or be appreciably harmed by the engaged and their terms of reference prepared
other riparians' possible water use; jointly by the offices of the ESDVP and the RVP.

The latter finances the costs associated with
(d) the question of whether the circum- engaging the experts. The experts are provided

stances of the case require that the with the background information and assistance
Bank, before taking any further action, needed to complete their work efficienly.
urge the parties to resolve the issues
through amicable means such as con- 10. The experts' terms of reference require that
sultations, negotiations, and good they examine the Project Details. If they deem it
offices (which will normally be resort- necessary to verify the Project Details or take any
ed to when the other riparians' objec- related action, the Bank makes its best efforts to
tions are substantiated); and assist. The experts meet on an ad hoc basis until

they submit their report to the ESDVP and the
(e) the question of whether the objections RVP. The ESDVP or RVP may ask them to

are of such a nature that it is advisable explain or clarify any aspect of their report.
to obtain an additional opinion from
independent experts in accordance with 11. The experts have no decision-making role
paras. 8-12. in the project's processing. Their technical

These procedurs were preparedfor the guidnce of Word Bankstaff. hey are not necessarity a comple ereatmet of the subjects covered.
Additional copies of this doceumet are availabke on a self-serve basis in the Insfitutional Infommazon Serices Centr (ISQJ. E 3200.
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opinion is submitted for the Bank's purposes 12. The ESDVP maintains, in consultation with
only, and does not in any way determine the the RVPs and LEG, the roster of highly qualified
rights and obligations of the riparians. Their independent experts, which consists of 10 names
conclusions are reviewed by the RVP and and is updated at the beginning of each fiscal
ESDVP, in consultation with the LEGVP. year.

These procedures were preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staff. Thry are not necessarity a complete treame,r of the subjects covered.
AddtiLonal copies of this document are avalable on a self-serve basis in the Instiuaional Informanon Services Center (uSC), E 3200.
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Projects on International Waterways

1. When changes occur in international (Operations), who should join in discussions with
boundaries, some surface waters that formnerly the state authorities.
were national in character become international
waterways, requiring increased vigilance in identi- 3. Every effort should be made to allow the
fying riparian issues. Regional staff assigned to notified riparians six months to respond to the
handle any project covered in OP 7.50, notification. A lesser period is advisable only in
para. 2-whether financed by the 13ank, the Global cases of emergency.
Environment Facility, or any trust fund-should
imnnediately check whether the surface waters 4. Upon being notified that a riparian may
involved are of international character. When in seek additional information or clarification, staff
doubt, Regional staff should check with the should make every effort to provide it and allow
lawyer concerned in the Legal Department (LEG). a reasonable period for study and response.

2. Often, state authorities advised by Bank 5. When the Office of the Vice President,
staff to notify other riparians in accordance with Environmentally Sustainable Development
OP 7.50 have questioned aspects of and sought the (ESDVP) updates the roster of independent
reasons for the Bank's riparian policy. In experts each fiscal year (see BP 7.50, paras. 8-
responding, staff should seek the assistance 12), the roster is communicated to the Senior Vice
of the Legal Adviser, International Law Issues President and General Counsel (LEGVP).

Note: OP, BP, and GP 7.50 together replace OD 7.50, Projects on International Waterways, and OD 7.50.01, Maps for
Projects on International Waterways. They also draw on the Operational Memoranda Revisions in Operational
Instructions, 11/26/91, and Revisions in Operational Instructons, 117/93. Questions may be addressed to the
International Law Adviser, LEGOP.

This statement was preparedfor the guidance cf World Bank staff. It is not necessanly a complete treatment of the subjects covered. Additional
copies of this document are available on a self-serve basis in the Institutional Informnation Services Center (IISC), E 3200.
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Operational Directive 8.60: Adjustment Lending Policy

1. Attached for insertion in the new Operational Manual is OD 8.60, Adjustment Lending Policy.
The directive draws on reviews of adjustment operations by the Operations Evaluation Department,
various country studies of economic policies and their outcomes; the three Bank reports on adjustment
lending reviewed by the Board in 1988, 1990, and 1992; and the Bankwide operational experience accu-
mulated in the Regions since the initiating Board papers of 1980.' The directive should be read in
conjunction with OD 9.10, Processing and Docwnenzanon for Adjustmenr Lending, which will be issued
shortly. These two directives replace Circular Op 87/06, Guidelines for Preparing and Processing
Adjustment Loans and Credits.

2. This directive describes the B3ank's general policy on adjustment lending. It stresses the need
to conduct a comprehensive review of the country's economic policies and programs and of the Bank's
overall assistance strategy when designing particular operations. An updated country strategy paper or
note should normally be prepared before new adjustment loans are appraised, and the Letters of Devel-
opment or Sectoral Policy should reflect a clear understanding with the government on the overall
stabilization and structural reform program. The directive also reiterates the basic requirements for
adiustJnent lending in terms of the balance-of-payments rationale, the adequacy of funding for the adjust-
ment program as a whole, borrower "ownership,' and other considerations such as the structure of
conditionality. It notes that adjustment lending is usually not the most appropriate instrument for
supporting reforms in the social and infrastructure sectors. The need for close collaboration at all stages
with country institutions, the IMF, and other donors is also emphasized. Finally, the directive provides
an overview of the policy objectives in many of the areas in which reforms are supported through adJust-
ment lending; in particular, it stresses the need for fiscal analysis of proposed policies and programs

3 Questions on this directive may be addressed to the Director. Development Pohic Group

4. Additional copies of this directive are available on a self-serve basis in the Institutional
Information Services Center (IISC), in E 3200.

Attachment

I. Lending for Structural Adjustment. R80-17, IDA/R80-22, Februarv 5, 1980, Structural Adjustment
Lending, R80-122, IDA/R80-83, May 9, 1980: Structural Adjustment Lending A First Reviews of
Expenence, OED, September 24, 1986, Report on Adjustment Lending, R88-199. August 8. 1988:
Report on Adjustment Lending: Policies for the Recovery of Growth, R90-5 1, March 26, 1990. The
Third Report on Adjustment Lending: Pnvate and Public Resources for Growth, R92-47, March 24,
1992, and World Bank Structural and Sectoral Adjustment Operations: The Second OED Overview,
OED. June 30, 1992.

Thu di'ecr"e was preparedforrhe guidance of staff of the WorLd Bank and is nor necessaniv a comolererrearmenr of the subjecTscovered
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Adjustment Lending Policy

Introduction reforms to correct deep-seated weaknesses in
development strategies.

1. This directive provides an overview of the 4. The range of adjustment programs supported
nature of adjustment programs typically supported by adjustment lending forms a continuum from a
by Bank operations and highlights the precon- comprehensive set of macroeconomic and institu-
ditions for designing them.' tional reforms to a relatively limited set of sector-

specific policy actions. The brOadest policy
2. These broad and indicative gtuidelines do not packages are typically supported by structural
detract from the need for each adjustment oper- adjustment loans and credits (SALs). These and
ation to be tailored to the situation prevailing in the more narrowly focused sector adjustment
the recipient country. The design of adjustment loans and credits (SECALs) constitute the bulk of
programs is based on economic and sector work the Bank's adjustment lending. There are also
by Bank staff, by the government, and by others rehabilitation import operations, which are
such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF or intended to support preliminary steps toward
Fund) and regional development banks. To broader policy reforms, and debt and debt service
ensure that a program addresses the right issues reduction operations. Another instrument is the
with the right priorities, is sufficiently compre- hybrid operation, which combines a traditional
hensive, and has adequate support, the Bank, the investment operation with a quick-disbursing,
borrower, and other donors and lelders need to policy-based component.2

agree on the proper diagnosis of the economic
problems, on the sequence of the measures to be Structural Adjustment and Stabilization:
taken, and on the overall fuiancing plan. Interdependence and Sequencing

Adjustment Programs 5. Stabilization. Stabilization, structural
adjustment, and growth go hand in hand. Usually

3. Adjustment lending is rapidly disbursing and the country initiating an adjustment program sup-
policy-based lending. It was introduced in 1979, ported by the Bank-and typically also by the
in the aftermath of the second oil shock, to pro- IMF-faces pressing macroeconomic problems
vide temporary balance-of-payments financing to manifested as large and unsustainable fiscal and
member countries while stabilization and adjust- balance-of-payment deficits and as inflation.
ment measures took effect. Adjustment lending Stabilization measures aimed at restoring macro-
grew in importance with the onset of the debt economic balance focus on bringing the level of
crisis, increases in real interest rates, further demand and its composition (tradable relative to
deterioration in the terms of trade for most nontradable goods) m line with the level of output
developing countries, and recessions and slow and external financing. In most cases a reduction
growth in the industrial countries. Although at in the fiscal deficit and a real devaluation are
first, adjustment programs were expected to be required to restore and maintam internal and
short-lived (three to five years), they have often external balance. Success with stabilization
taken longer because of the need for structural usually requires a sustainable mixture of cuts in

1. 'Bank' includes IDA, and 'ioans includes credits.
2. See OD 1.00, Annex A. Bank Lending Instruments. for a more detailed discussion of the different types of adjusiment lending

This direcnve was preparedfor the guidance ef sraff of the World Bank and is nor necessarily a cormplere treatrnent of rhe subjects covered
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government spending, reductions in public emer- therefore, based on extensive economic work on
prise losses, tightening of domestic credit, and the country and on an assessment of the political
increases in tax revenues. Central bank losses and social opportunities for reform. Some lessons
that result from the provision of credit subsidies from experience are as follows: (a) priority
to particular sectors, often through the exchange should be given to those structural reforms that
rate or the banking system, are frequently an are important for both stabilization and improve-
important source of inflationary pressure that need ments in the efficiency of resource allocation;
to be eliminated immediately. (b) reforms are best initiated with substantial

reductions in the largest or costliest distortions;
6. Structural Adjustment. Adjustment programs and (c) it is important to identify complemen-
supported by the Bank seek to achieve structural tarities among different elements of the reform
changes to enhance allocative efficiency, growth, package. For example, the potential gains from
and sustainable reductions in poverty. Structural trade liberalization can be largely unrealized in
reforms focus on putting in place more appro- countries where private initiative is severely cur-
priate incentives (by deregulating the domestic tailed by regulatory practices or where there are
goods markets, liberalizing the trade regine, major impediments to factor mobility. Similarly,
removing the constraints on factor employment reforms of public enterprises may need to be
and mobility, and removing obstacles to saving accompanied by changes in labor market regu-
and investment) and on strengthening institutions lations to allow quick reabsorption of redundant
(e.g.. the government's capacity to imnplement labor in other activities. In economies with
policies) and regulatory frameworks (e.g., the restrictive trade regimes, widespread price con-
framework for private sector development). trols, and domestic practices that constrain compe-

titiveness, reform of the goods and factor markets
7. Interdependence and Sequencing. Stabili- should precede or accompany reform of the finan-
zation and structural adjustment are interdepen- cial markets.
dent. In countries with acute macroeconomic
problems, most structural reforms are unlikely to 9. The appropriate speed of reforms is also a
be sustainable until after sufficient progress has country-specific matter. In countries with large
been made in reducing the macroeconomic imbal- macroeconomic Imbalances. a comprehensive and
ances and in achieving reasonable macro stability. immediate stabilization package may be the only
A sound and stable macroeconomic framework is realistic and credible stabihzacuon option. When-
indispensable to strucrural reforms, whether ever possible. structural reforms should be carried
economywide or sectoral in nature. The reverse out quickly so that a reallocation of resources can
is also true m many cases: for example. substan- take place at the right prices sooner rather than
tial reforms of public enterprises (including later. This practice will give more time for the
privauzation). reductions in subsidies, and supply responses to work out. Reforms also have
improvements in tax administration may be a cumulative momentum that should be exploited.
preconditions to the success of stabilization. This But the speed and size of reforms must take
interdependence means that adjustment programs account of implementation capacity and the social
need to be designed carefully to ensure that the and political conditions in the country. There can
critical complementarities are taken into account. be significam economic costs to speedy reforms-

for example. bankruptcy of potentially viable
8. A central issue is the sequencing and speed of firms because of imperfections in the capital
reforms. When there are many distortions, the market. Gradual introduction of structural
benefits of reforms are case-specific and depend reforms may in certain cases be preferable to an
on initial conditions and interrelations across attempt to remove all major distortions extremely
markets. The design of adjustment programs is, rapidly, in some cases, a gradual approach can

This dareci,ve was prepared for the guidance of staff of the World Bank and is nor necessani) a corplete treatment of the subjecrts covered.
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also help the commitment to reform become better lending, should support the government's efforts
rooted in the country. to reduce poverty and mitigate the social costs of

adjustment. Country assistance strategy state-
10. Even when the overall adjustmnent program ments in the appropriate President's Reports focus
can be implemented only gradually, speedy itnple- on these issues. In addition, the President's
mentation may be crucial for some of the program Report for each adjustrnent operation includes at
components. For example, a principal lesson of least a summary statement of the social impact of
the experience with trade liberalization is that the the policy reforms being supported by the Bank.
process is most likely to succeed when it begins
with a complete replacement of quantitative Environment
restrictions with tariffs and an associated
preannounced schedule of tariff redtuctions (see 13. Analysis of adjustment programs also con-
paras. 22-25). While such a large initial change siders the implications for the environrnent, since
may encounter resistance, the difficulties are sound environmental management is a key objec-
likely to be even greater with a gradual approach; tive of the Bank's assistance to countries. To help
a gradual process may lack credibility and may, prepare appropriate assistance programs. Bank
therefore, fail to elicit a strong response. staff should review the environmental policies and

practices in the country. The design of adjust-
Poverty Reduction ment programs should take into account the find-

ings and recommendations of such reviews and
11. Sustained reduction of poverty is the over- identify the linkages between the various reforms
arching objective of the Bank's country assistance in the adjustment program and the environment.'
strategies. Thus poverty reduction is a basic
motivation that potentially affects all reforms. A 14. Interactions and linkages between adjustment
collaborative approach should be used to prepare programs and environmental concerns can arise in
poverty assessments as the basis for defmiing many ways-for example. from changes in pat-
poverty reduction strategies. Poverty profiles are terns and levels of public expenditures. If the
a key element of such assessments; if necessary, constituencies that support environmental mea-
the Bank should assist borrowers to improve the sures are weak, environmental expenditures may
quality and reliability of their poverty data.3 be cut disproportionately relative to othcr high-

priority expenditures. Positive or negative
12. Adjustment operations should be consistent linkages may also arise from relative price
with and supportive of overall poverty reduction shifts-changes in the pattern of taxes, trade
strategies. Country circumstances determine duties, real wages, exchange rates, and so on
when individual operations should focus specifi- For example, there are usually strong positive
cally on poverty reduction by addressing policy linkages between energy conservation and reforms
problems that bear heavily on the poor. sup- in energy pricing. On the other hand, trade liber-
portung a reorientation of public expenditures alization may encourage deforestauon or over-
toward social services for the poor, or supporung fishing in some cases. Where such negative
safety-net protection for the most vulnerable. linkages exist, the answer is not to delay stabih-
While it is not necessary for each adjustment zation or the adjustment program, but rather to
operation to contain such specific poverty- devise specific measures, such as sensible forestry
reduction measures, the Bank's country assistance and fishing laws, to counteract the possible
program as a whole, including sector and project negative effects.

3 See OD 4 15. Poverry, for a more dctailed discussion of poverty and adjustment lending.
4 See OD 4 02. Environmental Action Plans

Thi direcTive was prepared for rhe guidance of staff of the World Bank and is not necessonly a complete treatment of the subjects covered
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Selected Areas of Policy Reform made to reduce the public sector wage bill in
countries with overextended bureaucracies. All

15. This section highlights several types of policy opportunities to increase resources for
reforms that are often supported as components of development and to decrease unproductive
SALs and SECALs. The discussion is selective expenditures should be explored.
and does not include all areas of reform supported
by adjustmnem operations. 18. Most structural adjustment programs contain

tax reform measures to raise revenues and to
Public Finances reduce distortions in economic incentives and the

resulting inefficiencies and inequities in the
16. As discussed earlier, reductions in broadly allocation of resources. Tax reforms that broaden
defined public sector deficits are often the crucial the tax base while reducing marginal rates can
component of stabilization programs. How increase public revenue in a reasonably nondis-
deficits are financed and the extent to which they torting, equitable, and sustainable manner.
are monetized or lead to crowding out of the
private sector are central issues for both stabi- 19. In some cases the reform process involves
lization and structural adjustment. Even when new taxes, such as a value-added tax (VAT). In
stabilization is not the primary issue, the level and principle, the VAT is usually the best insruument
pattern of public expenditure and income are for developing countries that wish to reform their
major determinants of (a) the efficiency with general taxes on goods and services. Replacing
which resources are allocated in the economy. cascading turnover and manufacturers' sales taxes
(b) the rate of economic growth, and (c) the rate by a VAT (with appropriate exemptions to protect
of reduction in poverty. Adjustment programs the poor) can increase revenue. reduce reliance on
receiving Bank support should therefore include foreign trade taxes. and substantially reduce
redirection of public expenditures to increase their economic distortions. llowc%sr. it is often not
productivity and social utility, as well as reforms feasible to introduce VAT,. h.iuw *f implemen-
of the tx structure and administration to phase tation problems. e%pc.L.l in 1. -lmcome
out major distortions. Frequent. reformsof social countries with larpc Iil.tiisl %c..I.r% *>w weak
securitv systems and of subsidies on basic goods admnuustrative cap.Atn
are also important components of adjustment
programs. 20. Reform of tax %tru,turc"s Imrerc effective

when it is aCCOmpAnicd hb improvements in tax
17. Public provision of goods and services with administration. The Bank has supponed many
large benefits to society, such as primary educa- administrative reforms of the tax system, parti-
tion and basic health care, needs to be analyzed to cularly the streamlining of customs administration
see how efficiently resources are being utilized procedures and the improvement of tax collections
and who the main beneficiaries are. Explicit through a pay-as-you-earn system and
conditionality may be appropriate to enhance the self-assessment.
effectiveness and poverty orientation of social
expenditures, and to sustain their levels. Simi- 21. Adjustment programs need to be based on an
larly, adequate provisions for operations and analysis of the expenditures and revenues of the
maintenance and, where appropriate, new broad public sector, including the central govern-
investments in essential economic infrastructre ment, state and local goverrments, and public
need to be made to enhance private sector enterprises. In designing policy reforms, it is
productiviry and stimulate private investment and important to judge their net fiscal effects by
economic growth. Despite the difficult and examining the fiscal impacts of the various ele-
unpopular choices involved, efforts should be ments of the reform packages that the Bank

This directive was prepared for the guidance of staff of the World Bank andu not necessariii a complete Ireatmeni of the subjecrs coveed
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supports. The Bank encourages improvements in for one or two basic goods, are measures that are
the quality and coverage of data on public frequently recommended to moderate the costs of
expenditures. Building up national capacity.for trade reforms.
data collection and analysis in this and other
areas, such as poverty, is a long-term process that 24. Tariff reductions diminish but do not fully
may not lend itself to conditionality under a single eliminate the bias against exports that results from
adjustment operation; however, the need for ade- both the higher costs of protected inputs used in
quate information in these areas should be clearly exports and the overvaluation of the exchange rate
reflected in the Bank's medium-term country implicit in differential protection of imports.
assistance strategies. Supplementary export incentives are also recom-

mended-for example, reducing or eliminating
Trade Policy export taxes and quantitative restrictions and

introducing temporary admission regimes, duty
22. Trade policy reforms are a conierstone of the drawback schemes, and export processing zones.
Bank's adjustment lending. Many countries that The reforms should be systemic rather than ad
undertake adjustment programs have highly -dis- hoc. For example, while the establishment of
torted trade regimes, a result of both unsound export processing zones is useful in some cases,
macroeconomic policies and development strate- it is seldom a good substitute for across-the-board
gies that stress import substitution. Because of liberalization of import tariffs.
this, trade liberalization is a major objective in
stabilization-curn-adjusunent policies supported by 25. The liberalization of highly distorted trade
the Bank and the Fund. Trade liberalization regimes needs to be accompanied by real devalua-
typically aims to reduce tariffs to between 5 and tions and disinflationary fiscal and monetary
20 percent, a goal that many developing countries policies. To be fully effective, trade reforms also
have attained through Bank-supported programs. need to be accompanied by other measures, such

as reforms of domestic taxes and removal of price
23. Import policy reform typically begins by controls and regulations that impede competition
replacing nontariff barriers with transparent and and efficiency. Care should be taken to ensure
revenue-increasing tariffs; this reform is some- that conditionality on trade reform is consistent
tunes accompanied by eliminating tariff exemp- with any international agreements to which the
tions to enhance revenues. Thereafter tariffs are country concerned may be a party.'
reduced in stages, preferably preannounced, and
restructured to increase uniformity. The process Financial Sector Policies
can, nonetheless, be quite uneven, with liberal-
ization of external and internal trade in basic food 26. The Bank emphasizes the need to include in
products often being a very sensitive area. Pri- overall adjustment programs reforms of the finan-
vatizing trade and abolishing state marlceting cial sector, which has a central role in the allo-
boards or other forms of state trading monopolies cation of resources and the mobilization of private
typically form a difficult but necessary com- savings and mvestment. Financial sector adjust-
ponent of trade reforms. Replacing general food ment operations commonly include some combina-
subsidies by subsidy programs targeted at the tion of the following reforms: interest rate
poorest groups, and using variable tariffs to liberalization; removal of barriers to competition
moderate international price fluctuations within the fuiancial sector; phasing-out of or

5 When a possibie conflict is identified. the Chief. Intenational Trade Division. International Economics Departtnent. and the
Legal Department. International Law Adviser, should be consulted.

Thus drectzve was prepared for the guidance of staff of the World Bank and u not necessanly a complete trearmenl of ihe subJects covered
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reductions in directed credit programs; improve- 29. Finally, financial sector adjustment programs
ments in legal, regulatory, accounting, and super- should take into consideration the quality and
visory systems; strengthening of the monetary efficiency of existing institutions and the range of
control capacities of the central bank; removal of financial instruments available. Weak institutions
discriminatory or distortionary taxation of the may need to be financially restructured and recap-
financial sector. and development of fmancial italized, and their management strengthened.
restructuring programs in cases of systernic
finmancial distress. Financial sector adjustment Public Enterpnse Policies and Pnvatizaton
operations are frequently complemented by free-
standing technical assistance, investment, and 30. A common theme running through the
financial intermediary operations to ensure various reform programs typically supported by
effective responses to the reform measures being the Bank is the development of a competitive pri-
introduced.6 vate sector. A satisfactory framework for private

sector development requires removing the impedi-
27. The level and structure of interest rates and ments to the free flow of labor and capital across
the means by which interest rates are determined sectors and activities within the economy through
have an important impact on resource mobiliza- such measures as the removal of entry/exit bar-
tion and allocation throughout the country. Mar- riers, investment and capacity licensing. restric-
ket mechanisms for the determination of interest tions on foreign private investments, and controls
rates promote competition between institutions and on fmancial and labor markets. A fundamental
minimize intermediation costs and the opportuni- reassessment of the role of the public sector is
ties for economic rents and corruption. Even also required, especially in countries where this
where interest rates do not play a significant sector has become greatly overextended into acti-
allocative role, market-based or market-approxi- vities that can be better carried out by the private
mating interest rates can help mobilize financial sector. Contractions and structural changes in the
savings and facilitate monetary control. The public sector have become a central component of
speed with which a country moves toward full adjustment programs supported by the Bank.
market determination of interest rates depends on
macroeconomic conditions. real sector distortions, 31. Reform of public enterprises is often needed
competitiveness of the financial system, and the to (a) reduce or eliminate the large budgetary sub-
adequacy of the legal and regulatory framework. sidies such enterprises receive, and (b) remove the

allocative inefficiencies such enterprises introduce
28. Financial sector development requires that through uneconomic pricing and investment poli-
savers and investors have confidence in the qual- cies, excessive employment. and weak manage-
ity of financial assets. Therefore, the existence ment. The best remedy is privatization within a
and enforcement of clear and uniform accounting, competiuve environment. However, immediate
audit, and disclosure standards and the develop- divestiture on a large scale is often not feasible,
ment of a transparent and effective legal frame- especially in low-income countries. In such
work are critical. Improvements in prudential cases, continued public ownership may be war-
regulations and supervisory capacity help ensure ranted for a transitional period, particularly for
that financial institutions maintain reasonable enterprises operating in noncompetitive markets.
performance standards and retain public Reform measures should then aim both at
confidence. improving the efficiency and profitability of

6 See OD 8.30. Financial Sector Operations
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individual public enterprises and at laying the exports and for (efficient) import substitution from
policy and regulatory foundations of future being fully transmitted to domestic producers and
privatization. In particular, the removal of consumers. In such cases the adjustment process
barriers to entry and exit is crucial to the relies more on expenditure-reducing policies and
emergence of a competitive private sector. The tends to involve greater hardships, especially for
design of adjustment programs should be based on low-income populations.
an analysis of the various options in this area,
including retention of the enterprises in the public 34. Just as the effectiveness of macroeconomic
sector, closure, and privatization of management policy reforms is likely to be mitigated by sectoral
without ownership changes. inefficiencies and rigidities, sectoral reforms are

unlikely to succeed on their own without corres-
Sectoral A4dunments ponding reforms of macroeconomic policies. Seg-

mented sectoral approaches, such as the use of
32. Sector adjustment operations are important directed credit, tax expenditures, preferential
complements to adjustment operations that are funding arrangements, or tariff exemptions, are
focused on economywide policies. A wide variety likely to be costly in terms of national income. It
of sectoral concerns may be addressed. For is important to avoid ad hoc measures that are
example, among the reforms typically supported inconsistent with measures in related sectors or
through agriculture sector adjustment operations with macroeconomic policies. Sectoral policy
are deregulation of prices and interest rates, recommendations on pricing, taxation, and
improvements in or privatization of marketing, subsidies sometimes conflict with the
reductions in input and output subsidies, reduc- corresponding economywide policy recom-
tions in export restrictions and taxes, and real- mendations. The need for coherence and
locations of public expenditures within the sector. consistency also exists in other areas, such as
Similarly, energy sector adjustment operations institutional structures and planning and evaluation
frequently focus on sectorwide investment systems for expenditure allocations.
planning and funding issues, energy pricing, and
restructuring or privatization of public enterprises 35. The Bank emphasizes reforms in such areas
and utilities. Support for reforms in the industrial as education, nutrition, health and family plan-
and manufacturing sector is often combined with ning, and social safety nets. The issues typically
support for trade and exchange rate reforms; addressed include the availability and quality of
among issues typically addressed are those public services; their efficiency and cost-effective-
relating to price and wage rigidities, entry and ness; pricing, cost recovery, and other distribution
exit of firms, environment for foreign private policies; scope for private sector participation;
investments, and technological progress. and the targeting of benefits to low-income and

other vulnerable groups. Public services in the
33. Sectoral and macroeconomic reforms are social sectors are particularly vulnerable to
closely interdependent. This interdependence changes in the fiscal situation, but the design of
arises, for example, when most of the products social policies also depends on macroeconomic
produced or consumed in a sector are inter- incentive policies. For example, shifts in the
nationally traded. as is often the case in agri- internal terms of trade for or against agriculture
culture and manufacturing. Real exchange rate tend to change both geographic and occupational
depreciations, therefore, involve expansions in patterns of poverty incidence.
production and trade in such sectors. Expen-
diture-switchmg policies do not work well if such 36. Many of the necessary sectoral reforms take
factors as price regulations or the policies of too long to be effectively supported by adjustment
marketing parastatals prevent higher incentives for operations, especially when institutional reforms

Thu directive was preparedfor the gwdancr of sraff of the Worjd Bank and is nor ,zecessanty a corpiere rrearment of the subjecrs covered
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and skill upgrading are involved. A sequence of attitudes of government officials and technicians
adjustnent operations may in principle serve to toward the various reforms. It should be an
sustain focus on the required measures, but this is explicit objective of country dialogues, economic
not a practicable approach in many cases. Time- and sector work, and technical assistance to
slice sector operations, sector investment opera- examine the relevant policy constraints and
tions, and free-standing technical assistance encourage a lead role for the country officials and
operations are likely to be more appropriate others involved in the design of adjustment pro-
instruments for supporting medium-term policy gramns. Adjustment lending is not advisable when
reforms. Adjustment lending is, therefore, the political commitment to adjustment is weak or
seldom used in the social and infrastructure highly uncertain. While there are no general
sectors, where institutional reforms tend to rules for ascertaining the strength of ownership,
dominate the policy agendas. experience suggests that a simple indicator is the

capacity and willingness of country authorities to
Requirements for Adjustment Lending prepare acceptable Letters of Development Policy.

Prerequisites 40. The set of policy measures to be supported by
an adjustment operation has to be evaluated as a

37. Whether adjustment lending is appropriate in part of an overall program. A clear under-
a country is determined in the context of an evalu- standing with the governent on the overall stabi-
ation of the country's economic situation and lization and structural programs is a prerequisite
prospects, its commitment to reform, the ade- for putting the conditions for tranche releases in
quacy of the ftnancing plan, and the Bank's over- the proper context. In particular, there must be a
all assistance strategy. - The main vehicle for this clear understanding on what will constitute satis-
is the Country Strategy Paper (CSP), discussed in factory macroeconomic policies in the medium
OD 2.10. When there have been important term. The Letter of Development Policy (in the
changes in a country's situation since the last case of SALs) and the Letter of Sector Policy (in
CSP. a new strategy paper or note should be the case of SECALs). and the corresponding
prepared and discussed before new adjustment policy matrices. spell out the macroeconomic tar-
loans are appraised. gets to be monitored so as to avoid misunder-

standings.

38 Before the Bank supports a borrower's adjust-
ment program, it analyzes the country's economic 41. The adjustment program must be adequately
problems and policy options and conducts exten- funded. When adjustment efforts are under-
sive discussions with the government concerned, funded. the resulting depressed levels of imports,
other principal donors. and the Fund. The design investment, and output are likely to render the
of a suitable adjustment program is a collaborative program politically and socially unsustainable. If
process, but the initiative and the leadership must underfunding is likely, the Bank, in coordination
come from the government. Adjustment pro- with the Fund and others, should make additional
grams require strong political commitrnent. and efforts to mobilize other sources of financing and
the government concerned needs to generate to ensure that the burden and risks of financing
broad-based support if the program is to be are spread appropriately among the major donors.
sustainable.

42. The most general economic rationale for
39. The strongest influences on borrower "owner- adjustment lending is that it smooths the transi-
ship' are political stability, support (or at least tional costs of structural reforms. Without
lack of opposition) from the principal consti- external financing, the dislocation and temporary
tuencies affected by adjustment programs, and the disruptions associated with adjustment lead to

Thts dsrecnre was preparedfor the gudance of staff of the Wordd Bank and is not necessanty a compiete treatment of the sMbjects covered.
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lower living standards or lower levels of invest- Bank-Fund Colaboration and Aid Coordination
ment and future growth. In helping to mitigate
these costs, external borrowing contributes to the 45. The overall adjustment program in a country
social and political sustainability of reform is typically much broader than the parts that the
programs. Bank can support through a few adjustment opera-

tions. It is important to ensure that the overall
43. An alternative to external borrowing is the program is adequately funded through support by
use of foreign exchange reserves, a practice that other donors, particularly the Fund, which has
would also smooth out the transitional costs of primary responsibility for supporting stabilization
structural adjustments. To use foreign exchange policies. Bank staff need to collaborate closely
reserves, however, a country needs to have with IMF staff' and with the staff of other insti-
reserves in excess of the normal requements. tutions, such as the IFC and the regional banks,
Too low a level of reserves will adversely affect which are important providers of funds and policy
the internal and external credibility of the adjust- advice.
mert program. External borrowing to generate
additional resources should also be compared with 46. Adjustment lending is not normaly under-
domestic financing-higher taxation, borrowing, taoen unless an appropriate Fund arrangement is
or lower public expenditures. in place. If there is no Fund arrangement, Bank

staff should ascertain, before making their own
44. When external borrowing by a country is assessment, whether the Fund has any major out-
justified, the rationale for extending quick- standing concerns about the adequacy of the coun-
disbursing loans (in the presence of a reform try's macroeconomic policies. In some cases this
program judged to bring adequate benefits to the may entail the Fund's consulting with the country
country) can be generally defined in terms of authorities. The Bank also takes into account the
acmal or anticipated current account deficits. Fund's assessment of macropolicies before it
Future deficits may be a necessary consequence of authorizes tranche releases.
the adjustment- policies being implemented. In
principle, this rationale covers cases in which CondUionality
policy reforms entail significant negative effects
on the government budget, such as recapitalization 47. Conditionality in the areas focused upon in
of the domestic banking system in the framework the loan should be related to the key policy and
of financial sector reforms, or costs cotmected institutional reforms being supported. The Loan
with the restructuring or privatization of public Agreement should avoid conditions that are not
enterprises, or additional social sector expendi- necessary for attaining the key program objec-
tures involved in creating or expanding social tives. The Letter of Development or Sector
safety nets. Foreign borrowing (and the use of Policy may be used to elaborate upon and explain
foreign reserves) may, in principle, be a justi- some of the conditionality, particularly the
fiable policy in such cases if domestic financing is conditionality on satisfactory macroeconomic
more costly. However, it is seldom possible in performance.
practice to establish the case for foreign bor-
rowing when most of the expenditures to be 48. Conditionality should refer to reforms that are
financed are made in local currency. Adjustment within the competence of the borrower to bring
loans are, therefore, not normally extended for about, and not to economic performance as
supporting programs that can be financed with outcome of policy changes. If circumstances
domestic resources. beyond the control of the borrower make

7. See Bank-Fwud Coliaborason in Assisring Member Countries. R89-45, Marh 31, 1989.

This directive w5s prepared for the guidAnce o staff of the Worid Bank and is nor necessarlty a complete trreawmt of the subyects covered.
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compliance with a condition unreasonable, Bank umtber of conditions. A priori limits on the
staff should propose appropriate amendmenms or mmnber of conditions are undesirable because they
waivers on the basis of midcourse reviews before tend to restrict the types of reforms that can be
tranche releases. Such midcourse adjustments are supported. However, other things being equal,
normally expected to apply only to macro- staff should be as economical as possible in
economic conditionality. deciding on the number of conditions.

49. There is no fixed rule regarding the number
of tranches an adjustment operation should have. Disbursements
While the majority of operations are structured
around two tranches, both single-tranche and 52. All structural adjustment and rehabilitation
three-tranche operations are also common. Three import operations, and some sector adjustment
tanches are appropriate when the actions being operations, fmnance general imports except for
supported by the operations are expected to those on a negative list. Where imported inputs
require a longer time framne; for example. pre- for a specific sector are essenial to the adjustment
paring parastatals for sale to the private sector operation for that sector, the Bank may link the
may require several preparatory steps after a loan use of loan funds to a broad positive list. Care
becomes effective. To provide incentives for the should be exercised in such cases to avoid restric-
satisfactory completion of the reform program, tive lists so as not to jeopardize the quick-
the corresponding disbursements may be back- disbursing nature of the operation.'
loaded' (i.e., the bulk of the funds assigned to
later tranches).

Size of Individual Adjustnent Loans
50. Single tranches may be considered when the
borrower is able to complete the relevant reforms 53. There is no simple rule for determining the
prior to loan effectiveness. Full recognition size of an individual adjustment loan. The costs
should be given to specific actions, identified and of adjustnent policies to be supported by a loan
agreed upon during loan preparation and negotia- may sometimes be a helpful indicator of the
tions, that are taken before Board presentation. appropriate size, but in general such costs are
Such actions must be of the same nature as the hard to measure with precision. Judgments about
specific actions that normally serve as tranche the size of an adjustment loan for balance-of-
release conditions. The use of single tranching payments support are ordunrily based on a com-
may foster the political acceptbility of the bination of factors, including (a) the expected
reforms in the borrowing country. Also, a series balance-of-payments gap corresponding to the
of single-tranched operations may be preferable to policy reform scenario; (b) the size of the lending
one multiple-tranched operation when a new program and the possibilities for burden sharing
course of reforms is being tested. with other donors and lenders; (c) the strength of

the reforms being supported; (d) the country's
51. The appropriate number of conditions and need for and ability to absorb traditional invest-
their distribution by tranche vary considerably ment loans; (e) the country's creditworthiness,
from case to case, depending on the nature of the which will reflect, inter alia, the track record of
reformn program being supported. For example, macroeconomic management and the medium-
the greater the number of policy areas included in term prospects. and (f) for IDA borrowers, the
an operation, and the greater the mnber of country's relative clain on the available con-
tranches, the greater will be the appropriate cessional resources.

8 See OD 12.00. Disbursement.

Thsu direcnve was preparedfor the guida ce of staff of the Wotid Boak and is not necessanry a complete treatment of the subjects covered.
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Limits on Share of Adjustment Lending combination of stabilization and structral
adjustment may improve a country's

54. Since the opportunities for effective use of creditworthiness and, thereby, help contain the
adjustment lending and the constraints on project risks to the Bank. Accordingly, the appropriate
lending vary greatly from country to country and mix between adjustment and investment lending
time to time, it is undesirable to set any limit on and the phasing of quick-disbursing assistance
adjustment lending as a share of the total for any need to be carefully considered and should be
one country during any particular period. analyzed in the context of the CSP. There are no
However, adjustnent lending, because of its fast- individual country limits for the share of
disbursing character, carries additional risks to adjustment lending within the overall lending
IEBRD compared to investtnent loans, which program. However, adjustmnent lending should
disburse more gradually. In cases in which IEBRD not normally exceed 25 percent of Bank or IDA
exposure is close to the Bankl's exposure lending, aggregated over the Bank as a whole and
guidelines, the front-loading of disbursements may averaged over a three-year period, and should not
reduce the Bank's ability to undertake additional under any circumstances exceed 30 percent for
lending or provide support to unanticipated IDA.
external shocks. At the same time, however, the

Thu direceve wau preporedfor the gwdance of sraff of the World Bank and Ls nor necessonly a complere trearmenr of the subjects covered.
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Procedures for Investment Operations
under the Global Environment Facility

lU ductlm aspct of GEF inplemencnon. Th Ban R mde-
sW iveun prjecs and administers the

1. This dre desibs de tes addidne w GEW. UNDP wl asdnisc a GEF Prenve-
stndard Bak invesument lendin predurea - Stude FacSiity t be fWde by pa- fro
equird w proces Global Evironmunt Facliy the GMr for prnvesue stdies and prepar-
(GEF) operam . Odier tian te exceptios ary work, which wil normally be executd by
idenified and deibed in this directive, GEF de Dank tUNEP has estblished a Scientfic and
oPertiomi proedre follow s tndard Bank pr- Tehical Advisty Pand tD prvdk advice on
ced s for ivemen lning. includn ise generic siefic and tchical atutes arsg fraom
for enViroMenWasseSSMen.' GE governance W implemenion and to prepare uidelins on
arrangeme_m eream the ned for tse exceptious arteria and priortie for projct xlec (se

D stndard procede. pam 27(b)).

2. GEF Paibcpant-botb develapd and dcve- 3. GEF project idga may be gnerated by
oping contes-ae e paris uib tig fms ents, tde anlk, UNDP, INEP, and
for acivides envisaged n te Global E=vn- regioll b , as wel as by .

ment Facility. They have designatd he ank, orgniztioms and ice privat scor. hee ideas
tie United Nations Devdopment Programne mnay be incued in approve work progrms only
(UDP), and the United Natios Envroument dtar icey have (a) been fmly propod by
Programe (UNE) asimplementing enci for g , (b) passed a project-specific tech-
tbe GEF. Fmnding by Particip for impre ical review (se pas. 9-10), (c) becn dedared

umon of tce GEF is channled through d Global lige for GEF fndg by the GEF Impemen-
Environment Trst Fund (GEM), esubished ad utaion nnin'e," and (d) been reviewed widut
administered by the Bank.3 Each of ti inple- objeo by GE Participant at semix
menting agencies has assumed specific roles, and meu preided over by tie GEF ClairniaL
they have agreed t cooperate closy m evey Te GEF projet can be appraised only after it is

1. 'Bank' iwAudr IDA. d '1or' kw_du awdi
2. Se OD 9.00. Prmay,z QfhrvynwwwaL q.
3. See OD 4.01. £.*mwumvel Azsa.x.
4. The B1k pana.ein m t Mmel Protcl 1hw Find wkin do ft wok of te CEF sad i rqionsbe for '

operat finsamnweduader te l1we MMlulaI Fd ot the lamI Preoa. Far piddi. fer the pracamig ef Mantrl
Procol Fund -i, opauiom ,mOD 9.02. Poedwsfbr Inveam.rpt Aenau Fmedwy 1 Adthm. Malzaamal
Feed of #W aureal P7owcca (fo,in. The phidel. for Mosirmi Protoeal v a arte du m inmy t to
thorst faith hc fbr GEF i_wves t pu.....

5. Basauuej of tke Ezeesaj, Diemi No. 91-5. M,k 14, 1991. Nw.. GU P_rtip*e may aam W the
GET-she cro fund-end/or to GEF eofymanS utr unaagm as iadividually wih the Dank

6. The GEF lmplemcon Commi snwaumagc cordinati of GtF lion Kwu the .ambimbunual meaotip
of Pantcpum. The coine is caWeed of the Wman vith GF ir@nslbBitm i UNDP. UTNEP, and the BDank

7. Th GEF C0im is appointed by the PmidaL

nh. jj,geCw uWM pnerpednO At SMWce of neffe W,i ink t mo L wUy a pdae w ofs embJew oww'eL
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inlude in die work program; GEF m n e UNDP GEF -d-cal assisance projects.
that am nOt in ibe work programn Camt be am- In saic crounsu , clerance by the Regional
ciaed with Bank-financed projects. 3 GEF aper- vice preidet (RVP) is required d smnard
atons imlementBd by th Dnk am appoved by procedurs.U he BAks cosn are =et fm ft
Dank maagemenL be Bank's Boad app es GEF adminisiuve budgt f Bank does not
tle projects ID be financed by the Bank and ukes char UNDP fes for _zcn agenc savices.
not of the GEF comipone. This policy applies equally Bank execution of

UNDP-adminismed preinvemem swdies
4. Normally, GE projects are invement oper- financed by the GET.
adam and ae exped ID be conponn; of
Bank-financed projects in related Eld; an an Presng of GEF Projec a C _mpooeflg of
exceptonl basis, however, tey can be f&e Bank-Financed Projea
s-An invesw operafora. Freesuing
opeations are limited in size t USSIO million.' D khe Picezhg Cycde
This directive descries excepions to sndatd
Bank prooedue for both cases. 7. Ida4#cw. Goverunen' may frward

project iWe so the Bank and/or tie UNDP rs-
S. GEF Participants who ener int cofimancing dezarepresenmiv Dwweve .GEE pojtideas
arrugementzs with the GEF = m sepra may arvie and be trausained w tie mcar oper-

- undersundings with die Bank. iTen nder- atom divism (SODS) though otier truS.
saMin&S Uslly eMil rightS D (a) idefy ad Explicit nippoc from fc gwvexme is rqored
propose GEF projects, bjet D all e iy, bio any pjct is aubmiad by tie GE Chair-
review, and clearance arrangemnesa applying D na for renew by GEF Pa lcipan_ The
GEF-funded projects; or (b) cofiance projects in Regional enr _ division (R ) dch
tie GEF work program and parmciptce under dhoult me as carg ag for GE projec
arangeents ageed with the task mager (I7A) ide anzang from dc Ummd Natons (UN)
in project prepaato appisna, a ndiegotiatns. syzm and should pass oan e ieas iD depart-
Understandip with Patcipano arrangeme_ mIal GEF coordinatos. When comy depar-
w ilize *hir GEF cofmancing are avaable n receie requet diecty from goverm
from th office of de GE Opernos Cood- at ote ainces, Uty inform he RE)s.
nator. Procedres for colaboratn betwee
regional banks and dhe Bank in implemeting the S. Execsw Projea Summwy. There is a pa-
GE: are under preparation and wil be agreed cm Execute Project Summary (EPS) for ie
with tho banks. GEF componen of a Dank-financed prajec; the

GEF-EPS and t EPS for the Bank-financed pro-
Execstion or UNDP GEF Projets ject normally p and p eed tother

by the Bank (for tie fmat of the GEF-EPS, e An A).
The 1nial EPS (WEES) for the amtad Bank-

6. Aldough the need is not normally envangd, fi-nced project t - ie exisece of a GEF
in ex1cooal circumsanes the Bank may component and a eparate C -IEPS anxdrefersto

S. Howe,. pnmdur_ outliW in pal. 14-16 ad 20-21 qppiy wha. in.apo.ai cinmmm. th m_ocim BDk-flaamd
projec hs aleady bea prmmad to the Bid bdom de GEF __pm i swvi by Pa_de san put of o GEF work
propam.

9. Gr fat GEF opmsaaas ae dosaz i SDRv.
10. S5 OMS 430. 1)a Wld Bmk .m die tLest AW.da D.wLk A'qruunw.-
11. Ibid.
12. Rcuig orw soum of prjea iWm", in pr. 3.

Thus iuwvca WA pnerwfiaf0 A adw .mow f qff.f she W,U E..kt *d I nor .,camwtty * vmweeo of Ake bjem ce,un
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the technical reiw arrangements proposed for pawl :meeng, the RED chief submits the tech-
the GEF-IEPS. nical pan's opinion to the SOD chief. The

opimni indicates (a) wheer there is a need for
9. lIEPS Review. To ensur alirrty, an inde- prinvemnt stdies; (b) whetha the GET
penrant technical review of the GEF-IEPS is should makm preparatory resources available for
required. The G Operaions Coordimtor part- furter project proceing; and (c) what revisions
cipates in IEPS review meuin. This technical dte EPS wil d before the prMect is presented
review pplem nsi ne reviews reqWred by to the GEF Implementiuo Commitnee. The
OD 9.00, Pmcasbg of wamau Lcr*dbig. The GE-EPS techirCa review pluse is carried out
tchncal review, wbh crns only te GEF o behlf of the conutry depa,t-, which
cm of the project, nmaly kes pace at remain rupamib for anl processig and ine
the same tme as thc review of th IEPS for dte an t decisions. If a couzay deparuet

,associaed Bank-financed project. Once poepared, director sks the RED to manage a project, the
a GEF-IEPS is submitted by the TM, through the GE: Operations Coordimaor plays the roe of the
SOD chief.= to the RED chid. The RED chief RED cbief in the technical review pncess and
aembles a tchncal review p-nel OODsg nits tb technical opinon to the RED chief.
Dank tehnical advise(s) and outside specialists) Following the chnical neview panel meeti, the
(wee pa 27(b)) seleted by she TM ncom u- GE-IEPS is modified in accordance wisth the
tation with she RED and SOD chie; the IM and Irecmmendadions made in dte technical opinion
the GEF Operations Coordinator; and, whe e- and forwarded to the GE Inplemenmuon
national taties a covnto apply, a Commiune. Thc GEF Impleinensation Comimiu
represenatve of tie Legal Department. ALt least aves the inclusion of the project in a work
one of the outside secislis must con from progm for GEF Participants' rcvirw.
rnters prepared by the Sciefic and Technical
Advisory Panel administered by UNEP (rostcrs 11. GETProJer Pre wioeanSW pon. Prinvest-
are available fom the Bank's GEF Operations ment studies toder she GEr may be financed
Coordinator). The RED chief Submits the GEF- through the GEf preinvesnent facility (PRIF) or
IEPS to th technical review pand and pvides th GEF Projec Prepration Advances (PPA).
UNDP and UNEP with a copy of she EPS for Bolh are uded from the GET. (See Anc B
comment, although these agencies have no clear- [for6coming] for firther information about the
ance or veto powers on GE invesne proects. PRI and An=tx C for further information about

tbe GEF-PPA). To be elisible for financing from
10. The technical rview panel, chaired by the te PRIF or PPA, projects must have passed
RED chief or a designee, mneets to review the snges (a), (b), and (c) in para. 3. In the case of
GEF-IEPS. Within S working days after the the PRIF, the Dank may rve ase
technical review panel meeting, the Dank agency for UNDP under the arrangementst
technical adviser on the panel provides to the aly to Bank execution of UNDP GE technical
RED chief a written opinion based on the com- assisonce projects, defined in para. 6. The GEF-
ments of the panel membes, UNDP, and UNEP. PPA and she PRI} differ substantvely in only two
Within 10 working days after the technical review respecs: execution options and funding caps.

13. While in won case GEF operstions arc undauu by SODs. ecoty opeau-ioa end thwnicsl damemz divisions may also
be responsible for pvocming such proj,=. If so, their linc mnagei ae requied D fulfll tbe roice for SOD chiefs described
in this dir,cive. ailthough the spoosonag SOD or eounuy operations diviswo chief is ueil involved.

Thus das,cnrw prwpaadfor sAe Suidnce of *4ffof#ie Wevid Lik and 1 Jow mcS5Wany a co"Piar bvam' doge s,bjee wvv,rea
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PPA enmas at capped at SDR I million and are for te associazed Bank-financed project also
exeCtutd by gov=ernm PEW grams ane n- includes pposed GEF cfinacmg in te
really execed by lt Bank and, by a_etent fil-cn plan. When te GEF t is to
with the ^plming a es, ae capped at be appraised after Board prelzu_o, docue-
S2.5 miion. uta an the GEF Ip - in to SAR -iould

be a complete as pdcmle, icrporting all rele-
12. Prepwum. UNDP may =xtrcise di opdo vast cs wwn at tot spge of proceug. Tbe

rp in Bank4ed GEF mimm for pr o-1des te
parg (and appmiing) reladed t1EI a s a GE t - and

ua nintg compoi-. IUNEP may pwn cpat jusdfies Hling the GEF om with to
in m& misv o to offer te eqohed cpeciahad Bak-finaced proL
axiolcal and ae-ific advice. In dtir ca, to
fan's TM a ism in s(as is tSal 16. bumad of an SARt, GEP o (and
for Bnk-flamd i pi project), and to freuinnding projec) av a GEF Memoran
SOD chief s toirms of refrec. Each and of to Director of te
Bank TM and ea& UNDP and UNEP manager Couny Dep.rw:e= conerned (MOD). A whim
explicily a that if iq= satlCOry to tk we draft sld omally be availbe at te
Bnk are t ready by to specfied dam, to TM GEF-FPS sp. Te MOD en p (a) a
has t right ID mam otor an gm* fore stao nmm m ot gove npt's podcie for he
rqmird pr o acvitnes. (dmwin, in paruwlar, an ft

gvent's Envrwieal Acdon Plan or oder
13. FEPS Review. TMe GEF-EPS evolves from dOU and indicting any eavirumal
an IPS to a Final EPS (FEPS) mp. Th GEF policy ieaues to be umleriak by the gvern-
compooem is desribed in to Staff Appraisl mm in to e= of te GEF operation); (b) a
Report (5AR) for the Bank-fic neo d projecL fall desripti of The poject; and (c) t ech-
Sundard procdur descrd in OD 9.00, Pro- mst and odhr asa wed in to SAR for to
cnwzg Qfh_wemem LEdig, apply. TUe office Bank-financed project The MOD ues mes,
of to GEP Operatioru Coordinator partcipaies in asepppriat, for exnded desaiptim of apecial
te FEPS review. temial, policy, r odr feaus of project

den, or of to apeca rezces or gloal
14. Apprasl. Appraiul pocedus are m ni improvemens dtat to prject
decribed in OD 9.00, Procumng of hwesmw fciMes an. (For the frmt of the MOD, see
Lendig.- Normally, appraisal of e comp- Amex D.)
neni tk place :munnusy wit appra£ of
te other compo_ = in to proposd Bank- 17. YelLow Cowe Review MeeJg. Whe
flimnced projecL In excepuonl s es, apprai of te Bank-financed project and
when association witb te Bank-financed prjec appraisl of toe GX _ mp nt are synciromms
is required for effective implementation of its (se pan. 14), te TM issues to MOD with otr
GEF cmponent, appraisal of the compont sundard project docments as the basis for toe
may oc:r afer Board preeuton for tbe Bank- yellow cova eview metng. The cover mm-
fimnced projecL ranhun ,ts (as required in OD 9.00, Procesin

Qf bn'm,w Loading) tb canges ade in all
15. Tnc GEF component is described in toe Suff documents. The GEP Opeauous Coordinator
Appraisal Report (SAR) for the Bank-fanced prcts in the yellow cover review .
project, and the description in to SAR is simar Within 10 working days aftr tbo issuance of to
to that of any other project component. The SAR yelow cover SAR and the MOD, to lawyer
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issus the lepi docummens for the GU compo- 20. Pojea4ppiWil. If negotato ar success-
ncnt of 2b akfinanced project. Ths lepI ful, th TM daft the Nodee of Smws of Negon-
docurments a simple sndard zstuien that atom id amabl t folowis documenmaon
speify grant amoun5 and conain tei mi
equired conditionality. The docmt are (a) the Notce of Staus of Negotiations;

subject to clearance as wtidi in OD 14.40,
Thw Funds ad Reimwmabl Prm s, with (b) tO MOD;
respect to rm finds for whic the edpF is tk
exct agency. if apprinl of te GEF c - (c) ft kpl docu;um;
pomz occu later ta ta of *e a_sciatd
Bank-financed proJect, a umzrat maeeg lo (4) a iemamndun from ft office of tc
reew the GEF yelow cavr doc e ma GE Opeuaomi Coordinator to the
be required. Cfa 7 deparunet direow indicating

to d prpoed projet is cou m
18. Negodaions. If proceig hdlefor I wt The project emonred by tbe GEF
GEF coponent and the assoctated Bankn-finnced Pwtieipmn, and confirmed by tb GEP
projct differ, eparan egotiasc an _ncesry. C isnan, as part of d GE work pro-
Normally, bower, egodations for both ocr at p= for ineszm operations; and
the e uine. Substandve policy-relad condi-
uoaity s attced to te associated BaCk- (e) a tanamitmi moranduin seekn e
fiuanced project and included in appropria pto- aroval of the Regonl vice president
visions in the Bank's lepl docwnens. Howe , (RI) for the GEP m
condiconality may be associated directly with the
GEF project, if it is required for successful inple-
meation of the GEF component. Furdier, If The coua y deprmr director utinits thee
successful GEF project implementation depends docemm tD th RVP. The RVP sgnsthe tan-
on the implementation of the usociated Bank- mitmil orandum ad Iuns it ID the couny
financed project, effectivenss prvision deparune d to, suthoricing UTe otutry
may be iluded in the GE legal do_. daparmemdirPC to IgD the GE lekgl do-w
Because fung of the GEr is in th form of uma aftr tocias td Bank-fi ced ect
cofinancug, the umal erossdefult clauses an be bean ap vod by the Board. The 1M mends
usd in accordance with e=isdn Bank prct a coy of th mid approved by the RVP to the
for invesent operations. Atlnegotiations, Bank GE Operations Coordinstor's office, which
staff seek the GET grant nrcpet's or-I amw as toe reposiwry for al docuens an GEU
approval to provide public acce:ss to the MOD. _vtment aptiomu. MTe MOD in i comple

fom is atached u an an to th Me mondUm
19. Mines of Nego ions. MThse mimius refer aid of the Preident (MOP) of
to the outcome of negotaunna of the GE F cmpo- mociaed Bank-financed project The MOP
nent of the project They also reflect Ibe GET indiate tat the RVP ha pproved the GEF
grant reipient's agreement to allowing public pampon, subject to thc Board's approval of the
access to the MOD. The mtimtes are copied to Dank-fianced project. The GEP-MOD, anached
the GEF Operations Coordinatosr. fr rfence oiy to the MOP, is prined with a

14. SDR equiuvahlu of U.S. doLUar wuoumiw m bl_idkd by t. Ims Dpinmw a the m bm as fotr MA cmd.

_h agg, pu.r.d .lm .idu qu4f. _~ __n _~ da a _nt _ _ _. _A , _
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light blue cove an disributed to ft execawvc 24. Proczwna. GE procurement is governed
diretors by the Sereury's DepurmueL by GCidefiner: 1mcwmw wsder D M aMa=

Gu JDA Craft (Wasbington, D.C.: World
21. If the apprAisal of the GE component aims Bank, 1915) aI by the predurs limdi m
place after the Bank-fiunc projet is prsd OD 11.00, pwawauw, OD 11.01, Ctxwy Pro-
to the Board, fth MOD is circulated by dh Seat- auww arw z Repom_, OD 11.02,
tury's Dqarune for infounnmi to dc emecute Pw vsrm Afrrangenw for veamu O)per-
dirctors whoe countries ae Participants. Tha lu, OD 11.04, Review of Proaa mem Doac-
GEF Opeations Coxdiirs ofce circulates m _m DCdraiforLenS OCpewm .
the MOD to the bome offices of GEF Parnicipau m of cotulum is govened by Gudeles:
separatly. }owever, if dx GEF wtmp Wa Use of Cawwakw by World Bori Borrvwers wd
not in the GEf work progrm at te ut of by due World Bn* as Exeaa bz g Agecy
Board presenmatuon of te Bank-fi-uced project, (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1981) ad by
(a) the Bard is re_esd to appov, an a die procde oudined in OD 11.10, Use
no-objecto basis, the modificaui of the Ban- qfCzmkww.
financed project tD inwrpora the GE compo.
nen (b) the MOD fr the GEF component iS 25. Disww'sa. GEF disxi nem are
attached tD the mequ to the Board for reference; .vened by poedrn oulid m OD 12.20,
and (c) te MOD is sent by the cotry depart- Spdal Acc,ur, OMS 3.30, Disbua , and
m t director t te RVP for appvL T Cn:aUr Op 6r0, SiiC m of E _ Kdbwe.
RVP's approval of te GEF com_oDnt is subject in GCiden.
to Board approval of the -a- e to Bank-
financed project Once thc Board has approved Pr of Fre-Standing GEF Projec
the associat aed project, or tbe
amendment to include a GEF component in sdi 26. The sun mesuem lendi procedures tbat
a project, the GEF Operatiow Coordinatr's ppy to GE: cOMp to fra nding
office circulates the GEE MOD to de repr- GEF projects, except for exrnl approval
senatives of GEF Psrpati thidr hame .rq_UMear. By agreenent with the Partci-
offices. The GEE Operations Coordrm makes p, a fuee-wnsGE a pmuom sbod Mnt
dth MOD available t9 the public. -ex d U1S310 mio- no aich limit is applied to

a GEF compo_ t of a Bnk-f:anced projecL
22. Signing. The GEi legl document is nr- Bank m _m is a xhor, by apeement
maly sigped wben ite Bank lon is signed Tbr withe Padmickpants, to approve fr-tag
cotry deparunt director, or di audoized u ep to 1S35 Mio under de snm
altate, signs the lega doc _e for Ute GEF angin as GEP _oniponea, once ptid-
component, and the lawyer euas that * Trust p ve reviewed te projects witht objec-
Funds Administator, Ibe disbreme officer, t . For a projet betwe USSS mulion and
and the GEF Operados Coordnor reive USS mio n, Paricipants seificany rview
copies of the signed legal documens. c most rect EPS at their seniaual meetng.

Fdlowing tbis ecial review, Bank mamget
23. Press Rclkse for GEF Pmjea. Ibe lzfor- is audtoid w approm funding for mdi projects.
mation and Public Affairs Division (EXTIP) p- Once negoatoes ae completed and the RVP has
pares the press release after coiinulng with t aprvedte free-standing GE: project an the
TM and the GE Operaions Coordiator. bails of ie tasittal memorandum from the
EXTIP determines joinUy with the SOD chief counry deparmnt director (see para. 20), the
when to issue the press release. MOD is circulated by the Secretary's Department

Dhu d.,vc Wm prePwwdf.v %%e guidms of muff of i r d 8"A dEd n ag-4Ii'* bs w,A of s f-b. 0-4
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to the executive directors whose countes are porfolio manament es. Apart
articipants. In additio, the ofice of tie GEF frn the GEF technical rview, th role

Opations Coordintor circulates the MOD to of REDs in revwig GEF components
GEE Participants iD dteir home offices. Iii or free-standing projects is an imepaa
respect to all other procsn Steps, a free- part of their sandard responsibity for
saing GEF projec sho be prc d i th evewig and clearing the airn¢ of
sme -aner as a GEi component (see tsvranIenml isues in investment
pans. 7-25). peratois.

Additional Assignments (b) EDrminmew Depw7mgm. The BW
Direcr is responsible for prering a

27. The following asks ar addiuonal to the MPo of tecbnical advise (see the
assignments defined in OD 9.00, Procesnmg of discission on per reviewers in
Iwsmmz Lending: OD 9.00, Procesing of hvcsnent

Lcdg). The UNEP's Scietific and
(a) Regimoal Enirnent Dision. Thc Technical Advisory Pawe prepares and

RED is resonsible for oodimdng the umim for the Bank's technical review
ehrdzcal review of GEF projects to panels a roster of outside advisers who

enwse that they represn the best avail- are insrranolly reownd (see
able use of GEt resorc; for the fulfill- pams. 2 and 9). At easto of d 
ment of GEF objectives, taking imo ouwide speciais on the proje-specific
account (i) the objectives and design and -ohical reviw panels must be drawn
eligibility criteria for GEF operaons m the roar of UNEP's Scienfic and
provided in the founding agreement for Technical Advisoy Panel. To easue
the GEF,I and (ii) Scientific and Tech- that Regional stff have acces ID te
nical Advso Panel guidelines for pro- r , the GEF Administor, ENV,

ject selection and priorities that are car ihat t Ciaiinan of UNEP's
issued and revisd periodically.W TMs Sdendfic and Technical Advsory Panel
are resxonsible for al project-specfic sobmits the raF,D 1be GEF Chk mn
UNDP and UNEP contacts. Becae of f cirwclati wihi the Bank The
extensive collaboration with UNDP and GEE Operaions Cordinatr in ENV bas
UNEP in idenDfying and scremng GEF speific resposbilities for facilitatg
projects, the RED chief is ormally the t poessing of GEF operatis (me
Regional conmact for UNDP and UNEP ams. S, 9, 10. 13, 17, 20-23, and 26).
regional officers an GEF Regiozal

15. - Flabliah of IbC Global EnvionmnInt Facilit' (Wasunhwon, D.C.: Worid Bank. FcbUay 1991).
16. 'Czij fot Elgibiltya nd PniOnraz orSeIaOD ofQobifEGll E PacilatyProj.Cz, 'SciOfiandTechnicAdviory

Pmncl. November 1991.

JhJ dacw rr prvpexrfor Ae m.-eof fffoef At W,U 5.k _m & wecinwlJb. anydw vi of Ar ubjr ein L
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Procecures for Global Enviromena Facility lvestment Oprtions

Guideines for E ctive Project Summtry

1. IIe Global Evironment fcility (GEF) (d) the meaums for protcting the ozo layer.
Ezecutive Project Summary MM b a key Indicates te sectral cm= of th proposed
decizion.making Accument for m_agemeL b inmrventim and idenifi the global impormnce
beis as the Initl EPS (MMS) wn te prjec an replicability of &he cmology and/or tech-
idea is mlaed and becmnes nore specfic niqw ft project sees tDedeonsam. Discue
over the projc cycle. 7he Fim EPS (FEPS) the coaiy envonmenml sitrgy and df polig
semi as tbe basis for the Regional vice presid fmework for environme= m inamgeme Spe-
(tVP) ID apprVe the apprai mison. The dofilly mentihe exIs_ec_ of an evio-
FEP S mbsequeny srves as the bass for be mental acaon plan (EAP) or the progress beig
Memorandum and emof de made adfpreparation of The EAP or a subW.
D iu= of the Commy Department concerned stalgly equivalent intiOMl policy framework,
(MOD). Ibe EPS in al 1t imps--from IEPS t andt fe agenda and timetable for poposed nv-

EPDS-i liited 1D tee ID Ux pages and rutnentil policy rfor Alo discses the
frturts fr sectons enum atd below. ittititiom! armogemez for enviramerzl

mamgemen Crauding uy arrangems for
2. tr0udcoiry Seciom. in tbwar fom, iden. ittinml stengtsdenig proposed or un,
fl the County and projet, te amoasted Bank- baplementei) ain any issues thy rse.
fianced project (if applicable), the borrower,
beneficiary, and fincing pla, and te nave 4. PrCed Objec5va. Summarizes project
dates for apprAial and Board presenaion. gos, placing fe project objectives in he wider

cat of the G :EFs xentfic objectives.
3. C oww or Secaor Ba&od denife
GEF eligibility in terms of a per capim GDP at or S. PnJea Desalt. Brefly desaibes tle
below $4,000 in 1989, md provides the ect project and deuigeates th GEF project type
figure. Indi ates the imporna= of (a) the (Type 1, 2, or 3)*2 Lis the major componentr,
urgeted biodiversty surc, (b) the technoly tei a of tIur project coax, and the policy
or technique for abating global warming, (c) te and initonal reforms being saxporwd to
reduction of polution in interational watrs, or enme effectin project plemenmtio. Indicates

I. 1this Pm. 'S.' 'S.' ad FES' rew ' -rEPS, 'E .' d CFES; ptjs re so
a b _ amds GaU pejm or a 0E t of a Saak* mmum peUa.

2. Tp 1: pM Pt _i .comio.imllyvbln O rms of he b_t m ad m am do gamy ilf. This p of rt is am
gamly eligb &t e fo& IumengaI P_ ticpaa.m a eauplla c_ baa obummi tu ze pmuo q_ao
WI mmee p wad i GUEF invdvi. daWi the mcocm raw of nou.
Type 2: Th avamat, unde witich matW global mav u_I bmfa wowld be mImid, woulio be juamfad in
a amey cox if the alamamg cormy had to boa t*h fco m. Ho_u,. If put of the cmu m be offsi by
oe o h the the ovGEI: peoju ca be maim e m the impm g coey. The projut is

eligible for GEF fuding if it maW ib zuqum eom-effhctivmcimia.
Type 3: The imvrneta is justifwd in a cowny o . but the cony wuWd and to nowra mcmaie in con to brdg aboau
addiional global benmfir. Tbe inueuis in eoun quisd to acoommodMat globsl cmba, If it is wiin the ooaeffectivmsa
Suidelim, is eligibe for GEF fundig.
See 'Emblism- of et Goo Ewrizoumat Faciliy (Wambinston, D.C.: Wmld Blak. Febray 1991) p. 5.

Du rmcow Wm pr.pv rfor *e 8"ddMmr of suff of SA WorUd ti lisd isno m carity a cimpkw a_u of Ae sjer m
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proviaom made for baselie asm , mnsk- an ote Bank umis dat review learned
iwuriamg and evalnuaion and i--itiionaml and by w Ban& or others in desaperg and me-
human resourre development. Desibes (a) te ViSing projects with sciilar objectives. IndiCateS
frm of mwvation being umored by te° pro- csiiaty bow the proposed project reflecs
ect, (b) what is awvative out a b t _ecbrolo tho le'.
andfor technique O b applied, (c) tie cm in
which the imxvat is applied, a! (d) whe 10. RXiok for GF Fwdrg. Explaims the
he omvtim effectively igrtes unique am! catlytic fumcio of tie GE's -4ort
knowlede and approacin nns pret for tc projecL Indicats th cfeiutiom of dt
objcies. prject o the GU's aienfic objectv and

Wuife bow the project addrees project
6. Prmjea FP-mcin. Summarizes the extrna prorides and snac the scientif and tchnia
and dmesc financing arrAngemen for the weeto critia of the Uniad Nations Environ-
projct, hisIighling S OMp!rX cofmncin mea Progmmne's (UNaP's) Sciewific and Tech-
1RuFMCMS. nca dvuory Panl. Also izdiiates how the

prjct mes GEP s genral deag criteria of
7. Project hIp em alo. Sumiaizs the (a) dem t:ation, value ain epicbii outside
p-aw for pr iemnt including pro- te boat canty, (b) contibutian to inmunoml
ct mamgem amrgeizents, die mes and caqpcity and hman reSdUrce development, and

respo sblil du of participating agecies, and, if (c) uderstanding of the baseline conditions of the
appicable, amlending ar mgm. EFmple: n moc and t provisions for ntoinirig and
For bd ity projects, indicates (a) the role of euatn te project's impct Indicates the
loal communities, indiemus poples, and local lbutn of the project to e al policy
and inuuaml o_n Obecitves, institutioa development, and ote
(NGOs); ad (b) _ of governm goals th would nt be achived withtit
insitunail armagemn and adminismve GE hivolvemenL
capacity to implemnt the projctL

11. hsa and Aakxu. Dieusss ousunding
S. Prvjea SrabAlfy. dicas bow pTjct issues and how thy ae to be handled.
project desip contributs Do the instuioml and ictert ranps for, and tmng of,
fianci-l su=ainability of the prject Ezamplw. proposd cmxiqomlity that is desigid to ens
For biodiversity projects, iicaes the policy- and effecdve impienution of the GEF project
project-supported measures to met X reciurent Discusss te adequacy of dt project's manage-
costs of the institutdi re1sose for protecting - capacity, cost recvery arngen , ur-
tbe urgeted iodiversity during ad beyond fUt if, and fi-ncial coveant: Exmple: For
project's life. For project that support nrgy biodiversity operations, addreses neas
production and marine wam colectio and dis- reqired OD demarcase or lepIy designate pro-
posal facilities in ports, indicates how mifs or iccd aa ad to make sautisfcy ititoal
dispoul fen and revemes from the dae of recy- and fimmI arrangements for tir susmined pro-
cled wasses contribue D cos recovery. tCea nLdicaus proposed xcetons to procure-

ment or a-harng gdelincs and describes
9. Lessonsfrom PreviowaBank or DA ov- reqireienns for incorporating cofiancier'
mew. Susmmazes td lesss Larued fan for implementn the project's
onoig and completed operaions and frm X fianig pl
rlevant Project Completion Reportm (PCRs) and
special sodies prepared by Sector and Operations 12. Envirmmwuml Aspects. Indicates the envi-
Policy, the Operations Evaluati Deparqzent, r_uner-I category assiged to the G project.
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Where relevant, because of the enviroinerual 14. RiAd. Summari=es relvant project risl6,
category assigned, smmaizes (a) major envirn- including (a) project-specific issLCs, such as the
mental and natural resoLrce management uSzes; insdutioioal capacity of the project- enting
(b) preparation status or conclusions of the agency and its comminment to enforcing enabling
enviro-oenmI a _sm; (c) required actions, legislation for biodiversity protetion; and
such as conation with affected grups and (b) broader isues, msch as a conflict between
NGOs; and (d) how major isses are to be inentiv at the a c c level and thoe
addressed or how they have been resolved. required at the project level (e.g., discrtons in

energy picing recing returns an project iv-
13. Project Bnefits. Sumnarizes the mam proj- man). Summaizes the results of any sensitivity
ect benefits. Wher applicable, expresses these analysis and indicates key variables influenmg
benefits in quantitative terms and shows, where project . Cites appropriate design features
feasible, the expected rate of return of the project that help addrs project risks.
with and without the benefit of GEF finncing.
For projects that miiapte global warmig or th 1S. Staff Review A gem z. Liss the names
polluion of in rtional waters, uses such quam- of e tausk manager, the division chief, te
mtuve measures of project performance as unit camry department director, and the peer
costs of avoiding atmospheric carbon emissions revewers. Also identfies the economic, cuien-
and the coss of collecting aDd disposing of tific, and tchnical review functons fulfilled by
marne pollutants. When benefits cansot be quan- the rndcical peer reviewers for the GEF pro-
tified, provides other appropriate quantified mea- ject and by GEF technical advisors and outside
sures of performance to establish the project's specialists as part of the technical review process.
bteficial impact consistent with GEF scientific
objectives. Summais ins=itution-building fea-
oars and other intngible benefits.

Pus ji,tcze " prtpw4dfor &%e gue4w.c of saff of Ar Wo.,d Amk o'd uno awz=&wJva compdw ovaawv of oJAmbwc cwad
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.Sample LTr of Agreement for
a Project Prepration Advance from the Global Environment 1rut Fund

[Dee]

-i Goeve OfC
[Name of Coun)y]
Wddrw]

Re: Advance for Preparatio of
[Name] Project
(F-PPA [Numbel'

Dear Sir/lMadam:

I am wnitng on behalf of ft Internaonal Bank for Reconstuction and Devel nt actn as
Trustee of fte Gobal E vronment Trust Fund (GET) (te Tnste) to indicate th Trustee's agreemen t
gran to tbe [name of cowuwy] (the Recpient) an Advance in an camnt not Special Drwing
Rights [SDR amowu] (the Advance). The puspose of tb Advance is to fince cauin expendires reqired
for the preparation of a project [brief owfie o.fproject], for the carying out of which te Recipient [has
requested] [itds w request] the fiancial aas:nce of lb Global Enviment Tnust Fuzd

TM Advance is gramned for the purposes and on the te and conditions set forth in the Atch-
zne=I-m heto, and the Recipint reprents, by cmfirming its ageem het h er, that it is autized
to conuact and withdraw the Advance for tbe daid purposs and on th said t ns a onditions.

The grant of te Advance dos t consoautt or imply ay comnument on the prt of the Trte,
the International Bank for Reconstructon and Development in its own capacity or the Internuonal Develop-
ment Associaton, to aist in fimcing the project for the preparatiom of which the Advance is grted.

I. The GET-PPA nDU is pravidid by th Trus Funs Admimiwr (_sc p.m 3, Annx C of ths 4umau).

kr dr- W 'spv a - asdm fUa.
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Sample Attadnm t I to Littr of Agree.nt
Puwpmu, Terwm, and Conditions of Advance

1. The activibe reqired tD complete the preparatim of di project for wbi the Advane is gmted ame
as follows:

[Brif dacrim ofprojc prepaton actia requed and meahod of uryyg d*m oa.]

2. Expenditures D be fic vit the Advance are

[Liust e ndzu by catgory. the aom to be ailocaed for eadc category. and percentage rve
of disbwurma.]

3. The Recipient shallcury oi. dte project preipati acivities oudined above with due diligence and
decency; prompty provide di f*nds, facilies, services, and oter resmves reqired for te purpose; fur-
nish tD dte Trustee al informatn2 coveri mach activides and de ue of the proceeds of die Advance as
te Trust shal reasombly reqies and fim tme UD ti exc nge views wh the Trust's repre-
semtives on te progre ain results of msch acuvites.

4. To fcilitte t carrying out of die aid proje prepratio actvities, the Recipient may open an
account (te Spci Account) in [larncy] in [name qf di bank] aCC ding the ftms and conditions set
frth in Amcbmens . The depostory bank of the Special Account sall confirm m a form accepuble to
the Trusee that te funds in the Speci Account wi be segmpeted as a speci deposit for the specific pur-
pos1s for which de Advance is pated and dwa fte fizds are mt subject claims of seoff, seizre,
or atmchmemn

5. Cosultt (expers) acceptable UD te Truste [shall be enmloye [have been enployed] by the Reci-
pient an ters and condion saisfctory w 1ie Tnuse for Epnjecd prazmo aan ics for uich
connswa ' or epem 'secrs are required. Tae ocamnm (expem) [shaUl be] [have been] slected m
accordance with Prncples an procedum Fstifci y xo die Trustee and on he basis of Guidenes: Use

of Cornws by Worid BankBorrowe and by she World Ban os Exeacbig Agency (Washington, D.C.:
World Bank, 1981). No absiaduuon of such consulnts (cxpers) or modification of tie terms and condi-
tons of their employment sall be made excpt with te pror approval of tbe Trustee. [Proazrew of
goods and worvo . Vany, should be cari ow br accordae wth Guidelines: Procurement ue IiBRD
Loam an IDA Credis (Washbim. D. C: World Bank. 1985).] (This paragraph should speciffy the pro-

areme procedues to beffdllowd.]

6. Wittbdrwal, use, and rfuiding of the Advan e shal be mad in accordance with the Fmancial Provi-
sions Applicable to Advances for Project Preparaui (tde Financial Provso) set fort m iAtchment M.

7. The date [mwh/dayyear] is hereby specified for the purpos of paragraph 10 of the Fncial Provi-
sioms (Atachinen II). No withdrawals of the Advance shall be made after tat date, and any amount of
tie Advance ten remaining unwitldrawn shal be canceled, unless the Tru s estabishes a later date for
tie purposes of paragmph 10.

a ThJs daoe aLlU be o y_on imm te dt* of mrms of the Tuwa's (lea's) mo to the Rcp=zL

ThA iom u pu _ fiw utsr ofaf .1A Wm" Zmttk N is noJwmWaty d embm Dwmg of Amble= cowv .
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8. Witdrawal applicanons for the Advance da be sigd on behalf of the Recpie by [ahfnted GoV.
emvnem official or any pes designated in wring by rid [amaorid Gowenen offlc. Au tcad
specien sagmp S of the desipated pesons mmall be pwvided with the first appliuxL

Thus dawanw v.m purepamdfor ~Ae gxidvs of uqff f Ae WM"E Sink NW SPM000* CV, PI mW~ O 4e f*a i"= OP.
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Sa&pe Altachmwt II to T of A UeL
Speil Depodt Accemmt

1. For the pupo=s of this A -meat,

(a) be term *4ams es mem catesories of inm I be flmnced out of the proceeds of fte Advnce
as set forth in paragrph 2 of Atachmet I;

(b) h m eiible ezpendimr mum expenditurs m respect of the reasonble cost of goods ad
mrnvces require for thc poje ppanum acvis ID be fiSnaced oat of Tbe proeds of the

Advance; and

(c) the mm 'Autorized AIoatWi' mum an a unt eqtvale to lamow I I ID be with-
drawn from the Advance ad deposited i th Special Deposit Accmt (the Special Accm t) Pr-
Smz to paragrph 3 (a) of this Atucbze

2. Paymem ou of the Special Acam shall be made exchnively for eligible expenditures in accordance
with te provisions of tbis Atacmnt.

3. After the Trustee has received imadasctry cdece that tfe Special Accout bas been duly oed,
withdrawals of the Authorized A oaion and susquenr withdrawals t replenish te Special ACWumi All
be made as foLows:

(a) For withdrawals of the Authorizd Alloca , the Recipienta fuanish to be Tnrue a request
or requests fr a deposit or deposits tat do not exceed the agrept a- mt of e Authorized
AliotionL On the basis of suh rque or rtquem d Triutee shall, on behalf of the Recipice
deposit in the Special Acc t mac amoun ou of the proceeds of th Advam as requetd by
the Recipient.

(b) For replenishment of the Special Account, de Recpien all fi-sh to the Iruse requem for
deposits it tbe Special Accout at such intvals d TrIne shall pecify. Prior to or at the
tirm of each uch requst, the Recpi shall funish w tde Trunse th docfien and odzr evi-
dence required pursuan to parAgraph 4 of this At m for the payment or paymts in respect
of which replenishment is requested. On f bais of each mdc reqtt, the Tre sha, on behalf
of the Recipient, deposit into the Special Ao t out of de Proceeds of the Advce sah mount
as is requested by the Recipient and shown by said docunts and other edence ID have been
made out of the Special Account for eligible expenditures.

4. For each payment made by th Recipient out of th Special Account, the Recipient shall (at c tmne
as the Tne shalD reasombly reqLest) furnish w the Trustee such do e and other cvice hwing
that such paymet was made exclusively for eligible expenditures.

S. Nowittanding dth provisions of paragrph 3 of this Atsachment the Trus shall not be required to
male further deposits into the Special Account

(a) if at any td the Truste dexerrmis that all further withdrawals of the Advanc should be made
directly by the Recipient; or

7)u iwvNw Wm p_Jpm fdr e pdmnc of vf Lof At Woi" SAVA SW it AN AAMy A Iffe vA Of Mv A WaiL
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(b) on de gDl W mwidrawn momt of e Advae equas die eqivaI of twior de sk m of

the Audorized Aloczo

Therefw, wvidAwal of in Advae proces remaxaM umUwirwn staf folow mch poodures as X
Trustee dunl specfy by nom iD f te Rc=picaL Such fwm wibdidwals duall be moude only sfter aed te
die dia te True dl le bee ftsfied tt alU tmh -- nt remaiing an deposit m the Specal
Aczot as of tge date of such wdul be umpqiud in m gPsyin o WeIgbeRmsiinn .

6. (a) If the Trusee derines *at y ine that any .yie wt of tbe Specal Acct was

(1) ma d a c meulim e or i nM Wt dibe I lo purgraph 2 of this Acu-
or

(ii) mt juafhd by the evcm ftidbod to Trume;

then the Rtcpe sull. pr ty Wm mate from de Tnme,

(1) povide ste aMddx eviden as 3 Truse any eq or

(hi) deposit io die Special Acomut (or, if die Truwee du so requs, rdund t du True)
an - equal w tbe tof of ebh pay or -i trf nMt so eligib
arji;fied.

Unls di Trusne shall otrwi agee, furihr deposit by th Trnte nD tbe Spea Acwi
sull be made undi die Recps has provied such evidn or made wch deposit or refimd, ax
ie cae my be.

(b) If tbe Trusee damniu at any de tat ay ¢oam=-sn tn di Specia Ac=imt will nt
be reqcmed to wver fus de psymems for elgibe epdiues, die Pecpen du, prc_dxnpy Fon

notce from the Truse, refund to te Trus c mod zing amL

(c) Tbe Reipient may, upon wince tO to Timle, refsl to de Trnte al or any porin of die fxls
an depot in toe Special Accin

(d) RIe ds to tbc Trme zmae I o pramgmps 6 (a), (b), and (c) of this A _t i dIu be
added tO te uawidadmaw unom of te Advanc.
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Sample Attchment m to Lett of Agreenent:
Finadal Provisions Applicable to Advances from the

Global Environmt Trust Fund for Projecl Preparan

1. In theProvio, the erm Truscm the Int riooal nk f or Reconstrucion and Dvelop-
ment actng as Truse of the Global Environment Trust Fund.

2. Tbe Truste shall disburse funds to or on te order of dte Recipient (a member country eligible tD
receive gnts from tbe GET) frm a Projec Prpmaon Advance (te Advance) tD meet expendiures speci-
fied in the agreement lcuer for de Advance. Ihe Recipin should submit a wten application for
withdrawal in the form specified by the Trusne. The applicaton is (a) signed by an audwozed repm-
aenatve of the Recipient, and (b) accompanied by evidence of the expenditr made or, if the Truste sha
so agree, to be made.

3. The Advance sa be made in Special Drawing Righte (SDRs) as valued by the Interutional Monetary
Fund in accordance vith its Arucles of Agreeme. Tbe amm of he Advance shall be disbursed in var-
iwos currencies eqwvalen to Dhe SDR amount required to meet an expendite to be financed by
dte Advance.

4. WStdrawals shall be made oily for expendiwres for sevices suppLied from, or goods produced in,
couWis eligible under Gudwma. Prvaemeao zsder ARD Lans and DA CreAts (Washington, D.C.:
World Bank, 1985).

5. Tbe amrout of She Advance disb d carries no inrest or odt chags and is made available on a
basis.

6. The Trustee may, by notice tD she Recipient, suspend at any dme further withdrawals of the Advance
if (a) funds widtdrawn have not been ued for She pupose agreed between the Recipient and the Trustee,
or (b) the preparation activities are not carried out in accordanc with the standards or methods agreed
between the Recipient and tbe Trusee.

7. At any tme after withdrawals of Sbe Advance have been suspended plurai to dtwese provisions, the
Trustee may, by notice tD the Recipient, cancel any amnt of the Advance remaicing unwididrawn.

8. If thc funds withdrawn have 1no been used for the purpose agreed between the Recipient and She
Trustee, then upon suspension as pnrvided in paragmaph 6 above, the Recipient shall, prmpty upon written
notice from the Trustee, refund to tde Trustee an amount equal tD the amount so used or any portion thereof
specified by the Trustee.

9. The Trustee may cancel the Advance in full by written notice to the Recipient if within 90 days after
the date of the countersignature of the Trustee's letter gmring the Advance the Recipient has not, in the
opinion of the Truste, sarted any of the preparation activities for which the Advance was gramnted.

10. No application for withdrawals will be accepted by the Trustee two years from the date of the signature
by the Trustee of the letter granting tbe Advance tO the Recipient. The unwithdrawn amount of the Advance
will then be canceled by the Trustee.

Thu dwvaw w, pnTp*rwui Jar Ae vadiwe of af of Ae WerU *inI _d atm ,cmaniy a c.wydne awou of she Jub,e cr ae_r
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Global EMvfroment Facly Investment Operations

Guidfitne for the Memorandtn and Recommendation of the Director

Inrouton

1. Tle Memondum and Recoodion of te Directr of te Contry D qr= =ccrned (MOD)
provde be bis for te Regioal vi prsdm (RVP) to m dcios aon te proposd Glohl Envirn-

met Failty (GEF) iunem aperau= ibe MOD conpie a mt, tr aewbedilw,' and, w*m loca-
toml informauo is needAd, a map. Sim a Suff Appraisa Report (SAR) is z t reoire, w qcl mxes

pr'de adequa dei on qci w4bial, polcy, or ode feams of project dign, d descripio of
'e specal resowur or glob! eunronal iprvem that athe dx cu of the project.2

Ca~

2. Thc cover format of the MOD) is as follows:

DacumZ of
THE WORLD BANK

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

CONFMENDE AL
Rqupot No.

(Note: No OP' befor N)

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILTY
MEMORANDUM AND

OF TEE DIRECTOR
[CO UNIYDEPAR7MEHJ

OF THE
DTRNATIONAL, BANK FOR RECONSTRUCfON AND DEVELOPMEn

TO THE
REMONAL VICE PRSDENT

ON A PROPOSED GRANT
FROM THE GLOBAL ENVIRONENT TRVST FUND

IN TBE AMOUNT EQUIVALENT TO SDR_ _M ON (US$__MILLON)
TO 

jBE?tCL4Rr/C0UNZRYI
FOR A

[ME& OF PRAWEC7
PA2"r

[Nam] Divim
Co=zzwy Dcparmt [Nnber]
IName] Regs

1. Then acauka Lm (a) psimatd prjm= a mad finsacig pi. (b) pwinuantd d nm da, md (c) c

or kay p-jma po -ins -- u-
2. Sec OD 3.40. Anai A. TecsJAm= o Aw Mfm,nk mad Yr mmdt , s f iv P of 4uhr ? o? Tc s osedvaza

Pojae. md Ai Al, 5duI, 1: KJy Phoc At4dW"
3. Da ppw by tb eoury d _pftv= dr4c.

rAt iamCnW WM papeMdf Jr ho,t 5,04 eVJuAffdfJh WM"d jmak ad"I no ain0y a a/o, aubja Cnw,m .
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3. The imidt from cover page of *C MOD mnarizes nc y equivalems, weighu and a ue,
abbreats and acronyms, and dt fisca year of he borrowe and prjc enties. It usties pleseuztion
conventios as detiled in l Bank's i and S&le Guide. A Grm and Project Smmary (we
Am-x DI) precedes ti MOD uL

Ted

RedQing

4. The Wu of fte MOD beqis an a w pag following the Gr and roject Sm uy. It rS. wih
*e following sndard bea

MEMORANDUM AND RECOMMENDATION OF TEE DIRECTOR
[NAME] DEPARTMENT [NUDMB

TO THE REGIONAL VICE PREDENT

luroduaory Pamgrqih

5. The iboduory paragaph bas a xuidad fcm.

I submit for y aproval tb fllowing meMo: mn and re ndaton an a propomd GT grant
to [Benficiauy/Cauwy) for SDR -, equvale of US _ mlliomn lo eblp furnanc a project
for [puposu).

When tbe Global Evironme Trut Fmd (GET) is imacin a project in asswa,;on wih one or more
majr cofinanciers, dy are mcd anmd the m and ims of thir finacing ane dicated

Mam Tg=-7he Projec

6. The main tet provides suFfieient informnational So iv adequate umdersnding of and jusficatu for
the projectT discusic is self-contind. The geu fixmat and mabjec s dscumd in te main =t
are smilr to te fmt and aecdons in d EXeC Ppoect SIIy (ElPS). fom which be MOD
evolves. Each aecuon norm Y ham or two pampbs coverig te usbjecs discused below.
Depending on the individual projwe, ae= subjecs req eitf e or no difsct-on othr may warrant
loge treatmen-

7. County/Sector Backround. TMe MOD scinedy pUS the opemtio int tbe ca y co and idea-
tifies the esublihd or emerging envunen policy and the regulatory and mamiam framework. It
indicates the relatonsip betweez the GEF component and is asated Bank-financed project It icats
the linka between the unioal evomet and the actvity tht is wppord by th CF for the impGroe-
mew of the global environme, focusing in parclar on the envir1nml dimemion of the nc that the
project addres. It describes the environmen_l policy frmework, the key policy i*es, and die govern-
mtw's stategy for addresing the isues. It metions the e3dstence of environenml acto pans (EAPs)
or subsuntially equivalent epot on the national policy framework and gives fte agpnda and inmeble for
proposed environmentl policy reform. It discusses key long-t-m goals for avirocXnl management,
prioriry envirnenml policy reforms to achiee such goas, and major c tins tat impede
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prge, also ghlightiespecificum2sufrst governenthas undemk andeprogressithasmae
in addressing these comnsrms. It indicates what rins to be dom.

8. ITe MOD briefly deaibes k in vo policy ad m gent itns specificafy re
vant tD dle project, aining tr egs and wekms (maingemct, smffing, faince, planning,
coordimtion, efficiency of svice delvery). It sarizes government mtegies for developing ue imli-
"niod and for addresing problems. For project wi a foca an decenralized implemienmton, de MOD

uxlines de regulmy framewas in which tie ztuiUi op rte. Exmple: For biodiversity projec,
tde MOD as es he adeqiucy of dt legislati and regulatios t dezurae an f implementa*
Of _m m plans for protcted wea.

9. Poec Objectvs. Mhs secuon inrie project pals, placig ffe prject objectiv in die wider
-'ez of the GEFs scientfic objectie.

10. Poject Descrm. Ibis itction briefly deis the project and desigptas the GEP project tp
(Tpe 1, 2, or 3).' Itists die ma no their a of lool prje cosn, ad t policy and insd-
2ituinrl reoms beig pid lt ae effecdve pje impleme i Ths pani rpam ipiicatus provi-
ms made for b4Lie aues , monirog and evalati, and itational and hbm resm=

developmet The pungaph addmsms de fom of twtion beig sponsored by the project, indicatUng
tba is iwvate about the trwilog and/or technique tI be applied Te wction also desrbs tbe con-

tn m which tke ivaao is applied, inchdn whether de imnvation efcively in2prtes existing
knowledge and apphes in mezt projet objectives.

11. Project Impmemam . Th ection mmauis the pla for pjet impilemtion, iprulg project
inanagIunen arranemen, the mes and espondbiida of partmcipatg agecies, and, if applcable,
onlendiz, arrangeme. Exmple: Far biodiversity project, di MOD indicats the role of (a) local aom-
munities, indigenu peoples, and. local and ieiautom I o_ n owAznsnziom (NGOs), and (b) the

n tdining of goverment iuniozal anangenies and admizaisaiwv capcity to implement th prject.

12. Project Suarab=by. Ths reco indics how die pwject design lonb s to die hiuniocal an
fimnril susuiinability of te project. E _ix : For biodiveaEy projec, ie MOD incates tbe policy-
and project-vported mease so ct tbe cam or of the isuniom responsile for pmecting Mr-
geted biodiversity during md beyond die project's ife. For e= r production and mum was cllection
and disposal rhlities in pom, ic MOD ndicas how -Rs or dispol fes and revezns from tbe alk
of rcycled was conirtw s cost reovey.

4. Type 1: The peojr s sannmiy vis in -m of et the bfia s.d cost io the ac ey kIf. This et of proje i atm
ginay eiible for GE fisemuin ninm Pa,i_ F_r a, ea 1muing MMa berb. .d. *at the opmeao. is quea
will am pr weom GE mrelvmz. dequi the acw .f r sm..
Type 2: The uwt.r_ umw _Akcb u,brnal gleobel mvisa.sn1 bmeg m wml be abrinzd, would mot be junifiud i
a couwy eoa if Ube imsplmeaLing c y had ro b_r te fHl eao. Iouvr, if pat of the coa con be ofin by
ainemmo_al misanoe froc the GE. %be oviaU proje ca be ndc aatis to %be inpimanag aeey. The proja u
eligible for GE: fnding If it rcu the requird casteffiuumas crriL.
Type 3: Tlh inveumu is justified in a couy cnarm. bat h cory would std to wai an rmmc m insa tD brinS aboi
addtisl global beaeriu. The ncrs a coma rtquu iD accommodia globel nacn, if aa wuhm the cos-effecass;
jrideime. is ligibe for GE funding.
Scc Et lisbI ac of the Qobrl Eivir_o.i Faeility' (W hint. D.C.: Woeld bea. Fdmfy 1991) p. S.

7)615 iw - pvwu_j*a aW-w f.thre W_dt _ I-su e ef
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13. Lecms fom Previowa BakDA knovma. Mhis actia mmarizes tbe lemon; lerzd from
ogoin land completed operatin ad fom evant Project Completion RepOm (PCRs) and special stdies
Prared by Sectr and Operations Policy, ft Opeuom EVaan Deparme, and other Bank nunts Xt

review lesons learned by the Bank or othr i designW and avervi*g p ojec. wit similr objectivres.
It indicates eplciy bow te popoed proje d n reflects oe leon.

14. Raonak for GEF Famft. Ths section explains the tmique and caulytic ftoction of t GE's ap-
pat for the project. h indicas te cibtim of fhe projeca t the GEF's scientfic abjecuves and identi-
fies how t projiaeceets te scienfic and aical alectiseri and pret proie of *e Umned
Natio v Eirm Proamm's (UNE's) Sieifc ad Tcical Advisoy P It al ic sbow
fe projec me the genral GEF desig citer of(a) d.emon value and rhcawhity ouide eD host
cousy, (b) COMriXZtiW1 OD i~nSitUOnl capacity and hnm ce pn developtme, and (c) izolersutaditng
of bseline condiions of tbe resom-r and prviso f mouing and evabtng *e project's iact Te

o indicames t cornbutin of the proect to actoral policy objctves, insuuomi development, and
oier gols tat would not be acievd witti GEF imnolve

15. 4radAar. The MOD ri au_od widtoh o vae e and t e ultaut beL-
feisty on qific au:r and elts tho uz y ikinasidetid elie. lt _edc titn. It lis, ol
thoe agze that wre rlctd in covn and conditiogmaly in qp lep do . Mc MOD =es
lanuag C_StSI t tw h lanwguae in the Lel Agreeuet. It doe n diucus conditiomhty on siu
rUte Manes as repon reqirmeme , nem thy awe umque or req*e special intd i

16. Efinv oual AspeW. Ibe MOD briefly disce te project's emvb n=l impact an how envi-
V_1MnenI ad MM! Pas Management amiaes asociated Wth bt operation hbe ben resolved. If an
environmental aemin bas ben prpared, dte MOD briefly d ibes (a) the main fizfnp of the eni-
ronmemal a_eseM (b) tbe cultaton prom th vd afted pzp an local NUOS, and (c) fedkac
o thfese goups and NGOs n d findings of e auem _

17. Prject Ba . This sectio ri=s te =ai project beaeft, rI g them in quantiav
sms, if posble, and oxng, wher feasible, die exectd me of re of tb project wirh and witxt
thc beefit of GEF fimnti. For proj;cts mitipa globa warming or polion in waters,
qtunuataive mine of project perforIzace iamiM include th unit cM Of avoidig amioqaberic carbon
enissions and the corn of cole and disosing of m polldazm. Where binfism c t be qumn-
tified, the paragraph providesoer appropquntfidna esof pfaom esbis te project's
beneficial impaet consistent with GEl scietific objectiv t f s and
other intangible benfits.

18. Risks. Mi secton summaizes relevant project ris, includiwg (a) project-specifc iscs , such as fi
insfitutional capacity of tke projc-imlementin agency and its commiutto enforcing emba j g legislation
fOr biodiVersity protctn; and (b) broader iss, mah as tze conflict ben, e incenives at dze mro-
ecoromic level and those Trequed at the project lwel. The secion Sinri the r lts of any aenstivity
aralysis and idcates key variables influencg project success. lt cites approprate design feares that help

address project risks.

Dm dAmgw MM PiPWw for A gini.,o, f U4fof Me W" Sent _d h ebmwtd a cinspdw m of Ae i oee ML
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19. Recommedaio. Ihe MOD us tbe following sndard fm:

I am stisfied tbat fe propoed grant wold azply wih die proviuion of Resoltion No. BD 91-5
of de Execative Dircors reaung to dh establi;neW of the Global EFvir =n Facilit and
recommend that te Regional Vice President, [Naw of eRgim), approve it.

("he Couwy DeparmemDirnctr D a mi a s at the and of the ext, as folow)

Director
[Depainmau]

Attchmt

Washingon D.C.

[Samt dare as an she cowr page]

AtbtadmmLf

20. Sheduke A. This preemtaion, summarizs in ubular form dw estimated projec cor and fimnne-in
plan. It is identical in fomat to the tables cm fte prject cm and financing plan in a Bank SAR's "Loan
and Project Summaryw; thee is no specific GEF-SAR, only dr- MOD.

2 1. SchduAd B. This schedule provies tables on procurement methods and dubisb.s. The table an
procurexnent methxds is prepaed in 1 with fth presntational conventions discussed mn OD 11.02, Pro.-
afremen ArrangemeMt for Mwesmsa Opeixwkni. It is idenca i format ID the procuement table
presented in the tex of a Bank SAR. A disbursexnents tabl details the disbuammen catgories, bie gran
amount allocated tD each caegory, anid tt perceupe of capendi=we ID be financed froma the gramt ud
earch categor. It is idenurcal with Schedule 1 in the Grunm Agreement. A second sechkn Irese estimated
Fant disbursements by fth Bank's fiscal year and cumiulatively. Schedule B is identical to the table on esd-
mated disbursmemet in a Bank SAR's 'Loan and Project Summnuy. *

22. Schedule C. Mhis schedule preseont a tizzetable of The projec's key processing events. It imdicates
(a) time taken to prepare the project showing the calendar period f3rom start tD completion of projec prepa-
ration; (b) names of staff who prepaed the project; (c) firs Bank or IDA mission; (d) appruisl misio
deparwue; (e) date of negotiations; (1) plamed date of effctiveness; (g) a summary supervision pian
icluding technical expertise required, proposed frequency of mmons, and repotin arrangements for
monitornng and evaluatin project implementation performance; and (h) list of relevant PCRs and Project
Performnance Audit Reports.

TAU diw,Mw W4g PnrtP&wdf4W isa gSa4.mea Oif aef Ae Wou hshk . is man WO&WOa .ipdw &OM f MW mibj.ar ciwd
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Economic Evaluation of Investment Operations

1. The Bank' evaluates investrnent projects to Alternatives
ensure that they promote the development goals of
the borrower country. For every investment proj- 3. Consideration of alternatives is one of the
ect, Bank staff conduct economic analysis to deter- most important features of proper project analysis
mine whether the project creates more net benefits throughout the project cycle. To ensure that the
to the economy than other mutually exclusive project maximizes expected net present value,
options for the use of the resources in question.2 subject to financial, institutional, and other con-

straints, the Bank and the borrower explore alter-
Criterion for Acceptability native, mutually exclusive, designs. The project

design is compared with other designs involving
2. The basic criterion for a project's acceptability differences in such important aspects as choice of
involves the discounted expected present value of beneficiaries, types of outputs and services, pro-
its benefits, net of costs. Both benefits and costs duction technology, location, starting date, and
are defined as incremental compared to the situa- sequencing of components. The project is also
tion without the project. To be acceptable on compared with the alternative of not doing it at
economic grounds, a project must meet two condi- all.
tions: (a) the expected present value of the proj-
ect's net benefits must not be negative; and (b) the Nonmonetary Benefits
expected present value of the project's net
benefits must be higher than or equal to the ex- 4. If the project is expected to generate benefits that
pected net present value of mutually exclusive cannot be measured in monetary terms, the analysis
project alternatives .' (a) clearly defines and justifies the project objectives,

1. 'Bank" includes IDA, and "loans" includes credits.
2. All flows are measured in terms of opportunity costs and benefits, using "shadow prices," and after adjusutments for inflation.
3. Although it has long been the Bank's policy to calculate the expected net present value, standard practice has been to calculate the

expected internal rate of economic sreum, that is, the rate of discount that results in a zero expected net present value for the
project. The expected rate of retumn is not fully satisfactory (e.g., when comparing mutually exclusive project alternatives),
however, it is widely understood and may continue to be used for the purpose of presenting the results of analysis.

Note: OP 10.04 replaces the version dated April 1994. Please retain the Apri 1994 BP 10.04. OP and BP 10.04 are
complemented by OP/BP 10.00, Invest.mentLending: Identification to BoardPresentaton, and, in the printed Table of Contents
and the online 'Entire Table of Contents" to the Operational Manual, by the documents listed as Other Existing Instructions
adjacent to OPs/BPs 10.01, Technical Criteria; 10.02, Financial Analysis and Management; 10.05, Institutional Criteria; and
10.06, Sociological Criteria (all to be issued). A handbook on the methodology for project economic evaluation will be issued
as GP 10.04. OP and BP 10.04 replace the Operational Memorandum Treatment of Environmental Externalities in the
Evaluaton of Investment Projects, 10/4/93, and draw on the folowing documents (which will be replaced by GP 10.04): OMS
2.20, Project Appraisal; OMS 2.21, Econontic Analysis of Projects; OPN 2.01, Investment Crteria in Economic Analysis of
Projects; OPN 2.02, Risk and Sensitivitv Analysis in the Economic Analysis of Projects; OPN 2.04, Economic Analysis of Projects
with Foreign Paraicoation; OPN 2.05, Foreign Exchange Effects and Project Justification; OPN 2.06, Use of the Investment
Premwum and Distribution Weights in ProjectAnalysis; OPN 2.07, Reporting andMonitoring Poveny AUeviation Work in the Bank;
and OPN 2.09, Presentation of Project Justification and Economic Analysis in Staff Appraisal Reports. Questions may be
addressed to the Economic Advisers, Operations Policy Group, OPR.

These poltcies were preparedfor the guidance of World Bank staff They are not necessarily a complete trearment of the subjects covered
Additional copies of this document are avaiLable on a self-serve basis in the Instiunonal Information Services Center (IISC). E3200.
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reviewing broader sectoral or economywide pro- values of key variables (i.e., the value that each
grams to ensure that the objectives have been variable must assume to reduce the net present
appropriately chosen, and (b) shows that the value of the project to zero) and the sensitivity of
project represents the least-cost way of attaining the project's net present value to changes in those
the stated objectives. variables (e.g., delays in implementation, cost

overruns, and other variables that can be
Sustainability controlled to some extent). The main purpose of

this analysis is to identify the scope for improving
5. To obtain a reasonable assurance that the project design, increase the project's expected
project's benefits will materialize as expected and value, and reduce the risk of failure.
will be sustained throughout the life of the project,
the Bank assesses the robustness of the project Poverty
with respect to economic, financial, institutional,
and environmental risks. Bank staff check, 7. The economic analysis examines the project's
among other things, (a) whether the legal and consistency with the Bank's poverty reduction
institutional framework either is in place or will strategy. 4 If the project is to be included in the
be developed during implementation to ensure that Program of Targeted Interventions, the analysis
the project functions as designed, and (b) whether considers mechanisms for targeting the poor.
critical private and institutional stakeholders have
or will have the incentives to implement the Externalities
project successfully. Assessing sustainability
includes evaluating the project's financial impact 8. A project may have domestic, cross-border,
on the implementing/sponsoring institution and or global externalities. 5 A large proportion of
estimating the direct effect on public finances of such externalities are environrmental. The econ-
the project's capital outlays and recurrent costs. omic evaluation of Bank-financed projects takes

into account any domestic and cross-border
Risk externalities. A project's global externalities-

normally identified in the Bank's sector work or
6. The economic analysis of projects is neces- in the environmental assessment process-are
sarily based on uncertain future events and inexact considered in the economic analysis when
data and, therefore, inevitably involves probability (a) payments related to the project are made
judgments. Accordingly, the Bank's economic under an international agreement, or (b) proj-
evaluation considers the sources, magnitude, and ects or project components are financed by the
effects of the risks associated with the project by Global Environment Facility.6 Otherwise, global
taking into account the possible range in the values externalities are fully assessed (to the extent tools
of the basic variables and assessing the robustness are available) as part of the environment assess-
of the project's outcome with respect to changes in ment process7 and taken into account in project
these values. The analysis estimates the switching design and selection.!

4. See OD 4.15, Poverty Reduction.
5. 'Cross-border externalities" are effects on neighboring countries (e.g., effects produced by the construction of a dam on

a river). "Global externalities" affect the entire world (i.e., emissions of greenhouse gases or ozone-depleting substances,
pollution of international waters, or impacts on biodiversity).

6. See OD 9.01. Procedures for Investment Operations under the Global Environment Facility (to be reissued as
OP/BP 10.20).

7 See OD 4.01. Environmental Assessment, to be reissued as OP/BP 4.01.
8. The Bank's Environment Department provides guidance on analyzing, ranking, and physically quantifying environmental

externalities-whether domestic, cross-border, or global-and on taking them into account in project design and selection.

These policies were prepared for the guidance of World Bank staff. They are nor necessarily a complete treatment of the subjects covered.
Addiaonat copLes of this document are available on a self-serve basis in the Institutional Information Services Center (IISC), E3200.
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Economic Evaluation of Investment Operations

1. Proposal for Bank inestment projects are Project Cycle
groumded in the seaoral priorities established
through economic and sectr work (ESW). The 1d a and Prpaation
economic evaluation of projects integrtes finan-
cial, instiuional, technical, sociological, and 3. lbe tslk manager (TM)3 ensures that the
environmental consions 2 project is anchored in the Cuntry Assistance

Strategy and that the rationale for the Bank's
2. The same basic approach to evaluation is used involvement is clearly spelled out.4 The TM also
throughout the project cycle for identification, ensures that the project team takes account of
appraisal, implementatiocompletion and perfor- existng ESW in assessing whether the policy,
mancc audit reporting, ad impact evaluation. inc ves, and institutional framework are con-
Before appraisal, ubak-of-the-ezeopel cal- ducive to makin the project sustinable. The TM
culations may suffice, but durng appraisal and makes a prelmiary estimate of the project's
afterards, a ful evaluation is noceusay. An- expected net present value and risks. These
alyses are transpart and replicable. During aessments are made as early as possible in the
implementation, evaluation tack key project- project cycle and are recorded in the projec
related variables that experience has shown are documentation.
correlated with successful outcomes.

1. 'ia" inchides IDA, and 'Wane cwues credita .
2. Good Praces (GP) 10.04 (forheotn wil prvide deaied gidnce on methodology for curying out _

evaluation.
3. This tam gives the TM reosMity for die economic evaad n. but the acaasks may be asige to anodier

member of the projt am.
4. See OP/BP 10.00. bnvsnzewt : Ida'pcMo to Boad Presetadon.

Note: A handbook an the nwdmeodog for projet ecmanc evahmtlm wM be lsed as GP 10.04. OP ad BP 10A4
are compleented by OP/lP 10.00, I sxammtL*xdbq: ldnadmw to B d r Pressetdox, and, hi the prited Tabl
of Cones anmd the alne -Enire Table of Content" to the Operonal Manul, by the doannnt btd as Otr

Exitng Instucdon adJaet to OPsIBPT 10.01, TPch&c Okuri 10.02, S,nandAaaysf and Mana.mext lAM,
lnstlAoaal rb; and 10.06, S_dolgcu 0*sda (aDl to be _med). OP ad BP 10.04 replac the Opeaional
Memorandum Trwaa m of En*.nutangxl rkuA s ix *. EVelndox of Inwesmeut Project, 1014193, and dran on
the follwing docams (which wM be replaeed by GP 10.04): OES 2.20, Poject Appruuu OM 2.21, Ecnml
Andysis of Projedr, OPN 2.01, lnvegatnt Chkda Bcone adc AnalysI of roecdr, OPN 2.02, dsk ad SeaIuty
Ax*sIs n the Econom AnabysIs of Pojecdr, OPN 2.04, EsonmI AnaysI of P*sjecb wM Forein Pasdpadox; OPN
2.05, Foregn Echage Effec and Prject Jnslc_an; OPN 2.06, Ue of tW bnWnt Premhm and DlLb& doL
Weighis In PrqjectAnaiqr OPN 2.07, Report nd Moxlvriig Anvel ABeiadox Wmrk hi h Bak; and OPN Z.09,
Preseno of Projec JUst ox andE onwoc Ana Sff 4Aal RwP°M. Queismy be addred to
tbe Econemic Advlws, Operation Pocy Group. OPWL

haseprocres yra prqaredfor ncudaeof WVrid Baks4. The o bre tncuaral a ieteaabe of aesemcts OV.
AddmaW cupu oefdis docd v or avati anaeY-saew bads IN ie nAu I*mtsimui Se=ces C4Wr M ., E3200.
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A4pprai rinslks and gives the results of the sensitvity
analysis; and (iv) examines the project's

4. The Staff Appraisal Report (SAR) finanial impact (the impact of its capital
outlays and recurrent costs and benefits)

(a) provides a clear definiton of the project's on the sponsorng institution and on public
economic objectives; finances. Assumptions are anchored in exper-

ience; the SAR explains any deviations from
(b) examines the incentives that will make the experience.

project function as planned;
Resolfltes

(c) considers environme- and poverty-related
factors5 and establishes the criteria for S. The Regional vice presidents (RVPs) are
monitoring the project's performance dur- responsible for the quality of the economic evalua-
ing implementaton; and tion in individual operations in their respecdve

Regions. The RVPs ensure that the Regions apply
(d) fully documents the assumptions, method- consistently the Bank's methodology for economic

ology, and results of the project's fiancial evaluation and risk analysis. In approving oper-
and economic evaluation, risk analysis, and atons, the RVPs hold the country department
fisCal impact assessment. Specifically, the directors accountable for the quality of the eco-
SAR (i) shows the yearly flows of benefits nomic evaluation. The lead economists ensure
and costs, consistent with the project's that their departms apply consistenly the
expected disbursement profile; Cu) docu- Bank's methodology for economic evaluation and
mcnts the prices used for the financial and risk analysis. The Central Vice Presidencies
economic evaluations, the contry parame- sdeet the methodology for economic and risk
ters used for the economic analysis, the net analysis, design training programs, and dis-
present value of the project, and the switch- seminate best practice. They also advise TMs on
ing values; (iii) identifies the projet's main poverty and environmen considerations.

S. See OD 4.01. EtWironmenmaAs=et. and OD 4.15, PbA Redctim.

aee pmcedurs wem prepodfor Ate gaidiceofWorfldEBosait. Thy n am ac ueceswa coa(Wems of e subjewcs cowar
Addmmaipie of ddsoamme, ae avaiable an a s4rwwbe* b*e the 1a aIIrnoadm Smcsca er O Uw),. E320O.
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Involving Nongovernmental Organizations in
Bank-Supported Activities

Introduction for development. NGOs heighten awareness and
influence policy conceming environmental degra-

1. This directive sets out a framework for dation (OMS 2.36, Environmental Aspects of Bank
involving nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) Work, to be reissued as OD 4.00, Environmental
in Bank'-supported activities. It provides staff Policies), involuntary resettlement (OMS 2.33, Social
with guidance on working with NGOs, bearing Issues Associated twvth Involuntary Resettlement zn Bank-
in mind their potential contribution to sustainable Financed Projects, and OPN 10.08, Operations Issues
development and poverty reduction, as well as the in the Treatment of Involuntary Resettiement zn Bank-
need to consult with relevant member governments Financed Projects, which will be combined and reis-
and to proceed in conformity with their policies sued as OD 4.30, Involuntary Resettlement) and tribal
towards NGOs people (OMS 2.34, Tribal People zn Bank-Financed

Projects, to be reissued as OD 4.40, Tribal People).
Definition and Classification of NGOs NGOs usually play a critical role after a major

disaster, such as an earthquake, because of their
2. The diversity of NGOs strains any simple local knowledge, flexibility of operations, action-
definition or classification. NGOs include a wide oriented staff, and effectiveness in enlisting local
variety of groups and institutions that are entirely volunteers and mobilizing funds for disaster relief
or largely independent of government, and char- and reconstruction (OPN 10.07, Guidelinesfor Bank
acterized primarily by humanitarian or coopera- Participation in Reconstruction Projects after Disasters,
tive, rather than commercial, objectives. The to be reissued as OD 8.50, Emergency Recovery
terminology varies: for example, in the United .4sststance). While most NGOs with which the Bank
States they may be called "private voluntary works are implementation organizations, some
organizations," and most African NGOs prefer NGOs focus primarily on the advocacy of specific
to be called "voluntary development organiza- changes in policies or approaches to development.
tions " Although organizations such as universities
or research institutes max be nongovernmental. 4. Local NGOs are often served at the pro-
this directive refers principallv to private organiza- nc or al lees by apex ferations and
tions that pursue activities to relieve suffering.
promote the interests of the poor, protect the other support organizations which can improve

local NGO effectiveness (for example throughenvironment, provide basic social services, or information sharing and coordination) and act as
undertake community developrnent.

intermediaries between small NGOs and large
3. In pursuit of the Bank's development, funding institutions (e.g., by appraising the instl-3. In pursuit of the Bank's development. tutional capabilities of local NGOs or, in some
environment, and povertv alleviation objectives,

.8 . ., ' ~~~~~cases, ser-ving as funding channels). Nationalstaff increasinglv come into contact with a wide NGO ften o
range of NGOs. Production-related NGOs include regional associations (of voluntary development
water users' societies, pastoral associations. con-sumer andrs scredits, cooperates fscarmteuipen t co agencies, cooperatives, trade unions, environmen-

tal organizations, religious groups, etc.)lease associations, and tree-grower associations.
Charitable and religious associations may be
involved in shelter for the homeless. food distri- 5. Bank-supported activities most often
bution. familv planning, and mobilization of funds involve the following types of NGOs:

I Bank Includes IDA. and -l1oans Include credits

This a,ertzre uas prepared for ftle eadance ot staff of the i$orld Bans and Is not necessarldy a comnpiete treatment of tht subjtcts coerea
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(a) NGOs (based in both developing and among official development agencies
developed countries) that have demon- began as NGO innovations.
strated professional expertise and man-
agerial capabilities in a particular area 7. On the other hand, some NGOs' ability
related to Bank lending, such as environ- to contribute to Bank-financed operations are con-
ment, rural development, food security, strained by a number of factors:
women in development, small-scale enter-
prises, appropriate technology, low-cost (a) Limited replicability of many NGO-spon-
housing, education, vocational or manage- ( Lmed ecaiv ith to many N on-

f . . 9 . . Q ~~~~~~sored activites that are too small and local-
ment trainig, family plannmng, health,ment training, family planning, health, ized to have important regional or national
nutrition, or community organization; impact. In attempting to scale up their

(b) NGOs (based in developed countries) that operations with public sector support,
have demonstrated specialized experience some NGOs may lose their innovative
in developing countries in managing for- qualitv, and become top-down. nonpar-
eign assistance-from both private and ticipatorv, and dependent on exteral and
public sources-intended to promote devel- governmental support:

opment at the local community level. (b) Limited sef-sustainability Like many gov-

Strengths and Weaknesses of NGOs emnment programs, many NGO-sponsored
projects are not designed with sufficient

6. The main strengths many NGOs can concern for how activities will be sus-
bring to Bank-supported operations are their abil- tained;
ity to

(c) Limited managerial and technical capacity. Even
(a) reach poor communities and remote areas with some professionally staffed NGOs are

few basic resources or little infrastructure, poorly managed, have only rudimentary
and where government services are limited accounting systems, and sometimes ini-
or ineffective; tiate infrastructure projects with inade-

quate technical analysis;
(b) promote local participatton in designing and

implementing public programs bv build- (d) Lack of broad programming context Although
ing self-confidence and strengthening experience varies by region and sector,
organizational capability among low- NGO development projects often are
income people: 2 implemented individuallv, outside the

framework of a broader programming
(c) operate at low cost by using appropriate tech- strategy for a region or sector. and with

nologies, streamlined services, and mini- little regard even to other NGOs' activi-
mal overheads; and ties. Coordination has been recognized as

a constraint affecting the NGO community
(d) identify local needs, build upon existing resources, itself as much as the public sector or the

and transfer technologies developed elsewhere donor community (OD 14.30, Aid Coor-
Some approaches and ideas now prevalent dination Groups); and

2 OED revie's have shown that strong beneficiarv organizations improve the prospect of project success bv increasinr sensitivtyv to
poor peoplc. adapting to the local culture and environment responding flexiblv to changing conditions. and building local commit-
ment to operation and maintenance

Tn,, di,teai- waS prepired for the gusdance of staff of tht WleWr dank and is not nitwaantl a coimpdcut tremmtn oj tAe suobjes covred
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(e) Politiczation. Some NGOs combine devel- (c) Project design NGOs may serve as consul-
opment concerns with political or religious tants or sources of information for the
objectives that limit the extent to which Bank, government, or local communities
the Bank can work with them while safe- during project preparation. In such cases,
guarding its primary relationship with its involvement at an early stage could be
member governments. helpful;

Ways of Involving NGOs in (d) Proyectfinancing. Some international NGOs
Bank-Supported Activities may cofinance a project or. more likely,

finance activities complementarv to a
8. Although the Bank does not lend directlv Bank-financed project (ONIS 1.24,
to them, NGOs can play a role in selected Bank- Co-Financing, to be reissued.as OD 14.20);
supported activities in various ways, in confor-
mity with the relevant governmnent's policies (e) Project implementation. An NGO mav be
towards NGOs: (i) a contractor or manager engaged by

the government and financed from the
(a) Analysis of development issues. Bank staff and loan proceeds or through trust funds

governments can learn from NGO assess- (OMS 4.40, Trust Funds, to be reissued as
ments of official development programs, OD 14.40), (ii) a financial intermediary
especially regarding the concerns of low- or a supplier of technical knowledge to local
income groups. There may be a role for beneficiaries, (iii) an adviser either assist-
NGOs in adjustment programs, especially ing local beneficiaries to apply for project
concerning the social dimensions of adjust- resources (e.g., credit) or organizing local
ment; where the government and the Bank communities to make use of project facili-
agree that such a role is appropriate, ties, (iv) an independent partner imple-
NGOs should be consulted at an early menting activities complementarv to a
stage. Countrv economic and sector work Bank-financed project, (v) the recipient of
on poverty-related issues could also benefit a government grant or loan funds.3 or
from NGOs' views, particularly those of (vi) the beneficiary of an NGO funding
local NGOs: mechanism established by the project, and

(b) Project zdentification NGOs can be sources (f) Monzioring and evaluation NGOs mav assist
of information on intended beneficiaries the government, a project entitv, or the
and technological and institutional innova- Bank in monitoring project progress or
tion (OMS 2.12, Project Generation and evaluating results.
Design, to be reissued as C)D 10.00, Proj-
ect Generatwn and Preparation). Small NGO 9. Because NGOs find it difficult to fund
programs sometimes beconme the model for their involvement during the relativelv long plan-
a larger Bank-financed project. NGO staff ning process required for Bank operations. the
may also provide consulting expertise for Bank sometimes makes small grants to NGOs
Bank missions; from its administrative budget, for example for

3 On-lending is more hkels for industrial de,elopment and Findnce projects. shelter schemes. and agnculturai credit Drocr.ims. cranms
are more tvpical in the education population. health. and nutrition sectors Serviced land has also been provided uncisr uroan proj-
ects for an NGO's communits or religious activities, cr in population and human resource deselopment projects lor th, provision
of NGO scrvices

Thcs di,eraivt waj tweparee foa tize guidawe oj szalj o; the liodd Bao anfa 1i sot ncnecetsaniJ a completfe i,rastm oa the SiubeciJ co;z-c
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studies or meetings related to Bank operations. request information or raise questions about Bank-
The Special Project Preparation Facility4 can be supported activities, subject to the restrictions set
used to launch innovative NGO-related activites out in Administrative Manual Statement 1.10,
in Africa. The Bank provides grant funding to Dtrective on DisciosuT of Information, including pre-
strengthen African NGOs dealing with popula- serving the confidentiality of privileged informa-
tion issues. Grant funding to facilitate NGO tion and the dialogue between the Bank and the
involvement in a Bank-financed project can also government. If NGOs give the Bank information,
be sought from an international NGO or from the extent of confidentiality should be agreed in
another official development agency (chiefly advance.
bilateral agencies and the European Economic
Community). A few bilaterals (notably the Cana- 12. A Bank-supported project may well
dian International Development Agency) and finance NGO-managed programs; however, too
multilaterals (mainly the United Nations Chil- much official funding can destroy an NGO's grass
dren's Fund [UNICEF] and the United Nations roots character, and the administrative costs of
Development Programme [UNDPI) provide funding small NGO projects are sometimes dis-
grants directly to developing country NGOs and proportionate to activity costs. Staff should be sen-
NGO associations. sitive to the NGOs' need to ensure that their

special status is not compromised as a result of
Guidelines for Involving NGOs in official funding. Staff could also seek to reduce

Bank-Supported Activities administrative costs for governments and the Bank
by working, whenever possible, with NGO orga-

10. Staff are encouraged whenever appro- nizations and groupings, especially of local NGOs.
priate to involve NGOs, particularly local NGOs,
in Bank-supported activities along the lines set out 13. Any niajor collaboration with individual
in para. 8, bearing in mind the strengths and weak- NGOs may need to be accompanied by manage-
nesses of NGOs (paras. 6-7). However, because ment assistance, for example to improve monitor-
of the Bank's relationship to its member govern- ing and accounting.
ments, staff must operate in the framework of the
relevant government's policies regarding NGOs. Procurement and Disbursement
Given the potential benefit from selective NGO
involvement in development activities, staff should 14. NGO participation in project execution
encourage constructive working relationships as contractors or suppliers should meet the criteria
among governments, donors, and NGOs. The set out in the Bank's Guidtlinesfor Procurement under
Bank may provide advice to interested govern- IBRD Loans and IDA Creits and in OD 11.00. Pro-
ments on approaches and policies for encourag- curement. However as NGO contracts are usually
ing the development of indigenous NGOs as small and involve community participation. inter-
effective development agents. Successful replica- national competitive bidding and limited interna-
tion of NGO-supported local initiatives may be tional bidding are norrnally not feasible, and even
possible only in a political enviromnent that allows open competitive procurement is not alwavs feasi-
NGOs to flourish and multiply. ble. Shopping or direct contracting is often the

most appropriate method of procurement. Direct
11. Staff should be responsive, and encour- contracting may be justified where an NGO is the
age governments to be responsive, to NGOs that only entity capable of carrying out an activity

4 Guidelines on the use of the Special Project Preparation Fac,litr are in la) the Board paper. Sp etal Budge Supplement for the Suh.Saharan
AfntAc .4onown Proeatm, R84-313. November 20. 1984. (b) the SVPOP memorandum. Specttl Project Preparationi Failu) for Sub-Saharan
Aifnra-Procedures for Implmttztton. Januarv 8, 1985. (c) the Board paper. Speruil Project Prepaatauon Fa.nlq (SPPF)-Proposal to Extoend

the Familty, R87-161, June 24. 1987. and (d) the SVPOP memorandum. Speczal Propet Preparation Facilaty (SPPF) Approral bi the Board.
July 16. 1987

7h
7
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(e.g., maintenance of feeder roads in remote describe agreements reached with the government
areas, or the transfer of a particular technology). and NGOs regarding NGO involvement in proj-
Contracts with NGOs may need to reflect the fact ects that directly affect large groups of low-income
that NGOs differ from commercial contractors: people. These would often include (a) agriculture,
the contract might therefore stipulate, for exam- population, health, and nutrition projects: (b) low-
ple, that NGOs should involve the community in income housing and urban upgrading projects;
planning and implementation. Sinilarly, special (c) education and training projects; (d) some
measures may be required to ensure that NGOs structural and sectoral adjustment operations; and
have sufficient liquidity to carry out the contract. (e) projects that involve resettlement or retrench-

ment. Economic and sector reports could include
15. When NGOs act as consultants financed an analysis of NGO activities, particularly when
through a Bank loan or Bank-executed UNDP they focus on poverty reduction
project, they should be engaged following the
Guidelines for the Use of Consultants by World Bank Responsibilities
Borrowers and by the World Bank as Executing Agency,
OMS 2.18, The Development of Locai Capabilities and 18. Country departments (especiallv country
the Use of Local Consultants, and OMS 2.50, Ser- officers and resident representatives) should make
vices of Consulting Firms for Bank G7oup Projects and a concerted effort to collect information about
UNDP Studies.5 Several Part I countries' NGOs in their respective countries. including
consultant trust funds include provisions that government attitudes toward NGO activities. and
would allow their use to hire developing country incorporate relevant information about and from
NGO consultants. NGOs into their work. While relying on various

inventories and non-Bank sources of information
16. When an NGO acts on behalf of a bor- about NGOs, the sector operations divisions are
rower or implementing agency, the standard also encouraged to develop knowledge of impor-
accounting and audit requirements apply. State- tant NGOs by sector and make their own capabil-
ments of Expenditure (SOEs) prepared and certi- ity assessments. Where appropriate, staff may
fied by the NGO normally constitute acceptable organize periodic meetings with NGOs. Staff
documentation for disbursement purposes, subject should, however, keep the borrower government
to the Bank's specific agreement. A.n independent appropriatelv informed of their contacts with
audit should be carned out (see Circular Op 6/80, NGOs, and proceed in conformity with that gov-
Statements of Expenditure Intcrm Guiddlines, fied with ernment's policies towards NGOs.
OMS 3.30, to be reissued as OD 12.30, Statemnents
of Expenditure). 19. Sectoral departments in Policv. Planning

and Research (PPR) are responsible for main-
References in Bank Docuxments taining relationships with NGOs that are active

on operational aspects of policy in their areas.
17. When NGOs are likely to be involved, The External Affairs Department is responsible
the Executive Project Summary should indicate for cooperation with NGOs in development edu-
their role, and the Project Brief and Staff Appraisal cation and for public information work with
Report should, if appropnate, discuss relevant NGOs with a serious interest in international
NGOs and their relation to the project, and development issues.

5 These OMSs are to be combined and reissued as OD II 10 Us, of Consdia,ts

This directae wvas p,p,ed,, for the guidancte of staff of the Wori Bank and tu not norllanly a comptau treatmert of / .anbijects covered
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20. The International Economic Relations acts as the Bank's secretariat for the Bank-NGO
Division of the Strategic Planning and Review Committee, which is a formal forum and focal
Department (SPRIE) is responsible for develop- point for the Bank's discussions with NGOs.
ing and coordinating the Bank's overall relation- SPRIE also fosters new initiatives, backstops other
ships with NGOs subject to guidance provided by departments in their work with NGOs, and pro-
senior management and the Board, and keeping vides information to operational staff on indi-
the relevant country director informed. SPRIE vidual NGOs.

This dsaecsme was preparedfor tht g-danre of stsaff of the Wordd Bank and as not necessaniy a ompitn vreatment of sLi subjects cooeed
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Manual Transmittal Memorandum

August 28, 1989

Operational Directive 14.70: Involving Nongovernmental
Organizations in Bank-Supported Activities

I. Attached for insertion in yonr new Operational Manual is OD 14.70. It is a revision of OMS 5.30,
Collaboratzon wzth Nongovernmental Organzzations, which mav now be discarded from the old manual. The

directive does not incorporate any changes in policy, but it sets out more clearly the need to proceed

in conformity with the relevani government's policies towards nongovernmental organizations.

2. Questions on this directive should be referred to the Chief, International Economic Relations

Division, Strategic Planning arid Review Department.

3. Additional copies are available on a self-service basis in H 4234.

Attachment

This dwaecsue was p,epared fo, row tisaance of Jr,rf7 of .e, 4o/s, B,, n c,as , no, nerr,sandy a con,Diets wsomis of the subherts coveta
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Disclosure of Operational Information

1. This statement sets out the procedures for the IEPS or draft IM,' a copy is sent to the Public
implementation of policies specified in the Bank's' Infbrmation Center (PIC), through which inter-
Directive on Disclosure of Information (Washing- ested parties may obtain Bank documents.'
ton, D.C.: World Bank and International Finance
Corporation, 1993, forthcoming)2 (Disclosure 4. As an investment project develops, Bank staff
Directive), with respect to Project Information update the PID' and send the update to the PIC,
Documents, Staff Appraisal Reports, gray cover through which interested parties may obtain it.
country economic and sector work reports, For all operations, the PID is updated before the
sectoral policy papers, and environment-related Bank's formal project appraisal; for operations in
documents. which major changes are made after appraisal, a

final revision of the PII) is prepared following
2. The Bank's policy on disclosure of informa- appraisal.
tion applies also to the disclosure of documents
prepared for projects financed or cofinanced from 5. If an interested party requests additional
trust funds under the Global Environment Facility technical information about a project under prepa-
(GEF), including Montreal Protocol projects ration, the country departmaent (CD) director
financed through the Ozone Projects Trust Fund. releases factual technical documents, or portions
Specific procedures are set out in BP 17.50, of such documents, after consulting with the
Annex A. government to identify any sections that involve

confidential material or that could compromise
Project Information Document relations between the government and the Bank.

3. In tandem with the Initial Executive Project Staff Appraisal Reports
Summary (IEPS) for an investment operation or
the Initiating Memorandum (IM) for an adjustment 6. Each Invitation to Negotiate includes a state-
operation, Bank staff prepare the Project Informa- ment that it is the Bank's policy to release the
tion Document (PID), a brief (two-page) factual Staff Appraisal Report (SAR) after the Board
summary of the main elements of the evolving approves the project. The Invitation to Negotiate
project. The PII) clearly indicates that its con- also requests that the prospective borrower's
tents are subject to change and that the compo- negotiating team be prepared to indicate, during
nents described may not necessarily be included in negotiations, any section of the SAR that is confi-
the final project? Once the PID is reviewed and dential or sensitive, or that could adversely affect
approved at the country departnent level with the relations between the Bank and the goverrnent.7

1. 'Bank includes IDA, and loans includs crediu.
2. Alwo available as AMS 1.10. Drracnve on Disclosure of Informanon (forthcoming).
3. See GP 17.50 for sample PMDr.
4. For thesc procedurcs, rcc OD 9.00, Processing of Invesnent Lending, and Circular Op 87/06. Guidlinesfor Prepanng

and Processing Adjuasnent Lows and Crdisu.
5 The PIC deals only with requesg for specific documents, not blnket requests for information. The PIC is described

further in Annex B.
6. Scc GP 17.50 for a sample updated PID for an investment projecL
7. Annex C contains sample language.

Note: This statement supersedes the Operational Memorandum New Direntve on Disclosure of Informftion (9/1/93), which
may be discarded. Questions may be addresed to the Senior Mauner, Operations Polky Group, OPR.

Thuc procedur wcre prepandpfor the gutdane of World Bank szf yhe are noccesuaniy a coep pXa'an of £Ie subjecu covere&
Adduonal copies of thu ocwern are avlabk on c ae&erve bads in she InJugnoal Iomahl n Sea5c Ceaer ISC), in E 32W.
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The Bank and the prospective borrower discuss in information or analysis that may be of interest
these sections during negotiations. Following to the executive directors are presented in a
negotiations, Bank staff take into account the covering note to the gray cover report. In excep-
government's cormments in preparing the final tional cases, if extensive issues of confidentiality
SAR. They incorporate into the Memorandum arise, exceptions to the policy of releasing reports
and Reconmmendation of the President any infor- may be authorized on a case-by-case basis by the
rnation removed from the SAR that may be of CD director responsible; the RVP and OPR are
interest to the Board in its decision-making pro- informed. The cover of such a report carries a
cess. In exceptional cases, if extensive issues of note indicating that release is restrieted.
confidentiality arise, the option of restricting the
release of an appraisal report nay be justified on 9. A copy of the gray cover CESW report is
a project-specific basis by the CD director con- transmitted, as part of the normal distribution, to
cerned; the Regional vice president (RVP) and the the PIC, through which interested parties may
Operations Policy Department (OPR) are obtain it.
informed. The cover of such a report carries a
note indicating that release is restricted. Sectoral Policy Papers

7. After Board approval, a copy of the SAR is 10. In preparing sectoral policy papers, Bank staff
transmitted, as part of the normal distribution, to may consult with, and mnake drafts available to,
the PIC, through which imterested parties may interested individuals and groups outside the
obtain it. If any substantial changes to a project Bank. When a Board seminar is scheduled to
that is being irnplemented are approved by the discuss a draft policy paper, the executive direc-
Board,' Bank staff prepare and transmit to the PIC tors may make the draft available to outside
a sununary document (typically two pages long) interested parties for review and comment.
that explains the changes. However, the final paper submitted to the execu-

tive directors for approval may not be released."
Gray Cover Country Economic Sectoral policy papers approved by the Board are

and Sector Work Reports transmitted by the originating unit to the PIC,
through which interested parties may obtain

8. Before Bank staff conduct the final review of them.
each green cover country economic and sector
work (CESW) report' with the government con- Environment-Related Documents
cerned, they advise the government that the
Bank's policy is to make gray cover CESW Envronmemal Data Shects
reports available at the PIC, through which inter-
ested parties may obtain them. They also ask the 11. The environmental data sheets prepared as
goverunent to identify all confidential information quarterly updates in the Monrhly Operational
in the CESW report.'° Bank staff then review the Swnmary for all projects in the IBRD/IDA lending
issues raised by the govermnent and modify the program are transrnitted to the PIC, through
report as appropriate. Any deletions or changes which interested parties may obtain them.

8. See OD 13.05, Project Supervision, para. 34.
9. These reports include Country Economic Memoranda. country sector reports, country reports (such as poveny and private

sector assessments), and public expenditure reports.
10. Annex C contains sample language.
11. 'Rules of Procedure for the Meetings of Executive Direcators,' Section 7.

These procedures wre prepared for the guadance of Worid Bank saffI They areno necessaryc a compiet rau of h stubje cowered.
Addutonal copies of thu documem are avaiLable on a se4f-serve basis in the Insibuional Infonmaz Services OCnter WUSC). in E 3200.
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Enuronmental Assessments local NGOs and must be submitted to the Bank;
and (b) once the separate report is released

12. For all Bank-funded Category A projects, the locally and officially received by the Bank, it is
Bank advises the borrower in writing'2 that, in sent to the PIC, through which interested parties
addition to other requirements set forth in OD may obtain it.
4.01,'3 (a) the borrower is responsible for the
enviromnental assessment (EA); (b) before the Envronmenal Action Plans
Bank proceeds to appraisal, the EA must be made
available in the borrowing country at some public 14. Bank staff encourage governments to make
place accessible to affected groups and local their environmental action plans (EAPs)'6 avail-
NGOs and mnust be subrnitted to the Bank; and able to the public. Once the Bank has officially
(c) once the EA is released locally and officially received the EAP and has obtained the govern-
received by the Bank, it will also be made avail- ment's consent, the country department transmits
able at the PIC. Once the EA has been released a copy of the EAP to the PIC, through which
locally and officially submitted to the Bank, the interested parties may obtain it.
CD sends a copy to the PIC, through which
interested parties may obtain it. If, in an exceptional Effectiveness
case, the govermnent objects to broader release of
the EA, staff should not continue with project 15. These procedures take effect on the dates
processing.'4 For an IBRD project, the issue of shown in BP 17.50, Annex D.'7 Requests for
further processing is submitted to the executive SARs, CESW and environrment-related reports,
directors for consideration. and sectoral policy papers produced before those

dates are handled individually by the responsible
Envronmentl Analyses director in consultation with the government

concerned, under the policy in force at the time
13. For a Category B project, the enviromnental the documents were approved by the Bank or
analysis" is summarized in an annex to the PID officially received from a government.
and documented in the SAR. If the environmental
analysis for an IDA-funded Category B project Other Documents
results in a separate report, (a) before the Bank
proceeds to appraisal, the separate report must be 16. Procedures governing the release of any
made available in the borrowing country at some documents not referred to in this statement are
public place accessible to affected groups and provided for in the Disclosure Directive.

12. Annex C contains sample language.
13. See OD 4.01. EnvironmerntalAssessmernt.
14. This provision for DA projects reflects para. 21 of Addition to IDA Resources: Tenth Replenishment, approved by the

Board on January 12. 1993. and adopted by the IDA Board of Governors (Resoluuon No. 174, March 31. 1993).
15. See OD 4.01. Environinenal Assessment.
16. See OD 4.02. Environmental Action Plans.
17. Annex D also sets out arrangements for handling requests before the PIC begins operation.

These procedures were preparedfor the gdarnce of World Bank szaff. They are no necessarily a complete trernenu of the subjecas coered.
Admnonat copie of VWs docume are avaiLable on a setlf-serve basis in the Insmwianal Infonration Services Center (uSC). in E 3200.
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Application of the Bank's Disclosure Policy to
Projects under the Global Enviromnent Facility

1. The States participating (the Participants) in Participants' review, it provides the following
the Global Environment Facility (GEF) have documentation for the Participants' meeting: the
indicated that activities under the GEF should be GEF-PID, with the associated reference sheet of
carried out in a transparent manner, with full project selection criteria and reviewers' opinions;
information available promptly. As the trustee of and the Report of the GEF Chairman, which
the Global Environment Trust Fund and as an includes (a) a summary of the status of the
implementing agency of the GEF, the Bank is projects in each work program reviewed by the
accountable to the Participants, and its policy of Participants at earlier meetings, (b) minutes of the
openness about projects and other GEF-related Implementation Committee meeting for the work
activity is consistent with their wishes. This program under consideration, (c) financial reports,
annex sets out how the Bankl's policy on and and (d) a statement by nongovernmental
procedures for disclosing operational information' organizations (NGOs) to the Participants. All the
apply to projects financed or cofinanced from documents for the Participants' meeting are made
GEF trust funds, including Montreal Protocol available to the Bank's executive directors,
projects fianced through the Ozone Projects Trust recipient countries, other development institutions,
Fund.2 and NGOs. The Bank also sends these documents

to the PIC, through which interested parties may
Disclosure and the Project Cycle obtain them.

2. A GEF Project Information Document (GEF- 4. Following the Participants' meeting, any
PM)) is prepared for projects financed or updates to the GEF-PD) and any technical annexes
cofinanced from GEF trust funDis. The GEF-PID, to the Memorandum of the Director (MOD) are
a factual summary of the main elements of the sent to the PIC, through which interested parties
evolving project, gives particular attention to the may obtain them.
environmental issues and concerns the project will
address.? The GEF-PID serves;both as the Bank's 5. The Invitation to Negotiate includes a
decision-making document for GEF-iumded statement that it is the Bank's policy to release the
projects and as the information document that MOD after the project is approved. The
interested parties may obtain through the Bank's Invitation tO Negotiate also requests that the
Public Information Center (PIC).4 prospective GEF grant recipient's negotiating team

be prepared to indicate, during negotiations, any
3. When the GEF Implementation Committee section of the MOD that may be confidential or
includes a project in a work program for the GEF sensitive, or that could adversely affect relations

1. Bnk' includes IDA. The tnited Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), which together with the Bank ar the implementing agencies under the GEF, have their own policies
on disclosure of information.

2. Processing of GEF projeets is described in OD 9.01, ProceduresJbr Invesonens Operatons wuder the Global Environmen
Faciity.

3. See GP 17.50 for a sample GEF-PID.
4. The PIC is descrlbed in BP 17.S0, Annex B.

7hesproceiwswe prepardfor he iudance of Worid Bak lhff y 7wey oa a r oy acrUyop sevaowof she ubjes covered.
AddgmaaL copdo of"a doanem ar amaUabk an a srllear basis ha tha bInslUwoaL Infomadon Serice Cswer (USC), in E 320W.
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with the prospective recipient.! The Batik and the Ewvuation Reports
prospectivc recipient discuss these sections during
negotiations. Following negotiations, Bank staff 7. Two kinds of evaluation reports are sent to
take into account the prospective recipient's the Bank's PIC, through which interested parties
comments in preparing the final document. After may obtain them: (a) the anunal Project
approval of the GEF project, the final blue cover Implementation Performance Report on GEF
MOD (excluding the introductory paragraph and projeas, and (b) the GEF Project Evaluation
the paragraph pursuant to which the Regional vice Report, which is prepared upon project
president's approval is sought by the director of completion.
the country deparunent concerned) is merged with
the technical annexes and sent to the PIC, through Effectivenes
which interested parties may obtain the document.

8. These procedures take effect on October 1,
Cofinanced Projects 1993. Requests for GEF projet douments

produced before that date are handled individually
6. GEF-Bank cofinanced projects follow the by the Global Enviromnent Coordination Division.
same cycle as freestanding GEF projects, with the
addition that the GEF-PID for cofinanced projects Other Documents
includes all relevant information on the Bank-
financed aspects of the project.6 As the GEF- 9. Procedres for the release of any documents
funded segment of the project advances through its not referred to in this statement are provided for
cycle, any significant changes in the Bank- in Directive on Disdoswe of Information
fmanced part of the project are reflected in the (Washington, D.C.: World Bank and International
GEF-PID and the final blue cover MOD. Finance Corporation, 1993, forthcoming).

5. Annex Al conams sampic Ianguage for tde Inviuation to Negotate.
6. The PID for the Bank-find portion of the projest i availab Isparly to imered pates on request through the PIC.

These procedures were prepard for the gutidance of Wofld Bm s&'. They arm necetrity a cuipese oetnu of she sabeas cowrtd.
Addilona copes of flis docmen are aaitble an a ef-serw batis in te lundeindi lbnfotmum Sem*g Cetr OISC). in E 3200.
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Sample Notice to Prospective Recipients of
Grants under the Global Environment Facility

Paragraph for Invitonon to Negotiate

With regard to GEF projects, it is the Bank's policy to release the Memorandum of the
Director (MOD) to interested parties on request through the Public Information Center after the
project is approved for fuiancing. Before releasing this report, the Bank takes into account any
conunents made by the prospective grant recipient. Therefore, your delegation for the
forthcoming negotiations should be prepared to indicate any text or data in the MOD that may
be confidential or sensitive, or that may adversely affect the relations between the Bank and the
government. The Bank will review your delegation's comments during negotiations.

These procedures were preparedfor the g4dance of Word Bank s. They are rai ntecesalry a compie ream r ofJh siubets covered.
Addaioa copics of this docuamt wrt amalk on a self-Jerw bans in the Insth1ax Mrnfon Services Center aZSQ., an E 3200.
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The Public Information Center

1. As of January 1, 1994, the Bank nmintains at their country, plus policy papers. In Washington,
its headquarters a Public Infornation Center Paris, London, and Tokyo, users pay a standard
(PIC), which serves as the central contact for charge for all hard-copy documents (except
those who wish to obtain information about the PIDs).' At other field offices, documents on the
Bank's activities. The public may visit the PIC country where the field office is located are
(which includes a reading room); requests to the provided free of charge to users in that country;
facility may also be submitted through the Bank's documents on other countries are obtained from
Paris, London, and Tokyo offices and through the PIC at the standard charge. Nationals of a
other field offices. country that has no field office may obtain

documents on their country free of charge through
2. The PIC offers through the Internet network the PIC; documents on other countries carry the
a complete set of Project Infornation Docunents standard charge.
(PIDs) and a catalog of the Bank documents that
are available to the public. Users of Internet 4. The PIC deals only with requests for specific
worldwide mnay select and request the documents documents, not blanket requests for infornation.
they need. PIDs are provided free of charge to
users, either in electronic form or in hard copy. S. PIC staff may direct individuals to other

materials that are available to the public. They
3. All documents available in Washington are assist operational staff in handling requests
also available to interested parties through the for information. The Global Environment
Paris office. Users who request documents Coordination Division may also respond to
through the Tokyo office will be served throggh requests for documents pertaining to projects
the PIC in Washington. The PIC provides to the financed or cofinanced from trust funds under the
other field offices only the documents specific to Global Environment Facility.

I. As of lanuary 1. 1994, the standard charge is USS15.00. or dte equivalent. ThLs charge may be revised from tme to time.

These procedures were prepared for the guadance of World Bank swaff. They are not necessanyt a complete rreahime of rhe subjecu covered.
AddLnonal copies of this document are awailable on a self-serve basu in the Ilsimonal Informaion Services Center (USC), in E 3200.
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Sample Notices to Prospective Borrowers

Paragraph for Initation to Negotiate

It is the Bank's policy to release the project's appraisal report to interested parties on request
through the Public Information Center after the Board approves the project for Bank financing.
Before releasing such a report, the Bank takes into account any comments made by the
prospective borrower concerned. Therefore, your delegation for the forthcoming negotiations
should be prepared to indicate any text or data in the appraisal report that may be confidential
or sensitive, or that may adversely affect the relations between the Bank and the govermment.
The Bank will review your delegation's commnents during negotiations.

Paragraph on Economic and Sector Work Report

This is to advise you that the Bank's policy is to make available to interested parties on
request through the Public hIformation Center gray cover country economic and sector reports.
The gray cover version of the [name] report will be released after the forthcoming final review
of the report. Therefore, during that review, you should identify any parts of the report that,
in your view, contain confidential or sensitive information. The Bank will take your comments
into account in preparing the gray cover version of the report.

Paragraphs on Environmental Arsessment or Analysis

Category A Project

This is to advise you that [name of projectl has been classified as Category A for purposes
of environmental assessment. This is also to advise you that, in addition to other requirements
specified in the Bank's OD 4.01, Environmental Assessment, (a) the borrower is responsible for
the environmental assessment (EA); (b) before the Bank proceeds to appraisal, the EA must be
made available in [name of country] at some public place accessible to affected groups and local
NGOs and must be submittae to the Bank; and (c) once the EA is released locally and officially
received by the Bank, it will also be made available at the Bank's Public Information Center.

Category B Project

This is to advise you that [name of project] has been classified as Category B for purposes
of environmental assessment. This is also to advise you that, in addition to other requirements
specified in the Bank's OD 4.01, Environmental Assessment, the borrower is responsible for the
environmental analysis. The environmental analysis is summarized in the Project Information
Document, which is made available to interested parties. For an IDA-funded project, if the
analysis results in a separate report, (a) before the Bank proceeds to appraisal, the separate
report must be made available in [name of country] at some public place accessible to affected
groups and local NGOs and must be subrmitted to the Bank; and (b) once the separate
environmental analysis is released locally and officially received by the Bank, it will also be
made available at the Bank's Public Information Center.

Jhese procedures were preparedfor the guidace of World Bank staff. They are nor necessanty a competre emarsme of the sujecuts covered.
Addidaua copies of this doacuent are amdble on a self-serve basu in the Inanaaal Informanaon Servces Ceuer aISQ. in E 3200.
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Disclosure Policy: Effectiveness and Interim Arrangements

1. The Bank's expanded policy on disclosure (d) Release of sectoral policy papers will
of information was approved on August 26, take place for all such papers approved
1993. The individual provisions of the policy by the Board after January 1, 1994.
will take effect according to the following
schedule: (e) Environmental assessments for IDA-

funded Category A projects and
(a) A Project Information Document (PID) environmental analyses for IDA-funded

will be produced at the same time as Category B projects (when there are
the Initial Executive Project Summary separate reports) have been made
(IEPS) for each new project that available to the public since July 1,
reaches the IEPS stage after October 1, 1993. The expansion of the disclosure
1993. For the remainder of the policy for environment-related
portfolio not yet approved (i.e., documents to cover all Bank-financed
projects beyond the IE,PS stage but not projects will take effect on January 1,
presented to the Board), a PID will be 1994.
completed by January 1, 1994. For
projects financed or cofinanced from 2. The Public Infornation Center will be open to
trust funds under the Global the public from January 1, 1994. In the interim,
Environment Facility (GEF), a GEF- requests for documents will be handled as follows:
PID will be produced for each project
submitted to the GEF Implementation (a) The Internal Documents Unit will handle
Committee after October 1, 1993. requests for printed copies of PMDs,

GEF-PIDs, and MODs.
(b) Consultation with the government on,

and subsequent release of, Staff (b) Country departments will handle requests
Appraisal Reports (SARs) and (for for SARs and gray cover CESW reports;
GEF projects) Memoranda of the when the requests are approved, the
Director (MODs) will take place for all Internal Documents Unit will provide
projects for which Invitations to printed copies.
Negotiate are issued after October 1,
1993. (c) Requests for sectoral policy papers will

be handled by the responsible department
(c) Release of country economic and director in the central vice presidential

sector work (CESW) reports units.
(following consultation with the
govermnent) will take place for all such (d) The Enviromnent Department will handle
reports that go to gray cover after requests for environment-related
January 1, 1994. documents.

heS pOcede were preparedfor the sa-c of world Bank staff. hey are nor necesSarty a complete rrexmme of the sbjea cowered.
Addiamt copi of mu docmwu are axwiable an a sef-serv basi a the inmanaioab awn Serces Ceter (uSC). an E 320.
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INTRODUCTION

Negotiations to restructure the Global Environment Facility (GEF) concluded at a GEF Participants
meeting in Geneva, Switzerland, in March 1994, with the acceptance by representatives of 73 States
of the Instrument for the Establishment of the Restructured Global Environment Facility.

Thereafter, the Instrument was formally adopted, in accordance with paragraph 1 of the Instrument,
by the three implementing agencies of the GEF:

The Executive Board of the United Nations Development Programme and of the
United Nations Population Fund adopted the instrument at a meeting in New York on
May 13, 1994 (Document DP/199419, "Report on the Second Regular Session");

* The Governing Council of the United Nations Environment Programme adopted the
instrument at a special meeting of its Governing Council in Nairobi on June 18, 1994
(Resolution ss.iv. 1, "Adoption of the Instrument for the Establishment of the
Restructured Global Environment Facility"); and

* The Executive Directors of the World Bank adopted the instrument at a meeting in
Washington, D.C., on May 24, 1994 (Resolution No. 94-2, "Global Enviromnent
Facility Trust Fund: Restructuring and First Replenishment of the Global
Environment Facility"), and the Board of Governors of the Bank adopted a resolution
on July 7, 1994, approving cooperation by the Bank with other international
organizations as appropriate to achieve the purposes of the GEF (Resolution No. 487,
'Protection of the Global Environment").

This publication contains the text of the Instnrment for the Establishment of the Restructured Global
Environment Facility, along with the texts of the decisions adopted by the three implementing
agencies.
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PREAMBLE

Whereas:

(a) The Global Environment Facilitv (GEF or the Facility) was established in the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD or World Bank) as a
pilot program in order to assist in the protection of the global environment and
promote thereby environmentally sound and sustainable economic development, by
resolution of the Executive Directors of the World Bank and related interagency
arrangements between the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), and the World Bank,

(b) In April 1992, Participants in the GEF agreed that its structure and modalities should
be modified. Agenda 21 (the action plan of the 1992 United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development), the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change and the Convention on Biological Diversitv subsequently called for
the restructuring of the Facilitv;

(c) Representatives of the States participating at present in the Facility and of other States
wishing to participate in it have requested that the Facility be restructured in order to
take account of these developments, to establish the GEF as one of the principal
mechanisms for global environment funding, to ensure a governance that is
transparent and democratic in nature, to promote universalitv in its participation and
to provide for full cooperation in its implementation among UNDP, UNEP and the
World Bank (together referred to hereinafter as the Implementing Agencies), and to
benefit from the evaluation of experience with the operation of the Facility since its
establishment;

(d) It is necessary to replenish the resources for these purposes under a restructured
Facility which includes a new GEF Trust Fund on the basis of this Instrument;

(e) It is desirable to terminate the existing Global Environrnent Trust Fund (GET) and to
transfer any funds, receipts, assets and liabilities held in it upon termination to the
new GEF Trust Fund;

(f) The Implementing Agencies have reached a common understanding of principles for
cooperation as set forth in the present Instrument. subject to approval of their
participation by their respective governing bodies;

It is resolved as follows:



{. BASIC PROVISIONS

Restructuring and Purpose of GEF

1. The restructured GEF shall be established in accordance with the present Instrument. This
Instrument, having been accepted by representatives of the States participating in the GEF at
their meeting in Geneva. Switzerland. from March 14 to 16, 1994, shall be adopted by the
Implementing Agencies in accordance with their respective rules and procedural
requirements.

2. The GEF shall operate, on the basis of collaboration and partnership among the Implementing
Agencies. as a mechanism for international cooperation for the purpose of providing new and
additional grant and concessional funding to meet the agreed incremental costs of measures to
achieve agreed global environmental benefits in the following focal areas:

(a) climate change,
(b) biological diversity,
(c) international waters, and
(d) ozone layer depletion.

3. The agreed incremental costs of activities concerning land degradation, primarily
desertification and deforestation, as they relate to the four focal areas shall be eligible for
funding. The agreed incremental costs of other relevant activities under Agenda 21 that may
be agreed by the Council shall also be eligible for funding insofar as they achieve global
environmental benefits by protecting the global environment in the four focal areas.

4. The GEF shall ensure the cost-effectiveness of its activities in addressing the targeted global
environmental issues, shall fund programs and projects which are country-driven and based
on national priorities designed to support sustainable development and shall maintain
sufficient flexibility to respond to changing circumstances in order to achieve its purposes.

5. The GEF operational policies shall be determined by the Council in accordance with
paragraph 20(f) and with respect to GEF-financed projects shall provide for full disclosure of
all non-confidential information, and consultation with, and participation as appropriate of,
major groups and local communities throughout the project cycle.

6. In partial fulfillment of its purposes, the GEF shall, on an interim basis, operate the financial
mechanism for the implementation of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change and shall be, on an interim basis, the institutional structure which carries out the
operation of the financial mechanusm for the implementation of the Convention on Biological
Diversity, in accordance with such cooperative arrangements or agreements as may be made
pursuant to paragraphs 27 and 31. The GEF shall be available to continue to serve for the
purposes of the financial mechanisms for the implementation of those conventions if it is
requested to do so by their Conferences of the Parties. In both respects, the GEF shall
function under the guidance of, and be accountable to, the Conferences of the Parties which
shall decide on policies, program priorities and eligibility criteria for the purposes of the



conventions. The GEF shall also be available to meet the agreed full costs of activities under
Article 12, paragraph 1, of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.

Participation

7. Any State member of the United Nations or of any of its specialized agencies may become a
Participant in the GEF by depositing with the Secretariat an instrument of participation
substantially in the form set out in Annex A. In the case of a State contributing to the GEF
Trust Fund, an instrument of commitment shall be deemed to serve as an instrument of
participation. Any Participant may withdraw from the GEF bv depositing with the Secretariat
an instrument of termination of participation substantially in the form set out in Annex A.

Establishment of GEF Trust Fund

8. The new GEF Trust Fund shall be established, and the World Bank shall be invited to serve
as the Trustee of the Fund. The GEF Trust Fund shall consist of the contributions received in
accordance with the present Instrument. the balance of funds transferred from the GET
pursuant to paragraph 32. and any other assets and receipts of the Fund. In serving as the
Trustee of the Fund, the World Bank shall serve in a fiduciary and administrative capacity,
and shall be bound by its Articles of Agreement, By-Laws. rules and decisions, as specified
in Annex B.

Eligibility

9. GEF funding shall be made available for activities within the focal areas defined in
paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Instrument in accordance with the following eligibility criteria:

(a) GEF grants that are made available within the framework of the financial mechanisms
of the conventions referred to in paragraph 6 shall be in conformity with the eligibility
criteria decided by the Conference of the Parties of each convention, as provided
under the arrangements or agreements referred to in paragraph 27.

(b) All other GEF grants shall be made available to eligible recipient countries and,
where appropriate, for other activities promoting the purposes of the Facility in
accordance with this paragraph and any additional eligibility criteria determined by
the Council. A country shall be an eligible recipient of GEF grants if it is eligible to
borrow from the World Bank (IBRD and/or IDA) or if it is an eligible recipient of
UNDP technical assistance through its country Indicative Planning Figure (IPF).
GEF grants for activities within a focal area addressed by a convention referred to in
paragraph 6 but outside the framework of the financial mechanism of the convention,
shall only be made available to eligible recipient countries that are party to the
convention concemed.

(c) GEF concessional financing in a form other than grants that is made available within
the framework of the financial mechanism of the conventions referred to in paragraph
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6 shall be in conforrnity with eligibility criteria decided by the Conference of the
Parties of each convention, as provided under the arrangements or agreements
referred to in paragraph 27. GEF concessional financing in a form other than grants
may also be made available outside those frameworks on terms to be determined by
the Council.

II. CONTRIBUTIONS AND OTHER FINANCIAL PROVISIONS FOR
REPLENISHMENT

10. Contributions to the GEF Tnist Fund for the first replenishment period shall be made to the
Trustee by Contributing Participants in accordance with the financial provisions for
replenishment as specified in Annex C. The Trustee's responsibility for mobilization of
resources pursuant to paragraph 20(e) of this Instrument and paragraph 4(a) of Annex B shall
be initiated for subsequent replenishments at the request of the Council.

m. GOVERNANCE AND STRIJCTURE

11. The GEF shall have an Assembly, a Council and a Secretariat. In accordance with paragraph
24, a Scientific and Technical Advisory Panel (STAP) shall provide appropriate advice.

12. The Implementing Agencies shall establish a process for their collaboration in accordance
with an interagency agreement to be concluded on the basis of the principles set forth in
Annex D.

Assembly

13. The Assembly shall consist of Representatives of all Participants. The Assembly shall meet
once every three years. Each Participant may appoint one Representative and one Alternate
to the Assembly in such manner as it may determine. Each Representative and each Alternate
shall serve until replaced. The Assembly shall elect its Chairperson from among the
Representatives.

14. The Assembly shall:

(a) review the general policies of the Facility;

(b) review and evaluate the operation of the Facilitv on the basis of reports
subrmitted by the Council;

(c) keep under review the membership of the Facility; and

(d) consider, for approval by consensus, amendments to the present Instrument on
the basis of recommendations by the Council.
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Council

15. The Council shall be responsible for developing, adopting and evaluating the operational
policies and programs for GEF-financed activities, in conformity with the present Instrument
and fully taking into account reviews carried out by the Assembly. Where the GEF serves for
the purposes of the financial mechanisms of the conventions referred to in paragraph 6, the
Council shall act in conformity with the policies, program priorities and eligibility criteria
decided by the Conference of the Parties for the purposes of the convention concemed.

16. The Council shall consist of 32 Members, representing constituency groupings formulated
and distributed taking into account the need for balanced and equitable representation of all
Participants and giving due weight to the funding efforts of all donors. There shall be 16
Members from developing countries, 14 Members from developed countries and 2 Members
from the countries of central and eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, in accordance
with Annex E. There shall be an equal number of Altemate Members. The Member and
Altemate representing a constituency shall be appointed by the Participants in each
constituency. Unless the constituency decides otherwise, each Member of the Council and
each Altemate shall serve for three years or until a new Member is appointed by the
constituency, whichever comes first. A Member or Altemate may be reappointed by the
constituency. Members and Alternates shall serve without compensation. The Alternate
Member shall have full power to act for the absent Member.

17. The Council shall meet semi-annually or as frequently as necessary at the seat of the
Secretariat to enable it to discharge its responsibilities. Two-thirds of the Members of the
Council shall constitute a quorum.

18. At each meeting, the Council shall elect a Chairperson from among its Members for the
duration of that meeting. The elected Chairperson shall conduct deliberations of the Council
at that meeting on issues related to Council responsibilities listed in paragraphs 20(b), (g), (i),
(j) and (k). The position of elected Chairperson shall alternate from one meeting to another
between recipient and non-recipient Council Members. The Chief Executive Officer of the
Facility (CEO) shall conduct deliberations of the Council on issues related to Council
responsibilities listed in paragraphs 20(c), (e), (f) and (h). The elected Chairperson and the
CEO shall jointly conduct deliberations of the Council on issues related to paragraph 20(a).

19. Costs of Council meetings, including travel and subsistence of Council Members from
developing countries, in particular the Least Developed Countries, shall be disbursed from the
administrative budget of the Secretariat as necessary.
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20. The Council shall:

(a) keep under review the operation of the Facility with respect to its purposes,
scope and objectives;

(b) ensure that GEF policies, programs. operational strategies and projects are
monitored ancd evaluated on a regular basis;

(c) review and approve the work program referred to in paragraph 29, monitor
and evaluate progress in the implementation of the work program and provide
related guidance to the Secretariat, the Implementing Agencies and the other
bodies referred to in paragraph 28. recognizing that the Implementing
Agencies will retain responsibility for the further preparation of individual
projects approved in the work program:

(d) arrange for Council Members to receive final project documents and within
four weeks transmit to the CEO any concerns they may have prior to the CEO
endorsing a project document for final approval by the Implementing Agency;

(e) direct the utilization of GEF funds, review the availability of resources from
the GEF Trust Fund and cooperate with the Trustee to mobilize financial
resources;

(f) approve and periodically review operational modalities for the Facility,
including operational strategies and directives for project selection, means to
facilitate arrangements for project preparation and execution by organizations
and entities referred to in paragraph 28, additional eligibility and other
fuiancing criteria in accordance with paragraphs 9(b) and 9(c) respectively,
procedural steps to be included in the project cycle, and the mandate,
composition and role of STAP;

(g) act as the focal point for the purpose of relations with the Conferences of the
Parties to the conventions referred to in paragraph 6, including consideration,
approval and review of the arrangements or agreements with such
Conferences, receipt of guidance and recommendations from them and
compliance with requirements under these arrangements or agreements for
reporting to them:

(h) in accordance with paragraphs 26 and 27, ensure that GEF-financed activities
relating to the conventions referred to in paragraph 6 conform with the
policies, program priorities and eligibility criteria decided by the Conference
of the Parties for the purposes of the convention concerned;
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(i) appoint the CEO in accordance with paragraph 21. oversee the work of the
Secretariat, and assign specific tasks and responsibilities to the Secretariat;

(j) review and approve the administrative budget of the GEF and arrange for
periodic financial and performnance audits of the Secretariat and the
Implementing Agencies with regard to activities undertaken for the Facility;

(k) in accordance with paragraph 31, approve an annual report and keep the UN
Commission on Sustainable Development apprised of its activities; and

(1) exercise such other operational functions as may be appropriate to fulfill the
purposes of the Facility.

Secretariat

21. The GEF Secretariat shall service and report to the Assembly and the Council. The
Secretariat. which shall be headed by the CEO/Chairperson of the Facility, shall be supported
administratively by the World Bank and shall operate in a functionally independent and
effective manner. The CEO shall be appointed to serve for three years on a full time basis by
the Council on the joint recommendation of the Implementing Agencies. Such
recomnmendation shall be made after consultation with the Council. The CEO may be
reappointed by the Council. The CEO may be removed by the Council only for cause. The
staff of the Secretariat shall include staff members seconded from the Implementing Agencies
as well as individuals hired competitively on an as needed basis by one of the Implementing
Agencies. The CEO shall be responsible for the organization, appointment and disrmissal of
Secretariat staff. The CEO shall be accountable for the performance of the Secretariat
functions to the Council. The Secretariat shall, on behalf of the Council, exercise the
following functions:

(a) implement effectively the decisions of the Assembly and the Council;

(b) coordinate the formulation and oversee the implementation of program
activities pursuant to the joint work program, ensuring liaison with other
bodies as required, particularly in the context of the cooperative arrangements
or agreements referred to in paragraph 27;

(c) in consultation with the Implementing Agencies, ensure the implementation of
the operational policies adopted by the Council through the preparation of
common guidelines on the project cvcle. Such guidelines shall address project
identification and development, including the proper and adequate review of
project and work program proposals, consultation with and participation of
local communities and other interested parties, monitoring of project
implementation and evaluation of project results;
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(d) review and report to the Council on the adequacy of arrangements made by
the Implementing Agencies in accordance with the guidelines referred to in
paragraph (c) above, and if warranted. recommend to the Council and the
Implementing Agencies additional arrangements for project preparation and
execution under paragraphs 20(f) and 28;

(e) chair interagency group meetings to ensure the effective execution of the
Council's decisions and to facilitate coordination and collaboration among the
Implementing Agencies:

(f) coordinate with the Secretariats of other relevant international bodies, in
particular the Secretariats of the conventions referred to in paragraph 6 and
the Secretariars of the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the
Ozone Layer and its Multilateral Fund:

(g) report to the Assembly, the Council and other institutions as directed by the
Council;

(h) provide the Trustee with all relevant information to enable it to carry out its
responsibilities; and

(i) perform any other functions assigned to the Secretariat by the Council.

Implementing Agencies

22. The Implementing Agencies of the GEF shall be UNDP, UNEP, and the World Bank. The
Implementing Agencies shall be accountable to the Council for their GEF-financed activities,
including the preparation and cost-effectiveness of GEF projects, and for the implementation
of the operational policies, strategies and decisions of the Council within their respective areas
of competence and in accordance with an interagency agreement to be concluded on the basis
of the principles of cooperation set forth in Annex D to the present Instrument. The
Implementing Agencies shall cooperate with the Participants, the Secretariat, parties receiving
assistance under the GEF, and other interested parties. including local conmnunities and non-
governmental organizations, to promote the purposes of the Facility.

23. The CEO shall periodically convene meetings with the heads of the Implementing Agencies to
promote interagency collaboration and comnunication, and to review operational policy
issues regarding the implementation of GEF-financed activities. The CEO shall transmit their
conclusions and recommendations to the Council for its consideration.

Scientific and Technical Advisorv Panel (STAP)

24. UNEP shall establish, in consultation with UNDP and the World Bank and on the basis of
guidelines and criteria established by the Council, the Scientific and Technical Advisory Panel
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(STAP) as an advisory body to the Facility. UNEP shall provide the STAP's Secretariat and
shall operate as the liaison between the Facility and the STAP.

IV. PRINCIPLES OF DECISION-MNAKING

25. (a) Procedure

The Assembly and the Council shall each adopt by consensus regulations as may be necessary
or appropriate to perform their respective functions transparently; in particular, they shall
determine any aspect of their respective procedures, including the admission of observers and,
in the case of the Council. provision for executive sessions.

(b) Consensus

Decisions of the Assembly and the Council shall be taken by consensus. In the case of the
Council if, in the consideration of any matter of substance, all practicable efforts by the
Council and its Chairperson have been made and no consensus appears attainable, any
member of the Council may require a formal vote.

(c) Formal Vote

(i) Unless otherwise provided in this Instrument, decisions requiring a formal vote by
the Council shall be taken by a double weighted majority, that is, an
affirmative vote representing both a 60 percent majority of the total number of
Participants and a 60 percent majority of the total contributions.

(ii) Each Member of the Council shall cast the votes of the Participant or
Participants he/she represents. A Member of the Council appointed by a
group of Participants may cast separately the votes of each Participant in the
constituencv he/she represents.

(iii) For the purpose of voting power, total contributions shall consist of the actual
cumulative contributions made to the GEF Trust Fund as specified in Annex
C (Attachment 1) and in subsequent replenishments of the GEF Trust Fund,
contributions made to the GET, and the grant equivalent of co-financing and
parallel financing made under the GEF pilot program, or agreed with the
Trustee, until the effective date of the GEF Trust Fund. Until the effective
date of the GEF Trust Fund, advance contributions made under paragraph
7(c) of Annex C shall be deemed to be contributions to the GET.
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V. RELATIONSHIP AND COOPERATION XXTH CONVENTIONS

26. The Council shall ensure the effective operation of the GEF as a source of funding activities
under the conventions referred to in paragraph 6. The use of the GEF resources for purposes
of such conventions shall be in conformity with the policies, program priorities and eligibility
criteria decided by the Conference of the Parties of each of those conventions.

27. The Council shall consider and approve cooperative arrangements or agreements with the
Conferences of the Parties to the conventions referred to in paragraph 6, including reciprocal
arrangements for representation in meetings. Such arrangements or agreements shall be in
conformity with the relevant provisions of the convention concerned regarding its financial
mechanism and shall include procedures for determrning jointly the aggregate GEF funding
requirements for the purpose of the convention. With regard to each convention referred to in
paragraph 6, until the first meeting of its Conference of the Parties, the Council shall consult
the convention's interim body.

VI. COOPERATION WITH OTHER BODIES

28. The Secretariat and the Implementing Agencies under the guidance of the Council shall
cooperate with other international organizations to promote achievement of the purposes of
the GEF. The Inplementing Agencies may make arrangements for GEF project preparation
and execution by multilateral development banks, specialized agencies and programs of the
United Nations, other international organizations, bilateral development agencies, ntional
institutions, non-governmental organizations, private sector entities and academic institutions,
taking into account their comparative advantages in efficient and cost-effective project
execution.- Such arrangements shall be made in accordance with national priorities. Pursuant
to paragraph 20(f, the Council may request the Secretariat to make similar arrangements in
accordance with national priorities. In the event of disagreements among the Implementing
Agencies or between an Implementing Agency and any entity concerning project preparation
or execution, an Implementingy Agencv or any entity referred to in this paragraph may request
the Secretariat to seek to resolve such disagreements.

VII. OPERATIONAL MODALITIES

29. The Secretariat shall coordinate the preparation of and determine the content of a joint work
program for the GEF among the Implementing Agencies, including an indication of the
financial resources required for the programn, for approval by the Council. The work
prograrn shall be prepared in accordance with paragraph 4 and in cooperation with eligible
recipients and any executing agency referred to in paragraph 28.

30. GEF projects shall be subject to endorsement by the CEO before final project approval. If at
least four Council Members request that a project be reviewed at a Council meeting because
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in their view the project is not consistent with the Instrument or GEF policies and procedures,
the CEO shall submit the project document to the next Council meeting, and shall only
endorse the project for final approval by the Implementing Agency if the Council finds that
the project is consistent with the Instrument and GEF policies and procedures.

vmi. REPORTING

31. The Council shall approve an annual report on the activities of the GEF. The report shall be
prepared by the Secretariat and circulated to all Participants. It shall contain information on
the activities carried out under the GEF, including a list of project ideas submitted for
consideration and a review of the project activities funded by the Facility and their outcomes.
The report shall contain all the information necessary to meet the principles of accountability

and transparency that shall characterize the Facility as well as the requirements arising from
the reporting arrangements agreed with each Conference of the Parties to the conventions
referred to in paragraph 6. The report shall be conveyed to each of these Conferences of the
Parties, the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development and any other
international organization deemed appropriate by the Council.

IX. TRANSITIONAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS

Terniination of the GET

32. The World Bank shall be invited to terminate the existing Global Environment Trust Fund
(GET) on the effective date of the establishment of the new GEF Trust Fund, and any funds,
receipts, assets and liabilities held in the GET upon termination, including the administration
of any cofinancing by the Trustee in accordance with the provisions of Resolution No. 91-5
of the Executive Directors of the World Bank, shall be transferred to the new GEF Trust
Fund. Pending the termination of the GET under this provision, projects financed from the
GET resources shall continue to be processed and approved subject to the rules and
procedures applicable to the GET.

Interim Period

33. The Council may, pursuant to the provisions of this Instrument, be convened during the
period from the adoption of this Instrument and its annexes by the Implementing Agencies
until the effective date of the establishment of the new GEF Trust Fund (a) to appoint, by
consensus, the CEO in order to enable himlher to assume the work of the Secretariat, and (b)
to prepare the Council's rules of procedure and the operational modalities for the Facility.
The first meeting of the Council shall be organized by the secretariat of the GEF pilot
program. Administrative expenses during this interim period shall be covered by the existing
GET.
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kmendment and Termination

34. Amendment or termination of the present Instrument may be approved by consensus by the
Assembly upon the recommendation of the Council, after taking into account the views of the
Implementing Agencies and the Trustee, and shall become effective after adoption by the
Implementing Agencies and the Trustee in accordance with their respective rules and
procedural requirements. This paragraph shall apply to the amendment of any annex to this
Instrument unless the annex concerned provides otherwise.

35. The Trustee may at any time terminate its role as trustee in accordance with paragraph 14 of
Annex B, and an Implementing Agency may at any time terminate its role as implementing
agency, after consultation with. the other Implementing Agencies and after giving the Council
six months notice in writing.
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ANNEX A

Notification of Participation/Termination of Participation

The Government of hereby notifies the Chief Executive Officer of the
Global Environment Facility ("the Facility") that it will participate [terminate its participation] in the
Facility.

(Date) (Name and Office)

NOTE: The notification is to be signed on behalf of the Government by a duly authorized representative thereof.
Participation, and termination of participation. will take effect upon deposit of the notification with the CEO. In the
case of a State contributing to the GEF Trust Fund, an mtsrument of commntment (Attachment 2 of Annex C) shall be
deemed to serve as a notification of participation.
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ANNEX B

ROLE AND FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE TRUSTEE
OF THE GEF TRUST FlND

1. The World Bank shall be the Trustee of the GEF Trust Fund (the Fund) referred to in
paragraph 8 of the Instrument and in this capacity shall, as legal owner, hold in trust the
funds, assets and receipts whRch constitute the Fund. and manage and use them only for the
purpose of, and in accordance with, the provisions of the Instrument keeping them separate
and apart from all other accounts and assets of, or administered by, the Trustee.

2. The Trustee shall be accountable to the Council for the performance of its fiduciary
responsibilities as set forth in this Annex.

3. The Trustee shall admninister the Fund in accordance with the applicable provisions of the
Instrument and such decisions as the Council may take under the Instrument and shall be
bound in the performance of ius duties by the applicable provisions of the Trustee's Articles of
Agreement, By-Laws, rules and decisions (hereinafter referred to as "the rules of the
Trustee").

4. The responsibilities of the Trustee shall include in particular:

(a) the mobilization of resources for the Fund and the preparation of such studies and
arrangements as may be required for this purpose;

(b) the financial management of the Fund, including the investment of its liquid assets,
the disbursement of funds to the Implementing and other executing Agencies as well
as the preparation of the financial reports regarding the investment and use of the
Fund's resources;

(c) the maintenance of appropriate records and accounts of the Fund, and providing for
their audit, in accordance with the rules of the Trustee; and

(d) the monitoring of the application of budgetary and project funds in accordance widt
paragraph 2 1 (h) of the Instrument and paragraph 11 of this Annex so as to ensure that
the resources of the Fund are being used in accordance with the Instrument and the
decisions taken by the Council, including the regular reporting to the Council on the
status of the Fund's resources.

5. The Trustee shall exercise the same care in the discharge of its functions under this Annex as
it exercises with respect to its own affairs and shall have no further liability in respect thereof.
To this end, the Trustee shall apply such considerations of economy and efficiency as may be
required for the investment and disbursement of funds from the Fund, consistent with the
rules of the Trustee and the decisions of the Council.
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ANNEX B

6. All arnounts in respect of which the Trustee is authorized to make commitments or
disbursements under the Instrument shall be used by the Trustee on the basis of the work
program approved by the Council for the activities of the Facility, including the reasonable
expenses incurred by the Implementing Agencies and any executing agency in the
performance of their responsibilities, mn accordance with the Instrument and the decisions
taken by the Council. All amounts in respect of which the Trustee is authorized to make
transfers to the Implementing Agencies and any executing agency shall be transferred as
agreed between the Trustee and the transferee.

7. The Trustee may enter into arrangements and agreements with any national or international
entity as may be needed in order to administer and manage financing for the purpose of, and
on terms consistent with, the Instrument. Upon the request of the Council. the Trustee will,
for the purposes of paragraph 27 of the Instrument, formalize the arrangements or agreements
that have been considered and approved by the Council with the Conferences of the Parties of
the conventions referred to in paragraph 6 of the Instrument.

8. Pending transfers to the Implementing Agencies or an executing agency, the Trustee may
invest the funds held in the Fund in such form as it may decide, including pooled investments
(in which separate accounts shall be held for the funds of the Fund) with other funds owned,
or administered, by it. The income of such investments shall be credited to the Fund, and the
Trustee shall be reimbursed annually from the resources of the Fund for the reasonable
expenses incurred by it for the administration of the Fund and for expenses incurred in
admiinistratively supporting the Secretariat. The reimbursement shall be made on the basis of
estimated cost, subject to end of year adjustment.

9. The Trustee shall make all necessary arrangements to avoid commritments on behalf of the
Fund in excess of the resources available to such Fund.

10. In order to enable the Trustee to carry out its functions enumerated in this Annex, the Chief
Executive Officer of the Facility (CEO) shall cooperate fully with the Trustee and shall
observe the rules of the Trustee specified in paragraph 3 above, in the activities of the
Secretariat relating to the administration of the Fund under the provisions of the Instrument
and its Annexes.

11. To ensure that the resources of the Fund are being used in accordance with the Instrument and
the decisions taken by the Council, the Trustee shall work with the Implementing Agencies
and the CEO to address and resolve any concerns it may have about inconsistencies between
the uses of Fund resources and such Instrument and decisions. The CEO shall inform the
Council of any concerns that the Trustee or an Implementing Agency may have which are not
satisfactorily resolved.
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ANNEX B

12. Should it appear to the Council or the Trustee that there is an inconsistency between the
decisions of the Council and the rules of the Trustee, the Council and the Trustee shall consult
each other with a view to avoiding the inconsistency.

13. The privileges and immunities accorded to the Trustee under its Articles of Agreement shall
apply to the property, assets., archives, income, operations and transactions of the Fund.

14. The provisions of this Annex may be amended by the Executive Directors of the Trustee only
with the agreement of the Council and the other Implementing Agencies. The provisions of
this Annex may be terminated when the Executive Directors of the Trustee so decide after
consultation with the Council and the other Implementing Agencies and after giving the
Council six months notice in writing. In case of termination. the Trustee shall take all
necessary action for winding up its activities in an expeditious manner, in accordance with
such decision. The decision shall also provide for meeting the commitments of the Facility
already made for grants and transfers. and for the disposition of any remaining funds,
receipts, assets or liabilities of the Fund upon termination.
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ANNEX C

GEF TRUST FUND - F[NANCIAL PROVISIONS FOR REPLENISHMENT

Contributions

The Bank, acting as Trustee for the GEF Trust Fund, is authorized to accept contributions to
the Fund for the period from July 1, 1994 to June 30, 1997:

(a) by way of grant from each Participant in the amount specified for each participant in
Attachment 1; and

(b) other contributions on terms consistent with the present Annex.

Instruments of Commitment

2. (a) Participants contributing to the GEF Trust Fund (Contributing Participants) shall be
expected to deposit wvith the Trustee an instrument of commitment substantially in the
form set out in Attachment 2 (Instrument of Commitment).

(b) When a Contributing Participant agrees to pay a part of its contribution without
qualification and the remainder is subject to enactment by its legislature of the
necessary appropriation legislation, it shall deposit a qualified instrument of
commitment in a form acceptable to the Trustee (Qualified Instrument of
Commitment); such Participant undertakes to exercise its best efforts to obtain
legislative approval for the full amount of its contribution by the payment dates set out
in paragraph 3.

3. (a) Contributions to the GEF Trust Fund under paragraph I (a) shall be paid, at the
option of each Contributing Participant, in cash by November 30, 1994 or in
installments.

(b) Payment in cash under paragraph (a) above shall be made on terms agreed between
the Contributing Participant and the Trustee that shall be no less favorable to the GEF
Trust Fund than payment in installment.

(c) Payment in installments that a Contributing Participant agrees to make without
qualification shall be paid to the Trustee in four equal installments by November 30,
1994, November 30, 1995, November 30, 1996 and November 30, 1997, provided
that:
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(i) the Trustee and each Contributing Participant may agree to earlier payment;

(ii) if the GEF Trust Fund shall not have become effective by October 31, 1994,
payment of the first such installment may be postponed by the Contributing
Participant for not more than 30 days after the date on which this Annex
becomes effective;

(iii) the Trustee may agree to postpone the payment of any installment, or part
thereof, if the amount paid, together with any unused balance of previous
payments by the Contributing Participant, shall be at least equal to the amount
estimated by the Trustee to be required from the Contributing Participant, up
to the date of the next installment, for meeting commitments under the GEF
Trust Fund; and

(iv) if any Contributing Participant shall deposit an Instrument of Commitment
with the Trustee after the date on which the first installment of the contribu-
tions is due, payment of any installment, or part thereof, shall be made to the
Trustee within 30 davs after the date of such deposit.

(d) If a Contributing Participant has deposited a Qualified Instrument of Commitment and
thereafter notifies the Trustee that an installment, or part thereof, is unqualified after
the date when it was due, then payment of such installment, or part thereof, shall be
made within 30 days of such notification.

Mode of Payment in Installments

4. (a) Payments shall be made, at the option of each Contributing Participant, in cash on
terms agreed between the Contributing Participant and the Trustee that shall be no less
favorable to the GEF Trust Fund than payment in installments or by the deposit of
notes or similar obligations issued by the governnent of the Contributing Participant
or the depository designated by the Contributing Participant, which shall be non-
negotiable, non-interest bearing and payable at their par value on demand to the
account of the Trustee.

(b) The Trustee shall encash the notes or similar obligations quarterly in equal
proportions in terms of their unit of denomination, as needed for disbursement and
transfers referred to in paragraph 8 and the operational and administrative
requirements for liquidity of the Trustee and the Implementing Agencies, as
determined by the Trustee. At the request of a Contributing Participant that is also an
eligible recipient under the GEF Trust Fund the Trustee may permit postponement of
encashment for up to two years in light of exceptionally difficult budgetary
circumstances of the Contributing Participant.
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(c) In respect of each contribution under paragraph 1 (b), payment shall be made in
accordance with the terms on which such contributions are accepted by the Trustee.

Currency of Denomination and Payment

5. (a) Contributing Participants shall denominate their contributions in Special Drawing
Rights (SDRs) or a currency that is freely convertible as determined by the Trustee,
except that if a Contributing Participant's economy experienced a rate of inflation in
excess of fifteen percent per annum on average in the period 1990 to 1992 as
determined by the Trustee as of the date of adoption of this Annex, its contribution
shall be denominated in SDRs.

(b) Contributing Participants shall make payments in SDRs, a currency used for the
valuation of the SDR, or with the agreement of the Trustee in another freely
convertible currency, and the Trustee may exchange the amounts received for such
currencies as it may decide.

(c) Each Contributing Participant shall maintain, in respect of its currency paid to the
Trustee and the currency of such Contributing Participant derived therefrom, the sarne
convertibility as existed on the date of adoption of this Annex.

Effective Date

6. (a) The GEF Trust Fund shall become effective and the resources to be contributed
pursuant to this Annex shall become payable to the Trustee on the date when
Contributing Participants whose contributions aggregate not less than SDR 980.53
million shall have deposited with the Trustee Instruments of Commitment or Qualified
Instruments of Commitment (the effective date), provided that this date shall not be
later than October 31, 1994, or such later date as the Trustee may determine.

(b) If the Trustee determines that the effective date is likely to be unduly delayed, it shall
convene promptly a meeting of the Contributing Participants to review the situation
and to consider the steps to be taken to prevent an interruption of GEF financing.

Advance Contribution

7. (a) In order to avoid an interruption in the GEF's ability to make financing commitments
pending the effectiveness of the GEF Trust Fund, and if the Trustee will have
received Instruments of Commitment from Contributing Participants whose
contributions aggregate not less than SDR 280.15 million the Trustee may deem,
prior to the effective date, one-quarter of the total amount of each contribution for
which an Instrument of Commitment has been deposited with the Trustee as an
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advance contribution. unless the Contributing Participant specifies otherwise in its
Instrument of Commnitment. Advance contributions shall be paid to the GEF under
Resolution 91-5 adopted by the Executive Directors of the World Bank and shall be
govemed by the provisions of that Resolution until the effective date.

(b) The Trustee shall specify when advance contributions pursuant to paragraph (a) above
are to be paid to the Trustee.

(c) The terms and conditions applicable to contributions under this Annex shall apply also
to advance contributions until the effective date, when such contributions shall be
deemed to constitute payment towards the amount due from each Contributing
Participant for its contribution.

Conimitment or Transfer Authority

8. (a) Contributions shall become available for commitment by the Trustee, for
disbursement or transfer as needed pursuant to the work program approved by the
Council under paragraph 20(c) of the Instrument. upon receipt of payment by the
Trustee, except as provided in subparagraph (c) below.

(b) The Trustee shall promptly inform Contributing Participants if a Participant that has
deposited a Qualified Instrument of Commitment and whose contribution represents
more than 20 percent of the total amount of the resources to be contributed pursuant
to this Annex has not unqualified at least 50 percent of the total amount of its
contribution by November 30, 1995, or 30 days after the effective date, whichever is
later, and at least 75 percent of the total amount of its contribution by November 30,
1996, or 30 days after the effective date, whichever is later, and the total amount
thereof by November 30, 1997, or 30 davs after the effective date, whichever is later.

(c) Within 30 days of the dispatch of notice by the Trustee under paragraph (b) above,
each other Contributing Participant may notify the Trustee in writing that the
commritment by the Trustee of the second, third or fourth tranche. whichever is
applicable, of such Participant's contribution shall be deferred while, and to the extent
that, any part of the contribution referred to in subparagraph (b) remains qualified;
during such period, the Trustee shall make no commitments in respect of the
resources to which the notice pertains unless the right of the Contributing Participant
is waived pursuant to paragraph (d) below.

(d) The right of a Contributing Participant under paragraph (c) above may be waived in
writing, and it shall be deemed waived if the Trustee receives no written notice
pursuant to such subparagraph within the period specified therein.
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(e) The Trustee shall consult with the Contributing Participants where, in its judgment:
(i) there is a substantial likelihood that the total amount of the contribution referred to
in paragraph (b) above could not be committed to the Trustee without qualification by
June 30, 1998, or (ii) as a result of Contributing Participants exercising their rights
under paragraph (b), the Trustee is or may shortly be precluded from entering into
new commitments for disbursement or transfer.

(f) Commitment and transfer authority shall be increased by:

(i) the income of investment of resources held in the GEF Trust Fund pending
disbursement or transfer by the Trustee;

(ii) uncommitted resources transferred to the Trustee upon termination of the
GET;

(iii) the amount of undisbursed commitments that have been cancelled; and

(iv) payments received by the Trustee as repayment, interest or charges on loans
made by the GEF Trust Fund.

(g) Commitment and transfer authority shall be reduced for the reimbursement of
administrative costs charged against the resources of the GEF Trust Fund, as
determined by the Trustee on the basis of the work program and budget approved by
the Council.

(h) The Trustee may enter into agreements to provide financing from the GEF Trust
Fund, conditional on such financing becoming effective and binding on the GEF Trust
Fund when resources become available for commitment by the Trustee.
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GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY TRUST FUIND

CONTRIBUTIONS
(in milions)

National
Contributing SDR Currency
Participants Amounts Amounts a!

Group I b/ c
Australia 20.84 42.76
Austria 14.28 231.51
Canada 61.78 111.11
Denmark 25.08 f/
Finland 15.45 124.00
France 102.26 806.71
Germany 171.30 394.76
Italy 81.86 159,803.25
Japan 295.95 45,698.09
Netherlands 50.97 f/
New Zealand 4.00 10.35
Norway 21.93 216.42
Portugal 4.00 f/
Spain 12.36 2,180.10
Sweden 41.60 450.04
Switzerland 31.97 f/
United Kingdom 96.04 89.55
United States 306.92 430.00

Group II b/
Brazil 4.00
China 4.00 f/
Cote d'Ivoire 4.00 f/
Egypt 4.00 f/
India 6.00
Mexico 4.00 fV
Pakistan 4.00
Turkey 4.00 fl

Group m /
Ireland 1.71 1.64

Other d/ 6.48
Unallocated e/ 42.83

TOTAL in SDRs 1,443.59
TOTAL in US$ g/ 2,022.52
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a/Calculated by converting the SDR amount to the national currencv using an average of daily
exchange rates over the period February 1. 1993 to October 31, 1993.
b/Group I consists of non-recipient donors that participated in the replenishment meetings.

Group II consists of recipient donors that participated in the replenishment meetings.
Group III consists of other donors.

c/The following table shows background information and explanations regarding the breakdown of
Group I contributions according to contributions based on IDA10 Basic Shares.
Supplementary Contributions towards meeting adjusted IDA10 shares. and additional Supplementary
Contributions.

d/Includes the enhanced value of contributions through accelerated encashments, not included in the
figures above and new and additional contributions made to the GET and expected to be available
for the GEF2.
e/lt is expected that other donors will make contributions amounting to US$60 million (SDR 42.83
million), which represents 3 % of the original replenishment target of US$2,000 million.
f/These countries are denomimating their contributions in SDRs.
g/Calculated by converting the SDR amount into US$s using an average of daily exchange rates over

the period February 1, 1993 to October 31, 1993.
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INTRODUCTION

This document presents a pragmatic description of the procedures that will be followed throughout
the project cycle for GEF-financed activities, and it addresses the role and responsibilities of the
major actors in the GEF project cycle: recipient governments, Implementing Agencies, STAP, the
Council, the CEO and the GEF Secretariat.

The Council reviewed and approved the GEF project cycle at its meeting in May 1995. In its
approval, the Council stressed the need to apply its procedures flexibly, recognizing the differences
that may exist between specific projects, focal areas, and regions. The Council agreed that the
project cycle should be kept under review, particularly in light of the informnation and analysis that
will be generated through monitoring and evaluation activities. The Council agreed that the project
cycle should be updated as necessary by the Secretariat to reflect any additional policies approved by
the Council.



Basic I. PRINCIPLES OF PROJECT CYCLE

principles

The GEF will ensure the cost-effectiveness of its activities in addressing the
targeted global environmental issues, will fund programs and projects which
are country-driven and based on national priorities designed to support
sustainable development. and will maintain sufficient flexibility to respond to
changing circumstances in order to achieve its purposes.'

The GEF operational policies will be determined by the Council, and with
respect to GEF-financed projects, will provide for full disclosure of all non-
confidential information, and consultation with. and participation as
appropriate of, major groups and local comrnmunities throughout the project
cycle.

The Secretariat and the Implementing Agencies, under the guidance of the
Council, will cooperate with other international organizations to promote
achievement of the purposes of the GEF. The Implementing Agencies may
make arrangements for GEF project preparation and execution by multilateral
development banks, specialized agencies and programs of the United Nations,
other international organizations, bilateral development agencies, national
institutions, non-governmnental organizations, private sector entities and
academic institutions, taking into account their comparative advantages in
efficient and cost-effective project execution. Such arrangements will be
made in accordance with national priorities?.

The three Implementing Agencies recognize the need for institutional
arrangements in conformity with, and contributing to the fulfillment of, GEF
objectives, based on a results-oriented approach and in a spirit of partnership,
and consistent with the principles of universality, transparency, cost-
effectiveness and accountability.4

The Implementing Agencies will put these principles into practice by ensuring
the development and implementation of programs and projects which are
country-driven and based on national priorities designed to support

1. Inutument, paragraph 4.

2. Instrument, paragraph 5.

3. Instrument, paragraph 28.

4. Itnstunent, Annex D, paragraph 4.
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Actions needed to attain global environmental benefits are strongly influenced
by existing national policies and subregional and regional cooperative
mechanisms. GEF financing must be coordinated with appropriate national
policies and strategies as well as with development financing. To the extent
that the GEF operates a funding mechanism for global environmental
conventions, the Implementing Agencies will collaborate with eligible
countries on project programming and implementation, either directly or,
where appropriate, at a subregional or regional level, of the program priorities
and criteria adopted by the Conference of the Parties to each Convention. 5

In developing GEF work programs and in project preparation, the
Implementing Agencies will, through country-driven initiatives, collaborate
with eligible countries in the identification of projects for GEF funding
through the Project Preparation and Development Facility. Priority will be
given to integrating global environmental concerns with national ones, in the
framework of national sustainable development. 6

The Implementing Agencies will assure the cost-effectiveness and
sustainability of their activities in addressing the targeted global environmental
issues. In this context, one important feature of adhering to these principles is
that the least-cost sustainable means of meeting many global environmental
objectives lie in a combination of investment, technical assistance, and policy
actions at the national and regional levels. The experience and mandate of
each Implementing Agency will contribute to bringing to light, when
assessing specific project interventions, the range of possible policy, technical
assistance, and investment options. In addition, each Implementing Agency
will strive to promote measures to achieve global environmental benefits

7within the context of its regular work programs.

The Implementing Agencies are committed to facilitating continued effective
participation, as appropriate. of major groups and local communities and to
promoting opportunities for mobilizing external resources in support of GEF
activities. *

5. Instrument. Annex D, paragraph 5.

6. Insmtrment. Annex D. paragraph 6.

7. Instrument, Annex D, paragraph 7.

sustainable 8. Inmtrument, Annex D, paragraph 8.
development.
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Collaboration arnong the Implementing Agencies will be sufficiently flexible
to promote introduction of modifications as the need arises. Within an overall
cooperative framework, the Implementing Agencies will strive for innovative
approaches to strengthening their collaboration and effectiveness, in particular
at the country level, and an efficient division of labor that
maximizes the synergy arnong them and recognizes their terms of reference
and comparative advantages.9

II. PROCEDURAL STEPS IN PROJECT CYCLE

Phase I: From Project Concept or Idea to Work Program Approval

Country focus
Country
"operational" Each recipient country will be invited to identify an operational focal point

focal points with which the Implementing Agencies will collaborate on GEF operational
activities. The GEF focal point will be responsible for:

(a) acting as the principal contact point for all GEF activities in
the country;

(b) reviewing project ideas and concepts, endorsing their
consistency with respect to the national programs and the
country's participation in the Climate Change or Biological
Diversity conventions, and confimiing their national priorities

(c) facilitating broad as well as project-related consultation; and

(d) providing feedback on GEF activities.

Project Project Identification and Preparation
identification

Project ideas should be identified in full consultation with the recipient
country operational focal point. The Implementing Agencies will work with
the operational focal point to develop project ideas that are consistent with the
country's national programs and priorities as well as the GEF operational
strategies.

9.. Insmument, Annex D. paragraph 9.
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13. The GEF' will encourage and strengthen partnerships to address prograrns at
the regional level. Regional programs and projects may be developed in all
countries that endorse the GEF activity. GEF financing will only be provided
to those eligible to receive GEF funding. Global program and project
proposals will be designed to facilitate national-level efforts to achieve global
environrmental benefits.

Project Careful preparation of project ideas is requisite for quality projects. When a
preparation recipient country requests financial and technical help with project

preparation, it may seek such assistance from a variety of sources. GEF
project preparation funding is available through the Project Preparation and
Development Facility (PDF). Where feasible. the PDF would normally
complement other sources of finance for preparation of a project proposal:
World Bank loans, UNDP technical assistance grants, bilateral finance, and
private funds. GEF project preparation resources should be allocated on an
incremental cost basis; that is, in proportion to the likely level of project
preparation costs financed by the non-incremental financier.

Recourse to GEF project preparation funds will not always be necessary.
There ma.y be cases where GEF funds are not requested, or where the level of
project preparation is sufficiently advanced that GEF resources are not
required to prepare a project proposal for inclusion in the GEF work
program. Whatever the source of project preparation financing, it is
important for purposes of portfolio management that the Implementing
Agencies keep the Secretariat informed of all project proposals under
development for which GEF financing will be sought, and that the Secretariat
maintains a project proposal tracking system.

PDF financing is available for project proposal preparation under three blocks
PDF (Blocks A, B, and C). Table I is a summarv of the objectives and approval

procedures for each of the blocks.

Before any PDF funds are committed by an Implementing Agency, the project
Government idea will be discussed, reviewed, and endorsed at the country level by the
endorsement operational focal point.

In addition to the reporting on PDF expenditures that will be included in the
GEF Quarterly Operational Report, the Annual Report to the Council will
include a review of PDF operations and expenditures.
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DESCRIPTION OF BLOCKS A, B, AND C

_BLOCK A BLOCK B Block C
CEIUlNG: $25,000 $350,000 Sl million
OBJECTIVE: To make funds available at very early stages of To provide information requisite to complete To provide additional financing, where required for large

project or program identification for pre-project projcct proposals and necessary supporting projects, to complete technical design and feasibility work.
activities at the nationial level. documentation. Normially, funds will be made available after Council has
.___________________________________________ approved project proposal.

APPROVAL: Implementing Agency CEO taking into account recommendations I. If Council has approved project,
of GEFOP. by CEO taking into account

recommendations of GEFOP1.

2. If Council has not approved
project proposal, taking into account,
recommenditions of GEFOP:
(a) by CEO up to $750,000,
(b) by CEO in consultationi

with the Council for utinds
betweeni $750,000 anid
$1 million.

ENDORSEMENT: National Operational Focal Point National Operational Focal Point National Operational Focal Point
DOCUMENT: Information Sheet including basic project Page proposal including: project description, PDF proposal including: (i) an explanation of project

proposal description, executinig agency, expected objectives and justificationt in view of GEF preparation resources (PDF or other) that have already been
outptits, and budget. operational strategy; summary of recipicnt's utilized; (ii) justitication for the requested resources; (iii) a

cominitilnient; identification of key financing plan for use of Block C fuids; and (iv) a descripti.
stakelholders; level and natuire of national- of, anid scheduile for, outputs
levcl consultations; rclationships to
convenitionis, national strategies and plans,
and linpleniientiiig Agency counltry
assistance; and preliiiiinary inan ci ng plan.

KtEPORTING: Allocations to Implementing Agencies reported in Approved ftuninl(iig reported in qutairtcrly Approved funding reported in qtuarterly operational bulletin
quarterly operational bulletin. operationial bulletin.

REVtEW OF FUNDs Informiationi sheet to be submitted to the Report on how funds were used to be Report on how funds were used to be submitted to Council
IISE: Scecretariat lor its infom iialtion and record keeping. submnittcd to Cotiuicil, together withi project

Each quarter, (iGllOI to review coverage, proposal that is prcpared with PDF resources.
direction and eligibility of Block A-funded.
activities and to make recommendations on their
conitcnt and( directioni.

OUTPUTS: Initorimnaltiont necessatry to prepare a prcliminiary Final project appraisal-supporting Technical Design and Feasibility Reports, Engineering desit
initial project brief or draft project proposal; documentation, and information required for and projects.
scientific, technical, and environmental amid preparing project documeniation for
economic assessments; documentation on in- approval.

I country consultations
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GEF Operations Committee

GEFOP The GEF Operations Committee (GEFOP) is an interagency committee with
important responsibilities in the project cycle. The GEFOP is composed of
representatives of the three Implementing Agencies, the Chairperson of
STAP and, as appropriate, representatives of the secretariats of the
Convention on Biological Diversity and the Framework Convention on
Climate Change. The Committee is chaired by a representative of the GEF
Secretariat.

GEFOP role With regard to the PDF, the GEFOP has a role under each of the three
in project blocks. Under Block A, the GEFOP is informed of Block A grants
preparation approved by the Implementing Agencies. Every three months, the GEFOP

will review the coverage and overall direction of Block A-funded activities
and will rnake recommendations concerning future Block A funding.

Proposals for Block B funding are to be submitted to the GEFOP for its
review and recommendation as to whether the funding should be approved.
The recommendations of GEFOP are submitted to the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO), who is responsible for approving Block B funding.

Proposals for Block C funding are also to be submitted to the GEFOP for its
review ancl recommendations on funding. If Block C funding is requested
for a project proposal that has already been approved by the Council, the
CEO may approve the Block C funding, taking into account the
recommendation of the GEFOP. If the Council has not approved the
project proposal, then the CEO is authorized to approve Block C funding up
to $750,000. For funding between $750,000 and $1 million, the CEO will
consult with the Council prior to approval.

GEFOP role in The GEFC)P is also responsible for recommending to the CEO project
project review proposals for inclusion in the work program to be considered by the Council

at its regular meetings. Project proposals to be considered by the GEFOP
Government for inclusion in the work program are to be prepared in an agreed project
endorsement proposal format. Each project proposal must be endorsed by the recipient

country's operational focal point. Each project proposal must attach a
STAP expert technical review by an expert chosen from the roster developed and
technical review managed by the STAP. Each project proposal must also record the

consultations that have been undertaken with major groups and local
Consultations communities during the preparation of the project.
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Considerations Projects will be reviewed by the GEFOP, taking into account the following
for GEFOP considerations, as appropriate:
review

(a) Country Eligibility:
eligibility

(i) Within the financial mechanism:
. Party to Convention and
. Developing country; or

(ii) Outside the financial mechanism:
. Eligibility under paragraph 9 (b) of the

Instrument (UNDP/World Bank criteria)
. Where relevant, party to Convention.

* policy and (b) Policy and Program Framework of the proposed project:
program
framework (i) Endorsement by recipient country operational

focal point;
(ii) Consultation and coordination among Implementing

Agencies;
(iii) Substantive eligibility: Consistency with GEF

strategy and operational programs;
(iv) Linkages to:

a. Country/sector programs, national strategies,
action plans;

b. Implementing Agencies in-country
framework;

c. Pilot Phase activities;
d. Other focal areas;
e. Other programs and action plans at

region/sub-regional levels.

(c) Technical review including:

technical (i) Specification of global benefits;
review (ii) Thoroughness of technical reviews by experts from

STAP roster;
(iii) Response to recommendations of technical reviewers;
(iv) Plans to make natural resource use sustainable;
(v) Environmental assessment and measures to prevent

or mitigate potential damage;
(vi) Technology cooperation and transfer.
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* social (d) Social assessment and consultation including:
assessment
and (i) Demonstration of local participation/consultation in
consultation project preparations and measures for on-going

participation and consultation in project
implementation;

(ii) Role of local communities;
(iii) Role of indigenous people;
(iv) Resettlement plans, if human populations are going

to be resettled;
(v) Plans for public awareness, environmental education,

and social communication;
(vi) Gender considerations.

* capacity (e) Capacity building
building

(i) Training;
(ii) Institution building;
(iii) Planmng and policy development;
(iv) Targeted research:
(v) Linkage of capacitv building to enabling activities

and to investment.

* financial (f) Financial information:
information

(i) Funding and budget, including cost-effectiveness;
(ii) Overhead and management costs of Implementing

Agencies and executing agencies;
(iii) Use of PDF resources;
(iv) Co-financing from other sources and the

Implementing Agencies;
(v) Financial sustainability.

* incremental (g) Incremental cost (preliminary estimates):
cost

(i) Correct application of methodology;
(ii) Procedures for estimation and agreement with

recipient country;
(iii) Reasonableness of estimates and assumptions for

baselines and projects; and
(iv) Lessons from comparable cases.

* monitoring
and (b) Monitoring and Evaluation:
evaluation

(i) Provision for monitoring and evaluation;
(ii) If continuation of previously funded project,

requirement that evaluation has been completed and
recommendations of evaluation have been taken into
account in formulation of project being proposed.
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CEO proposes On the basis of its review, the GEFOP recommends to the CEO projects to
work program be included in the work program. The CEO determines the content of the

work program proposed to the Council for approval.

Council The Council approves work programs at its regular meetings. In its review
approval of the work program, the Council will focus primarily on the strategic and

policy issues raised therein. Council Members may also provide written
technical comments on specific project proposals. Such written comments
should be submitted to the Secretariat no later than three weeks after the
conclusion of the Council meeting concerned.

STAP STAP

Consistent with criteria approved by the Council, STAP may selectively
identify projects for review of their scientific and technical aspects.

Phase II: From Work Program Approval to Project Approval

Once the work program is approved, the Implementing Agency is
Implementing responsible for the further preparation of any of its project proposals in the
Agency prepares work program. In preparing a final draft project document for approval,
final project each agency is to consider the comrnents made by the Council during its
document review of the work program, and subsequent technical comments submitted

by the Council Members.

The Implementing Agencies are accountable to the Council for the
preparation and cost-effectiveness of the projects they prepare, for the
implementation of the operational policies, strategies, and decisions of the
Council. and for the activities of the executing agencies working through it.
It is expected that the Implementing Agencies will follow their own internal
procedures when preparing final draft project documents, while ensuring
that any additional policies or operational requirements for use of GEF
funds are met.

An important consideration in preparing the final draft project document
Incremental will be the determination of the "agreed incremental costs" of the project.
Costs The Secretariat will develop guidelines in 1996 to be followed by the

Implementing Agencies in their estimation and documentation of
incremental costs for GEF projects.
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Circulation of Before an Implementing Agency undertakes final approval of a final draft
project project document for a GEF-financed activity in accordance with its internal
document to the procedures, the final draft project document will be endorsed by the CEO.
Council Before endorsing the final draft project document, the CEO will circulate

the draft document to Council Members with a request that they submit any
comnments that they may have to the Secretariat within four weeks. If at
least four Council Members consider that the project is not consistent with
the Instrument or GEF policies and procedures, they may request that the
draft document be reviewed at a Council meeting before its approval. The
CEO will then submit the draft project document to the next regular Council
meeting.

STAP and
Implementing STAP and the Implementing Agency will also receive the final draft project
Agencies review document prior to endorsement.

STAP The Council may request STAP to review a project document prior to CEO
endorsement.

CEO The CEO will endorse the draft project document for final approval by the
endorsement Implementing Agency, if he ascertains that it is consistent with the project

proposal approved by the Council in the work program and GEF policies
and procedures. Recognizing that the costing of project proposals for
purposes of the work program is quite tentative, the CEO will examine the
fmal budget of the draft project, including the incremental cost calculations.

The Implementing Agency is responsible for final approval of the project
Approval by document in accordance with its internal procedures. The recipient
Implementing government will also approve the final project document.
Agency and
Recipient
Country Phase IrL[: From Project Approval to Project Completion

Each Implementing Agency will be responsible for monitoring project
Reporting and implementation. The GEF Secretariat should be kept informed about
project progress in the implementation of the projects through semi-annual reports.
implementation The Secretariat will organize an annual Project Implementation Review of
review all GEF activities. The Implementing Agencies and STAP will participate

in this review. Each project will be reviewed to determine: status of
imnplementation, progress toward the objectives of the project, compliance
with GEE policies, project modifications made, and an assessment of
potential problems. The results of the project implementation review will
be summarized and distributed to the Council.

STAP
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implementation review, and consistent with criteria approved by the
Council, STAP may selectively identify projects for further review of the
scientific and technical aspects of project implementation.

Monitoring In addition, once a Monitoring and Evaluation policy is approved by the
and Council, the Secretariat will prepare guidelines to implement the policy.
evaluation The Implementing Agencies will be expected to implement the guidelines in

each of their projects and to report on their implementation.

Project Whenever a project is fully disbursed or substantially completed, a final
completion evaluation report will be prepared by the Implementing Agency. This

report should explicitly address the performance of the project and assess
whether it has achieved its objectives. Guidelines for final project
evaluation will be prepared by the Secretariat on the basis of the monitoring
and evaluation policy approved by the Council.

The evaluations should assist the GEF, with the advice of STAP, to
ascertain whether the Facility is achieving its overall objective of providing
global environmental benefits in the four focal areas. The evaluation
guidelines will clarify the role of STAP in evaluating the scientific and
technical aspects of project implementation and the scientific and technical
effectiveness of the GEF portfolio.

m. FURTHER POLICY GUIDANCE AND ELABORATION TO BE

INCORPORATED [NI PROJECT CYCLE

Further
elaboration of The Council is still developing policies that will have a direct influence on
policy the project cycle. As experience is gained and evaluated, the lessons should

be brought to the attention of the Council. which is responsible for keeping
under review the operation of the Facility. The Council may then revisit the
project cycle if appropriate. It is necessary to recognize the need for
flexibility and innovation to facilitate the evolution in the cycle over time.

The Council is expected to consider and approve the following policies that
must be fully incorporated in the GEF project cycle:

(a) Public involvement in GEF-financed projects; and
(b) Monitoring and Evaluation.

On the basis of
the project



the Council, it is expected that each Implementing Agency will adhere to its
own policies and procedures concerning monitoring and evaluation,
information disclosure, and consultation with, and participation of, major
groups and local communities.

IV. rIMING OF THE PROJECT CYCLE

It is very difficult to assign a specific time framne to the project cycle
because project will vary according to its focal area. to project complexity
and to the procedures of the Implementing Agency. The Implementing
Agencies are all committed to expediting project development to the greatest
extent possible and will continuously seek means to streamline the project
cycle and to reduce the time between commnitments and disbursement of
funds. Also, it is expected that in the restructured GEF, the project
proposals presented for Council approval will be well advanced in their
preparation, which should reduce the time berween Council approval of
project proposals and final approval of project documents by the
Implementing Agency. This aspect of the project cycle will be kept under
review by the GEFOP.

Until such time
as these policies
are approved by
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AcToRS AND ROLES

ACTOR ROLES

Recipient Country 1. Identification of operational focal point.
2. Identification of project ideas, endorsement of project proposals.
3. Approves ftnal project document.
4. Facilitates broad based, as well as. project related consultations.
5. Feedback on GEF activities, including implementation of

projects.
Implementing Agency 1. Works with recipient countrv to facilitate identification of

operational focal point.
2. Assists in identification of project ideas.
3. Manages project preparation.
4. Approves final project in accordance with internal procedures.
5. Supervises and monitors project implementation. Prepares semi-

annual nroiect reports for Secretariat.
GEFOP 1. Informed of Block A grants.

2. Recommends to CEO PDF-Blocks B and C grants.
3. Reviews project proposals and recommends to CEO projects for

inclusion in proposed work program.
STAP 1. STAP-roster expert to review each project proposal.

2. STAP to selectively review projects in accordance with Council
approved criteria.

3. Evaluation of scientific and technical aspects of project
implementation and technical effectiveness of GEF portfolio..

Council 1. Approves GEF policies and operational strategies which will
include guidance received from Conventions.

2. Approves work program.
3. Members review projects before final approval. Members may

request project be reviewed at a Council meeting.
4. Approves Annual Revort.

CEO I. Approves PDF Block B and C grants.
2. Determines content of proposed work program.
3. Endorses proiects before final aDDroval.

Secretariat 1. General portfolio management and record keeping.
2. Chairs GEFOP.
3. Develops operational guidelines on basis of Council - approved

policies.
4. Organizes annual project implementation review.
5. PreDares Annual Reoort to Council.
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Public Involvement in GEF-Financed Projects



This document presents the GEF policv on public involvement in GEF-Financed projects. At

its meeting in April 1996, the Council approved the principles presented herein as a basis for

public involvement in the design. implementation and evaluation of GEF-financed projects.

The Council stressed that in applying the principles: (a) there should be emphasis on local

participation and local stakeholders. (b) specific conditions in-country should be taken into

consideration; and (c) public involvement should be consistent with the provision of the

Instrumentfor the Establishment of the Restructured GEF.



I. INTRODUCTION

1. At its February 1995 meeting, the Council requested the Secretariat to prepare a

"document proposing GEF policies for information disclosure and public participation"

(Joint Summary of Chairs, p. 3). An information paper, Draft Outline of Policy Paper on

Public Involvement in GiEF-Financed Projects (GEF/C.6/lnf.5), and two Background

Papers were made available at the October 1995 Council meeting for comments. Since the

release of the information paper, the Secretariat engaged in consultations using the

electronic media and small group meetings involving Council Members, NGOs and

regional NGO networks, and recipient governments.

2. This document builds upon the previous papers and incorporates comnments from

the consultations. Part II provides the rationale and definition of public involvement. The

basic principles of public involvement are presented in Part III, together with an

identification of how the principles will be applied by the Secretariat, Implementing

Agencies, project executing agencies , and others participating in GEF-financed projects.

II. RATIONALE AND DE:ETION

'The term "project executing agencv or agencies," as used throughout this paper, refers to the institutions or
range of institutions. which are directly responsible for project preparation, design, implementation, and
evaluation. These may be recipient government agencies, U.N. specialized agencies. non-govemmental
organizations, and/or other bodies. The term "project executing agency" is not synonymous with "executing
agency" as used by UNDP. In UNDP, only recipient governments: organizations of the U.N. system, including
U.N. specialized agencies and the U.N. Office for Project Services (UNOPS); governmental agencies not part of
the U.N. system, and UNDP itself may be "executing agencies" although NGOs and other bodies may provide
extensive services to project preparation, design, implementation, and evaluation.



3. The need for public involvement -- information dissemination. consultation, and

stakeholder participation -- is explicit in the Instrument for the Establishment of the

Restructured Global Environment Facilitv (or Instrument). As stated in the basic provisions

of the Instrument, all GEF-financed projects will "provide for full disclosure of non-

confidential information, and consultation with, and participation as appropriate of, major

groups and local communities throughout the project cycle" (para 5, p. 6). The Secretariat

is to "in consultation with the Implementing Agencies, ensure the implementation of the

operational policies adopted by the Council through the preparation of common guidelines

on the project cycle. Such guidelines shall address project identification and development,

including the proper and adequate review of project and work program proposals,

consultation with and participation of local communities and other interested parties" (p.

12). The Implementing Agencies also have their own policies, guidelines, and procedures

on public involvement which are consistent with the above provisions.
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Rationale

4. Effective public involvement is critical to the success of GEF-financed projects.

When done appropriately, public involvement improves the perforrnance and impact of

projects by:

(a) enhancing recipient country ownership of, and accountability for, project

outcomes,

(b) addressing the social and economic needs of affected people;

(c) building partnerships amnong project executing agencies and stakeholders;

and

(d) making use oF skills, experiences, and knowledge, in particular, of non-

governmental organizations (NGOs), community and local groups, and the

private sector in the design, implementation, and evaluation of project

activities.

Definition

5. Public involvement consists of three related, and often overlapping, processes:

information dissemination, consultation, and stakeholder participation. Stakeholders are the

individuals, groups. or institutions which have an interest or "stake" in the outcome of a

GEF-financed project or are potentially affected by it. Stakeholders include the recipient

country government; Implementing Agencies; project executing agency or agencies; groups
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contracted to carry out project activities and/or consulted at various stages of the project;

project beneficiaries; groups of people who may be affected by project activities, and other

groups in the civil society which may have an interest in the project.

6. Information dissemination refers to the availability and distribution of timely and

relevant information on GEF-financed projects. including notification, disclosure. and public

access to such information. 2

7. Consultation involves information exchanges among the government, the

Implementing Agency, the project executing agencies, and other stakeholders. Although

decision making authority rests with the government. the Implementing Agencies. and the

project executing agencies. periodic consultations throughout the project cycle help

managers make informned choices about project activities. More important. it provides

opportunities for communities and local groups to contribute to project design,

implementation, and evaluation.

8. Stakeholder participation is where stakeholders collaboratively engage, as

appropriate, in the identification of project concepts and objectives, selection of sites, design

and implementation of activities, and monitoring and evaluation of project outcomes.

Developing strategies for incorporating stakeholder participation throughout the project

2 Notification includes the announcement and availability of GEF-related information. Disclosure refers to the
availability of non-confidential information, often through a public information center, library or office, or
through various forms of media. Such information may include GEF project documents and reports and GEF
technical papers. Access covers the ways in which information is disseminated to a broad range of groups
through publications, workshops, electronic networks, popular media, vernacular translations, village
information meetings, and others.
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cycle is particularly necessarv in projects which have impacts on the incomes and livelihoods

of local groups. especially disadvantaged populations in and around project sites (e.g.,

indigenous communities. women, poor households).

III. PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

9. Based upon provisions contained in the Instrument, policies and procedures of the

Implementing Agencies, anci experience gained from the pilot phase. the following

principles will apply in the clesign, implementation, and evaluation of GEF-financed

projects.

Effective public involvement should enhance the social, environmental, and financial

sustainability of projects.

10. Public involvement activities should be designed so that thev contribute to the

environmental, financial, and social sustainabilitv of projects. By improving project

performance and sharing accountability for project outcomes, public involvement contributes

to the environmental and financial sustainability of projects. In addition, to be socially

sustainable, projects should, as appropriate, address the social, cultural. and economic needs

of people affected by GEF-financed projects. As mentioned in the operational strategy,

relevant social issues will be taken into account in the design, implementation, and
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evaluation of projects. Such issues may include the socio-economic needs of affected

people, the special needs of vulnerable populations. and access to project benefits.

Responsibility for assuring public involvement rests within the country, normally with the

government, project executing agency or agencies, with the support of the Implementing

Agencies.

I1. Public involvement activities should strengthen ownership of projects by recipient

countries. Govemments should ensure that all GEF-financed projects are countrv-driven and

based on national priorities for sustainable development. Govemments should promote

public involvement in the identification of project concepts which are consistent with

national priorities. The Implementing Agencies will assist and collaborate with recipient

governments and project executing agencies, as appropriate. in developing projects that

make use of, and promote public involvement throughout the project cvcle. The

Implementing Agencies will work closely with govemments and project executing agencies

to involve stakeholders starting at the earliest phase of project identification and throughout

design, implementation. and evaluation.



Public involvement activities should be designed and implemented in a flexible manner,

adapting and responding to recipient countries' national and local conditions and to

project requirements

12. It is recognized that there are differences in requirements for public involvement

across focal areas and types of projects and. thus, all public involvement activities should be

based on local needs and conditions. For example, biodiversity projects affecting indigenous

communities may require more extensive stakeholder participation than global projects

which focus on technical assistance and capacity building at the national and regional levels.

There will also be diversity in approaches to design of public involvement activities that

respond to in-country conditions, such as the cultural. political, and project-specific factors

influencing project development and implementation.

To be effective, public involvement activities should be broad-based and sustainable. The

Implementing Agencies will include in project budgets, as needed, the necessary financial

and technical assistance to recipient governments and project executing agencies to ensure

effective public involvement.

13. The Implementing Agencies will work with govemments and project executing

agencies to ensure that public involvement activities are designed in a manner that is

representative of a broad range of stakeholder groups and effectively carried out over the

long-term. The Implementing Agencies will support project executing agencies in: (a)

providing relevant. timely, and accessible information to as many stakeholders as possible;
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(b) facilitating broad-based and project-specific consultations. especiallv at the local or sub-

national levels: and (c) promoting the active participation of key stakeholder groups

throughout the project cycle, including awareness raising and capacitv strengthening

activities.

Public involvement activities will be carried out in a transparent and open manner. All

GEF-financed projects should have full documentation ofpublic involvement.

14. Consistent with provisions in the Instrument. there should be transparencv in the

preparation, conduct, reporting, and evaluation of public involvement activities in all

projects. The format for documentation of public involvement will be developed by the

Secretariat, in consultation with the Implementing Agencies. Such a format should be brief

and concise and should take into consideration good practice formats currently in use by the

Implementing Agencies, NGOs, and project executing agencies.

15. The Secretariat will undertake the following to facilitate effective public involvement

in all GEF-financed projects.:

(a) Establish, in consultation with the Implementing Agencies. operational

guidelines for assessing the effectiveness of public involvement activities in

the project's design and implementation plan: subsequent monitoring of

public involvement activities through the annual project implementation
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review; and evaluating the impacts of public involvement in terms of

improving projects:

(b) Facilitate the exchange of best practices on public involvement among

recipient govemments, the Implementing Agencies. project executing

agencies. and other stakeholders with a view to ensuring that lessons leamed

are incorporated into design of future projects;

(c) In collaboration with the Implementing Agencies. explore ways in which

roles of NGOs and other stakeholders can be strengthened in project

preparation, design. implementation. and evaluation, and conduct periodic

assessments of the effectiveness of public involvement in projects; and

(d) Ensure that funding is available to recipient govemments, executing

agencies, and, as appropriate. NGOs for carrying out effective public

involvement.

16. The Implementing Agencies are committed to promoting effective public

involvement within their own institutional environment. In accordance with internal policies

and procedures, and consistent with the principles outlined in Part III above, the

Implementing Agencies will develop guidelines for public involvement in their own GEF-

financed projects, and should include the following:

(a) Modalities for incorporating public involvement in projects, and addressing

social issues, starting at the earliest stages of the project cycle, and
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recognizing the difficulties and long-term nature of cultivating local

participation: and

(b) Financing options during project preparation. and within project budgets, to

facilitate design and implementation of public involvement activities, as

appropriate. including allocation of project funding to encourage

participation of NGOs, local groups. and the private sector.
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